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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

In ushering to the world this treatise of the

learned Stagyritey I shall confess the difficulties

which I have encountered, and the anxiety which

I still feel as to its reception. That it is the

greatest of all that great master's productions, is

an assertion which I do not singly hazard. The

learned and laborious Franciscus PhiJelphns terms

it " Rhetorica iUustrissimi phiJosopJiorum ArisiGtelis

utiUssimd ;** and this epithet has been strongly

borne out by the following testimony of the cele-

brated Boileau Despreaux, in his preface to a trans-

lation of Long'mus upon the Sublime : " C'est

uniouvrage d'une extreme utilite ; & pour moi,

j'avoue franchement que sa lecture m'a plus profite

que tout ce qui j'ai jamais lu en ma vie."

So important has this work appeared in the eyes

of the learned, during the fifteenth century, that it

employed, with incessant emulation, the pens of

several most distinguished scholars, to produce a^

A3.,



VI PREFACE.

perfect version of it. The style of the original

presented an intrinsic obstacle to the accomplish-

ment of that object in several instances. Many

of the translators, by too literal an attention to the

context, increased the obscurity, in which Aristotle s

quaint and methodical expression involves the

meaning of several passages ; and it remained for

those alone who built their labours upon the inge-

nious Commentary of Petrus Victorius, to trans-

mit a close and correct version of this famous trea-

tise to posterity. In this class of the Latin trans-

lation, R'lccohoni appeared to me most faithfully

precise ; and consequently, whenever I entertained

any hesitation upon the original, I combined his

reference with that of M. Cassandre, an accom-

plished scholar of the seventeenth century, who

gave to the world a French translation of this

work, which stands eminently high in the admi-

ration oiUAblancourt, His arrangement is so

familiar and connected, that I have adopted it, in

preference to that of Muretus or Riccohoni, The

Greek edition, which formed the basis of the pre-

sent version (which I believe is the only one in

the English language), was that of Duval, Paris,

1619; the readin<^s of which are allowed to be
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better than those of any other extant. Many of

the rhetoricians, posterior to the time in which

AristotU wrote, have adopted, in their essays, the

fundamental rules of the art, which he has laid

down. Qumfilians triple division of the orator's

duty perfectly corresponds with that of our

author—" Tria sunt autem quae praestare debet

orator ut doceat, moneat, delectet."—Quintil.

Rhet. b. iii. p. 47. And Cicero, in his " Rhe-

torica ad C. Herennium," derives his construction

of artificial proofs, very evidently from the Aris-

totelian system; ** Omnis igitur probatio arti-

ficialis constat aul signis, aut argumentis, aut

exemplis.'* The same writer, in his two books,

" De Inventione Rhetorica," has bottomed him-

self upon the Places of our author's treatise.

There is, hovvever, this difference between the

Rhetoric of Aristotle and that of every other

writer upon the subject, down to Blair ; that the

former universally combines with the art the

great elementary principles of human action, thus

making it an Ethico-Rhetorical treatise, while

the others pay too much attention to the figura-

tive ornaments of diction alone.

A4
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I feel not the least hesitation in saying, that, a9

an University Class-book, the present work would

be most efficacious in imprinting upon the stu-

dent's understanding those abstract principles of

Locke and other logical writers, which in several

cases leave only a superficial trace behind them.

The present treatise, in like manner, has the incal-

culable advantage of being specifically directed to

the three cardinal points of professional avocation.

Not a principle of human thought, is there, which

cannot be comprised under what Aristotle terms

the Places of the three Rhetorical Divisions

;

and it is worthy of remark, that, at the special

instance of several great men in the Macedonian

court, this copious philosopher embodied the

general substance of this extended work, in a

short tract, which he addressed to his illustrious

pupil, Alexander ('Pj^rop/JC)} in^oq AXfJoJv^poi/).

Little more need be said in order to impress the

reputation in which the Aristotelian Rhetoric has

been held. It must, however, be observed, that

our author generally supposes some elementary

reading in those to whom he addresses himself,

as he makes constant reference to the Art of

Logic in his exemplifications. For this reason i^
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is, that I esteem the work, as one most peculiarly

calculated to produce confirmed Impressions of

those collegiate studies, which are considered

abstract, merely for the want of a standard where-

by to conciliate them to the understanding. If

I succeed in compassing that object, it will be

because I have myself experienced the tedium of

accommodating the youthful mind, without the

intervention of truismSy to the occult doctrines of

ppeculative writers.

London', #
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A

DISSERTATION

RHETORIC.

BOOK I.

CHAP. I

General Preliminary.

The art of rhetoric and dialectics* are so fat

related, as they both treat of subjcQts, which,

being common, fall, as it were, under the know-

ledge of mankind in general, and are not con-

tained within the limits of any particular science.

Hence, no man i& presumed ignorant of either,

to the extent of examining or upholding, de-

fending or refuting, any particular reason withia

his scope.

* By Jiaiecticsy Aristotle means that part of logic alone

wMch treats of frokaitlity ; afid i(, in fact, what is otherwise

called topics : not but that he applies the word often to convey

ie^ic in gtnerml.



i8 X Dissertation

Rhetoric is thus demonstrated to he an Art.

For, if we allow the two sources of its success-

ful application to be casually and habits we may

equally concede the competency of any man to

establish a rule whereby he may set chance at

defiance, and generally succeed. Now, it is the

province of art alone to assign such rules ; and,

therefore, the object to be attained by them must

be itself an art.

In Proof consists the principal Address of the

Rhetorician.

And here I cannot be refuted upon the grounds

of omission in those authors, who have treated the.

subject, more with reference to the several pas-

sions of the human heart, than those modes of

argument (particularly enthymem *) so essential

to the formation of proof. Passion, in point of

fact, lies more at home with the person who ad-

judges, than the orator who enforces an appeal.

If the former acted up to his duty in all matters

touching justice ; and were every government to

be modelled upon the policy of the best-regulated

republics, the advocates of an opinion contrary

to mine, would find little room to dilate when

they would speak in public.

This licentious habit of expatiating is theoreti-

cally reprobated, but I know of few places where

the orator is expressly forbidden to travel out of

* This argumeatative term is explaised in progress.
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his subject ; and even in Athens the prohibition

extends but to the judgments of the Areopagus.

The reasonab]c tendency of such a repression

will appear, from the liability of a judge to be

perverted, through the incul nation of passion, in

any way affecting the object of his adjudication.

Add to this, that the principal git of the pleadsf

lies in plain demonstration, either respecting the

existence or agency of his subject, negatively or

affirmatively. But it is the business odhtjudge

alone (wherever the legislature has not been ex-

plicit) io interpret the consequence or import int

matter of justice. His instructions are not to

flow from the advocate.

Indeed, I could wish that every law of wise

establishment were so precise as to demarcate

the minutest circumstance, in order to guard

against excesses in this judicial privilege of con-

struction. First, for personal reasons ; because it

is not an easy matter, to provide men of meet

ability to correspond with such a trust ; the

capacity of legislative judgment being found,

perhaps, generally in the proportion of two

persons possessed, to a hundred incapable of

it.—Secondly, in respect to time : for, an

established law rests not dependent upon the

instantaneous administration of any particular

judgment, but upon the long and experi"

enced observation of ages. And from this con-

sideration arises the impracticability of cora-

B 2



a.0 A DISSERTATION

plianee, in deliberative assemblies, with partial

and public interests at one and the same time.

The last and most important reason is derived

from the consideration of precedent or similitude of

circumstances: because the legislator enacts not

upon matters particular, nor with a view to per-

sons />r^j^«//y interested ; but for general purposes

extending even to futurity. On the other hand,

theJudge, or the debater, takes cognizance but of

particular facts, wherein they frequently find a

concern with self-interest ; often looking but

through the medium of affection or hatred to-

wards the immediate persons ; and, consequently,

passion draw& a veil between them and the truth.

In fine, I would leave to the judge this sole point

of examination, namely—into the occurrence or

probability of any matter before him, these being

cases out of the power of the legislature to fore-

see. From what has been now said, it is clear,

that real rhetoric has no concern in those modes

of doctrine, which are frittered upon the manu-

facture of exordiums, narrations, and other di-

visions of a discourse. Such things tend to warp

the mind of a judge, not showing where lies the

artifice of a proof, which arises out of the culti-

vation of reason, assisted by enthymems.

Rhetoric may be divided into two practical

branches—one deliberative ; the other advocative:

The former is more important, as it is more gene-

rally interesting in politics i the other being
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simply confined to the investigation of clauses in

plain and overt contracts.

No mention, howevfer, of the former division

has been made by rhetorical writers; while on the

latter they have plentifully expended their rules

and precepts. They well knew that a council

gives little admission to trick or malice (which

is not the case with a particular matter at bar), for

a deliberative interest is common to each indi-

vidual who debates it, every hearer judging for

himself. Consequently simple demonstration of

the truth is alone necessary. It is otherwise with

the pleader, who must go further, and attempt to

turn his auditors towards his side ; while they, not

being affected in their own interests, and falling

before self-complacency^ are easily induced to fa-

vour, and to neglect their duties as judges. In

this respect is proved the utility of providing

against oratorical expatiation. A deliberative

body will instinctively guard against it.

The entire artifice of rhetoric consisting in

proof, which is a species of demonstration most

powerfully attained through that syllogistic argu-

ment called enthymem, comprehensively treated

of in logic ; it follows, that a good logiciaa will

easily make himself master of the object, pos-

sessing the means, as he does, through the other

allied art. Tfuth * is the object of the direct

* Under this term, the author comprehends every thing

which happens of necesiity^ and in an uniform manner. By pro-

= 3
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syllogism^ and probability that of the enlhymem.

Kovv the same faculty will lead a man to both,

as people are apt to discover the truth (independ-

ent of absolute knowledge) in many mattets, be-

side being naturally borne towards the knowledge

of a thing, and an acquaintance with the cer-

tainty of it ; and, in like manner, in drawing a

simple conjecture, or discovering ihe probability of

dubious matters, a man stands in need of no other

address, or light, than those which lead him to

an investigation and ultimate ^discovery of truth,

in affairs of infallibility.

That rhetoric is of great utility, I believe no

one will doubt, since its end is the rendering of

justice^ and fhe inculcation of truth. This sublime

art is not doctrinal upon any thing contrary to

cither. Whenever a wrong judgment has been

delivered, it results from the triumph of falsehood

and injustice over truth—a victory which merits

punishment, not praise. Moreover, this art is

of such importance, that, though you may be

lability^ he simply understands what happens but ordinarily.

The two words are of extensive consideration in logic, cm»

bracing and sharing between them every thing which falls under

the knowledge of that art. There is a reason, however, why

the same faculty, which applies to the consideration of trutJt^

should also apply to that oiprobability^ namely—that there is no

great difference between both ; the only distinction is beween

universal h.vi<ifrequent occurrence \ in other words, between mon
iind>//.

4
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extremely learned, yet, in speaking to a certain

class of persons, for the purpose of persuasion, it

would be difficult, without rhetoric, to compass

your design, by reason of the particular fashion

and phrase which are necessary to the explication

of science, but which it would be useless to direct

to the apprehensions of the ignorant.

In order to be understood by, and to persuade

such a description of people, recourse must be

had to notions generally received, or terms of

common-place^ as has already been noticed in my
book of Topics, speaking of the " manner be-

fitting an address to the people." A third ad-

vantage derivable from rhetoric is, iJs capab'tliiy

of persuading two contrary parties, just as in logic

it is requisite to know how to argue upon both

sides of a question. But it is not really necessary

that the art should accomplish hath ends, for we

ought never to persuade to what is bad ; yet the

matter is of consequence, so far as that a man
should not be ignorant of the manner in which

such dangerous persuasion may be resorted to,

and that he may, at the same time, have it in his

power to answer those who make use of it to the

end of favouring injustice. Now, of all the arts,

there are none, save rhetoric and logic, which

profess the defence of two contrary sides in argu-

ment. It is not however to be understood, that

the subject matter in these disputations should be

equally probable on either side, since, defiiv-

B 4
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tively speaking, that ivhich is true and deserving

in itself, is Jnost easy of proofs and most capable of

fersuadiiig. In fact, it would be ridiculous to

imagine, that it were matter of reproach not to

be enabled to derive assistance to one's self, from

the exertions of the body ; and that there would

be none in the deprivation of help from those of

speech—the use of the latter being much more

particular to man from nature than that of the

body. To say that rhetoric nay be employed to

noxious purposes if the possessor wish it, is

making use of an objection which equally applies

to all matters, however good and useful, with

the exception of virtue. For example, the good

or bad u'>e of strength, health, riches, armour,

&c. will constitute the good or evi) which may

result from their exercise.

We may now summarily conclude the use of

this noble art, and that it has, equally with logic,

no particular or determinate subject. In the next

place, we may infer that the work of rhetoric is

not directed towards absolute persuasion^ but in

search of whatever may lead to it. Herein it is

in accordance with the several other arts. For

instance, medicine holds not out the promise of

infallible cure, but, as far as possible, a contri-

bution towards the repair of health, the physician

not relaxing in his endeavours to benefit the pa-

tient, upon the ground of health not returning so

soon as he expected. Rhetoric, likewise, takes
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into equal consideration effectual and apparent

persuasion, as logic treats of the true and ap-

parent syllogism. 1 say, that the logician works

upon apparent syllogism, in order that it may not

be considered as the province of the sophist alone,

whose characteristic is not the knowledge of, or

address in using arguments of ^similitude ; but

the object with which he sets out, is that of

arguing with the intent of deceiving. Truly

speaking, as to this point, logic and rhetoric

differ, inasmuch as, in the latter art, the man
who employs false arguments is considered an

orator equally with him who makes use but of

true ones. Now it is not so with logic, the* true

disciple of which attaches himself but to the art

conjoined with truths for the subtlety and evasion

of the sophist are not comprehended in that cha-

racter. But, to the subject from which we have

diverged, and first to the definition of this art

;

progressively examining all its other parts as we
go along.

CHAP. II,

DEFINITION OF RHETORIC.

" Rhetoric is an art, or faculty, which, upon

every subject, considers the capability of per-*

fuasion.*'
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In Ihis it is peculiar ; for, no other art or fa*

culty treats of any subject other than that within

the immediate proviace of each, and consequently

aims at conviction on those points alone. Wc
shall exemplify viedicine, which reasons and per-

suades only upon matters concerning the oppo-

sites, health and disease ; geometry, upon the

remarkable changes and differences to be met

with in space ; arithmetic, regarding numbers

;

and so on distinctively with the whole remaining

series of arts and sciences. Rhetoric alone is ge-

neral in its subject, and assumes a right to at-

tempt conviction in any.

Of Proof.

Rhetoric employs two kinds—one, artificial

;

the other, independent of art. By the latter I

understand those which do not flow out of our

industry, but which we find ready made to our

convenience, as testimony, the torture, contracts,

and such-like. Those I call artificial which we

derive from self-ingenuity, or have produced by

the rules of the art. Artificial proof may be again

divided into three species :

Tht first, founded upon the manner, received

morality, and virtuous character of the speaker.

The second, arising out of the disposition of

the auditory, and through the preparation of

their minds, which the orator has made use of.

The third springs out of the discourse itself.
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fiamely—^^whether a frue or apparent demon-

stration has been given to the subject.

An ORATOR will persuade by the help of his

mien and manner, provided he speaks in such

wise as to render himself worthy of confidence.

For virtue is ever possessed of that open credit,

that we make more hberal allowance, and take

less time to do it, in favour of the virtuous than

the immoral ; and this more particularly in mat-

ters of doubt, wherein our minds perceive no cer-

tain path of reason, on either side, for our direc-

tion.

In such a case, we entirely surrender, under con-

fidence, to thp person who addresses us. But it must

be remarked, that this credit ought not simply to

proceed from the prepossession of the auditory,

but also from the address of the discourse. Nor
should we regard some of those rhetorical writers,

who, in point of that morality and probity, which

should be effulgent in the language of the orator,

maintain that it is absolutely of no avail in win-

ning upon the mind : so far is this opinion from

being correct, that there is no one avenue to per-

suasion more direct than what has been just re-

commended.

Conviction may be obtained from an auditory,

with reference to them alone, because they may
be led at the discretion of those passions which

the discoiwse has excited. For, our judgments

arc varied by the contrary moods of hilarity of
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depression, partiality or hatred. On this method

of persuading, so much dwelt upon by rhetori-

cians, we shall more fully speak when we come

to treat of the passions.

Finally, persuasion is obtained through the

effect of the discourse either tending to prove that

the subject is clearly true, or leaving it only so in

appearance.

Artificial proof depending, then, upon these

three points, he who would be master of them

must apply to the study of three things, as follow :

first, a knowledge in the making of syllogisms;

secondly, a deep acquaintance with the manners

and qualities of men ; and, thirdly, the science

of conducting the passions. For instance : in

the latter, he should know the particular nature

of each passion ; wherein it differs from others j

its origin, and the modes most likely to excite it.

Thus it appears, not only that rhetoric is a

germ and shoot of logic, but also of that part of

ethics which may, with reason, be denominated

political. Hence it is, that rhetoric, assuming a

borrowed garment, often passes for politics ; those

who profess it, very frequently being led into the

vanity of such assumption through pride, igno-

rance, or otter human considerations. Having

thus connected rhetoric with the mother art of

logic, let us now speak of their power and rela-

tion individually.
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Of Example and Enthymem, as related to

Syllogism and Induction.

The two latter are the modes (whether they be

cither true or apparent) of demonstrating proofs

in logic ; while in rhetoric, the same use is

made of example as was made of induction in the

other art, and of enthymem correspondent with

that of syllogism, I have shown in my Analytics^

that no logical demonstration can be made with-

out the help of syllogism or induction. In rheto-

rical proof, the same necessity occurs of employ-

ing example and enthymem. Thus we see a strong

reciprocity between each opposed to each, in

their respective arts.

The difference between example and induction

has been already shown in my Topics. When in

logic a man wishes to prove a thing to be of a

certain nature, and that, in order so to prove, he

brings in a number of other matters in every re-

spect similar to the one debated, his mode of

proof is named induction. The rhetorician pro-

ceeds to the same end by example. So likewise in

logic, when the disputant establishes certain fixed

propositions, and by one necessary consequence

comes to draw another proposition totally differ-

ent from the preceding, merely because the pre-

ceding were established ones (it matters not whe-

ther true or probable) ; such a scries is called

syllogism. The same deduction is named enthy^
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mem^ in rTieloric. Each of these two modes is

greatly advantageous to him who makes good use

of them, as each contains within itself, in a man-

ner, a separate species of rhetoric. What has

been observed in my book, of Methods^ regarding

the manner of proof peculiar to logicj strongly

applies to rhetoric., in this respect, that the latter,

as well as the former, has two distinct pre-

ferences in its modes of proof For instance,

some orators prefer the use of example in their

discourses, while others stickle for the efficacy of

enthyniem. The former class of speakers achieve

persuasion in no inferior degree to the latter, ex-

cept, indeed, the advantage which enthyraem

possesses, of making a more lasting impression on

the mind, and calling it more into exercise. For

this we shall assign causes in a proper place.

Let us now show, by conclusive reasoning, the

matters to which enthymem will apply.

Every thing within the proper sphere of per-

suasion is personally relative, i. c. may be em-

ployed to persuade any person. This again di-

vides itself into two species of capacity, one

whereof is self persuasive, and credible at first

view ; the other merely receiving its belief from

being seemingly founded upon proofs of equal

quality with the first. Now, since there is no

art which is merely considerative of individuals^

or takes them as objects (medicine, for instance,

proposes not individually what would be best foe
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the health of Cal/ias or Socrates, but searches ge-

nerally into cases of similar afflictions, consider-

ing the difference of temperament ; it being fea-

sible, that the infinite number of individuals out-

runs the possibility of comprehension in any one

art or science),—we may take it for a consequence,

that rhetoric will be equally far from proposing to

itself, or considering any probability, with re-

ference to any one individual, or attempt per-

suasion in that way :—for example, it will not

search into the probability of a thing affecting So-

grates or Hippias, but it will consider the pro-

bable effect upon such minds, under the circum-

stance of different inclinations and moral dispo-

sitions.

In like manner it is that logic trifles not in

arguing or syllogising upon every indifferent mat-

ter which presents itself, even though that matter

may appear to certain individuals in the light of

probability ; for there are things which, as pro-

bable, strike certain persons, such as fools and

madmen. The only matters on which logic ex-

pends its arguments, are those which, not being

of themselves sufficiently warranted, stand in

need of being proved. As to rhetoric, it applies

itself solely to subjects which have customarily

been matter of deliberation, examining those

things upon which men ordinarily consider, and

to which no art is attached : this too it does, for the

convenience ©f unenlightened auditors incapable
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of comprehending any thing which embraces se-

veral topics at once, or ot following up in their

minds a lengthened series of reasoning. Here

it may be observed, that deliberation is generally

consequent alone upon what appears to have

fallen out differently from previous experience

—

this being the only source of deliberation. Be-

sides, it is impossible to deliberate upon the past,

when we cannot prevent the occurrence which

has taken place: nor upon xh^ future^ for it is

out of our power to turn the course of events:

nor upon the present, for it is not practicable to,

annihilate the existence of a thing, at least, so

long as the opinion and belief concerning it shall

obtain.

The Matmer 0/ Arguing in Rhetoric.

As to what regards argument upon, and the

esfablishment of any matter syllogistically, or by

consequences, two methods are generally em-

ployed on this head, viz. either by inferring

conclusions from propositions which are al-

ready proved by other syllogisms or arguments

;

or, secondly, by deducing from propositions stand-

ing in need of being so proved, on account of

their not being probable of themselves. But,

perhaps, neither of these two methods is proper

for the purposes of rhetoric: the first, by reason

of its intricacy and length, being above the com-

prehension of a simple and unintelligent hearer;

and the secoj;id^ oa account of its incapacity to
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persuade, because it advances matters neither

carrying probability with them, nor avowed by

the world. From these observations it follows,

respecting eiithymem and example, that they

should be always employed upon matters of un-

certainty, and upon subjects which have ordi-

narily happened in a different manner from the

existing one. And, with respect to the form

of the enthymeniy we may lay down, that it cannot

advance so many circumstances, or be composed

of as many propositions as the perfect syllogism ;

because, if one of these propositions be known,

ihe auditor requires of us to omit it. For ex-

ample : we wish to proclaim, " that Doriciis, the

famous wrestler, has conquered, and been crown-

ed at the Olympic games ;" it would be quite

sufficient to say, ** that Doricus obtained the

prize ;" there being no necessity of adding the

general proposition*—" that the victors at those

games are crowned there," because that custom is

yniversally known to be general,

The Nature of those ProposUioris, of which the
'

Enthymem is composed.

Among the propositions, wherewith rhetoric

forms its syllogisms, there are but few founded

upon necessity ; for the greater part of those matters

which are adjudged «/ bar, and those deliheratively

tre?ited of, arc uncertain so far as they induce the

G
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possibility of varied eontingency in all. !^csidcs, de-

liberative speculationsarehinged upon matter of ex-

tended enterprise, or agency, and it is well known

that all human actions are of such a nature, as to

prevent our calculation upon necessary effects, or

infallible event. Let us consider, then, that

contingent propositions, which are true only in re-

lation to ordinary circumstances, should be always

proved by others of a similar nature, and un-

certain as themselves ; while, on the other hand,

necessaries must be proved by necessaries (as has

already been said in the Analytics). It will he con-

sequent^ that the derivative matter ofenthymem will

hey for the most fart, uncertain, or contingent,

and very little of it necessary.

In truth, every enthymem which Is made, rests

its proof either upon probability or signs ; inso-

much, that such probability, and such signs, should

be but one and the same thing reciprocally, in

regard to matters of necessity and uncertainty ; and,

in fact, properly speaking, probability is that

which ordinarily happens, not absolutely ; not,

2s some persons pretend to have it, in the

definitions which they give on this head, indif-r

fprently comprehending, under the title of pro-

|>able, all things, of whatsoever nature they may

be, never troubling themselves about the fit-

ness, or unfitness, of their universality. In rhe-

toric, probability should be solely understood as

relating to matters which do not always occur
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alike, and to be only connected with those things

from which its quality is reflected, in the same

relationship which universal bears to ^arficuJar,

Of SiQSi, and their Difference*

Of these, there are two kinds; one relating to

things which the species of sign represents, as

from particular to universal; i. e. it must be proved

in the same way, as if we proved a general by a

particular proposition.

The second kind is the converse of the othei^

jn relation, being from universal to particuJitrl

Of the latter, there are again two classes : the'

first, necessary ; to which the name of tecmeriunt^

has been given ; the second, not necessary^ ancl

simply called signs. By necessary sign^, I undet^'^

st^nd those which may become syllogistic matter'^'
'

herein the proof is convincing; and with this

class, for that reason, the teqmerium" is num-

bered. For whenever an orator alleges, in proof,

matters which he thinks unanswerable, such

proof he qualifies by the appellation of tecmerium,

as if he should say, "This proof is demonstratively

and puts an end to the question.'* The vsPord

tecmar^ which is th^ root of tecmerium, in the

old signification, implies the idea of boundary.

Now for examples of those signs, and firatt

of that kind which we Have mentioned, to bear

the relation of particular to universal. For ia-

stance; the following mode of reasoning

:

c z
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^' A sign that all men of ability are virtuous,

is, that Socrates, who was a man of

ability, was also a virtuous one."

Such reasoning would be adducing 2l sign for

its proof. However, that sign would not bo

either necessary or convincing^ because it could nqt

be reduced to a syllogism^ which never draws an

universal from a simple proposition. But if a

person reasoned thus

:

** A sign that such a man is sick, is, that he

has a fever
— **

Pr,

" A sign that such a woman is a mother, is,

that she has got a breast of milk :*'

This sort of sign would be necessary^ and the

only one which we could call tecmerium ; for when

any sign is of such quality, that it singly suffices

to impress the truth of what is said, the proof is

then convincing and unanswerable.

As to the other species of signs which stand in

the relation of universal to particular ^ and which

are not necessary, the following may serve to il-

lustrate :

^* A sign of that man's having a fever, is,

that he respires as if he were out of

breath."

This would be certainly true, but easily an-

swered, since it often happens that a man is out;

of breath without being in a fever.

Having explained the nature of ^ro^^^/7//y and
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signs, and also recounted the different species of

the latter, with their several distinctions, I shall

refer the reader for a more detailed account o£

those matters to the Analytics.

Of ExAMPLEi

The affinity of this with induction, and in what

the latter consists, has already been shown.^ Ex-

eUnple must not be considered, in regard to those

subjects which it serves to exemplify, as the par-

ticular is considered with regard to its universal,

or vice versa ; and still less in the relation of

universals to each other. But it must be viewed

in the light of one particular with another, and in

the relation o( like to like. Whenever two things

are found under one common kind, and that one

is more known than the other, that which is

more known is properly termed example* For

supposing me inclined to demonstrate, that when

Dionysius of Syracuse demanded body-guards, he

had a design of becoming tyrant ; I would say

\\i2Li Pisistratus^ in the same manner, at first de-

manded body-guards, and, when he got them,

seized upon the government. I would say that

Theage?ies acted in the same manner at Megara ;

and would adduce still farther instarrces wherein

tyrants had become such by the like proceedings

;

all which would serve as an example to Diofjysius

of Syracuse ; but yet it would not be clear that ht

demanded body-guards with any such design,

c 3
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All the above-cited examples may be compre*

hended under this general proposition, viz.

** That whoever meditates tyranny, and

seizure of the government, demands

body-guards."

Thus far have we shown in what consists the

rhetorical proofs, which appear to be demon-

strative.

Th Difference o/Enthymems.

The difference of those is so great, that fe^

can boast a thorough knowledge of them ; in

fact, it is the same as the difference between

logical sylhgisnis ; some enthymems being as pecu-

liar to rhetoricy as some syllogisms are to logic.

More of them pertain to other different arts and

faculties, either of invention or known science.

Hence the obscurity with which they appear tq^

the auditor; and hence, those who use them con-

trary to the lessons of rhetoric or logic, ramble

wide of their art, and no longer reason either as

logicians or orators. This will appear more evi-

dent upon farther explanation. We must next

observe, that the logical syllogisms are those to

which we assign places. Of the latter, there ate

two kinds : one common—the other proper. By

common-place, I mean that which will serve in

proof ot divers matters, such as jurisprudence,

physics, politicsj and many other matters spe^

ctally different from one another. Of this descrip-
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iipn, is the common-place, which treats of greater

and lesser ; because we may derive from it syl-

logisms and enthymems upon matters of right or

physics equally as well as upon other sciences i

and yet all these matters arc severally distinct.

Place-proper is that which is particular to each

kind and each species of propositions. For in-

stance ; there are propositions so dependant upon

physics as to preclude the inference of enthymems

and syllogisms for the proof of elhies, and vice

versa. This is to be equally understood of all

other particular and specific propositions.

It mu3t be here remarked of common-place, that

"by it, ai mail will never become learned upon

any particular subject, because it is vague, and

treats of no determinate matter. It is otherwise

with place-proper I for, the more those proposi-

tioKS which we draw from it are Select, and par-

ticular to the subject of which we treat, the more

removed we become from logic and rhetoric, and

the nearer we approach some other science : the

reason is obvious, because, if we carry bacfc

those propositions to />/-mir//)/e;?, our reasoning and

proof have no further concern with logic or rhe-

toric, but with that sftence alone, on the prin-

ciples of which we have touched. We must

farther obser/e, that the greater part of en-

thymems are derived solely from pla^ceproper,

and very few proceeding {xom commo?i-place. We
shall theu make a division of enthymems ia

' c 4
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the same manner as we have already done in ouf

Topicsy VIZ. into as many places proper as there

are sorts of propositions whence they might he

derived. I shall name those propositions places

proper of enthymems^ which are particular to each

kind of rhetoric separately : those propositions

shall be called places common of enthymem^ which

are common to all the kinds aggregated, and

which serve in proof of all sorts of matter.

Let us now speak of those branches, into which

rhetoric resolves itself, that, having recounted

them as to number, we may see in particular, the

dements of each, and the propositions befitting

them.

CHAP. III.

The Kinds of Rhetoric.

Rhetoric has, within it, as many divisions of

hml, as there are descriptions of auditors, viz,

three. For, every discourse turns upon three

subjects of consideration ; to wit, the speaker,

the subject treated of, and the person addressed.

The latter is termed the auditor^ and to him the

discourse principally refers. Every auditor should

he, of necessity, either a simple hearer or a judge.

In the latter case, he is to take cognizance either

of things already done, or those not yet done
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An auditor, who has to judge of what has not

yet happened, but which is merely intended,

may be illustrated by the people of Athens, as«

sembled in debate upon the affairs of the re-

public. He who pronounces on the past, and

what has been accomplished, is, properly speak-

ing, a magistrate, or judge. And, finally, the

simple hearer is he who comes for the gratifi-

cation of curiosity, or to enjoy the pleasure of

hearing a distinguished orator. The three kinds

of rhetoric correspondent with these three descrip-

tions of auditors, are

—

The deliberative^

The judiciary^ and

The demonstrative.

The first of these comprises two parts, viz.

persuasion and dissuasion ; for, whether in private

or public debate, one or other of them is gene-

rally atchieved.

The second kind has also two subordinate

parts, namely, accusation and defence \ for the

general result of the advocate's pleading turn*

upon either of the tw^o.

The third kind also contains under it two parts,

encomium and inculpation.

To each of the above three kinds of rhetoric,

is also incident a time peculiar io it indivi-

' dually.

Thtfuture pertains to the deliberative ; for every

man who deliberates, whether for the purpose of
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advising or dissuadipfg, does so On matters which

have not yet occurred.

The past is appropriate to the judiciary kind i

for no actions are ever accused or defended, ex-

cept those which have been accomplished.

And the present is most applicable to the de-

mofistrativgy because nothing is praised or cen-

sured if it be r>ot effective, and in operation.

Not but that orators will, in this case, fre-

quently introduce the mention of the past for the

purpose of awakening the recollectioti to any

subject ; and even anticipate what has not oc-

curred, as in judging of futurity. Furthermore,

each of these kinds proposes to itself a particular

end and object; and, constequcntly, thefe arc

three different ends, i. c. each of the thtee has an

opposite ; for example :

The deliberative proposes to kself an end either

useful or noxious ; for, whatever the orator under-

takes to persuade, he lays down as the best thing

possible ; w^hile the object of his dissiiasion is Re-

probated as the worst. He is not, however, to

be understood as surrendering his right to use

th6 ends proposed by the two other kinds, in

-order to strengthen his proof. For instance ; he

will endeavour to show that the thing is just or

unjust, honest ore dishonest.

The judiciary pleader proposes to represent his

subject either in the light q(justice, or its opposite,

and, for that purpose, he enjoys the privilege of
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Jrescrving whatever is to his advantage in the deli-

berative or demonstrative.

Finally, the orator whd enforces praise or

censure, pretends also to show that the object of

his praise is honourable, or that of his censure to

the contrary. The same advantage which (he two

preceding enjoyed, is annexed to him. A certain

proof that each of the foregoing kinds proposes

to itself no othet end than that particular one

which we have specified, is, that, touching the

other points, we seldom find any contest between

them respectively. For example ; the judiciary

pleader Often will allow a thing to be done which

has been prejudicial, but at the same time hd will

not concede that it was unjust j if he did, there

would be no utility in his plea. The same may
be said of the deliberative orator, who will often

grant you every other point, except those affect-

ing his immediate persuasion or dissuasion, of

utility or disadvantage. Now, in ordcf to ki1o\v

whether the subject df advice be contrary to jus-

tice or not, kt us suppose the advice of an

orator to be, the subjection of a neighbouring

people, who have committed no injury ; the latter

part is what he not only docs not think ofj but

even gives himself little trouble to think of*

So it is with those who praise or censure ano-

Iher: so far from examining whether he has done

that which will be matter of profit or loss to

hifli; that they frequently commend hina more
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Ibra contempt of self-interest in undertaking any

glorious action.

I»t)r instance, they load with encomiums

AchilleSy who, though perfectly assured that he

should perish, in avenging the death of PatrocluSy

his greatest friend, preferred the loss of life, to

the impunity of his aflront. It is, however, cer-

tain, that if, on the one hand, such a death was

glorious ; on the other, the prolongation of his

life would have been of advantage to him.

The Necessity of Common-place, and Place-

proper.

From what has been said, it is plainly neces-

sary to amass a certain fund of propositions upon

all subjects of discourse connected with the three

kinds of rhetoric. And further, it is to be recol-

lected, that the propositions made use of in rhe-

toric are all derived from frohaUl'ily , and from

signs both simple and necessaiy. Besides, the ne-

cessity of thus having a number of propositions

in store, arises from the impossibility of making

syllogisms without them. Thus, enthymem, be-

ing a species of syllogism, must be also com-

posed of propositions, but of the same quality

with those already taken notice of.

But, because a man cannot aver, that a thing,

at all impossible, can ever have been done, or

that it cannot be done, such averment pertaining

only to things possible in their nature ; and fur-
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ther, because it is impossible that what has not

been done, nor ever ought to be done, has been

already done, or will in time be done ; it will be

necessary for the orator, either in deliberation or

pleading, or in subjects of the demonstrative

kind, to be possessed of another fund of propo-

sitions both on matters of possibility and its con-

trary. And this, to the end that he may know

whether the thing will be done ; whether it will

happen, or not.

And still further, the orator, in whichsoever of

the three kinds of rhetoric he may be concerned,

should not only prove so far as is hitherto re-

quired, but also manifest, that the thing of which

he speaks, whatever be its quality, is either ^r^<2if

or othertvisey important or the contrary. This, too,

he should attend to invariably, whether he coQr

siders the things in themselves independently, or

in comparison with each other. Certain it is,

that he will find the necessity of having store of

propositions, general and particular, both upoi^

greatness and littleness, as also upon the comparative

excess of each ; in order that he may know what

particular good will be greater or less than ano-?

ther ; what actions are more just or unjust, &c.

We now come to point out the matter where

the propositions to be employed, must be, of

necessity, derived. We shall, speak of each ii^

particular, as it will regard each of the three dis,-.

tinct kinds of rhetoric^
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CHAP. IV.

Or Deliberative Rhetoriq,

On Masters whiclifaU tmder Deliheration,

In ibis division of the art, the principal thing

to be attended to, is, a regard to the quality of

the good or evil^ which the dcHbcrator ordinarily

examines, and upon which he gives his advice.

For, assuredly he does not examine them fully

and entirely, as he stops but to dwell on what

is uncertain, equally judging of their contingent,

or contrary power ; since those things which

happen necessarily and uniformly, or those whichj,

from total impossibility, cannot exist, are never

thrown into the scale of deliberation. It must

also be taken for granted, that deliberation is

never employed upon whatever ^oo^ is ahsoJutelyt

imcerta'm: one part, perhaps, being dependent on

nature; the other, on fortune. They may both

happen or not ; and, therefore, it would be use-

less to make either the subject of deliberation.

From this it is easy to sec what description of

good or evil may truly come under deliberative

consideration.

Under this head we may rank all those geods

or evils which, from their nature, have a relation

to us, and which could not hav€ existed without

US, containing, as we do, witliin us the pi^in-
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ciples of their production ; for we conjnaonly

make the recognisance of our power to do any

thing, the subject of deliberation.

This is not the proper place to make an exact

research into, and a precise enumeration of, all

those things on which men usually deliberate, and

4till less of treating them fundamentally, and

giving a thorough insight into them. Such an

employment pertains to an art more excellent in

itself, and more specially intelligent than rhetoric ;

for, so far from rhetoric being capable of treating

any subject fundamentally, that there is even more

knowledge generally attributed to its province,

than naturally pertains to it. As was remark-

ed in the outset, rhetoric is composed, in the

first place, o( analytics, which is an emanation of

logic; in the second place, of that part of /)o//Virx

which is attached to moraVity^ or elhics ; and,

thirdly, it partly bears a resemblance to /o^/V, and

partly to that evasive mode of reasoning called

sophistry. But the strongest proof of its inca-

pacity to treat a subject fundamentally is, that,

the more pains an orator takes to employ either

dialectics or rrietoric out of their sphere of general

reasoning, as simple faculties, and convert them

into exact sciences ^ the more he will unwittingly

destroy the nature of both. For, if be treats

them as sciences, he vyill confine them within

certain subjects, whereas they themselves profess

^o run out upon all sprts of matter.
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In those subjects which create deliberation in a

slate there are five principal points which give

origin to debate in pubhc assemblies :

1. Matters of finance.

2. The afiairs of war and peace.

3. The strengthening of places by garrison.

4. The exports and imports of provision and

merchandise.

5. The establishment of laws.

If the orator's subject be finance, he must be,

in the first place, acquainted with the nature and

amount of the state- revenues, in order that those

funds be re-established which may have been

turned from their channel, or a right augmented,

where it has suffered diminution. He must also

be acquainted with the annual expenditure of the

state,—-for the purposes of retrenchment, in case

of superfluity,—or reduction, in case of exaggera-

tion ; for there is w^ealth in the retrenchment of

what is useless, as well as in the increase of pos-

sessions. But pertinently speaking on all these

heads, it will not be alone sufficient that a man's

own experience in such matters be his guide, but

he must be equally directed by invention and his-

toric precedent.

Has the orator to deliberate upon the affairs of

war and peace f—He must well know the power

of the state, the present extent of its force, and

the ultimatum of its possible increase ; the nature

pf such force, or the additions necessary to bft
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made. He must be equally versed in the his-

tory and issues of forrner wars maintained by

such state ; and not only this, but it is even

requisite that he should be acquainted with those

maintained by all the surrounding and adjacent

states : with the warlike or pacific disposition of

cither, his acquaintance should be profound, in

order that, upon emergency, a proper distinction

might be made, in the favour of his own, be-

tween the powerful and the feeble. By a com-

parative estimate of our own forces with those of

ao enemy, we can alone judge of our adequacy

.

or inadequacy to support a contest. This consi-

deration generally involves the loss or gain of

battles. Upon this subject pur reference must

be universal, with respect to the aggregate wars of

all nations, wherefrom some particular enter-

prise will, most probably, adapt itself in circum-

stance to that which we may have in hand.

As to the question o(garrisons^ equal consider-,

ation must be had to the knowledge of that kind

of defence peculiar to any particular place—the

description and amount of the garrisoning force,

and the natural or artificial situation of each

strong hold. This, to the end of reinforcement,

in case of debility, or the removal of such a
portion as a strict necessity does not require; or,

in fine, that every useful disposition might be
made for the defence of an important place : this

knowledge cannot be obtained, except by a
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thorough acquaintance with each particulaf

country.

With regard to the subject of provisions^ the

knowledge necessary to be acquired should take

in—the quantity requisite for the support of a

state, the quaHty of those which are of native

growth, and those imported from abroad. It is

equally indispensable to understand the fitness of

certain articles of merchandise, either for import

or export. This point will comprise the practi-

cability of forming treaties of alliance and amity,

with those nations which may either glut us with

unnecessary articles, or those which supply us with

the necessaries of life. We should be particu-

larly cautious in offering offence either to those

which are more powerful than ourselves, or those

absolutely necessary and useful to us.

In these four points, are summed up whatever

politically regards the safety of a state; and with

them, the deliberative orator should form a parti-

cular acquaintance.

The fifth and last point essential to this de-

scription of oratory, is by no means less import-

ant than the others, viz. the establishmeni ofJatvs:

because it is principally upon the observance and

establishment of internal laws that the safety of

every state depends. The legislative speaker

should be thoroughly apprized, First, How
many forms of government there are ; Secondly,

What is convenient and agreeable to, or
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destructive of, each ; and, Thirdly, Whether

certain things be proper and essential, or in their

iiature repugnant to each. For, a state may be

destroyed evien by those very circumstances which

established it. Because, if wc except that alone

which is truly perfect, we may scarce say that

there is not a state which is not liable to be over-

whelmed either Sy multiplying or subtracting

from its essentials. For example, if a popular

state obtain either more or less than its essential

liberty, it dwindles and degenerates into an oli-

garchy. Just as in the case of a snub or aquiline

nose, the superfluity of the latter will repair the

deficiency of the former ; but if you attempt to

render the one more snnhbed, or the other more

aquilme, you will, in the end, efface the distinctive

quality of nose altogether.

In debating the establishment of law, the ora-

tor is not to confine himself to the question

of fitness, within the practice of his own country

—but whenever the question turns upon the

best form of government, his reading should in-

struct him, by a review of the transactions in

other countries, what kind of laws are most ap-

propriate to certain descriptions of people.

Hence it is evidently to be inferred. First, That

/rjWisofuse in forming a legislature; because, by

a travelled converse with different nations, an ex-

perience of their laws is obtained : Secondly, That

he who would convince in a public assembly,

D 2 .
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must be perfectly well versed in history.— All

these considerations are peculiarly the province of

politics, and arc not, by any means, appropriate to

rhetoric.

CHAP. V.

Of the Sovereign Good, or, Summum Bonuj«,

and its Farts,

There is not a person, either in common, or in

particular, who does not lay down for himself

^some certain end in life ; every man keeps the

attainment of it incessantly within his view ; and

every man, as far as regards himself, does all in his

,power towards acquiring or avoiding certain

things. Now this end^ is what we call the ^01;^-

reign good, felicity, and every thing dependent

.^Upon it. In order, then, to form some idea of it,

let us say something generally of this happiness,

or sovereign good, or that which is also a part,

^•ince it is the object of every persuasion, or dis-

suasion, according as the one may lead to, or the

©tber detract from it. For, in fact, every thing

capable of rendering us absolutely happy, or only

so in party or whatever out of an inconsiderable

3nay produce a considerable goody should be al-

. ways the end of our actions ; while, on the other

band, we should refrain from those tilings which
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destroy or impede our happiness, or create a si-

tuation contrary to it.

Now, let us suppose that happiness consists,

In a lifey every action ofijuhich succeeds to the

satisfaction of the agent, without his

swerving, in any degree, from the ditties

of a virtuous and honest man

:

Or,

Jn that condition of life ixjhich excludes ne*

cessity ;

Or,

In so perfect an enjoyment, that pleasure meets

no interruption :

Or,

Jn leing so admirably possessed of every thing,

as to have it in our power to preserve

it in time of need, and, even though it may

he lost, to acquire it anew.

These will, without doubt, by the whole world,

be allowed to constitute the sovereign happiness

of man ; either by the single possession of one,

or the aggregate enjoyment of all.

Upon the supposition of happiness being such

as is here represented, we should enumerate,

among those things which create it partially,

the following, viz. hirth, credit, the friendship

of honest men, wealth, the advantage of a perfect

and numerous progeny, and the enjoyment of an

old age, undisturbed by cares or inconveniences.

We may likewise add to the list, all tT}e excelling

D3
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qualiiies of the body—-for instance ; health, beauty^

strengthy stature., and address in all kinds of exer^

cises ; and, still further : ghry, honours^ and good

fortune, and virtue, with its dq^endents, viz. pru-

dence, valour, temperance, justice, &c. For, cer-

tainly, that man will acknowledge himself su-

premely content, who feels himself possessed

both of those goods which are innate within our-

selves, and those which are externally derived.

There is no need of searching further than these

two sources. I call those goods, innate within

one's self, which serve to embellish the mind,

and render the body perfect : and I give the

name of extraneous to such as fiobility, friends,

honours, and riches. Notwithstanding the many

degrees leading to happiness, which I have re-

counted, man would feel gratified and assurecj

that his felicity was complete, in the possession of

power and thefavour offortwie.

The component Farts of Happiness,

Nobility may be considered in two ways, either

with regard to an entrre people or a single indivi-9

dual, A people may be distinguished for nobi-

lity, by being aboriginal of the country they in-

habit, or, at least, by their antiquity. A people

may also acquire the epithet from the lustre of

their foanders, and from having produced a num-

ber of men distinguished for wisdom, valour,

justice, or any other emulative advantage. The
^pbility of a^ iridividual may arise out of h'l^
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male or female ancestry, or both, particularly if

his birth be legitimate. Now, this latter will

also receive still greater consequence, if a man's

earliest progenitors have been remarkable for

viriue^ great possessions, or any other creditable

circumstances ; and not only so, but it would

heighten the lustre, if the original glory of an-

cestry were increased by the descendants, in all

the distinctions of sex or age.

It is not difficult to comprehend what I mean

by the happiness of having a progeny. Generally

speaking, this blessing may apply to a city or

state, containing a number of young persons,

well endowed, either in body or in mind. The

two good qualities of the latter, temperance ^and

valour, are peculiarly appropriate to youth. . Irir

dividually speaking, we call a man happy in his

offspring, when it is numerous, distributive In

sex, and remarkable for those good qualities al-

ready recited. The qualities of body commend*

able in the female, are, heauty ^iud shapes and

those of mind, peculiar to the sex, are, temper-

ance, and a love of management (without de-

scending to meanness), which is ever praise-

worthy in women of rank. The possession,

of offspring cannot be called a happy one, Lf

these several virtues and qualities are not at-,

tendant upon It. And here, I may be pct^mitted

to observe, that persons circumstanced as were the

Ifacfdemqniansj whose children arc iU brqugbt

P 4
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up, can only be considered half-happy in thcif

possession.

As for riches, this term comprises treasurgf

' large inheritance, fine lands^ furniture, flocks, and

slaves : the latter, particularly if they be distin*-

guished for their stature, beauty, or number.

It is not sufficient that a man be thus possessed

in order to the denomination of rich, if his pos-

session be not secure, honourahle, and frofitaUe^

A thing is attended with profit when it bears a

right relation to another. Such a possession,

for instance, is that from which you derive a

rent : a thing is honourable when it is made

use of by the possessor for his pleasure alone

:

such an one, for example, as goes no further

in its application than the owner's use. The
security of a possession consists in pur enjoyment

of it being unrestricted ; and in its being our

property alone. Property is that which carries

with it the right of alienation, either by sale or

gift. Possession, without use, is not fairly en-

titled to the quality of wealth, which, properly

speaking, is the use of one's possessions.

The essence of glory and reputation consists in

passing with the world as men of virtue, or as

possessors of advantages which others passionately

desire, as men of distinguished honesty, or men
of genius.

Honour is the testimony of that esteem which

tlie world pays chiefly to good men. It is also
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extended to those who have it in their power to

do good. A good action is to be considered

so in relation to life, or to that which may cause

its preservation ; to wealth, or any other of those

advantages difficult of acquisition, either abso-

lutely, in a certain place, or at a certain season.

Thus it is, that we often perceive great honour

and great submission paid tq several, in consider-

ation of matters apparently very unimportant,

merely because the occasion or the difficulty of

the achievement rendered them of value. Mei^

may be honoured in various ways: such as^i

by the offepn^ of sacrifices—fublic inscriptions

^

poetic or prosaic—rewards—particular places conse*

crated to them—precedence—monumentS'^statues-—^

public pensionsf or (agreeably to the custom of

«ome foreign nations) by prostrations on the earth,

ox giving way to the object of respect as he passes t

to these may be added, presents. The latter, in

fact, is of that particular nature, that it conveys

a double donation, both of the article presented

and the esteem of him who bestows it. In these,

the avaricious and ambitious man equally de-

light; each finding in them the object of hifij

research—the former an acquisition—the latter,

honour.

Health, properly speaking, is a bodily virtue.

It should, however, be possessed in that degree

which would not impede the exercise of all our

functions without danger of hurting it. Th^pe
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are many wlio enjoy health upon the same condi-

tions with Herodicus, who cannot be called happy

in this respect, as he is obliged to refrain wholly,

or in a great measure, from what can render life

agreeable.

Beauty differs according to different ages. A
young man's beauty consists in the fitness of his

body to all kinds of exercise : such as the foot-

race, or other exertions requiring personal vigour

;

added to this, his entire mien should be pleasing

to the view, without satiating the beholder. For

this reason, those who are adapted to feats of

wrestling, racing, or boxing, are particularly

handsome. The beauty of a grown man consists

in his ability to support the fatigues of war,

^nd in his possessing a countenance where the

agreeable and formidable are mingled. The

beauty of an old man consists in his capability of

performing, without cause of complaint, all

his necessary functions, and in feeling none of

those inconveniences which ordinarily afflict old

age.

Strength consists in the power of turning and

managing any thing at our will—this may be

&one in four ways : by draught, push, elevation,

crush or squeezing. He is not to be called,

strong, who cannot perform either one or all of

these feats.

With regard to proper stature^ that man is said

to possess it, who surpasjses the ^aerality of
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others in height, in breadth, or in grossness,

provided that he is not proportionally rendered

heavier or slower in his movements.

The man who would be considered athletic

(having three sorts of exercise to perform, viz.

wrestling, racing, and boxing), must be possessed

of the three bodily advantages— size, strength^

apd ag'dity : every active man i? also a strong

man.

He who can throw forward his legs in a cer-

tain quick manner of advance, is fit for the

foot-race.

—

^^o[xiKog.

He who can hug and hold his man fjrro, is

adapted to wrestling ; and

—

TraXcagiKog.

He who, by force of hahds, or blows, repels

ins adversary, and causes him to stagger, is a,

proper boxer

—

7rXr,KjiKog.

Some athletics are distinguished both as wrest-

lers and boxers—and many have attained cele-

brity in all the three exercises

—

7rsvlciB?-.os.

Easy old age, is that which is slow in its

approach, and which causes no suffering,

Por, let a man be subject to disease, and of a

\veak complexion, this puts in his power the

means of alleviating his sufferings; and, if of

necessity he be incommoded, how can he live

long in such a state, without some peculiar bless-

ing ? I must confess, that we every day see

people arriving at a good old age, who are de-^

prjved of every bodily advantage. This is not;,
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however, the place for a precise investigation of

such matter.

As to what is termed credit, and the friendship

of. honest men, we shall best know their mean-

ing by the interpretation of the word friend.

That man who endeavours, by all means within

bis capacity, to procure for another what he sup-

poses will be to his advantage, without further

object than a desire to serve him, and upon the

mere consideration of regard, may be properly

styled a friend' Now he who reckons on his side

a number of persons thus disposed towards him,

may truly boasit of friends and credit \ if the

former be of the meritorious and virtuous class of

mankind, he may likewise boast ^q friendship of

^QtiourahJe men.

Goodfortune arises from the incidence of, those

goods and advantages which are commonly for-

tuitous, or at least from their falling to a man's

lot in either a good part, or the most consider-

able share of them. Add to this, that Fortune

will sometimes cause and procure to us those

very goods and advantages which our address or

art may acquire ; though, most generally, her

favours do not lie \vithin the power of art, as

natural good does. She is, likewise, often the

origin of certain goods extraordinarily produced,

and, in a manner, warring with the intentions of

nature. For instance, she frequently is the cause

pf healthy which is dependent upon the art of
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wedicine', and she is often, also, the cause of

heauty and stature : advantages purely dependent

on nature.

But, generally speaking, those may be styled

goods of fortune, which lie at the subjection of

envy. Independently of what have been re-

counted. Fortune also bestows other goods, fre-

quently in contradiction both to reason and ap-

pearances. This may happen in the case of one

perfectly-formed youth, among a number of

brothers extremely deformed ; or it may occur in

the case of one person alone meeting with a trea-

sure, though a number of others accompanied

him in Search of it; or, again, in the instance

of an arrow taking a contrary direction to its

aim, and wounding quite a different person from

the one intended ; or, still further, when a person

who has been in the habit of frequenting a cer-

tain place, refrains from going thither on a par-

ticular occasion, which proves fatal to those who

have gone there fof the first time :—all these

cases are evidently the pure effects of good for-

tune.

Touching the nature of virtue, as it particu-

larly refers to praise, we shall reserve our com*

mcnt on it, until we come to the demonstrative

part of rhetoric.
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CHAP. VL

The Object- of deliberative Rhetoric, and of

Px.ACE, in proving the Goodness or Utility of any

Thing,

We have just now viewed the nafure of those

things which are referable io persuasion and its

contrary, upon matters of occurrence or its op-

posite. But as the deliberator has ever in view

the utility o{ a thing, and debates not upon the

endim'bni the means of attaining it (utility being

always a good and an advantage), it will be here

necessary io give some genefal notions of what

is good in general^ and what is useful^ in order to

form propositions thereon.

Let us then make use of the following hy-

pothetic series i

1. That good is a thing desirable on its own

account.

2. That its possession depends on the research

of other goods, which are not commonly thought

of.

3. That, generally speaking, the whole world.

Of, at least, the sentimental and reasoning part

of it-^^pay, even those not gifted with reason—arc

covetous of its possession.

4. Thkt real good is that which reason repre-

sents as such.
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5. That what /'/ so represents as good in each

particular instance, is always advantageous.

6. That a good is of such a nature, as to sa-

tisfy the possessor.

7. Or suppose we take that as a good, which

either causes, preserwss, oris always followed*

by the advantages we have mentioned, and re-

moves or destroys any thing to the contrary.

We must necessarily infer the following con-

sequences !

1. Thai ihe acquirement of goody and deliver-^

ance from evil, are matters of advantage, since

the acquisition of the former is incompatible with

the being of the latter, and the destruction of

the latter infers the possession of the former.

2. That the exchange of a trifling for a con"'

slderahJe good, or of a considerable for a trifling

evil, is highly advantageous, since we may rest

assured, that, in the proportionate excesses of

* We may here observe, that one thing may follow from

another in two ways—either at the ideHtical or some iuhsequeni

time. For instance, study is an after-consequence of science,

and life an identical one of heahh. It may also be necessary

to remark, that one thing may be the cause of another in three

ways

:

First, Formally and of itself—thus, health is always the <^use

of soundness.

Secondly, In one repairing the loss of another— thai, aliment is

the cause of health. Or,

Thirdly, In one preserving the other—thus, exercise CMSn lealth,

as Ac latter commonly depends upon the former.
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greater and ksser, will consist the advantage
* of possessing a good, or being delivered from an

evil.

3. We may also generally infer, that every

virtue is a good : since its possession induces con-

tent, and because it is the origin of many con-

sequent advantages. Besides^ virtue endows a

man with the Capacity of doing good to others.

4. Wc may further maintain, thatfeature is a

good\ because it is the object of every animal's

natural research.

5. We may conclude all things which are

heautiful and agreeable to be also goody for reasons

similar to the preceding ; because what is agree-

able leads to pleasure. With regard to things

which are beautiful, they resolve themselves into

two kinds ; one, simply pleasing', the other, honour-

able and desirable for their own sake.

6. We may add the sovereign good to this

classification: being desirable on its own ac-

count, because it gives full and perfect satisfac-

tion, and because we omit nothing in our power

towards its acquirement.

7. We may herein rank, justice, valour, tern-

perofice, magnanimity, magnificence, and similar

habits ; for these are virtues of the mind.

8. We may enumerate among those advan-

tages, ^-^r^/Z/^r, beauty, and such-like % because these

are virtues of the body, and qualities tending to

its perfection ; they arc also incentives to the en-

2
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terprlse and execution of several things. Thus,

health is a goody inasmuch as it is the source of

every pleasure, and of life itself. It also receives

the denomination of goodi since it is, at the same

time, the principle of two things which' the ordi-

nary part of mankind most esteem ; viz. /i/k,

and living wilh pleasure.

9. Riches may be enumerated in the list : for

there is a virtue in the right use of them, and

through them much good may be done.

10. Friends, andfriendship : for a friend is de-

sirable on his own account^ besides that he has

the power to render a service.

11. Honour and glory : for, besides WiQ pleasure,

there is an advantage in possessing them; and it

commonly happens that those things which lead

us to honour others, are to be found within our-

selves.

1 2. The power of speaking and acting is also

advantageous.

13. The same may be said o^ genius, memory,

docility, vivacity, and such-like qualities, as they

may be contributory to our fortune, and may put

us in the way of doing great things.

14. The arts and sciences may be comprised in

the account, and even life ttself \ for even

though we had no other advantage, yet should

it not cease to be desirable on its own account.

1 5.V And lastly, We should hold as good, that
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which isjust, because it is so intimately concerned

with public utility.

Thus have we classed those things which mai>-

kind unanimously allow to be real goods.

The Value of doubtful and controverted Good.

We shall commence a new series as to the

proof of those things wherein the quality of

good is contested, in the following manner :

I . Every thing the contrary of which is an evil,

must he itself a good.

1. The same may he said of that of which the

reverse may he advantageous to our enemy. For

example: if it be favourable to the enemy that we

are cowards, valour would be of advantage to us.

3. And generallyf whatever opposes the wishes

of the enemy, or his cause of exultation^ is apparently

favourable to us.

Hence it is, that Nestor is introduced by

Homer, in his attempt to reconcile Achilles and

Agamemnon (whose dispute was near ruining the

Grecian enterprise against Troy), principally al-

leging, as the most capable means of affecting

them,

*' What joy to Priam must this contest bring V*

We must, however, observe, that what is use-

ful to us may be useful also to our enemy ; whence

comes the proverb, that " Evils often reconcile
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contending parties." This is to be understood

of the damage being equal on both sides.

4. It may be taken for granted, that whatever

is not excessive of its necessary hounds is a goody for

svery excess is an evil,

5. That is also a good, which costs us the

expense of pain and labour. And certainly, no

one can deny such things to have all the appear-

ance of real goods, for they are the end and ob-

ject of such pain and such labour. Now, every

thing which has an end in view is positively a

good. It is for this reason that we find Homer
putting into the mouth of /««o, when the Greeks

were preparing to return home, and shamefully

raise the siege of Troy, the following expressions

;

** Shall then the Greeks, impell'd by base desires

Of base return, forget their former sires ?

Shall vict'ry crown (oh, shame!) the Trojan host?

And Priam ever of such glories boast?"

In another place too he makes Ulysses address

the following language to the Greeks in order to

stimulate them towards a perseverance in the

siege

:

*' What shame, ye warriors ! will ye now refrain

From gath'ring laurels on th' embattled plain ?

And, after so much time and labour past.

Return inglorious back to Greece at last?
*

It is this circumstance also which gives rise to

the proverb, " To break the pitcher at the door."

£ 2
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6, JVhalever excites avidity among a number of

.

persons, or seemingly merits a disfute for its fos-

session, is equally a good.—This proposition may

betaken for granted on one of our former defini-

tions, viz. *' That whatever is ^/w/Wr^^/Zy desired,

by men, is a good."

To be Gure, the present proposition is not con-

ceived is such general terms ; but then the gene^

rality of men bear some affinity to the whole world,

J. It is also plausible, that every thing commend-

able isgood \ for no one would take the trouble of

praising that which did not contain some good.

8. That is to he accounted a good action which

forces encomium even from our ene?nies, or the most

depraved of men.—No one can assert the contrary,

when those whom it prejudices, though having

an interest in speaking ill of it, do quite the re-

verse. Indeed, had not truth impelled them to

do so, they would never esteem it. Hence we

may infer those to be profligate who are censured

by their friends, and those to be honourable and

virtuous, who compel their very enemies to

praise them. Thus we find Simonides praising

the Corinthians, who had considerable reason for

being offended with him, when he says,

" O far-fam'd Corinth ! what though thou be'st Greeky

Troy shall not 'gainst thee its complaints e'er speak."

9. We may also propose as matter of excel-

lence and good, that which has been accounted s»
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hy persons of wisJof?if or the virtuous of either sex*

Thus we say of Ulysses : " He must have been

an excellent man, because, among all the Greeks,

none was more highly favoured by the regard of

Minerva.'^—So we say of Helen :
** She must

have been a perfect beauty, when it is considered

that Theseus }udged her alone worthy of his choice

and affection."

So we also say of the youthful Paris: ** He
must without doubt have been uncommonly judi-

cious, when three distinguished goddesses wished

to make him the judge of their dispute." So

also would one be apt to insist, " That Achilles

must have been a very renowned captain, when

Homer made him the first liero of his poem.'*

10. That thing must also he good, which is com*

vtonJy preferred to all others.—Common preference

either consists in taking what is advantageous to

ourselves, hurtful to our enemies, or profitable

t© our friends ; or, in a word, whatever is pos-

sible to us.

A thing may be accounted possible, when it

has already been done, or seems easy of

achievement.—Again, the facility of doing a

good consists in the absence of trouble, and the

employment of little time: for the difficulty o(

any enterprise is proportionate either to the

length of time employed in its execution, or to

the trouble which it occasions.

1 1

.

Every thing which is done agreeailyi to our

E 3
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wishes, is good.—The object of every man's wish

is either a total and absohate freedom from evil,

or a partial and inconsiderable distribution of it

with a considerable proportion of good. Thus, a

wicked man is led to the commission of a punish-

able offence, in the expectation either of escaping

with impunity, or that his punishment will be

light.

12. Those things which we possess exclusively,

or those which are above competition with every thing

else, are also good ; for there is the greater

honour in the possession.

13. That likezvise is a good which is particularly

suitable to us.—For example, such things as be-

come us in the light of high birth, or high em-

ployments.

14. Even the most inconsiderable things, provided

ihey supply a want, are good.

15. That which we can easily attain is equally

good; for it comes not only within the scope of

possibility, but of facility also. Besides, we be-

lieve it lies within our power to make ourselves

easily masters of a thing which has already been

done by the whole world, or many persons, either

our equals or inferiors.

16. That must also he reckoned advantageous,

which, while it pleases our friends, displeases our

enemies,

17. As also, whatever is the ordinary end of
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action ivith those whom we account highly deserving,

and whom we esteem injinitely beyond all others.

1 8. Those things for which a man seems destined^

or wherein he has great experience: for in such

cases, men commonly flatter themselves with

most success.

19. That is also valuable which the upstart, or

man of low condition^ cannot perform : for there is

the greater glory in undertaking a thing out of

the common line, and above the capacity of or-

dinary men,

20. The ordinary object of our wishes must be like'

wise of value.—For besides the pleasure which'

its possession bestows, there is another arising

from our belief of its great superiority.

21. Every man must consider, as having a

strong claim to excellence, that to which he is far-

iicularly and most devotedly attached. For in-

stance : victory to the ambitious man, and moaey

io the avaricious man, will appear greatly to

excel all others.

In these two series of reasoning I have showrf

the relative value of real and doubtful, or contro-

verted good. These then are subject-matter

whence propositions may be framed, when ne-

cessity shall require the demonstration of a thipg

being good or useful.

E 4
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CHAP. VII.

FositioJiSf illustfative of the Distinction between a

great and lesser Good.

This consideration will appear to be necessary,

when we call to mind, that though two persons

may be of one accord, respecting the ufility of a

thing, they may yet be divided upon the ques-

tion of the degrees wherein it may be useful.

From the following illustrative series of position

and consequences, a knowledge on this bead ma/
be obtained. We shall commence with three sup-

positions :

—

Firsty That the thing wh'ch surpasses another

in any degree, must necessarily incluJe the con-

tents of the latter, and somewhat more :—and,

in the converse, that the thing so surpassed, must

\>t comprised in the thing surpassing.

Second, That whatever is said to be greater,

cither in bulk or number, is so only in compari-

son with that which is less. Thus, w^en wc

make use of. the terms great or smally little or

iintchy it is always with a relation to other matters,

"that we may form an estimate of their respec-

tive proportion in quanuty, &c.

Third, That the thing which surpasses another,

is properly caWed great ; and, on the contrary, the

^hing surpassed is termed small : so also witii re-

spect to little and much.
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I^et US further observe upon a former remark.

That good is desirable on its own account,

without reference to any thing else. That it is

generally desired by the reasoning part of the

world, and would be the object of the research of

the unreasonable part, were they provided with

judgment. That it consists in what is capable

of proi uring to us suitable advantages, that

which preserves them when acquired, or which

subsequently produces them. That every thing,

whereto we bring others in relation, serves as

an end. And lastly. That the thing which each

individual sets down to himself as a good, can-

not be such in regard to him. if it possess

not one of those qualities already mentioned.

Upon this basis of presupposition then we may
build the following numerous consequences ;

—

when,

I. More things than one (taken separately), or

than an inferior number^ are so compared one

with another *t that you will always find the

lesser number^ or the single things comprised in

the greater number ; the latter will, indubitably^

he more important and preferable. In fact, the

two conditions of advantage and goodness are

Here we must consider Aristotle as meaning the com-

parison between similan alone; for instance, he would not

mean that twenty farthings should comprise three guineas or one
;

though, in point of number, three or one are inferior to, and

comprised in, twenty,

>
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here to be met, as in itself, by its virtual quality,

the greater number must be the surpassing one,

and the other, as comprised in it, must be the

surpassed,

a. If a thing excellent in its kind he superior to

another equally excellent in its own kind, the kind of

the thing excelling will be superior to that of the

other,

3. And reciprocally with the foregoing, If one

kind he more excellent than another, the contents of

excellence in the most perfect will exceed the contents

of excellence in the other.

For instance, if it be true to aver, in particular,

that *^ the most excellent of men surpasses in

excellence the most excellent of women," we may,

with equal truth, generally assent " that all

men are more perfect than all women :" and for

the same reason we may prove the first of these

two propositions by the latter ; since the degrees

of excellence in each kirid, and in the things sub«

ordinate in the first rank, have always a perfect

relation, and stand in just proportion to each

other.

4. A good which produces a second as its conse-

quence, is ofgreater value than that which does not

:

for if one enjoys the original, he will also enjoy

its consequence. It has already been remarked,

that a consequence may be derived in two ways 3

pither identically or subsequently* We shall no>y
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artnex a third, viz. potential consequence, \^^e

shall elucidate the three by examples

:

Life is an identical consequence of health : but

health is not so with regard to life.

Science is an after-consequence of study. And
Getieral larceny is the potential consequence .o(

sacrilege-, for the man who is sufficiently hardy

io rob the altar or pillage the temple, will find

little difficulty in plundering elsewhere.

5. Of tvjo things surpassing a thirdy the one in

the highest degree surpassing is the superior.

6. The thing productive of the greater good is the

more valuable and worthy of our choice.

7. Upon grounds of reciprocity with the pre-

ceding. The same thing may be said of " that

which is the product of the more excelling

cause :'* for, if that which tends to health be a

greater and more desirable good than what simply

leads to pleasure, it is a feasible consequence that

pleasure is of inferior consideration to health.

8. That which of itself alone is desirable^ is of

greater value than a thing merely desirable with re^

ference to some other. For instance : strength

must be considered a greater good than any one

of those things which regard health simply ; be-

cause without health those things would not be

desirable. Strength, on the contrary, is always

of itself desirable, and thus falls in with one of

the definitions which have already been given oji

the subject of good.
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9. WhaWVer serves as an end is superior to what

is deficient of this quality. A thing of the latter

description is sought for on account of something

else ; whereas the former is an object of research,

merely for its own sake. Exercise^ for instance,

must yield to healthy as the latter is the end of the

practice of the former.

10. That 'which exceeds another thing in requiring

less assistance from one or many externals, is also

better, for it is more perfect, and singly more

capable of bestowing satisfaction. A thing

may be more independent than another in two

ways ; either in the facility of procuring what it

requires, or in not requiring so much as another.

1 1

.

Of two goods, one whereof depends on the

other, in point of existence, that which is independent

is the more valuable, for, having no need of action,

it is evidently more perfect in itself, and more ca-

pable of singly conferring value.

12. The same inference may be deduced with

respect to two things compared together; o?ie pos-

sessing the quality of a principle, and the other not.

13. When one of two things is a cause, and the

other not, theformer is superior to the latter. These

two last consequences are evident from the con-

sideration that nothing can exist or be done with-

out some principle or cause.

14. Of two goods, each of which recognises a

different principle, the one produced by the more ei-
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celling principky is itself mora excellent than the

other.

15. Of two goods, each flowing from a different

cause, that which is the effect of the more noble cause

is itself also the more 7iohle.

And, reversing those two consequences,

16. Of two different principles, the one producing

the greater good is better than the other,

17. Of two differejit causes, that is preferable

which produces the greater effect. Here then it

appears, that whatever side of the argument we

may take, it is possible to prove one thing more

considerable than another. And though in all

groundworks of action the end is of most consi-

deration, yet it is not a principle of action. For

example : Leodamas, in iiis accusation of Cal-

LisTRATES, maintained, "that the adviser of a

bad action was more culpable than the man who

committed it ; because," said he, '' if the act had

never been advised, it had never been done." In

this respect advice was taken for the principle of

action. Yet, upon anotlier occasion, the same

orator, speaking against Chabrias, contended,

** that he who committed an injustice was more

culpable than the person who prompted to it;

since all advice is nugatory, if there be not a

person to execute ; and since those who prompt

to an act, do so with a design that it shall be

carried into effect by others." In this respect

execution was considered as the end of action.
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1 8. That which is rare excels what is common and

ahundant. Thus gold excels iron, not in point of

utility, but from the value attached to the diffi-

culty of its acquisition.

19. In another sense it may be maintained,

that a thing which is possessed in ahundajice is su- •

ferior to another which is rare : for, there is more

use made of the former than of the latter ; and

that which is of more general service is preferable

to what is less frequently of service ; w-hich

caused Pindar to say, in one of his odes,

*' Nothing is superior to water *.'*

20. That which is more difficult of acquisition is

more considerable than what is easily p?'ocured : by

reason of its rarity.

21. And yet, the converse of the foregoing will

holdgood: because we have possession and use at

our will and discretion.

22. Of two alternatives, the contrary of the

greater evil is the greater good.

23. Of those thingsy wherein privation would he

hurtful or inconvenient to us, that which would i?iduce

the least damage in its loss is the o?ie to he preferred.

24. That which is virtuous is superior to what

is not so.

25. What is vicious is worse than that which is

neither so absolutely, nor tending to vice. In each of

these cases the things affirmed have arrived at

* Ode i, OJymp.
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Iheir boundary and end ; but it Is not so with

their contraries.

26, Things are more comme7idahle or censurahU

in thejnselveSf according as the effects which they

produce are more worthy ofpraise or censure,

27. For this reason, actions will he either more

virtuous or 'vicious, according to the more disttn"

guished virtues or more flagrant vices which have

freduced them. For effects bear the same propor-

tion to principles as principle and ^cause bear to

effect.

a8. In things wherein an excess of ene in pre-'

fereyice to another is more desirable and honourable,

that which is advantageous in its excess is superior to

the other. For example : as it is more desirable

t© be possessed of excellent sight than excellent

tast^e, it follows that there is something more to

be desired in the former than the latter,

29. If it be much more honourable to attach

one's self to the acquisition of friends than to that

of riches, an attachment to the latter will be less

honourable than an attachment to the former.

30. And reciprocally, by reversing the two

foregoing propositions, we may infer. The more

excellent and honourable a thing is, the more so will

its excess he.

31. In the same way. The more honourable and

reasonable the desire of a thing is, the more so will

he the thing itself: for desire is increased in pro-

portion to the magnitude of its object.

\
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32. This conclusion is the reverse of the former

.

2Z- The more charming and honourable a science

is, the more so will he its subject matter : for its

doctrine is always in conformity with its own
nature.

34. By fair analogy, we may reverse the fore-

going.

35. Whatever has been adjudged either absolutely,

or in different gradations, good, by the prudent

and judicious ; by mankind universallyy or by a large

proportion of men ; or by persotis professionally dis-

tinguished ; should be accounted such : no matter

whether it be their simple opinion^ or their judgment

as men of experi^ice.

This proposition will serve, not only upon the

question of degrees in good, but every matter

whatever relating to it, either in reasoning upon

its nature, or treating of its quantity, quality, &c.

:

for, we may rest assured, that every thing will

prove conformable to the determinations of that

skill or science which is peculiar to it. Upon a

former definition of good, it may be concluded,

that a thing is importantly and desirably good in

proportion to the prudence and judgment of those

who have pronounced it so.

36. Whatever is to he met in men of high repute,

whether so considered or absolutely so, is most worthy

of research. For example : because valour is a

more ordinary accompaniment of honour than
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strength, the former is more considerable than the

latter.

37. Whatever is selected andpreferred before any

thing else, hy a good man, whether he be absolutely

considered so, or only in his distinctive quality, is the

better afid preferable thing. Thus, it is much better

to be passive under, than active in, injustice

;

such being the pervading sentiment of every good

and upright man,.

38. That which confers most pleasure is preferable

to that which bestows least. This reasoning is ap-

parent from the general pursuit ofpleasure, and its

being always desirablefor its own sake ; two essen-

tial qualities already attributed, in their several

definitions, to the terms good and end. We may
also observe, that one thing may confer pleasure

more than another, in two ways ; cither by the

gift being longer in its duration, or in an inferior

accompaniment of pain.

39. That which is most honourable has the advan-

tage of xvhat is least so : for honour is productive pf

pleasure, and it is also a desirable thing of itself.

40. That which we love best to procure for our"

selves or our friends, is the most advantageous.

4 1 . That which we wish to be avoided by our

friends or ourselves, is the greater evil.

42. Whatever is longest in its duration is prefer^

able to the contrary.

43. That which is least subject to change is mort

'Valuable than zvhat is naturally most variable,

F
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The thing of greatest duration is the most use-

ful, by reason of its longer service : . the thing

least Hable to change is likewise so, as it is sub-

ject to our discretionary use ; which would not

be the case if its condition was ever varying.

44. Of whatever nature any iiva things^ coin-

frised under the appellation of conjugate or pa-

rallel CASES, may he, of the same nature Ukezvise

will their consequences and dependences be. For

instance, if it may be correctly said, that the im-

port of the word " valiantly*'' (which is a conjugate

term) be more honourable and desirable than the

import of the word *' temperately'' (which is an-

other conjugate term), wc must conclude valour

to be more desirable than temperance^ and that to

be valiant will be, to possess a virtue more consi-

derable than we could acquire by being tern-

peratei

45 . Whatever the world in general, or a number

of persons, desire, is of more value than what the

world dees not desire, or that which is coveted hut by

a few. This reasoning is conformable with a

definition of good already given, viz. " A thing

generally desired by the world:"—consequently

Ihe good will be of greater value in proportion to

the extent of the desire.

46. Whatever parties adverse to us, our enemies

y

ourjudges, or men of experience by them commissioned

to judge us, have declared to be ihe greater good,

should be considered as such : for, the approbation
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of our enemies should serve as a general one, and

be considered as much so as if the whole world

had delivered theirs. The declaration of judges

will be also of weight, as they are the only per-

sons possessing authority of decision in such cases,

and also on account of their intelligence.

47. We may Jow^Z/Wf conclude, that whatever

the rest of the world participates in, is worthy of the

greatest esteem: for it would be, as it were, a

matter of reproach, if we had not a share in it as

well as others.

48. iSow^Z/Wj we may decide to the contrary;

in whatever is peculiar of possession to ourselves,

or few others beside us.

49. Whatever is most praiseworthy is also most

gonsiderabJe : for, in order to merit commendation^

a thing must be honourable.

50. That which is most honoured should he mast

esteemed : for the honour paid to any thing creates

its value.

51. On the other hand, whatever isfollowed hy

the heaviest disgrace is the greatest evil,

52. When a things generally acknowledged to he

very advantageous^ or at least appearing soj is ex-

ceeded by anotherf the latter is superior to the for-

mer.

Another method of representing a thing as

greater than others in appearance, is the use of

address. This consists either in the division of

the thing into several parts, which will make it
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appear as though it were muhiplicd, and conse-

quently surpassing the rest in the greater number

of us effects. It was this which the poet em-

ployed in that passage where the wife oi Mdeager

is represented persuading her husband to take up

arms in the defence of his country. In painting

to his mind the miseries of a city which is sacked,

she thus addresses him

:

*' Alas ! what blood, what tears, what dread alarms

Assail that city hedg'd by hostile arms!

Without remorse the hardeu'd soldier slays
5

The cottage, palace, and the temple blaze !

While barb'rous tl-oops, insulting, drag along

Their helpless victims in the captive throng !"

Or, we may make use of a contrary address to the

former, by assembhng many things together ia

aggregate, in the manner of Epicharmus. A si-

milar reason with the foregoing may be assigned

for employing this kind of address : the gross

assemblage of matter enlarges the object upon

our view, and gives to it an apparent certainty of

producing great effects, Independent of this ad-

^ressj and in conformity with our previous re-

marks upon the importance of a good, which is

rare and difficult of acquirement, it is possible to

give an appearance of considerable import to a

thing, by laying down an estimate of the value

attached to its accompanying circumstances, such

as opporiujiity^ time, and place, or the age and

fihilily of the person v^'ho acts. For example;

U a person has succeeded in an enterprise beyond
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his strength and age, which never was thought

of by his equals in either ; or if he has performed

it in a peculiar maimer, or under a peculiar cir-

cumstance of -place-, such an enterprise will,

no doubt, be held far more glorious than if it

were divested of those circumstances. Besides,

this address not only may serve to set a higher

value upon actions either jiist^ useful, or tending

to the acquirement of honour-, but it may likewise

serve in the censure of any action to the contrary.

An example of this address is to be met with iq

the epigram which the Argolic fisherman com-

posed on himself, after he bore away the prize at

the Olympic games

:

What clifF'rent sounds assail my ear

!

The shouts of glorivous vict'ry here !

And those which erst from Argos' down

Proclaim'd my fish to Tegea's town.

In the same way, the famous Athenian general,

Iphicrates, praised himself upon his elevation to

such distinguished honour from the obscure station

of a shoemaker's son. " What was I heretofore,'*

said he, " that I am now what I am ?"

53, We may fairly infer the consequence also,

that whatever is innate within a man, is morq

valuable than what be externally derives or ac-

quires : for the acquisition of naturals is more dif-

ficult than that of externals. Hence Homer
introduces Phemius with the following boast >

F3
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" Whate'cr I know, is from myself derived *."

54. T/ie most comtderabU portion of a things in

itself considerahJe^ should be more esteemed than any

of its other parts.

It was upon this basis that Pericles, in his

funeral oration delivered in honour of those who

died in the service of the state, nriade use of the

following language : " The loss of so many va-

liant youths should be no less felt by the public,

than would the retrenchment of spring be felt by

the year."

^^, Those things should he reckoned of greattst

good, rvhich are of most service to us in our greatest

voants : for instance, in our old age, or affliction

of disease.

^6. Of two things, having relation to the same

etid, thai which is more approximate to it is the pre-

jferable one.

57. That good which is particularly applicable to

ourselves, is of superior value to what is simply a

general good.

58. That good which it is in our power to acquire

if we incline to it, is preferable to any other which

we know it is perfectly impossible for us to possess.

59. Those goods which cannot be acquired but to-

wards the end of our days, are by far the more

estimable : for, being more approximate to an endy

they are more participant of its nature.

* Odyss. 1. xxil.
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60. Whatever holds more to truths is better than

that which is merely dependent upon opinion. Now,
in order to know a case of the latter description,

we should examine whether the person delivering

an opinion would do so, in case it were not to be

communicated. Thus it may be said, ** That to

receive a. favour from a person, is more desirable

than to do one; because one would willingly rC'

ceive always when he could be assured that it

was secret." It is not so with respect to a gift,

because it is feasible that few would be inclined

to givey if their liberality was always to remain

secret.

61. That thing is superior in advantage which

we would rather possess effectually than apparently :

for such a thing will hold more to truth. Hence

some people conclude, *' That justice is a virtue,

of which we should not make a great show ;"

because, say they, '•' people gery^rally prefer ap-

pearing just, to being so in reality." This is not

the case with health, for we usually prefer its reality

to its appearance.

62. Whatever is useful in its application to the

greater number of things, is most estimable. An
instance may be found in whatever at the same

time not only contributes to life, but also renders

it agreeable, conferring the enjoyment of every

pleasure, and inciting to distinguished enterprise;

for this reason, riches and health are most esteemed

by the world, as sources of the greatest advantage,

P4
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6^. That is the greatest good which is at once

etcefnpt from fain and accumpanied by pleasure : for

two goods together are better than one ; there be-

ing a good in exemption from pain, as well as in

the possession of pleasure.

64. Of Iwo thingsi one whereofy hy its additiofi

to any given things will form a total more consider-

able than would result from the annexation of any

thing else, that which causes the greater totality, is

the preferable one.

65. That good which we perceive, and are sensible

of upon possession, is preferable to what bestows no

greater sensation than if it were not at all possessed

:

for the former is more nearly connected with

truth. Thus : to be rich in effect, is more re-

garded than the being so only in appearance.

66. Those things which we hold dearest are most

estimable, and particularly so to those who set a high

value upon any on» thing which alone remains to theyn

gut ofnumerous possessions, rather than to person^

who, being possessed of one single thing throughout

^

cannot hold it in equal estimation.

Hence the law inflicts a severer punishment on

him who deprives another of the only eye which

he had, than if he bad deprived a man of one

who possessed two.

So far have we given a series of proofs which

njay be of service in persuasion or dissuasion.
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CHAP. VIII.

Of the Supreme Authority and of States,

considered in each particular Kind*

Upon the whole, the best mode of persuading,

and the surest road to successful oratory, in a

public deliberative assembly, is through an ac-

quaintance with every existing form of govern-

ment, and the manners individually peculiar to

each, with a distinctive knowledge of their laws,

customs, and peculiar advantages. For, men
are so constituted as to be led by their interests,

whenever a thing productive of use to them is

proposed. Whatever is useful in any state tends

to its support. In explaining the nature of each

particular one, let us first see in what the sove-

reign authority consists.

The supreme power or authority is nothing

more than what is contained in the established

ordinances of those who have the control and

management of public affairs. And it is divisible

into as many modifications as there are distinct

forms of government. Of those, then, there arc

four, viz.

Democracy,

Oligarq^y,

Aristocracy, and

Monarchy.
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So that the commanding power in a state is to

be considered either simply as a part, or as a

fo/al; either as divided among many, or com-

prised within one.

Democracy is that popular form of government,

wherein each charge of trust is competent to any

one of the people by lot.

.- Oligarchy is that form which confers power on

the/^w, who are superior in point of possessions.

An Aristocracy consists in the monopoly of

power by those who are distinguished through

superior education. By the latter term I mean, that

particular instruction and those manners which the

law of the state prcficribes: for, it must be under-

stood, that, in this form of government^ none but

perfect conformists with the law can attain high

employment, and the management of affairs.

Hence, as from such conformity an appearance of

possessing honour is derived, the name by which

such a government is designated has been given.

The word itself properly means, that state which

endows the best men with authority. ^-,^,

The monarchical form of government is easily

understood from its name, which expresses that

state wherein a single man is supreme above all

the rest. Such a government is differently en-

titled, according to the person who governs,

cither adhering to regulatious, or being attentive

to no other law than that which his own arbitrary

will or fancy may prescribe. The former de-
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scriptlon of ruler is properly a k'mgt the latter a

/jranf.

In order still further to arrive at the capacity

of persuading in a public assembly, a man should

not be ignorant of the particular end which each

of those governmental forms proposes to itself;

every action of a state being universally directed

I0 the object and end which it lays down.

The end of democracy is liberty :

That of oligarchy is wealth

:

Of aristocracy, good education and observance of

the lazvs :

While tyranny proposes as its object the main-

tenance of guards for the security of the tyrant.

However, as the orator not only persuades by

demonstrating and proving his subject, but also

by speaking in such wise as that an opinion may

be formed of his own moral habitudes; (for, in

fact, we often attach credit to the words of a

particular man, I mean an honest one, by reason

of his being such, or of one for whom we have

formed a regard :) for this reason, I say, it will

not be amiss to know, what moral or manner is

most agreeable to each form of government ; for

there is nothing more powerfully persuasive than

an appearance of the orator's possessing those

manners which conform to the state wherein oV
whereof he speaks. Such he should take as his

model, and recur to no other. We may obtain

a knowledge of them from an, observance of the
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particular mode of action affected by each state

upon its determinate matters of enterprise or

choice, such matters having always a relation to

the end proposed.

As far as we have hitherto gone, a summary
has been established of those matters, necessary

to be known by the deliberative orator, either

upon subjects of occurrence or expectancy
; pro-

f)ositions of utility, manners, laws, customs,

&c. Particularity has not been attended to so

much as general observation, because those mat-

ters have been more extensively treated of in our

Politics.

CHAP. IX.

DEMONSTRATIVE RHETORIC.

Of Virtue, generally and ^articuJarly.

Since virtue or vice, honour or dishonour, arc

the ends of encomiastic or invective oratory, we

shall say something respecting them. In doing

so, we shall at the same time give an insight

into such things as tend to set off the speaker to

advantage in the minds of his auditors, and to

impress a favourable opinion of his morals.

This, as before remarked, is the second species

of artificial proof. In fact, whoever would have

us believe another man to be honest and virtuous.
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will best carry his point by exhibiting those qua-

lities in himself ; and, since it frequently hap-

pens, that, either in jest, or serious earnest,

not only divinities and men, but even things

inanimate and animals, may be the subjects of

our praise, we shall, on the matter of commend-

ation and censure, as on others heretofore, have

recourse to the establishment of propositions

which may be of service on those heads. We
shall, however, previously enter into a short

line of reasoning upon the ideas attached to the

terms honour and virtue.

By the word honour we understand, a thing

^hich being of itself desirable^ merits commendation:

or, that 'which in itself being a goody is agreeable

merely on account of its being good.

Allowing us to suppose this definition true,

it must follow as a consequence, that virtue is

honourable ; for, besides being good, it is also

praiseworthy.

Judging of virtue only by its appearance to

us, it may receive the two following definitions:

1. ji poiicer capable of acquiring and preserving

to us considerable advantages ; or,

2. A power capable of obliging considerably ;

fipon important occasions finding nothing difficult of

enterprise, and which can do all in all.

The subordinate divisions of virtue, or, as they

^re termed, the particular virtues, may be thus

^cjassed .;
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Justice, valour, temperance, munificence,

magnanimity, liberality, clemency, prudence,

and wisdom.

Upon the datum of virtue being what was

just now said, we should rank among its

principal subordinates, those which are of con-

siderable ufility to otherSy as the province of vir-

tue consists in obliging. For this reason, the

principal distinctions of honour among men
are paid to the Just and the valiant ; as the former

render particular service in time of peace, and

the latter are distinguishingly useful in time of

war. Next to these the liberal man is most

honoured ; for, instead of scrambling for money,

—the idol of all others' research and adoration,

—he never feels more enjoyment than in the

distribution of it by largesses, &c.

Of particular Virtues.

Justice is defined to be, that virtue which pre-

serves his property to every individual of a state^

conformably to the laws and ordinances therein

established. Its contrary is a vice, which stimu-

lates to the usurpation and withholdment of

another man's goods, contrary to the intention

or expression of those laws,

Valoury or courage, is that virtue which leads

to the undertaking of brilliant actions even in the

midst of danger; but upon the condition of such
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enterprise not militating against the prescription

of law. It may also be exhibited in maintaining

the respect and vigour which is due and necessary

to the laws.

The opposite vice is termed cowardice.

Temperance is that virtue which induces us to

comply with the law respecting sensual gratifica-

tion.

Intemperance^ or debauch^ is the opposite vice.

Liberality is that virtue which considers riches

only as the means of obliging and doing good.

Its contrary is avarice.

Magnanimity is a virtue which delights in

rendering service upon matters of importance

and trying occasions.

Pusillanimiiy is its opposite.

Munificence is a virtue which takes pride in a

splendid display of large expenditure.

Its contrary is meanness.

In fine, prudence is that virtue of the mind,

which, in respect of the good or evil, already said

to be contributory to our happiness or misery,

leads us to distinguish between them, so as not

to mistake (he one for the other.

Common-place Positions of Praise.

Having considered virtue and vice both gene-

rally and particularly, so far as suits our pur-

pose, it will not be a matter of hazard or diffi-
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culty to come to the following series of conclu-

sions :

1. That whatever contributes to render a man

Tirtuous, is honourable.

2. The same may be concluded of whatever ii

derivative of virtue either primarily or hy conse-

quence ; such as all the marks and signs of virtue;

and the products of it.

Upon these data, with respect to virtue in ge-

neral^ it will be equally fair to conclude of virtue

in particular. For example :

3. Whatever is a mark or effect of valour % even

the sufferings of those who have conducted themselves

valiantly are honourable.

The same may apply to every one of the par-

ticular virtues, with the exception of justice;

only, however, in that part of the latter relating

to the sufferings which it causes ; and even here

again partially. For example : it would not

be so honourable to receive a just, as it would

to ^zf^^r an unjust, punishment.

4. All actions are honourahle which propose

honour for their retvard,

5. The same may be said of those things which

lestozv more honour than worldly profit,

6. All things are honourahle which for their own

sake are sought after^ if the agent employ himself

rather for others than himself.

7. The same deduction applies to every thing

merely good in general. For example : whatever
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a person undertakes to the prejudice of his own
interest for the glory and safety of his country* *

' 8. Whatever is tuituraUy good is also proper and

honourable. Bt

-y- 9* Whatever is not merely a selfish good, but

rather applicable to the use and enjoyment of others^

is honourable : lor in this case possession is dis-

interested.

10. The same may be affirmed of the tribute ren-

dered to a person posthumously rather than while

living ; for interested persons are generally agents

in the latter case, paying less regard to the real

merits and virtues of him whom they honour,

than to his credit with men, and the power which

he possesses of obliging them.

11. We may account as honourable all public

works, and whatever is done for others : the agent

being the least concerned in the issue.

12. The same conclusion will be applicable

to every enterprise happily achieved, and all businesi

successfully conducted, provided the interest of others^

y§ consulted rather than our own.

13. ft may be equally concluded of whatever

we have done to the advantage of those who have

obliged us : for gratitude is justice. '
^'^'^ v-^

"'"'

14. Every benefit we confer is an act of honour-

able propriety : since it is directed towards others,

and returns nothing to ourselves.

15. The opposites of those things which cause a

person to blush, or otherwise excite shame, are honour'"

Q
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able: for, io blush is to give testimony against

something either indecent or improper in our

conversation or actions, or of our intention to

•ay or act things of such a nature. Hence wc

find iSdt/>/>Ao well remarking upon this head, in

the passage where Ahans is introduced addressing

her in the following language :

ALC.tUS,

In vain would passion prompt my tongue to say-

That which respect for Sapplio must delay,

And shame the courage of desire away.

SAPPHO.

At this confession I am sorely griev'd,

- Nor could desires like thine have e'er belicvM;

For, if legitimate, uncharg'd with crime,

Thqr spurn alike both circumstance and time

:

Nor would thine eyes thus downward now be bent.

But by tlie conscience of eome bad intent.

.\i%6,We shouM equally account as honourable,

whatever causes us anxiety and care, provided that

we find at the sam6 t'mie. no inward cause of appre-^

hension : because the former feelings can only

arise out of emulation, or our having designed

to acquire some one of those goods, or eminent

advantages, which regard our fame and reputa-

^^i^y.The works and virtues of the most perfect

persons are also the most distinguished and most de^

serving of honour \ for example : those QJijn(H^\xk

pre/erepge to. those.of, w/»»i^«.
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i8. There is more honour attached to what is di-

rected more toivards the frojit and enjoyment of

othersJ than of him by whom it is possessed* For

X\us reason, justice, and every thing partaking

of its quality, is held in particular honour.

19. T/iere is more honour in the design of aveng-

ing owsehes upon an enemy than of making matters

tip with him ; for, to retaliate on an enemy is jusf,

and therefore honourable. Besides, it is the duty

*of a man possessing generous feelings, "^ cot t(i^

yield' to his enemy, and not to endure bein^

trampled on by him. • '

'•'

2.0. Victory and worldly honours are higldy ^^'
malr/e; for they are so far desirable, as that, afc*

though they arc unproductive of real advantag^^

yet the possessor is endowed by them, i<rith: thd

semblance of extraordinary merit and exceeding

virtue.

21. We may also reckon honourable whatever"

preserves the memory of a man after deaths by

making him the subject of living conversation.

0.2, Thf more any thing is capable of producing

the above-named effect, the more honourable it is, .

23. As also, of what is not contingent to us^

except after death,

24. Every thing is honourable which is followed

or accompanied by honour, glory, and reputation*

25. ^11 things of an extraordinary and excelling

nature, are likewise honourable.

2.^, As are those things which none but oursehei

Q %

.T3

n

=j
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possess: for, being more remarkable than others,

they will be more apt to make us spoken of, and

bring us into notice. Mc

27. There is honour in such acquisilions as hear

no relation elsewhere: because they shed greater

lustre on the liberality of their possessor.

28, Those things which are peculiar to a natio?i

or people individually , are equally honourable.

, 29. The same may be said of whatever serves

to desigjiate those things which by each country or

people are particularly esteemed. For instance

:

it is honourable among the Lacedamonians to wear

long hair, as it is considered with them a mark

of liberty and independence. In this there is

some reason, for it is not very practicable for a

man, with long hair, to perform servile offices.

Another custom among that people is, their

allowing the exercise of no mechanical art, it

being incompatible with liberty to depend on,

or be subject to others.

Modes of Address whereby Praise or Censure may

be unworthily bestowed.

Independently of the propositions and infer-

ences which we have just laid down upon the

subject of praise or censure, they may also lie

effected by address: and, first, instead of as-

cribing to the person, whom wc would panegyrize

or inculpate, the true qualities which he possescs,

by making use of such as resemble or approach
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iketti. For instance, in speaking against a man
who is really valiant, but who makes use of stra^

tagem in war more than strength, we might call

him " a poltroon whose courage was alone effi-

cient in detecting treasons or laying ambus-

cades." On the other hand, if the niggard is to

be praised, we have only to extol his parsimony

as prudence. And to the man who is insensible

to insult, wc might apply the terms mild and

peaceful. In a word, wc should endeavour to

ascribe a virtue to each defect or vice, by attri-

buting to them a denomination from matters

usually attendant or consequent upon them.

Thus, speaking in favour of a rough and choleric

man we would say, *' He is candid and open,

and cannot dissemble." Thus we might equally

shelter the haughty and arrogant man under

noble demeanour, and conduct befitting his

quality.

Secondly : address herein may be made use of,

by attributing the distinction of virtue to trans-

gressions of excess : such as by naming rashnesSj^^

valour ; or giving the appellation of liheraliiy

to prodigality. For, besides the deceit which may
be carried on in their names, a thing may also be

made to pass as virtuous by a false line of reason-4

ingj' as thus

:

A.

** The man who unnecessarily runs info

danger, must be expected to perform wonder%

when borne thither, at the call of honour.^' ^'

« 3
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In the same manner, reasoning upon the con-

duct of a prodigal man, we might say :
-'

*' Is it to be believed that the person who is

indiscfiu4nately liberal to every petitioner, should

abandon bis friends in their necessities, and show

an avaricious disposition towards them alone ?**'

For prodigality really seems the effect of an

jextraordinary virtue and bounty carried to excess.

I-Anpther observation to be attended to on the

Jbead of praise, is the necessity of being cautious

before whom we speak. Hence it was that

Socrates, not without reason, remarked, " Thai

if was no difficult matter to praise the Athenians

in speaking to the Athenians." According then

\(i the persons before whom the orator is to ap-

pear, he must see what things are held in par-

ticular estimation by them; and next, he musf

'speak of such things as if they were truly esti-

. iiiable. For example : the same address wilt

l^ot apply to the Scythians^ the Lacedcemoniatis,

anjj the philosophers. In short, he should bririg

linder the head of real honour what is simply'

honourable, and only so in the estimation of a

few persons ; in fact, there is seemingly no great

difference between hoth. Besides this, in-

pr^ising a man it is necessary to investigate his

actions, and be assured whether they have

been befitting and agreeable to his condition

and quality ; whether he has done any thing

worthy oi . ]x\Si birth and ancestry ; whether
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his recent correspond with his past acts, or witft

the expectations formed of him ; for there is not

only happiness, but glory also, in the continual

increase of reputation and of honour. It will

be also right io examine on the contrary side,

and by proofs of such a nature there is certainly

the finest opportunity of panegyrizing a man

;

as, for instance, by demonstrating, " That

he never forgot himself in the midst of prospe-

rity, but was as modest as before." Or, taking

the contrary, " That in the adversity and trouble

of his concerns, he supported himself as he

ought, and appeared as generous as ever." Or

again, "That being of low condition, in pro-

portion with his elevation to honour and office,

he became more and more condescending, and

easier of access." Hereon is founded the self-

praise of Iphicrates and the Argolic fisherman^

as we hefore observed. Such also was the praise

bestowed by Smomdes on Archedtce, whose de-

meanour to the whole world was so courteous and

obliging, though «he was, to make use of Sitt^-

maes own words,

/r'j'jrhe daughter, wife, and sister^ of puispaot kings."

Upon the whole, as prAi3^%'|¥}nciptfHy^ di-

rected towards the actions of life, and since it is

'ttre proviilcB of the virtuous man never to act

!iut fnim* desigil, it is 'iVecessary fCft the eulogist

itx endeavour to demonstrate that Xht object of

c 4
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his praise has never acted by chance, but with

intent and deh berate purpose. He must illus-

trate this, by the corresponding uniformity of

the person's actions, and by collecting together

the whole occurrences of his life, whether for-

tuitous or opportune. To these he must at-

tach the value of determined resolution and par-

ticular study. When we can ascribe to a perspn

a series of actions thus corrcspondently similar,

it is in a manner a prejudice in favour, or a

certain proof, of his being effectually virtuous,

and having done nothing but from fixed design.

Different Species of Eulogy.

Of these we may reckon three

:

T\\t first {J%o(,ivcg) regarding the heroic virtues,

and such as are confirmed by long habit. Jt is

defined, A discourse which sets fortjt to the world

the knowledge of a distinguished virtue. In order

that praise of this kind should obtain credit, it

must be proved that the actions of its object have

been habitually the result and the effects of

some eminent virtue.

The second description of praise {syx.coij.m) rests

upon each particular work and praiseworthy ac-

tion of an individual. The most feasible method

of impressing belief and inducing persuasion upon

any matter q( encomium, is, to introduce those

circumstances which are usually contingent to

jt, such as birth, education, &q. ,Por,'COjisti-
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tuted as the world is, a probability in favour of

our honour is deduced from our being descended

of honourable ancestry ; and in point of educa-

tion, that every man*s conduct is conformable

to the manner in which he has been reared.

Hence we give the greater praise to those whose

actions correspond with their birth and education,

because they are apparently of confirmed purpose

to good, and proceed from habit. So true is

this, that even though a man has performed

notliing distinguished during his career, yet he

obtains the tribute of our praise if he adhere to

this educative standard of action.

{j^.jThe //;;W description of eulogy, ,tp vvhich two

names are assigned by the Greeks (jxajcoc^icryiogaxid

cclocii^ovia-^og), (thougli both are of the same im-

port,) consists in Xhe. congralulution oi s. man upon

his consummate prosperity. This kind of praise

.differs from the two others, inasmuch as its sub-

ject is more comprehensive and extended ; for,

a,s supreme happiness infers the possession of

every virtue, so does this division of praise com-

prehend the two foregoing: not being confined,

like the first, to any particular virtuous habit;

iQ^^to any single commendable action, like the

second.
,
On, the, contrary, it deals generally in

the whole range of the virtues and rich endow-

ments of the fniad *.

* This description of eulogy, from its universal tenour, may
bfc Willi |>ropriety termed /a^^-^/V.—T« ANiii ator . ^
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Affinity of DEMONSTRATIVK tO DELIBERATIVE

Rhetoric.

Upon the heads of counsel and praise we may
•make one observation, to prove the conformity of

1>oth.

For the matter which the orator advances as

the subject of advice, may become, by a trivial

alteration in the fashion of his discourse, equally

the subject of praise. Hence it follows, that

once possessing a knowledge of what is necessary

\o be done for the acquirement of praise, and of

the qualities appropriate thereto, we shall very

Gasify torm precepts upon every subject connected

with it, by a mere variation of phraseology.

For example : if we were to say thus :

** We should never avail ourselves of, or de-

rive advantage from, the goods of fortune, but

from our virtue alone, and from those goods which

properly appertain lo us"

—

The sentence thus expressed is a precept of

pure counsel ; but by the slightest change it may

be rendered into one of eulogy ; as thus :

" Never did that man derive advantage from

the favours of fortune; and when he did avail

himself of any thing, it was of his own merits

and virtues."

Whenever, then, we praise a person, we

should attend well to the counsel we would give

him, when inciting him to the undertaking of
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a distlnguislicd action; and, on the other hand,

when we would give couHsel, we should particu-

larly apply our judgment to, and examine the

nature of, those actions which really merit praise.

The expression in both cases must of necessity

be difFiTent ; that of censure being prohibitive,

while that of praise is not so.

,9«rt til <lo •- lu; 7/

Of Amplification,

III the use of this there is no inconsiderable

address. It consists in enlarging, by additional

circumstances, and consequently giving to an

action a considerable appearance : as we might

say of a certain agent, that he was either

the first, or only person, who ever attempted a

certain enterprise ; or we might show that he

executed it with very trifling assistance ; or that

no other person ever signalized himself more in

that particular:—for these circumstances being

remarkably glorious, deserve particular praise.

^<Thtt -'/«OTi? and oecashn; 'Sls^ htixAoioxo^ ob-

sStved, "will also contributd to increase the.

value of an action. The praise of a person may.

likewise be amplified, by showing his repeated

successes in similar enterprises : for, besides the

greater admiration of his present achievement^

\i will- also serve to prove, that it was not by

hazard, hut by his virt^i^ and &kilia%}«>^lbat he

succeeded. --'f ^i^^ '-^li^ ..Ljvi-jogo od ...
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It will also be of advantage to remark, whe-

ther any one of those things which are done for

the purpose of creating emulation and inciting

to illustrious deeds, has been invented aod es-

tablished for the peculiar purpose of honouring

him who is the theme of our commendation ; or

whether he be the first on whom public eulo-

giums have been pronounced, as was the case

with Hippolochus : or, in fine, whether his glory

could compete with that of Harmodius and ^ris-

iogiloti, who were the first persons to whom the

Athenians erected statues in public places. Such

an investigation will not only serve to embellish

an action, and. set it off to greater advantage

in respect to the person whom we praise ; but it

may also serve to a contrary effect : namely, to

deform the life and actions of him who is the

subject of our censure.

Address in prmsing a Persoti inho has done nothing

praiseworthy.

'M it so happen that the man whom we intend

to panegyrize has done nothing which can fiir-p

nish matter of favourable report, in this case, re-^

course must be had to parallels and a comparison

of others with him. In this mode of address,

Isocrates, who neither practised at the bar, nor

studiedjudiciary rhetoric, has frequently indulged,

J, [With regard to comparisons, in this placcj ^i|j

must be observed, that the persons whom wq.
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select should be illustrious and of high repute |)

for nothing can aggrandize a man's praise more'

than by showing that he possesses more brilliant

qualities, and has achieved more virtuous actions,

even than those who, in the world's estimation,

have been accounted eminently virtuous. But,

in proof of the utility which praise derives from,

amplification, we need only affirm that eulogy

loves excess, and searches but for what is extra-

ordinary and supremely excellent. As has been

before remarked, that excellence, which pro-

ceeds to a commendable excess, is to be ranked

among honourable things. If the person whom
we praise is not of sufficient distinction to be

compared with certain others who are illustrious,

we must look elsewhere for subjects of compa-

rison. In whatever manner a man rises above

another, his elevation, or degree of eminence,

is a testimony of his merit.

Of Things particular to each of the three rhetorical

;v£.i iDhisions,

Summarily speaking upon each of the two

rhetorical parts already gone through, and the'

one remaining to be discussed, we may remark^

that to none is amplification more necessary oi:

appropriate than to the demonstrative \ for this

reason : that the panegyrist always takes fo^

his subject, things which are really true, and

are so recognised by the world ; his only
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oceupatian then is to embellish ind add lustre

to actions of such a description.

Examples are more befitting the deliberative

part of rhetoric, because the judgQicuts which

we form irv all our designs of enterprise are

founded upon that conjecture which the past

gives of the future, and upon the relation be-

tween what has been done, and what it is pos-

wble to do.

Enthymenis suit the judiciary rhetorician best,

because, in subjects of this kind, he treats of

matter of fact, and pronounces judgment upon

what has passed : matters wherewith people are

not always conversant, and which may be called

in question ;.—he therefore should assign par-

ticular reasons in proof of the thing done, and

why it was so.

No other precepts or positions of topic, or

address, are, I imagine, requisite, beyond what

have already been given, respecting eulogy and

its oppositewv5k\ '^V'^j) \v»

All our canons of position have this benefit,

that as the series go by contraries, each one gives

a knowledge of that which is contrary to itself,

at the same moment in which it is itself disco-

vered.

Whatever has been said respecting matter of

praise, will apply, by contraries, to matter of

censure.
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CHAP. X.

JUDICIARY RHETORIC.

-oh

Of Injuries or Wrongs.

The subjects of which we now are to treat, ro»

late to accusation and defence', it is, therefore,

necessary to know the amount and quality of

those topics, whence judiciary rhetoric derives

its arguments. But it is of previous importance

to be acquainted with the three following points :

I. The nature and number of those things

which incite men to be mutually noxious.

a. What persons are so disposed, and the

nature of such dispositions.

3. On what persons the injurious fasten, and

the state necessary to their making impressions.

These three points we shall endeavour to illugi

trate, after we have defined what is meant by
" doing a man an injury.'*

We are to understand that it arises out of

** one man's voluntarily hurting another con-

trary to the prohibition of law." But of law

there are two kinds, one particular^ the other

common. Particular laws T call such as are

written, and serve as a rule to any state ; and I

call those common, which arc not written, and

which seem to have been instituted v/ith the

common consent of all states. As to voluntary
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action, every man acts so who is not com-

pelled to. and who is thoroughly acquiiinted with,

what he does. Not, however, that every vo-

luntary act proceeds from del iberatc purpose atid

design ; but, whatever is deliberately and de-

signedly done, is also done voluntarily, and with

a knowledge of the cause ; for it is impossible that

a man should be ignorant of what he proposes and

determines to do. But in order to know the

reason why men are given to the commission of

\yrpngs contrary to what is enjoined by law, we

must observe, that the inclination arises out of

two causes, 'uicc ox passion. For it is remarked,

that, generally speaking of vicious persons,

whether their vices be many, or whether they

be ruled but by one, they are never malicious

nor injurious, but in matters touching their pre-

dominant vice. Thus the avaricious man is given

to do wrong merely for the sake of money ; the

dehauchee, through thp. hope of enjoying some

pleasure ; the indolenty to the indulgence of his

ease; the coward, in order to avoid danger;

the amhttious man, from the expectation of

honour; the choleric man acts wrong in the

transports of anger ; the man fond of conquest^

only in his pursuit of victory ; the vindictive, for

the accomplishment of his revenge; the zvitless

is only injur. ous by his folly and stupidity, in

not discerning the difference between justice and

injustice, and his incessant liability to be deceived
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on that account : in fine, the man of effrontery

and impudence docs wrong because he is lost to

shame, and laughs at reputation. So it is with

regard to all other vices, and those who practise

them ; each man being led away by his own par-

ticular vice. This will be treated of more at

large when we come to consider the passions. It

remains to show, for what reason, and with

what disposition of mind, people are addicted to

do wrong, and the persons on whom the inju-

rious generally fix.

Of human jictions and their Causes,

We shall here, in the first place, point but

those things, a desire to possess or to avoid

which, induces an endeavour to hurt, or do injury

to our neighbour. /

The advocate for the accusation should priiiw

cipally direct his attention to this poiiat ; namely

:

What proportion of those things we have just

spoken of, and which tempt and induce men to the

commission of wrong, confers an advantage on

the one party over the other. On the other

hand, the advocate for the defence should, with

respect to his client, examine, to the end of

justification, how far remote, even from suspi-

cion, he was upon such matters. In the next

place, it is to be noticed, " that, absolutely speak"

ing, there is nothing which men will not do i** and

in this general circle of their extent of action^ ont

R
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partfiov-isfrom self-agency \ the other, from exira^

^foiis : impulse. In the latter rank of action,

we may make a division, first, into actions of

chance, and, secondly, into those of necessity.

^.y Of things done from necessity, there are, like-

wise, two descriptions : the one voluntary, the

^jijther natural. So that all the acts of man extra-

neous of self-agency, may be referred to three prin-

cipal causes : hazard, nature, and constraint. As

to those things wherein man is his own agent,

independently, they may be classed under four

species ; for some men act hahitually, others from

incUnation and the call of appetite.

Of appetite again there are two kinds ; one sen-

sual, the other rational: to either of these mankind

19 differently attached. Rational appetite is no-

thing more than ivilli it may be defined, " Thg

3esire of good controlled and regidated hy reason ;"

for no man wills that which is not his good.

Sensual appetite recognises two different prin-

ciples of stimulation, anger and concupiscence.

Now, in the investigation of all our actions, we

shall find them attributable to seven causes,

.aamejy, to

-
.

' Hazard,

Constraint,,

Nature,

Habit,

Reason,

Anger, and

ConcupisceHcc.
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It would be superfluous to enter into a more

detailed distinction of causes ; such, for instance,

as a man's particular habits, particular age,

&c. It is a certain fact, however, that we should

not calculate the anger or disposition to pleasure

which is observable in young persons, upon the

mere grounds of their youth, but upon the ebul-

ruipn of their passion, and the unbridled sallies

of their lusts. So it is in the case of a rich and

a poor man. We should not lay the charge of

culpability in either, to the circumstance of wealth

in the one, or of poverty in the other; and,

though it may be said that the poor frequently,

wish passionately for money, on no other ac-;

count than to answer their necessities ; and that

the rich form an infinite number of vain desires,

and go in search of unnecessary pleasures, merely

because they possess abundant means of com-

pleting their wishes :—yet, it does not follow

from this, that such desires in one party are

simply the effects of their wealth, nor, in the

other, of their poverty ; but, in both cases, the

desire is to be referred to concupiscence.

In like manner we may affirm of the just and

unjust ; and, generally speakings of all those whom
we consider, to act from certain varied habits of

the same quality ; for, the acts of such persons

can be referred to no other causes than those

already observed, as they must always be thei

effects cither of some reasonable persuasion, of

H 2
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some impelling passion. The only dlirerent:e

lies In this,—that one class of agents possess

more commendable manners and passions, than

the other. In truth, I agree that every habit

being always in conformity with its nature as

to its accompaniments and consequences, it com-

raonly happens, that certain particular actions

are incidental to a man, merely from his havin-g

contracted that certain habit. For example

:

the man who is temperate, cannot, in the first

instance, possess certain honest desires, nor be

persuaded of the sentiments which it is necessary

for him to entertain respecting the pleasures of

life, but because he is temperate. On the con-

trary, that a debauchee indulges such and such

dishonest sentiments and desires, merely because

be is debauched. These distinctions are too

trivial, however, to merit further notice.

What we have to examine, in the next place,

is, Vvhat customarily happens to certain descrip-

tions of persons, and persons of certain qua-

lities. And this more particularly, because the

dlfierence of constitution in men does not always

infer variety in their sentiments or manners.

For example : it is not because a man is black

or whit^, tiail df dwavfish, that he should be

influenced by kP phriicalar manper or passion V

but the point to be considered is, whether he be

old or young, good or bad ; in a word, our

research sh6u4d extend to those things which.
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by their fortuitous occurrence, cause a person

commonly to alter his habits and sentiments:

such, for instance, as the case of a jjerson ima-

gining to himself that he is rich or poor, happy

or miserable. Tiiis, however, is not a fit place

for entering into a discussion of such subjects.

We shall now finish what remains to be said

with regard to the explanation of tlic principles

and causes of human actions.

In the first place, then, fortune or chance is as-

signed as the origin of any thing, either when

the producing cause is purely unfixed and inde-

terminate.—when the intent or design of action

is not apparent—when the manner of its event

is not conformable with general nor ordinary oc-

currence—or, finally, when it is not founded

upon any fixed rule or order.

-^ These conditions, indeed, have heretofore

been included in our definition of fortune .^nd

chance.
,^1 j-_j,qy, hfi^\

."'H'^-'

In the second place, a thing is oViginated by

nature when it contains within it the principle of

its production, which must also observe a certain

order. It matters not, whether the, occuvFcnce

of the thing be of necessity, or in compliance

with what has been usual, since it can only

happen in one way, let that way be what it will.

As to the extraordinary effect^ of nature, jn

apparently violating its pwn rules, or thwartirig

its OWW designs, we cannot here make.^ny par-

H 3
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ticular inquiry ; neither can we say, whether

the production of such effects be strictly adhe-

rent to the design of nature, or attributable to

some different cause ; for, after all, it might be

said, that such effects were the mere work of

fortune and chance.

With respect to violence and coNstrain/, it may

tie b'eldi that an act' is performed under their

influence, when the agent acts against the dic-

tates of his own opinion and inclination. A
nian acts from habit, when he does any thing

" merely on the grounds of his having frequently

done so before.

Reason is to be considered the source of action,

when a thing is done with the sole intent of

acquiring some one of those ^oo^j which we have

observed to be attended with apparent profit and

'^advantage ; and this, whether the pretension of

* the agent be confined to the possession of one

particular good, which he lays down as his ex-

clusive aim and object, or whether he considers

that only in the light of a mean towards attain-

ing some other thing which is of greater import-

ance. This condition must, howeveV, be ob-

served, that the agent act only with the design

of deriving advantage from the object of his

agency. We must, in this place, take particular

'care to avoid confounding, with such a prin-

citipfei what is daily to be observed among de-

bauchees, whose undertakings frequently as-
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sume 'ffi? i^jy&knce" of gain 'antf 'a^vaAfage,

while, in fact, their intention, at the moment,

ii no other than that of subsequently enjoying

more at their ease, and creating a more prc^

tracted debauch in, those pleasures to whicft

they are attached. > in-i

As to matters connected with affoer and'tirS-J-

rjiosityy they may simply be referred to the con-

sideration of rcvefigCy between which and cJic^^

Usement there is an important difference. The
latter is always supposed to be with a vieviir

to the good of the person corrected ; while

revenge has for its object only the satisfaction

of the person who desires it. In our treatise on

the passions, wc shall more amply discuss the

nature and origin of anger. -^^

Finally, concupiscence is the motive of actioh""

in every thing which possesses the apparent ca-

pacity of pleasure. Under this head T wish \x9

comprize whatever is done from usage and habit.

Custom has the property of influencing, by a*

pleasant zest, that which, without it would be*

unpleasant. To cut this matter short, it is cer^'

tain, that there is nothing, wherein a man him'-I

self is the agent, which is not either really bP

apparently good and useful, and equally agreeahk^

cither effectually or in appearance. Besides,

since every thing done by self-agency is volun-

tary, and the reverse is constrained, it is certain,

vyitl^ respect to the agents, that their objects o(
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action contain nothing but what is really or

speciously useful or agreeable. In the catalogue

of good and advantages, I not only class every

deliverance from evil, real or apparent, but also

the commutation of a greater for a lesser evil,

since such an exchange is naturally desirable.

In the enumeration of things which are agreeable

I reckon the deliverance from what is troublesome

and annoying, whether real or specious, and,

upon the same grounds, the exchange of one

thing more unpleasant, for another which is less

so. Thus, since utility or pleasure are the sti-

mulants to all a man's actions, for that reason

the orator should be acquainted with the number

and quality of those things which have any cojit

nexion with either. We have already spoken

of things which are useful, we shall now come to

treat of those which are agreeable and productive

of pleasure.

It is necessary, as we are on the subject, here

to warn the student against adhering too narrowly,

to the definitions we have given, since it is of

trivial import to rhetoric whether they be more

precise than is requisite to prevent their being

obscure.
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CHAP. IX.

Of Things co7iduclve to Pleasure,

Taking it for granted that pleasure is a certain^

sudden emotion, or change in the mind, which is

sensible to our perceptions, and conformable to

the state required by the demands of our nature,

and that pain is the opposite to this, it follows :

1. That every thing capable of producing the

state first described must be agreeable ; while

€very thing destructive of it, or occasioning its

opposite, must be disagreeable.

2. That it is for the roost part agreeable to

perceive ourselves arrived at that condition which

is requisite to our nature, particularly if tl;g

attainment be as perfect as it is possible to be. :,'

3. All manner of customs are agreeable, since

custom is in some measure identified with nature

;

and nothing bears so strong a resemblance to the

latter as the former. Add to this, that there is

but a short interval between what is very fi-c-

quently, and that which is invariably done.

Custom is the regent of the one, and Nature oi

the other.

4. Every thing done without constraint is

agreeable ; for violence is the enemy of nature.

On this account, every pQc^sioja of action..yvhic^^
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arises from necessity is disagreeable. Evenus,

the poet, has well remarked, that,

V From force an inconvenience ever springs."

This being the case, we should account as

irouhhs all inquietude, care, study, and heavy

applications of the mind ; such actions being

ever attended with constraint, if they be not cus-

tomary. Habit alone can reconcile and soften

them.

5. The opposites of those violent actions just

mentioned are productive of pleasure; for in-

stance : indolence, laziness, negligence, amuse-

ment, rest, sleep, &c. ; such things being com-

pletely emancipated from constraint.

6. There is pleasure in every thing to which

our appetites or desires have a tendency ; for

desire is but an inclination to the enjoyment of

whatever is agreeable. We have already re-

marked upon the two species of appetite in man,

reasonable and sensual. By the latter I un-

derstand whatever a man desires without refiec-

rion or examination. This desire is properly

termed natural, and relates but to the satisfac-

tion of our corporal necessities. Such, for inr

stance, are hunger and M/Vj!/, which are given

to the body for the purpose of inciting it towards

the aliments necessary to thC' support of its ex-

istence ; in like manner with all other desires

respecting noaiishment in particular. Such alsa
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^re the desires which tend to love and good

living; in fine, all those which flatter the various

senses of touch, taste, &c. &c.

By reasonable appetite I mean that which leads

to the desire of a thing, only because we are

persuaded that it is good; for there are many

things which wc would never desire either to

see or possess, if we did not hear them esteemed

and cried up, at the same time that we verily be-

lieve them worthy of our possession. Novr,

since pleasure consists in feeling ourselves moved

and affected inwardly by some passion, and
' our imagination, if well considered, is a feeble

and imperfect draught of that feeling : in a

word, since it is neither possible to hops for, nor

remember any thing, without forming, at the

same time, in our imagination, the idea or ingagc

of the thing hoped for or remembered^—it neces-

sarily follows,

7. That there must be great pleasure in the

perfect remembrance of a thing, or the high

expectation of possessing it ; for, according to

what we have jiist said, this will be, in a manner,

enjoyment and present possession of the thing

with regard to our senses. So that it is neces-

sary that we receive pleasure in some one of the

three following ways :—First, by having a thing

really present to, and in the real enjoyment bi

our senses ;, secondly, by the remembrance of

previous enjoyment j and, thirdly, by our hopes
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;i>f one day possessing and enjoying it. With

respect to time, enjo5'ment regards the present,

memory the past, and hope the future.

,; Memory represents nothing which is not ca-

pable of bestowing pleasure; for it not only

conduces thereto, by recalling the image of

thifigs which were agreeable at the period of

their enjoyment, but also by representing things

of a contrary nature, which it was formerly irk-

some to endure. In the latter case, there will

jbe increased pleasure, if the person who employs

uj^is n>emory have made a transition from p^st

labours and misfortunes to present glory and

repose. This it was which cays^^ Ml\r^i^fio

Dflt i

** Sweet is the mtm*r/v of ^ peril past."

^,' And again in Homer,

" How pleasing, when our recollection strays

Aleng the path of traverj'd, adverse days

!

3( And yet more pleiasing, if, to gain the shore,

A. Ourselves have stter'd the helm, have plied the oar !"

Odyssey xv.
Of

The reason is obvious: namely, the existence

T^f pleasure in the exemption from pain.

As to hope, we can never employ it, without

producing pleasure at the same time, upon any

^
thing which seems either promising enjoyment

ll)y its presence, likely to confer some great ad-

. vantage, or which seems simply useful without
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inconvenience. In fine, every filing which by

its presence creates joy, commonly brings pleasure

to those who expect its possession, or recollect

its enjoyment.

8. There is even a considerable pleasure iii

anger ; as Hur/ier, speaking of this passion, ha»

justly observed:

*' No honey e'er from any flow'r *s exprest.

More sweet than anger in the human breast."

Iliad xviir.

For we never put ourselves in a passion with

persons on whom it is apparently impossible to

be avenged ; nor with those who have, beyond

comparison, more credit and influence than

ourselves: or, if we should happen to do so,

it will be in less numerous instances than with

others.

9. The greater part of our desires are accom-

panied by pleasure: for whether it flow from

the recollected enjoyment of an object which we

desire, or the hope of speedily enjoying it, swch

a state will always induce an indescribable plea-

sure. For example : the person who has suf-

fered under thirst during a fever, will enjoy con-

siderable delight from remembering that he sa-

tisfied his thirst on that occasion, or from the

hope of an equal gratification upon a similar

case of necessity. The same may be remarked
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of persons passionately enamoured, who feci ^

constant source of enjoyment in eonversing upon

tlie object of their flame; in thinking of, writing

to, or in any other thing which has a reference to

that object. In all those cases, the circumstance

which constitutes the principal enjoyment, is

tnat, while the object is present to their memory,

it seems really to be with them in substance. This

is the principal criterion for judging the com-

mencement of love s empire over the mind, not

only when \vc wish to dwell continually wiih

the perso«n whom we love, but uhen our aifec-

tion survives absence, and we cannot avoid turn-

ing our thoughts towards the object, and when

distance afflicts usj because it removes us from

her sight.

to. Pleasure will exist even amid tvailings,

sighs, and grief. For, if sadness on one hand

sensibly depresses us, by the irreparable loss of

one whom we lament ; on the other, it gives

pleasure and consolation, to represent to ourselves

that person, such as he was, in all his actions,

and as if he were present before our eyes. Ho-

mer illustrates this in his divine poem :

* Ke spoke ; and his discourse made sorrow dear,

Gave charms to the sigh, and pleasure to the tear."

Iliad xxiii.

• i

> »

»

1 1 . Revenge is sweet ; since by as much as it
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is disagreeable to be deprived of the ability to

compass our wishes, by so much it is the more

pleasing to perceive their success. But, if we be

enraged vvilh any person, and lose an opportu-

nity of revenge, it is extremely annoying; while,

on the contrar}-, we are generally appeased even

by the most distant expectation of vengeance.

12. Victory has the charm of pleasure, not

only with those who love conquest, but with every

description of men, since it supposes that pre-emi-

nence to which all. men arc so much attached^

either more or less. ^

13. All games and diversions which give rise

to contests between parties, are agreeable: and

this without distinction, whether the lists be

formed between musicians, wrestlers, or literati j

the object and conclusion of all being victory.

14. The same may be said of games at dice^

ball, cheques, &c.

15. Eveii the most grave and serious games

are agreeable; for though not amusing at first,

yet they are conducive to pleasure by custom.

Those which bestow immediate plearure, are the

sports of the chase, all methods of entoiling

beasts, &c.

16. The profession of the bar, and scholastic

disputations, are extremely pleasing to the suc-

cessful practitioner in both, ^ygn, ig van ^
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17. Among the things which confer the highest

pleasure, are honour and reputation, by reason of

the opinion which a man forms within himself, and

is persuaded of; namely, that he really is an ho-

nest man, and such as the world proclaims him.

A man is always more easily led by this opinion

of himself, when he reflects that he is eulogized

by those who esteem him ; and who, in so do-

ing, express the true sentiments of their hearts.

For instance, the repute of a man among his

neighbours, is preferable to that in a more distant

quarter; and the esteem of our familiar acquaint-

ances or fellow- citizens, much more desirable

than that of strangers and foreigners ; the esteem

of the living is superior to that of the dead

—

and, in a word, the regard of persons distinguished

for wisdom and prudence, far surpasses that of

the unthinking part of mankind. To this we

may add, that the greater the number of those

who esteem us is, the more preferable is that

reputation, because it is apparent, that in the

greater number there must be found more chancea

of the truth than in the lesser one. ' ^

All descriptions of esteem are not equally con-

siderable ; for we do not regard either the honour

or reputation which flows to us from a con-

temptible source, such as fools or children ; and

if any show be made of attending to such a re-
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putation, it proceeds from interest, or some other

similar motive.

18. The possession of a friend is truly agree-

able, because there is a pleasure in affection and

fondness 5 for, show me the drunkard who does

not manifest a gladness in beholding his favourite

liquor 1
Ig

19. There is a pleasure in being loved; for this

presupposes to our imagination, that we possess

some amiable quality which has attached the per-

son to our affections. To be loved, implies a per-

sonal, not an interested regard towards us.

20. To be admired is also a thing which is

agreeable ; for honour is always the accompani-

ment of admiration.

21. Flattery and flatterers are pleasing; for

the adulator appears in the double light of an

admirer and a friend.

0.2. A frequent repetition of the same actions

is productive of pleasure; for, as has been already

observed, habit or custom is agreeable.

23. It may, however, be equally asserted, that

variety is pleasing ; as every change seems con-

formable to the intention of nature, fn fact, to

do the same thing always, begets a certain dis-

gust at, and testifies an excess in, the habit so

contracted. This it was which induced the poet

*o say : . ^jj^-

1
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« Variety in all things has its charms."

EuRjpiD. in OaEJT.

For this reason, every thing which we have not

seen for some time, appears the more agreeable

when we do see it ; for, besides the variety arising

out of contrasted presence and absence, the thing

also acquires the quality of being rare.

24. To learn and to admire a thing, is equally

pleasing, since it creates a desire to be acquainted

with its nature ; every object of our admiration

necessarily attracting our ideas of it. The mind

is also perfected by learning anything, and either

arrives, or is in progress, by such means, towards

that excellence, to which, from its nature, it as-

pires.

25. A reciprocity of obligation is attended with

pleasure ; for, in the passive part, we acquire the

object of our wishes ; and in tlie active construc-

tion of the term, we evince the possession of what'

is desired by him, whom we would oblige, be-

sides manitesting our superiority over him ; two

circumstances of ardent desire amongst men.

26. There is a pleasure in remonstrating with

oiir friend, and correcting his failings.

27. To finish what we have commenced, is both

desirable and pleasing.

28. A perfect imitation of any thing is agree-

able; as in works of paintings sculpture, or po-
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dry ; in fine, of any object giving room for imi-

tation, however disagreeable it may be in itself.

The pleasure arising from a fine imitation does

not exactly proceed so much from a consideration

of the qualities in the original, as from our own

internal reflections. For we are apt to say then,

*' This copy is so exact a resemblance, that it

seems rather the thing itself, than its simple re*

presentation," In such cases we always learn

something new.

29. Certain reverses of fortune (jufipiTmuui)

and unexpected events, such as we commonly

meet with in theatrical representations, are at-

tended with pleasure.

30. It is agreeable to reflect that we have been

in imminent danger, for such a situation is crea-

tive of wonder and surprise.

31. All things similar in their natures and

kinds, or between which there is a resemblance,

are mutually productive of pleasure, the one to

the other. Herein there is an exact conformity

to the design of nature. And hence arise the

numerous proverbs

:

" Birds of a feather flock together."

* Equals please equals."

" Every beast seeks and knows his brother beast."

«' Like loves like," &c.

32. All men in general, are more or less at-

tached to each other ; for there is nothing which

12 I • c/-.
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possesses the qualities of conformity and resem-

blance, nr»ore tlian a person compared with his

fellow-man.

33. Men art attached to, and take pleasure in,

whatever proceeds from themselves ; such as

their works, discourses, or arguments. This will

serve to illustrate their love of those who flatter,

or profess affection towards them; that they

are jealous of, however, and are particularly

attached to their offspring ; for nothing can

be more properly styled the work of a man than

what he has put into the world.

34. A man feels delight in completing a work

which another has left imperfect ; the completion

giving to him a sort of property in the thing com-

pleted, by reason of its having been rendered en-

tire through his means.

35. There is an infinite pleasure in being ac-

counted a wise and prudent man ; inasmuch as

authority and command are desirable objects;

but which no man is competent to, excepting him

who possesses the royal virtues of wisdom and

prudence. We may take the definition of wis-

dom to be, ** A science, which enlightens by the

great variety and extent of its knowledge, and

which can account for the most curious and ad-

mirable effects."

56. Men being extremely desirous of receiv-

ing honour, and ambitious of distinction, will not

only take a pleasure in resuming the works of
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others, and correcting their imperfections, but

will also apply themselves to original occupations

in matters which they believe will succeed, and

be eminent above others. Hereupon, Euripides

has well observed in the following verses :

*' The skilful artist, with his work well pleas'd,

Incessant labours, and fresh courage gains;

And though by frequent repetitions teas'd,

T* outstrip his former sdf repays his pains."

37. Besides,—as we have already shown, that

diversion is to be accounted among the number

of agreeable things, as well as all relaxations,

indulgence in mirth, laughter, &c.,—we may in-

fer, that great pleasure is to be derived from any

thing facetious or ridiculous, whether in a man
himself, his discourse, or his actions* I have

treated of ridicule separately in my Po^//Vf.—So

far for things which are agreeable. We must

take the contraries of all the foregoing positions,

if we would discover what is repugnant to plea-

sure.

We have thus explained the ordinary motives

which incite a man to do injury to his neighbour.

I 3
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CHAP. XII.

Of those Persons who commonly injure other:^.

The men who are addicted to the commissioii

of injuries are stimulated by either of the follow-

iog allurements

:

I. When they believe their undertaking prac-

ticable, and that they can accomplish it of them-

selves.

'2. When they think that discovery will not

follow the commission.

3. That, when discovered as the authors, they

will not be punished for it.

4. And that, even if they be punished, the

penalty will not be in proportion to the profit

they have derived either to themselves or to

those for whom they are interested.

The matter of possihilUy^ and its contrary,

we shall not now discuss, as it rega^s all the

parts of rhetoric in common.

Of those ivho promise themselves Impimifj.

Aftidfig the persons who embark in the desigo

to injure others, those in particular hope for im-

punity who either possess eloquence, enterprise,

or execution ; those who have acquired great

worldly experience, by having seen or had the
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management of extensive concerns ; or, finally,

those who arc rich in friends or money. But a

man will especially promise himself impunity,

if he perceive himself fortified by all the advan-

tages we have recited, or at least by some friend

or associate, or even by the dependents of either.

By such means a man may not only accomplish

his evil design, but also avoid discovery and

punishment. Men are also induced to look for

impunity when they are leagued in friendship

with the persons whom they intend to injure, or

with the judges before whom they must appear.

Nothing is more practicable than to injure A

friend, by reason of his having no distrust, of

his being more easily reconciled, and of his

scarcely thinking on legal prosecution. With

tespcct to Jiu/ges, it is certain > that they will al-

ways favour their friends in either of two ways,-—

by acquittal altogether, or by a slight and di-

minished punishment.

f^^ 0/ those who expect to avoid Discovery,
^'

In this class of persons, may be ranked, all,

whose exterior appearance, if we were to judge

by it, affords a presumptive contradiction to rhe

charge which may be made against them. Let

us suppose the instance of a man, apparently of

very feeble bodily powers, having beaten ano-

I 4
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ther, who, to all appearance, was much
stronger : or, let us put the case of a man, from

the dregs of society, favoured by the enjoyment

of a lady of quality ; or, the same, with respect

to an extremely deformed man, and a beautiful

woman.

If a wicked man take unlawful and secret

possession of things which are public and

exposed to the view of many people, he en-

tertains strong hopes of not being detected ; be-

cause the owner rested upon his confident secu-

lity which originated in his imagining no one so

liardy as even io think of such an action. A
person also trusts to his not being discovered,

when the crime which he commits is of that

enormous nature, as to puzzle the understand-

ing in its investigatjlon whether it was ever

dbefore committed ; being a thing unthought of,

and therefore unprovided for.

Man seldom makes other preparations against

injury, than he does against disease ; neither

fearing, nor endeavouring to avoid, that which

he has not hitherto experienced. There are two

additional cases opposite to each other, which

Jay the foundation of security from detection,

—

when the apprehending party either has ?io ene-

TuieS; or when he is known to have a great num-

ber:' In the first instance, the facility arises out

6r the general trust reposed in him ; and the
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second reason will establish a difficulty In the

minds of others, upon the risk of his attempting an

attack on persons incessantly vigilant over his

actions and movements.

This last consideration would afford a strong

plea in his defence, viz. That an insuperable

barrier opposed the completion of his design, if.

he had any, as he was more liable to be suspected

than any other person. Finally, we may take it

for granted, that all those who are able to con-

ceal, evade, or transform the nature and shape

of the Injury which they have committed, or

who have it in their power to accomplish it with

promptitude, entertain the hope of not being dis-

covered.

Of these 'Lvho have no apprehensions of Punishment,

There are many, who, though assured of de-

tection and the pursuit of justice, are not the

less deterred from doing wrong. Their expecta-

tion hinges either upon the possibility of their

escape, by not coming within the pale of

certain jurisdictions, by the procrastination of

the process, or by the corrupt favour of the

judge.

There are others again, who are perfectly

aware that their condemnation is inevitable ; yet,

because they knovr that the result will be nothing
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more than making amends for their tiiuU hy sk

fine, give themselves little trouble about it ; fof

instance, when they are acquainted with the means

of getting the fine taken off, or not paying it

;

when they obtain long credit for its payment ; or

when their poverty is so extreme as to leave them

nothing to lose.

Others stand in no apprehension of being con-

demned for the injuries they commit, if their

object holds forth the promise of an assured and

speedy profit, or some important advantage ; as

also, even though condemned, if they can ex-

tricate themselves with inconsiderable difficulty,

or none at all ; or, in the case of reparation by

costs, if the period of satisfying them shall ap-

pear to be distant.

The same want of apprehension will arise>

whenever the punishment attached, however

great, cannot compete with tlie advantage de-

rived by the offender from his criminal acquisi-

tion of some considerable object. Of this na-

ture is the advantage which tyranny holds up to

such persons as are desirous of becoming masters

of the state.

Another description of fearless offenders is to be

met among those who find some gain in their

criminal pursuits, and who, with regard to the

scale of punishment, expect their escape with an

affront or trivial retaliation.
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Upon the same grounds, those commit of-

fences, whose crimes import some esteem, or

produce them a partial honour. This might

happen in a case parallel to that of Zeno ; who

avenged his parents' death ; and yet the penal

retribution of his offence could not exceed a fine,

or other mode of amends^ mere exile, and such-

like punishment. It is certain, that, in cases of

this kind, offenders will not be warped from

their evil designs. There is, however, a dis-

tinction between the first class of criminal agents

and the latter ; those being worthy some com-

mendation from the particular manner and mo-

tive, while the others merit punishment.

Others, again, will voluntarily hazard the

commission of wrong, who, in former courses of

it, have escaped being taken in the fact, disco-

vcred, or punished ; as will those who have fre-

quently missed their aim in such pursuits; for

it happens in this case as in war, that the van-

quished renew the trial of their fortune, by re-

turnino; to the charge.

Another description of persons criminally har-

dened may be met with in such as hope for the

present enjoyment of certain pleasure, contrasted

with future and uncertain punishment : for in-

stance, the unchaste and the debauched, whose

vices are in respect to things to which they are

borne by all the agreeable passions, and the
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disorders of concupiscence. There are many,

bowever, who act contrary to this latter class;

preferring the previous endurance of some pain or

loss, in the prospect of establishing a future and

assured enjoyment of some pleasure which will

be considerable in its duration. This is the case

with such as possess prudence, and are not im-

pelled by a slavish devotion to their pleasures.

Others again will care little whether they be

known as the agents of wrong, provided it ap-

pears as if they acted so from misfortune or ne-

cessity, from the first transport of an ungovern-

able impulse, from custom, or, in a word, if

they seem rather to have erred than wilfully of-

fended.

In the same number may be comprised those,

who apprehend the contrary of rigour from the

benignity of their judges,—and also the poorer

orders of society.

There are two descriptions of poor in the

world : one, poor in regard to things necessary

for the maintenance of life, such as mendicants;

and the other, poor in regard to superfluities, as

is the case with the generality of the persons

usually denominated rich.

Finally, those persons will not be deterred

from doing wrong, who are in good repute vv^ith

mankind ; neither, on the contrary, will those

who have already lost their reputation ; for, with
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respect to the former, their offences would not

be credited; audit would be impossible to de-

preciate the latter any further. T

So far of the agents in injury : let us now see

who are

The Persons commonly made Objects for the

Commission of Wrongs.

The depraved part of mankind generally at-

tack those who possess what they themselves

have not, and of which they stand in need,

either as necessaries of life, superfluities, or

merely as objects of enjoyment and pleasure.

Their machinations equally extend to neighbours

and foreigners : to the former, because their

blow is struck v^'ith greater facility ; to the latter,

by reason of retribution being more tardy, and

because it v^ill require more time to do them

right for the injury they sustain. An instance

occurs, in the conduct of those who became

convoys to the Carthaginian traders, in order

to plunder thcra. Others are objects of injury

and wrong, by being unguardedly negligent, or

so simple as to give credit to whatever others im-

pose on them : in such cases, the criminal agent

has little occasion to imagine that he will be dis-

covered. The injurious man will also fasten on

those who are naturally indolent, and desirous
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of living at ease ; for such persons are not easily

disposed to embarrass themselves in a judiciary

process, by reason of its tcdiousness, and that

it requires activity to accomplish its object. It

is the same with those who are of modest de-

meanour, and who, possessing the recommend-

ation of honour, would be ashamed to appear

in judgment, or plead upon trivial causes or

unimportant interests.

Another class of persons likely to become the

victims of injury, arc those whom others have

already attacked, or frequently offended, without

any attempt on their part to follow it up by re-

tribution, those being within the meaning of

the proverb, " The prey of the Mjsians." Those

also are probable subjects for the infliction of

injuries, who have never before received any,

as well as those who have been frequently injured

;

because neither party hold themselves on their

guard; the latter supposing no one inclined to

visit them with further wrongs, and the former,

from inexperienced self-security.

A man may equally determine upon injuring

those who have been brought to justice for se-

veral crimes, and against whom it is conse-

quently easy to obtain a verdict ; such persons

not venturing in general to complain, either from

the fears they entertain of the judge, or from

sii-;
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their being so situated as to preclude their ob-

taining any credit. The same may be said of

those who have the misfortune to be generally

hated or envied,

VVe commonly find those persons also liable to

attacks, against whom others have any pretext or

specious reason for so doing, from a research

cither into the history of their ancestors, or re^

viving feuds long buried in oblivion. It matters

not whether the complaint attaches to themselves,

or to any of their friends ; for instance, either

in-^ing so circumstanced as to receive a present

injury, or from having frequently received one,

either in their own persons, or in those of their

friends, or such person whose interests they

adopt: for, as the proverb very justly remarks,

** Malice never wants pretence." Friends and

foes, indifferently, become objects of injury

;

the former from the facility, and the latter from

the gratification, of attacking them.

The same observation will apply to those who
have no friends, and to others neither possessing

eloquence nor talents of execution. Such per-

sons will either fail in resolution, to pursue with

justice those who injure them, or, even if they

do not, they would the more easily be brought to

an accommodation, or to an unsuccessful issue

upon their plea.

Those also will be liable to the attacks of in-
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jury who cannot remain till the termination of

their suit in the same place; or until they be

paid their damages, or reimbursed in costs. Of

this description are strangers in general, and

persons deriving subsistence from their manual

labour. With such as these, it is easy to com-

pound mattery to their satisfaction.

Men will voluntarily attack those who have

committed many wrong actions in their life, or

who have caused the same injury to others which

is meditated against themselves ; because it

seems but an act of justice to treat the wicked in

the same manner in which they have treated

others : as in the case of persons notoriously

addicted to quarrelling with and beating others,

being at last well beaten themselves. Men are

equally disposed to do those an injury, from

whom, on other occasions, they have received

some cause of displeasure ; who intended it, or

prepared and did every thing in their power to

execute it. The commission of injury against

such persons is not only attended with pleasure,

but also with honour to the agent, as he will

merely seem to have done an act of justice. An
equal occasion of offering injuries will arise out

of the assurance that the attack upon others

is grateful and pleasing to our friends, those

whom we love or esteem, to our masters,—in a
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word, to all those upon whom we depend, or to

whom we look for a favour.

Those also are subject to injury, who have

formerly been accused of any crime, or whose

friendship has been renounced : witness the con-

duct of Calippus towards Dion *. And, in this

case, what adds to the boldness of the person

who attacks, is the semblance of justice on his

side.

The same remark will apply to those, upon

whom it is known that others are in readiness

to make an attack if they be not anticipated ;

in this case there is no room for a man to de-

liberate whether he shall commit the injury or

not. Upon this ground it was, that jTlnesidemus

sent presents to Gdorii to prevent him from the

reduction of certain states, which it was his own
intention to subdue.

P^inally, it is probable that one person will

injure another, when the commission of a

single wrong may put him afterwards in a con-

dition to do considerable good ; because it will

then be easy to remedy the antecedent evil,

and to recompense the loss sustained. Hence,

Jason the Thessalian was accustomed to say,

*^ That it' is sometimes necessary to do a little

• See Plutarch's Life of Dion.
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evil, in order to be in a condition to do much
good -j-."

Of the different Species of Injustice.

The injurious man generally suffers hioaself

to be carried away by that stream of injustice

which he finds most prevalent with the majority,

or the whole of mankind, upon the persuasion

of more easily finding favour with those whom
he has injured. Mankind particularly seek to

do wrong in such matters as are easy of con-

cealment ; these are of various kinds : some

are consumable in a short time, such as articles

of food; others are easily disguised by mould-

ing them into a new shape, by a change of

colour, or by their intermixture; others may
be withdrawn into different places, as is every

thing easily portable, or occupying little space ;

^nd others again are of such a nature, that, if

the person illegally possessing himself pf them,

previously have many similar io his possession,

the latter \v»ll not easily be distinguished from

the former.

A person commits an injury in those things

f Jason's maxim seems to bethe basis of the Jesuits' famous

principle, that " evil may be done for the production of

good."—tTrAN S 1,A T O R .
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which he knows it is shameful to say even to

the persons on whom the injury is committed;

as when he abuses the reputation of another's

wife ; or when the person injured, or his chil-

dren, have been forced to yield to the brutality

of the defamer. In short, it is possible to com-

mit an injury, and do a wrong, in such things

as another cannot institute a process for without

the imputation of chicanery, and, consequently,

of raising an outcry against himself;—or by

reason of their being unimportant or venial'

ofFenccs. This is very nearly as much as can be

said upon the subject, whether' with regard to

the agents, means, or objects of injury ; or with

respect to the motives and reasons which incit©.

to the perpetration of evil designs. ^c

CHAP. XIII.

Ofjust and iwjusi Actions,

We shall now examine wherein consist the

terms of right and wrong; and what ought to

pass among men for just and unjust. To begin

then by an hypothesis upon a former remark :—

.

Whatever there is either lawful or the reverse

K 2
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among mankind, is always considered as such

with relation to two sorts of laws, and two de-

scriptions of persons*. In the first place, there

are two sorts of laws : the one particular, and the

other common.

Those laws I call particular which serve as

rules to a stale, and which every people imposes

on itself. These are again divided into written

and traditionary laws. .

By common laws are meant those v^hich the

light of reason has discovered to us, and which

seem to be dictated by nature herself; for there

is no one who will not concede that there is a

something which piankind in general are cori-

jecturally agreed upon, and naturally recognise

as just or unjust, even though there were never

a state of society among them, and they had

yet to compose one for the first time. Antigone

seems as though she would inculcate this senti-

ment in Sophocles, when she maintains, " That

justice ordained the interment of her brother's

f *' Wrongs are divided into two sorts or species,—private

and public wrong^s. The former are, an infringement or priva-

tion of the private or civil rights belonging to individuals, consi-

djCRid as individuals, and are therefrom frequently ternaed

civil injuries. The latter are a breach and violation of public

rights and duties, which affect the whole community, con-

sidered as a community, and are distinguished by the harsher

appellation of crimes and misdemeanors."

Blackstone's Commentaries.
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(Polyriices') body, notwithstanding any com-

mand or prohibition to the contrary, issued

by the king; for it is," said she, " an action of

natural justice, whose authority is paramount

to the laws, and which cannot be absolutely sub-

mitted to the will of man.'^ These are the

words of the poet:

" It is a duty pious to discharge *,

Just, at all periods, with the world at large

:

Not of the present day, nor present clime.

And in its birth unknown, because unknown to time.'*

Empedocles confirms this truth in that passage

wherein he proves that it is riot allowable to

deprive brute animals of life, because it is

contrary to natural justice, and natural law;

as, in fact, it cannot be said that it is per-

missible for one to do what it is not so for

another. This sentiment of the philosopher is

thus conveyed :

" An universal right this point defends,

A right obtaining far as air extends,

And bounded only by the term where light or darkness ends,..}

The same sentiments are expressed in the Ora-

tion of Alcidamasy entitled, *• The Messenian

Oration."

* " With fious sacrilege a grave I stole, &c.'*

Young's Ni^ht Thoughtf

4

^ 2
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In the second place, whh regard to persons,

actions may be considered in two ways : for, every

ihing which it is either necessary to do, or not to

1do, is never considered so, but in regard to two

circumstances,—either the pubHc interest and ag-

gregate numbers of one society, or, simply, an

individual of that society. Upon this point it

is necessary to establish as a maxim, that every

thing which is done either justly or unjustly in

the world, happens but in two ways, either with

relation to one in particular, or to all in general.

Thus, if one man beat another, or commit an

adultery, in such cases, no doubt, he injures

the individual only; but if he refuse to go into

the field upon a pressing occasion of war, or if he

be a deserter, then he commits a crime against

the state, and an offence against the public weal.

It being taken for granted, that, of all the un-

just acts which may be committed, some regard

the public, and others one or several individuals

;

•before we enter into further explanation thereon,

:we shall recite wherein injustice consists, and

what is meant by receiving an injury.

'*'*!ro receive an injury
^
properly means, the being

offended, and the suffering of something unjustfrom

another, who makes a wilfid and deliberate attack.

For, as was already observed, every unjust ac-

tion is always wilful on the part of the agent.

^ ''Now, since it is necessary, that those on whom
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ail injury has been committed, should not only be

offended, and receive some wrong, but also that

it should happen in despite of, and against their

will,—4t is ear.y to distinguish what things may
be noxious and offensive ; for, not being content

with having enumerated those things which are

good or bad, we have shown in what wilful ac-

tion consists ; and that nothing but such an axitioa

happens with the knowledge of its cause. . In

like manr>er it is shown, that every crime regards

either the public or an individual \ and that it is

the consequence either of ignorant, or of com-

pulsive transgression, or, on the contrary, the

effect of wilful action and thorough knowledge

;

with one difference, however, in respect to this

latter description of agency, that some persons

act in cold blood and deliberately, while others

do so only in the transports of anger, and the

excess of passion. With respect to actions dic-

tated by glory we shall speak in the treatise upon

the passions. As to offences designedly com-

mitted, and eien the knowledge of that spirit

which incites to their commission, we apprehend

that sufficient light has been thrown on the sub-

ject.

r It frequently happens that ane will avow hav-

ing committed a certain action, yet will not as-

sent to the name whereby it is qualified, nor to

the entire circumstances attendant on it. For

fxample : a fers&n wilt confess that he has taken

K 4
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n certain things hutyet he will not alloinj it to he d

theft.

Another will grant that he struck the first

blow in a quarrel, but will assert that he was

warrantable in so doing.

A man may concede that he lay with a certain

woman, but will deny that it was committing

.adultery.

n I That he has plundered, "jti has not committed

sacrilege, since the articles were neither sacred

nor dedicated to the Gods.

That he trespassed beyond his boundaries, and

tilled beyond the legal limits of his own farm ;

but yet that he had not done so on the public

lands ; or.

That he held conference with the enemy, yet

not upon points of intelligence treasonably af-

fecting his own party.

Upon this account it will be needful to distin-

guish between each particular action, and to

show wherein theft, trespass, adultery, &c. con-

sist, in order that, if we wish to prove that a

person had committed either of these crimes, or

not, we might assert reasons wherefore, and

clearly establish the contrast between right and

injustice. In fact, upon the several preceding

allegations, the knotty and difficult part of the

dispute will arise from our being competent or

not, to say, whether such an action, in particular,

be malicious or otherwise ? and whether it were
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done with evil intentions ?—because wickedness

and injustice proceed from the intention and ends

which are proposed. Now the terms of the

foregoing allegations, such as theft, trespass, &c.

comprise within their meaning and idea, " a

preformed choice, determination, and design of

doing injustice." This may be demonstrated,

and it might further be shown, that such terms

are applicable only to actions truly unjust and cri-

minal,—by supposing the case of a man simply

striking another, for it would not follow that he was

culpable, unless he struck with a certain design,

and for a certain reason, such as to offer an affront,

or to gratify his caprice. In the same way, it

cannot be asserted, that if a man has secretly

taken any thing, he has been guilty of a theft

;

such a conclusion solely depending on his inju-

rious intention of appropriating the article io

himself. We are to judge upon the issue of

other actions in a similar manner.

Of Equity.

Hitherto we have shown the two species of

actions which are either just or unjust: one part

of which bears relation to the written, and the

other to ihe unwritten laws. With regard to

those actions which are regulated and spoken of

by the law, we have already treated. Of
those which are independent of prescription, or
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wriltcn ordinances of right, there are two kinds,

Reducible to two heads. The first description are

o/" suiqh a quality as to be remarkable for an

apparent exce^ of vice or virtue : upon which

depend, conclusively, either the censure or

praise, the honour or infamy, reward or punish-

ment, of the agent. An example of such ac-

tions might be instanced in, *' the testimony

of gratitude,"—" returning one kindness for

another,"—" the promptitude of rendering obli-

gations to our friends," and such-like, with

their contraries. Those of the second descrip-

tion are attached to equity, and serve as a sup^

plement, or final perfection to the particular and

written laws : for, what is equitable is apparently

just.

We may define equity to be, " That reason

of justice which supplies the defect of the written

law, in those matters whereof that law has made

no mention," This defect in the law happens,

with regard to the legislator, either voluntarily

or involuntarily. It is involuntarily when a

thing has not come within his knowledge; and

it happens with his consent, when, from its

being impossible to remark upon all particular

cases and incidents which may arise, he is re^

duced to the necessity of speaking upon general

grounds, although the law so established cannot

be just, except in ordinary application. I^egis-

lative omissions not only arise from the im^ossi'-
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hilityf but also from the difficulty of the legisla-

tor's acting otherwise, on account of the vast

number of comprehended circumstances which

would amount to an infinity.

If a legislator were, for example, obliged to

ordain by law, that no one should strike another

with iron, it could not be expected that he

should lose his time in specifying the size,

fashion, and form of the iron ; for this would be

nugatory, inasmuch as it would be infinite.

Whenever a legislator is obliged to make a law,

the subject of which is so comprehensive as to

exclude the limitation of circumstances, he

should deliver himself in general terms, and po-

sitive ordinations. Hereupon, we may see the

nature of equity ; for, supposing that the law

we have just mentioned were universally esta-

blished, and it should happen, by chance, that

a man, having an iron ring on his finger, should

raise that hand to strike, or should actually

strike another therewith, within the terms of the

law, that man would be guilty and punishable ;

though, in truth and effect, he were innocccit.

To discriminate in such cases is the province of

equity ; which, if it be accordant to what we
have said, clearly evinces the nature of things

which we are to take for equitable, or the con-

trary, an4 those persons whom we are to cq^-

gidqr as unjust. ,,^

First, then, equity will take place upon all
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occasions where the propriety of pardon shall

occur.

Secondly, it consists in the knowledge of dis-

tinguishing between a simple fault and pure

wickedness, and of apportioning different pu-

nishments to both. It also inculcates the ne-

cessity of not confounding a fault with a simple

accident, or the mere issue of misfortune. By

accident i mean every thing done without malice,

or prepense thought. I call that a fault which

has been done really without malice, but yet not

without reflection, nor believing that it should

not have been so done. Wickedness is that which

includes both reflection and malice : under the

latter term I comprehend the whole dictates of

disordered passion and appetite.

Thirdly, equity is to be found in the assign-

ment of certain things to human weakness and

frailty; sometimes in considering the law of

itself less than the legislator who enacted it;

sometimes in regarding not so much what it says,,

as what it meant to say ; and, finally, rather in

examining the intention than the action of the

accused.

Fourthly, equity consists in not merely stop-

ping at the details and particulars of a thing,

but going into the gross and general consideration

of it ; in voluntarily forming a judgment of the

culprit by what has always or commonly been,

ratlier than by what is for the present ojomcDt j
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in dwelling rather on the good which he has

formerly done us, than the injury he has re-

cently offered ; and still more upon that good

which we have received from him, rather than

that which, at other periods, we have ourselves

either rendered to, or procured for him.

Lastly, equity is to be remarked, in supposing

that the offended party is a person of endurance,

who does not design to carry things to an ex-

tr.eml.ty; in seeking the ways of mildness rather

tl^tf of rigour ; and in preferring judgment of

arbitration to that of forensic pleading ; for an

arbiter has a regard to equity, whereas a judge

attaches himself only to the law. In fact, the

usage of arbitration is introduced solely for the

purpose of showing the value of equity.

So far for equitable actions.

CHAP. XIV.

How to distinguish the different Degrees of Injustice.

Of all injurious and wrongful actions, those

•are the most criminal which proceed from the

greatest injustice. This is the reason why, fre-

quently, actions of this nature, the most trivial

in reality, are esteemed the nnost considerable^

as is to be seen in the case of CaJislrates* accusa*
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tion of Melampus ; for the circumstance on which

he lays the greatest stress in exaggerating the

bad faith of that man, is in showing that, having

to pay some poor labourers employed in the

building of a temple, he could not prevent him-

self from cheating them of three demioboli, al-

though it was money dedicated to the sacred

uses of the altar. In actions of justice, now,

the reverse of this is the case. The obligation

of deciding upon unjust actions in this man-

ner, is, that there is to be remarked in them

a design and inclination which oversteps

what has been really done. In fact, the man
who would do wrong in the matter of three

mere demioboli, would make no difficulty of

doing so in a much more considerable one if he

had an opportunity. Sometimes our judgment

on these subjects is formed by the measure of an

injustice as to its greatness, and sometimes by

the wrong received, or the injury which it bears

with it. Besides this, a crime is magnified, if

it is of such a quality that the culprit cannot be

sufficiently punished for it, and that there is no

penalty or rigour too great for its deserts. An

injustice is also considered greater if it be with-

out remedy : for then the thing is not only of it-

self injurious, but not capable of amendment.

The world universally holds that injury to be

of extreme magnitude, the author of which

cannot be followed up to justice, as it may then

be pronounced beyond cure. I here make use
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of the word remedy y because, in fact, every con-

demnation or chastisement is, in regard to the

offence committed, what a remedy is in regard

to a disease. An injury is attended with still

further aggravation, if, through despite, the person

who receives it, makes it still more noxious to

himself than it actually is: thus, the original of-

fender, without doubt, if a man who has been

injured turn the revenge upon himself, merits

the most rigorous punishment. For this rca^

son, Sophocles pleading the cause of Euctemon^

who had slain himself in despair for an injury

he received, made use of the following lan-

guage :
" What, gentlemen ! should you be less

severe towards the culprit who has done the in-

jury, -than he who has received it has been to

himself?" A man is besides more worthy of

punishment, and his deeds more censurable, if

he be the first or sole person who has so acted,

or has made use of little assistance tromi others,

in the execution of his wickedness.

To relapse frequently into the same offence

is a circumstance of its aggravation, and should

heighten the punishment.

Every action is the more criminal, in pro-

portion to the number of new edicts which

it gives occasion to, or to the invention of new;

punishments caused by it. The inhabitants of

Argos uniformly inflict an additional punishment

on those who give necessity to the enactment of

pew Uws, pr for the erection of new prisons.
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The crime attended with the most brutality,

merits the greater punishment : as, also, whatever

wickedness has been long contemplated, or in

preparation ; as well as every crime which in its

recital arouses more the emotion of horror than

of pity.

Besides those which we have already remarked,

there are other sorts of address which rhetoric

frequently employs in amplifying and exagge-
'

rating the wickedness of an action. As for

instance, if we were to say, " That such a man
has committed an action, which overturns or

violates a part of the laws, or of what is neces-

sary to the maintenance of justice among men ;

such as oaths, friendship, good faith, marriage,

&c. ;" for in this case a single crime includes

many. Wc may also insist that it is an over-

grown stretch of wickedness to commit a crime

even in the very place where punishment of the

guilty is awarded ; as is the case with false wit-

nesses in court : for I should like to know in

what place a restraint can be put upon evil-

doers, if they are not apprehensive of trans-

gressing in the face of justice, and the presence

of their judges ?

Every action particularly marked by circum-

stances of shame will also be the more criminal

on that account. The same may be said with

regard to every offence committed against a be-

nefactor : for here a double crime is committed :

first, in the commission of wrong, and, secondly,
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ip the breach of a duty. We may likewise lake

it for granted, in One sense, that to sin against

the unwritten laws, is the act of a very depraved

tnind, because it is the peculiar province of an

honest man, to do good instinctively, and not

from necessity or constraint. It is always neces-

sary to obey the wHtten laws, whefeas a man is

left at liberty With regard to an observance of the

unwritten ones. In another sense, it can be

maintained, that the violation of the written laws

is demonstrative of special malignity, and of the

most consummate addiction to evil ; for it will

he extremely difficult to prevent a wicked man
from committing wrong, if he cannot be de-

terred from it by the certainty of punishment. '

,i

7

CHAP. XV.

Of Prpofs which are independent cf the Oratot^i

Art.

This description of proof may be classed

under the five following heads : vi», the laws,

evidence, contracts, fortune, and oaths.
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/ ia » . :

'
^-^^^ Of the Laws.

^, I meaa to show herein, what use can be made

.of the laws for the purpose of persuading or dis-

suading; for undertaking an accusation or 'a

defence. When the advocate shall perceive any

written law to make against bis cause, he must

. have recourse to common law and equity, and

maintain that the latter are more incomparably

certain than the others, and considerably more

! friendly to Justice. He may also maintain that

.** the import of a judge's deciding according to

conscience and equity, means nothing more than

that his authority is not to be slavishly bound

down by an attachment to the written laws."

And he may further advance in favour of equity,.

" that it is as permanent and unchangeable as

the common law, which is conformable to nature j

whereas written laws are variable, and of short

duration." This sentiment is confirmed by the

Antigone of Sophocles, wheti the princess, in her

Jv^ifiGatioD, alleges, " that if she has contra-^

vened the laws of Creon, it was in order that

she might be more free to obey a law of superior

%ii!hdrity, though not numbeffed arti'ang those

<\vhich were written ;" for in addition to the pas-

Sjige we have quoted before, she Says,

" I with candour confess that I 've done without fear.

That which more than your king,, or his laws, I revere*""
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BeUde^, the advocate iiiay urge in remonsfrancb,

" that whatever is just ought to be attended with

the circumstances of truth, reality, 4nd efficient

advantage to riiankind, and not be imaginary,

or dependent upon opinion or appearance * that

ihose conditions hot being found in the law of

^i^hich he speaks, he is frfee to say, that it does

ilot even deserve thfe name of la^, because It

dbe^ not di^ch^t-gfe thb ^nctidiis tif dhe." Hfe

rbay llkfcv^ise urge, ** tliit tH^ jtidgfe'fe pfdviiiicfe

is established upon' thb^sb rivatter^ ^hich r6g^M

jiistiee, as is tliat of a person co'hv6r§aht ir\

metallic knowledge to decide upoh rhonieS, iti

order to discern what ik toUtiterfeit dnd of im-

pure allby, from ihkt which ik j)'tire kiid fegdlf}

authorized." Jii lik^ fndnher, he riia^ rfiaihtain',

*' that it is the part of aft honest i!nan td attacll

more value to the unwritten thdrl the; writtdi

law, and even to follow aitid regulai©bi^ conduct

l)y the fofnief rattier than the Isiiit):.** If y/ill als6

t'e for the advocate to observe whfethef {he lavv,

wnich is unfavourable to his ck^e, be riot cdn-

^rairy to another law of repute, or whether it be

hot at variance; with itself; (ot it sornetimes hap-

pens, that one law enacts, for example, ** That

all softs ot conCfacts and agreements be avait-

at)le ; and ariother fbrbid^s, ** Tha^ any persoq

should coniract to tlie pfejudFce of the existing

laws ana establishea dfdinances.** He should

also endcavgar 16 distinguish whether the law

L a
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in question be not ambiguous, and subject to

divers interpretations, in order to see in wha-t

manner it may be turned ; for, if it be possible

to give it a construction which will at once es-

tablish his right, or be of any use to his cause,

he should immediately adopt it, and turn it to

his own account. He should furthermore con-

sider whether the law which is opposed to hiro,

as of valid authority, had not been enacted for

purposes which can no longer hold, or from cir-

cumstances which no longer exist. If he esta-

blishes this, he miay insist upon abrogating and

discrediting the law itself.

But if it happen that a certain law makes in

favour of the advocate, (hen he can remonstrate

to the advantage of the written laws, " that al-

though the judges make oath that they will pro-

nounce according to their consciences in equity,

it is by no means to be supposed that they are

absolutely free to judge as they think fit, dispens-

ing with the laws altogether ; but that the oath

was enjoined, in order that, if perchance the

meaning of a law were so intricate as to preclude

their understanding it, they should recollect that

oatl), for fear of violating the enactment, and

committing an injustice." An advocate may also

..contend for the value of law-authority, " that as

no one proposes to himself the acquisition of wliat

IS merely a general good, but always that which

IS meet and useful to himself in particular ; such
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a considera-tlon should be the more obligatory

upon maintaining the written laws, as being es-

tablished in states only to answer the end of

some particular necessities.** He may further^

ajgue in their favour, *' that a legislator will in

vain establish laws, if they are not to be strictly

observed ; for to make laws, and not to observe

them, is the same thing as if they were never

made." He may also urge, " that if ib the

ajls in general, it is dangerous to wish the ap-

pearance of being more learned than those who

are masters thereof,—for instance, in medicine

to pretend going beyond the advice and prescrip-

tion of our physician,—the same remark will more

Sitrongly apply to the laws : for, the want of faith

i;i a physician is Hot so prejudicial to the cure

of a patient, as the habit of contravening and

eluding the laws of a prince is contrary to the

good of the fitate/* Finally, , it may be urged,

** that to seek a refinement upon the laws, and

to pretend to greater wisdom than they contain,

is what has ever been prohibited by .the most es-

timable ordinances," :>vh }t . J

0/ Evidence.

Of this there arc two kinds, ancient and modern ^..-^

and of the latter description it may be remarked,

that some witnesses arc in danger of incurring

the same fortune as the accused, while others are-

*• 3
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not SO. By the testimony of antiquity, I mean

the poets, and other great men of former times,

whose judgment p? vytitings have been held in

esteem,. So considerable is the authority of this

species of evidence, that when the Athenians were

at variance fior the island of Salamis, they called

in the ai4 pf no other testimony than that of

Homer : the people of Tenedos opposed to the

inhabitants of Sigaum the opinion of Periander,

the sage pf Corinth : and, finally, Cleophon,

vyhen pleading against Critias, upon a charge

of dissoluteness, principally, cited in evidence

one of Solon s elegies, to show that the vice was

hereditary in the accused, and was always the

reproach of his house :
*' for," said the prose-

cutor, " if it were not true, is it possible that

^uch a man as So/on would think of composing

the following verse

:

" Bid the soft Critias listen to his sire
'"

Such is the testimony of the ancients, which

carries credit as to the past. With regard ta

those whose testimony is of consideration as to

the future, we may first reckon the interpreters

of oracles ; for instance.: Theviistocles was cre-

dited, when he declared, " That the building

of v*'ooden walls'* (which was mentioned by

the oracles) '* meant nothing, more than an in?-:

timation io eqyiip a naval armament, and put

to sea." Secondly, we may take into account
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alj^, proverbs, which, as we have elsewhere re^^

markejd, may induce credit, and serve as evidence

U|>on occasion ; for example ; if a. person wishes

to advise another against contracting friendships

with the aged, he may call in this proverb

:

*,' Never j.est with an old man," Or if it were

his obj.ect tp persuade, that children, whose fa-

thers have been killed, should not be permitted

to. live, the following verse, which has passed

into a proverb, may serve as a proof: o

" He is a fool,

Who kills the father, and jet spares the child." '-^

•q

By modern witnesses are to be understood,

tliose, who, being possessed of reputation, have

given their judgment and opinion on any

matter; and, without doubt, the judgment of

those persons will be of considerable advantage

to parties having similar differences to those upon

wbrch^ such testimony was heretofore received.

Hence, Euhuhs, in full court* made use of the

same repartee to Chares, which P/^/o did before to

Archih'ius { i\?imc\y :
** that he was the cause of

evil-doing having become a ppblic ^nd undis-

guised profession at .<fM(?i^J.r,,,^^u^j,among mo-

dern witnesses, some are In danger of being

visited by the same fortune as the accused, if it

appear that they arc perjurers or calumniators.

Another class of modern, witnesses is merely ad-

duced for the purpose of making known, " whe*

L 4
'
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ther such a particular crime has been committed

or not ?—whether such a thing exists or not ?'*

their opinion being never taken upon the quaHty

of any action ; for instance : its criminality or

innocencp—its being advantageous or preju-

dicial, &c. Now the contrary is the case with

witnesses who are not present at the suit, or who
have no concern therein ; their testimony being

"very essential in such cases ; namely, as to the

quality of the action. In fact, none are so

worthy of credit in this respect as the ancients,

as being incorruptible, and beyond the reach or

possibility of subornation.

It must be allowed that testimonial proof is

not entirely useless, and that, frequently, one

attaches as much credit to it as tp other stronger

proof.
^ ^^j^

But if it happen that the advocate has no wit-.

nessoH his side, he can then remonstrate, " that

a fixed and certain judgment ou^ht never to be

founded upon a mere narration, but only upon

the strength of reason and probability ; and that

to judge, in this latter manner, is to judg^ ac-

cording to conscience, and in equity.'* Hp may

in like manner assert, to the advantage of probar

bility, " that it never has been corrupted by

money, and that it cannot be out-convinced by

false testimony."

On the other hand, the advocate who has it in

his power to produce witnesses against another.
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who is not enabled to meet him in the same way,

has a right (o maintain, ** that it would be inimi-

cal to justice to pretend to the power of condemn-

ing a man upon simple conjecture, or apparent

and probable reason ; since probability, deceitful as

it is of itself, not being within the reach of cor-

rection for its wrong, as witnesses are, would

constantly cause the triumph of calumny over

innocence." In a word, he may maintain,

** that judges, at all times, would in vain in-'

troduce that so necessary habit of producing

witnesses, if mere reasons alone were fully suffi-

cjcnt for. the conviction and proof of a crime/*

All testimony either regards our own side or

that of the adverse party ; cither the immediate

subject of the cause, or the habit of life and

manners of the individuals. Hence it may be

seen, that in whatever manner a person is

enabled to giv* evidence upon any matter, it will

t)e open to the use, and probably to the advan-

tage, of the advocate. For if the testimony

given, neitjier favours our own cause, nor im-

pugns that of pur ^^dversary, at least it may have

some effect with regard to the character and

planners of each by establishing, perhaps,

our innocence in these respects, and their cri-

rninality. Other reasons may be alleged upon

the person or quality of the witness, in order

to weaken or strengthen his depositions : such as,

f that he is either a friend or an enemy to the
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parties, or neither—that he bears a bad reputa-

tion, or a good one-—or that either good or bad

report has been heard of hira," and such-like

distinctions. For more enlarged deductions upon

this head, recourse must be had to the various

places whence entbymems are derived.

Of Contracts.

As to what can be said of contracts and con-

ventions, it all depends either upon the aggran-

dizement of their validity, or showing that they

are null and void. It also consists in preventing

or procuring their being credited. If the con-

tract in dispute be in our own favour, we must

endeavour to procure it credit, and to increase

its weight. If it be against us, the contrary sys-

tem must'bfr adopted. The same means of pro-

curing belief in this instance, as have been

shown with regard to testimony, are alone ne-

cessary to be used ; for, it is certain, that if be-

lief be attached to those persons who have signed

or kept a minute of the contract, the instru-.

itte»t itself will have equal credit. If in the

tourse of the pleadings it be granted, that a

contract is valid, in case that it is on our owfi

side, we must endeavour to add to its authority.

Here there will be occasion to say, *' that all

contracts and conventiorrs are, properly speaking,

so many laws; fcut of siich a nature, as tltat

'^^i or 'icv^io aa : •
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t^jey regard certain particular persons or things

only: that, /// faff, ihere is no convcntipn or

contract sufficiently considerable to arm vyith,

authority any law whatsoever; but, however,

that those instruments at least possess this advan-

tage, that, being legally and fortnally mjide, they

become as inviolable, and of as high authority

as ^he law$ themselvc§.". In addition iq this, it

may bq contended, ** that every particular law

is nothing more than a contract ; so th^t who-

ever is unjust enough not to abide by, or who^

prevents the fulfilment of a contract^ makes a^

direct attack upon the layvsj apd destroys then[\

t_9, ^]^c epctent of his ability.*' It might equallyj

be urged, *' that most worldly affairs, such as,

negotiations, alliances, and every thing esta-

blished by common consent, are founded upoq^

good faith alone, Sjnd subsist only by convention {

§0 thfl^, if a n^an denies credit to syich things,

li^ instantly abjures all comimunication and in-

tercourse with his fellow-men." Numerous

pther inferences will necessarily flow from tljc

<j)bseryaliori of each particular case. ,

"^yhfJi^.a, contract makes against us, an4 Ppf?^

rates to tb^ advantage of our adversary, th? first

step to be taken in combatting it, must, b^ to

employ the same weapons which we l>ave already

afforded in the instance of attacking a law which.

is unfavourable to us. Hence WQ should say,

•* Tha^t i^ would be strange, if, bpUeving as w^
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do, that there is no obligation to obey laws which

are not established as they ought to be, or which

have been derived from interest, or an abuse of

the people's rights,—we could, howercr, believe,

that it is somewhat necessary to comply with

fraudulent and informal contracts. Added to

this, if every judge be a dispenser of justice, it

is his duty not so much to regard what he is led

to by considering the contract, as what he ought

jD equity to do." In fine, it may be alleged,

" that whatever is really just cannot be prevented

By any stratagem, or any violence, since its

foundation is laid in nature. But that, as to

conventions, chicanery is in general predomi-

nant, and that men usually enter into con-

tracts paerely because they arc compelled to do

so from necessity." In addition to these re-

marks, we should take care to observe whether

the contract, which is intended to be made use

of against us, be not contrary to some one of

Ihe written, or commpn and natural laws ; as

also, whether it be not Repugnant to equity or

morality. It should likewise be noticed, whether

this same contract be not derogatory to another

which might be subsequent or anterior to it ; for,

if the latter contract be available, the former one

Is rendered null ; and if the first be good and

formal, the other will be fraudulent, and con-

trary to good faith. In that case, we must make

pse of it as will best befit the favour of our
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cause. We should, finally, observe of what

utility such contract could be; whether it con-

tains any thing contrary to the decrees and au-

thority of the judges, and such-like cases, as tlie

occasion and subject-matter put us fully in pos-

session of.

Of Torture,

With regard to investigation by torture, wc

may assure others, that it is a species of tes-

timony which carries with it the seeming obliga-

tion of being the rather credited because it is a

method whereby men are forced to the declara-

tion of the truth. Upon this subject, there is

no difficulty in seeing what can be said on both

sides.

If the use of torture be advantageous to our

cause, we must attach a value to it by contend-

ing, " that, of all modes of testimony, it is the

only true and faithful one." But if the adverse

party wish to employ it against us, we must

endeavour to depreciate the usage, by show-

ing it can never lead to a knowledge of the

truth. At the same time, it will be to the pur-

pose to treat of its nature in general ; for thea

there will be room to advance, " that the vio-

lence of the torment endured may equally lead

a man to say what is not, as to say what really

is : that it too frequently happens, that crimi-

nals on the rack, by reason of a robust consti-
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tution enabling them to ^endure the pain inflicted,

confess nothing of their crimes, while, on the

contrary, the really innocent, compelled by tor-

merits which they ard incapat:)le of eiicluririg,

ikl^iy" Accuse therilselve'S, in oVder lb procure a

cessation of their pains." Examples upoii this

subject should be collected from persons to

whom such things have occurred, and with

.which, we are persuaded, the judges are parti-

cularly acquainted.

Of Oaths.

Kvi oath may be considered in four ways : for,

*' We either require that the adverse party

"make oath ; and that, upon his refusal, ours be

, received :'*
. *

" Qr \Vc absolutely wish neither party io
,y . >! w>j;ir,' ^ •'

swear

;

'* Of vve desire the oath of one in preference

io thaf ot another :" whicli may again be con-

sidered in two points of vidw :'

" Either in our wishing to abide by the oath

of our adversary, without swearing ourselves :"

'" Or, in. our objecting to his oath, and requir-

ing implicit credit to our own."

Besieges those four methods, an oath may be

considereci in another light ; namely : v^'hether

any of the parties have sworn ? If either have,

t^e advocate must see, whether, it be his own.
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or the opposite party. In case that we are the ob-

jectors to the oath of our adversary, we must

contend, " that the objection is legitimate, because

there arc few persons who scruple ft perjury ; And

that, for instance, in the matter of money lent, it

would be a bad recourse for a creditor to abide

by the oath of his debtor, who, he knows,

Would desire nothing more than an opportunity

of procuring his quittance by a perjurj' : that

'tve place too flrrn a reliance upon the justice

of our demands, not to await a favourable

decree from the judges, who will no doubt con-

demn the adverse party, without regard to his

oath, or frivolous protestations : and that we

would be better pleased to rely on our judges

than the interested party, on account of his bad

faith being too well known to us; while, on the

contrary, we have every reason to confide in the

virtue and equity of our judges."

^" If it happen, bt\ the other hatid, that the ad-

terse party is inclined to abide by our oath, jlnd

that, upon his tender to that effect, we refuse to

swear, we may allege in our defence, " that it

is unbecoming an honourable man io accept

IStich an offer in a money transaction ; that if wfe

^Cre basely inclined, and our demand were ill

founded, we would not let slip so fair an oppor-

tunity ; that it is much better to be depraved fdr

some consideration than for nothing ; that iti

this case, it is evident, we have but to swear, in
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order to obtain our demands : whereas, if we
do not swear, we put ourselves in the way of

losing them ahogether ; and that, for this reason,

the opposite party ought not to take advantage

of our refusal, since it is induced by our profess-

ing an honourable conduct, and not from the

fear of wounding our conscience by perjury."

Hereon we may further advance, what has been

said by Xenophaties ^ *' that, upon the subject of

an oath, no comparison can be instituted be-

tween the good and the depraved : for the match

would be as unequal as if a robust man should

demand to fight another who was considerably

more feeble."

In case that we are the party requiring to take

the oath, we must remonstrate, " that our un-

dertaking to do so proceeds from our perfect as-

surance that we will speak the truth, and that

we mistrust the adverse party." Herein we

must reverse the reasoning of Xeyio^haneSy and

contend, " that the list* are never more equals

than when the dishonest man offers to abide by

4he oath of a man of integrity, and that the

latter accepts the offer." We may insist, in ad-

dition, *' that it would be very strange if we
refused to take an oath which our very judges

made no difficulty in taking, and without which

we would not believe them capable of judging

us."

But if we ourselves make ^ offer to the ad-
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verse party of abiding by his oath, we may al-

lege, *' that there is surely nothing more be-

coming the piety and spirit of a good man, than

to wish his interests to be placed in the hands of

the gods ; that there is no necessity for the op-

posite party to recur to any other judges, since

we are perfectly ready to abide by what he shall,

say: and that i^ would be equally ridiculous in

him to refuse taking an oath, which he believed

necessary to the qualification of his judges."

Having obtained the knowledge which we
have,—of what might be said on both sides,

respecting the four ways of considering an oath,

by taking each in particular into review, we also

see what can be said when those modes are

coupled together, or viewed more than one at

the same time ; for as those combinations are

composed of the same materials which have been

separately remarked, the reasoning must be the

same, except in the case of their being ^//joined

together.

But if it happen that the oath which we have

taken be contrary to what has been hitherto laid

down, in order to afford a reason for our dissolv-

ing it, we must maintain, '* that it is absolutely

impossible to accuse us of perjury, since the

oath which we }»ave taken was imposed by sur-

prise or constraint : the act of perjury is one of

injustice ; and injustice is a voluntary act ; no-

thing, however^ can be more opposite to a vo-

M
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luntary action than surprise or constraint.'^

Therefore, it is fair to conclude, " that neither

•the tongoe, nor the words uttered, singly con-

istitute a perjury, but the intention and the will

alone." n.on ai ^lij it Kri? ;ei

But if the adverse party wish to dissolve his

.-oath, we must maintain, ** that the violation of.

an oath overturns every thing well ordered and

'sacred among men; that, in all times, the use

of an oath has been considered so necessary and

religiously binding, that the very judges are not

permitted to enter upon their functions until

they have sworn, and solemnly promised to ac-

quit themselves of their duties." Here the ad-

vocate may personally address the judges ther»-

selves, and say, " What, my lords ! should it

be said that you who are our judges should be

strictly obliged to adhere to the judgments you

have pronounced, by reason of the oaths which

you have taken ? and that all others should

be at liberty to violate their oaths wlien they

thought fit, and to abide by them, merely

^t their pleasure ?" Many similar observations

might be made, in order to- inspire an aversion

of perjury, and to render the other party odious

So far for proofs which are independent of

Thetorical art or address.
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r.

BOOK "a«* ^f'

CHAP. I.

The orator should be acquainted with human

manners and passions. : :;

Hitherto we have endeavoured to explatrf^

what concerns those things which it is necessary

to know, in order to be in a condition for per"

suad'mg, or the contrary ; for censure or praise,

accusation or defence : and we even have gone into

the opinions and propositions, which are, in such

cases, useful, for the purpose of attaching credit

to w^hat is said. From those alone, and xht places

we have given, every argument and enthy*

mem which each kind of discourse, separatelyy*

and each of the three kinds of rhetoric require,

are derived.

But because rhetoric has been instituted, with

the design of inducing the auditor to give his

opinion upon what is proposed to him (for the

resolutions of a deliberative assembly are real

judgments, and the courts of law are celebrated

but by their decisions); for this reason it will bj?,.

necessary, that the orator eboi^d pat:€M4;y^^?

M 2
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care to adduce sound reasoning, and prove h\»

allegations, but also, while he speaks, to impress

a good opinion of himself on those whom he ad-

dresses, and to win the favour of the judge to-

wards the subject of his pleading.

In matters of persuasion, and more particularly

in public assemblies, or in forensic pleading, it is

highly important for the advocate, in the first place,

to impress his hearers with a favourable opinion

of him (by appearing at once, a man of ability,

of honour, and inclined to their good) ; and ii>

the second place, it is incumbent on him, previ-

ous to his address upon the main point, to make

a certain disposition of their minds to receive it/^^

The art of impressing a favourable opinion of

the speaker on the minds of his hearers, is more

peculiarly requisite in deliberation ; while the

address of preparing the minds of the auditory

has its strongest effect in judicial pleadings at

bar. For, a person who is prepossessed by anger

or affection, will take things in quite a con-

trary bias from him who is affected by neither of

these passions : on one side, matters will appear

as through a microscope ; on the other, the ob-

jects will be diminished. In fact, if a man has to

adjudge his friend convicted of injustice, it will

appear to him, cither that the transgression was of

trivial import, or of none at all; yet, if the

enemy of the accused be called to judge him, his

decision will be the reverse of the farmer. la
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tiic same manner, those who are ardently desirous

of a thing, or who have hopes of obtaining it,

provided the object of Uieir hope or desire is to

bring them pleasure, not only will be removed

from doubt, as to their possession of it, but they

will even imagine to themselves the highest ad-

vantage and happiness in consequence. There

are others, on the contrary, who, regarding the

same object with indifference, or entertaining no

good opinion of it, will be of quite a different

way of thinking.

There are then three things constituting the

reason why credit is attached to the orator's dis-

course ; and these arc indispensable to the belief

of language, let it flow from whom it may, even

in preference to the proofs or reasoning which he

adduces. They are as follow : -

" The prudence and ability of the speaker ;'.*ifi

" His integrity;" and •^ihdidliw ; .o:^

" The seeming good-will which he bears to-

wards us." :t

For, it is certain, that if the orator, upon arty

occasion, fail in speaking the truth, upon the

subject of his discourse, it is, invariably, the con-

sequence of a defect in those three points toge-

ther, or in some one of them. If the opinion he

delivers be a bad one, it must be ascribed cither to

liis ignorance of, or want ofjudgment on, the sub-

ject ; to his dishonesty, or his being deficient in a

warm affection for his client. There is no use in

M 3
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searching for further reasons, why persons capable

ofgiving good counsel do otherwise. It will follow

of necessity, that the orator, possessed of those three

qualities, cannot fail of being considered by his

auditory, as a man of honour and worthy of cre-

dit. The man who would himself appear able

and virtuous at once, must employ the very «ame

means which, in speaking upon the virtueSf

heretofore, we recommended, for the purpose of

the orator's illustrating such qualities in others.

Respecting good will and friendly qualities, they

more immediately fall within the compass of our

present treatise on the passions. By the latter

name are designated all those feelings, which,

being accompanied by pleasure or pain, work

such a change in the mind, as to cause a remark-

able difference in the judgments of those whp

are affected by them ; such as anger, pity, fear,

&c. ; with their opposites.

otTn order to the more correct understanding of

the passions in general, it will be necessary to,

divide the consideration of each particular one

into three points. For instance, in explaining the

nature of anger, I mean to show,

ist, " The condition in which persons subject

to this passion, must be."

!2dly, " The description of persons who are

open to the attacks of the angry man."

3dly, " The various occasions and reasous

why persons are so addicted."
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Jf we know not all these circumstances, it wilt*

b6 impossible for us to excite the passion o( afi^er^^

iiT otrr hearers. The same remark extends to every^

other passion in particular. '^

I shall on these points follow up the same me-

thod of giving propositionsy which I have hereto-

fore employed in treating upon other subjects.
^

\ erNaiutJ' ban

Jd

OF THE PASSIONSA<i^^i^

CHAP. II.

Upon Anger.

Upon the supposition, that anger is " a desire qi(I

revenge, which we believe ourselves capable of

attaining ; at the same time that this desire is

gloomy, and blended with displeasure, from re-

flecting that ourselves, or persons connected with

us, have been unworthily or contemptuously

treated;" it will be, in the first place, a necessary

iuference, " That whoever falls into an angry

mood, must do so against a fixed and certain ob-.

ject :" for example, against Cleofi in particular,

and not indeterminately against man in general;

. M 4
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and he must be angry with him, solely, because

he has either done, or is prepared to do, towards

him or his connexions, that which, in his opinion,

he ought not io endure.

The second inference will be, " That every

description of anger is succeeded by some plea-

sure ;'' the passion carries with it the hope of re-

venge, and there is infinite satisfaction in reflect-

ing, thatMve shall possess that whi(!h we ear-

nestly desire ; the more, because we never wish

for what we believe it impossible for us to obtain;

but, the angry man desires that which he believes

it possible for him to execute, and therefore he

finds a pleasure in it. From this consideration.

Homer made the remark which we have already

quoted, respecting (his passion, in another place.

So true is the pleasure resulting from anger, that

the revenge which we meditate, presents itself to

the imagination in such a manner, as that we be-

lieve ourselves already avenged. It is a deceit-

ful pleasure, resembling an agreeable dream or

reverie,

0/ Contempt, arid tts Species,

What is called contempt, is the manifestation

of an opinion which we entertain, as to certain

things being unworthy of consideration : of this

there are three sorts, viz. disdain, importunity, and'

affront.

' It is clear, that the man who shows disdain to*
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wards anolhcr, contemns him also ; -for we never

disdain what we value; and what we do not

value, we despise. >ra

The man who importunes, and renders himself

troublesome to another, seemingly despises him ;

for, importunity is the obstruction of another's'

will, not from interest, but merely to prevent his

enjoying what he wishes for. Now, if a man act

so not frorii interest, nor the hope of making any

return (o himself, he assuredly does so from con-

tempt; for, if he thought the object of hi- impor-

tunity could injure him, far from despising, he

would stand in awe of him; and if he considered

"him capable of rendering him a service, he would

be rather disposed to make him liis friend.

It is equally certain, that he who gives another

an affront, despises him; the nature of an affront,

consisting in one man's being obnoxious and ha-

rassing in the production of matters which turn to

another's shame and dishonour; not that he who

offers the afiVont, makes any pretension to being

benefited thereby, or to being even with the other,

but because it is the dictate of his pleasure or

caprice. It is, however, a fact, that retaliation

is a surer and more speedy method of revenge,

because those who make us© of it, do not really

seem to commit an affront. -.r.j;.

The reason why those who offer affronts, take

pleasure in ^o doi-ng, is, that, in ill-treating others,

*lhcy bcdkve ibdt they possess an advantage and
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superiority over them. For this reason, the'"'

youthful and the wealthy part of mankind are

most commonly insolent and outra£;eous ; be-

cause, in affronting others, they imagine that they

display their own value and high consideration.

It being then peculiar to an affront, to cause a

privation of honour, whoever deprives another of

his honour, must despise him. This it was which

induced Achilles^ in his wrath against Agamemnon^

to exclaim :

** Usurper that he is, he steals my prize

!

, . I caniiot seem more lowly in his eyes."

—

Iliad i.

Homer further represents the same hero, on
apotJber occasion, saying,

** As though to shame and honour I were lost."

—

Iliad ix.

Achilles makes this reflection as if it were the

principal source of his anger.

All men entertain that selfopinion which in-

duces them to believe that they should be looked

up to, and respected, by those who are inferior to

them in birth, merit, or credit with the world ; or

io whatever gives one man an advantage over

another. The rich, on account of their wealth,

make pretensions to being honoured by the poor

;

the orator, by him who is incapable of public

speaking; the prince, by his subjects; and those

intrusted with^ and thought worthy of command.
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by those who have been born to obey. Upon the

occasion of a king being enraged, Homer says,

* xleav'n-bdrn kings, in' wrafh, pursue extremes."

—

Ix^iad ii.

And again, in another place, j

** To make his aims more sure, pretends to be appeas'd."—

Iliad i.

Without doubt, contempt must be particularly

insupportable to monarchs and princes, on ac-

count of the high rank and dignity which they

must maintain.

But it is not with regard to inferiors alone,

that men entertain those opinions ; they equally

extend to persons from whom we Jook for no-

thing else than good offices, on account of our

good will, manifested towards them, or of obliga-

tions rendered to them, cither by ourselves, or by

others influenced through a regard for us. Let

ps now consider who are

The Persons siihject to the Passion of Anger.

Those who are afflicted, or, in suffering, arc ea-

sily enraged ; because the man who is in suffering,

is incessantly desirous of something, so that when

any opposition is made to his will, he immediately

becomes angry ; as in the case of preventing a

thirsty man from drinking, or, though not directly

preventing, yet doing something similar to it.

The same may be saifj.pf apy ptl;ier,ger^§on
v^J^j^rff
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designs are traversed, though he possesses the

means of accomplishing them, or who is other-

wise prejudicially affected. Thus also, the sick,

the poor, or those who are in love, in a word, all

those who ardently desire, yet cannot possess the

object, are particularly liable to irritability and

the hurries of temper, more than other people :

and their anger is peculiarly marked against

such as pay no regard to the condition in

which they are. It is clear, that in all cases

wherein we become angry, each individual is, as

it were, prepared and designed by the passion

which preys upon him, and by what he feels af-

flicting within himself. A man is also soured by

anger, if the contrary of his expectation shall

occur to him; for, an unforeseen and unexpected

accident is truly afflicting, in the same proportion

that an unexpected happiness, productive of the

icffects we desire, is truly grateful. Hence it is

not difflcult to calculate, with precision, the cir-

cumstantial "when" and "where;** the occa-

sions, seasons, ages, and dispositions peculiar to

the passion of anger. And, moreover, in propor-

tion to the greater pressure of these circum-

stances, the passion will be more easily induced.

'We HOW proceed to

) -JUl ni a;

Those who are the Ohjecis of Anger. c^

" We commonly feel angrily disposed towards

Ihose who burst forth into immoderate laughter
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in, and created by, our presence; who.opcnly mock

us, or attack, us with stinging raillery ; for it is

evident that such tilings are offensive.

We evince our anger towards those who are

obnoxious in matters where it is visible that the

intention is to offend us ; it must, however, ap-;

pear, that such conduct had no motive in view-
such as a design of avenging one's self, &c. ; for

then, the design is proved to be purely contemp-

tuous and offensive.

Our anger is excited against those who speak

111, or make light of us, in matters connected with

our principal occupation. For instance, a man
who is passionately addicted to philosophy, and

who seeks to acquire a reputation therein, will

be extremely offended, if any person abuses that

profession : and in the same manner with a lady

of quality, if she is not spoken of as she would

wish. But the anger of such persans is more

fiercely lighted up, if they suspect that they are

not at all possessed of such qualities, or in a less

degree than they imagined to themselves, in all

cises where they do not pass for persons of such

a description : for a person who really believes

that he excels in the thing upon which he is ral-

lied, will not be angry with those who rally biro.

_ We are more commonly disposed to be angry

with our friends, than with those for whom we

have no friendship, because we think that we
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should, in reason, expect rather good than evil

offices from the former.

We are also inclined to be offended with such

persons, as, having been accustomed to pay us

fespect, or to cultivate a good understanding and

acquaintance with us, cease on a sudden to be so ;

for there is then room io believe that they treat us

with contempt, there being no other assignable

reason why they should discontinue their former

habits with us.
^*

>We are likewise apt to be angry with those,

who, having received some pleasure at our hands,

are ungrateful enough to desert us in our need,

or who do not so much for us as we did for them.

Also with those whose designs arc exactly con-

trary to our own, particularly if they are persons

inferior in condition or in other respects to us ; for

we then seem liable to the contempt of all such

people, partly because they treat us as inferiors,

whom they would not scruple to abuse; and

partly because they then place us in the same rank

as they would inferiors, from whom they had re-

ceived some obligation.

We arc much more affected by the contempt

of those who are not of any estimation in the

world, than that of any others: this is conform-

able to our supposition—*' that anger is the con-

sequence of persons, deserving far otherwise, be-

ing unworthily contemned.'* For, it is agreeable
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to Social decorum, that the man who docs not

rank so high as others, should pay them respect.

Again ; we sliall be disposed to a rupture with

our friends, if they omit speaking well of us, or

neglect to oblige us ; and much more so, beyond

comparison, if they act the contrary part, speak-

ing ill of us, or not regarding, nor pretending to

perceive, our necessities. This was the origin of

Plexippui's anger against Meleager, as recorded by

/intiphon. The greatest mark of personal indif-

ference, and of being held cheaply, is when one's

necessities are not regarded ; for wc are generally

acquainted with the condition of those things, for

which we have any real concern and esteem.

Our anger is in like manner roused against

those who take pleasure in our misfortunes, and

in general against such as are not touched by

the calamities which befall us; for such co-nduct

would be the strongest proof, either that they were

our direct enemies, or that they held us at nought-

We are likewise enraged with those who make

no scruple of irritating or depressing us; and, for

this reason, the bearers of ///tidings are never well

received. ii.

Our wrath is also kindled against those who
listen to the evil reports which are made of us, or

who dwell with officious scrutiny upon the ilb

which befall us ; such being the characteristics oi

an enemy, or one who disregards us. For, if they

were true friends, they would sympathize in our
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affliction, and look upon it as their own~a§ thi^

person who is unfortunate cannot view his mi5e-»

lies without sclf-dejcction. jw : ti

Men cannot tolerate contempt in the presence

of the five following descriptions of persons :

" 1* ,** Our competitois, and rivals in condition."

*, ?3|. u Xhosc whom we hold in high esteem." '

^^^» " Persons with whom we wish our credit

and reputation to be established."

- 4, ** Those whom we prbfoundly respect;" and-

5. " Those who respect us."

In any one of those cases, contempt is more

severely felt than in any other.

We are justifiably angry with those who offend

in certain points, persons, whom in honour we

cannot desert in such cases, and whom it would

be shameful in us not to defend ; such as our

fethcrs, mothers, wives, children, servants, and

dependants. '"'

We are, with equal reason, indignant at those

who are insensible to our kindness, and who

do not take it well of us : the contempt of such

persons is the more injurious, as it is unfounded

and unreasotiahlc.

We are also with reason enraged with those

whom we perceive to^ mock us, at the very time

when we imagine that we are on serious affairs

with them. Irony ahvays includes sovereign

contempt.

Our anger is equally excited against persons
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who show themselves obhging and beneficent

towards every one, except ourselves: for there is

no stronger symptom of contempt than when a

man does not think himself equally bound to do

unto us, what he believes it his duty to do unto

others. A

Finally, forgctfulness is a strong incentive to

anger ; as if a man were to give himself so little

trouble about his friend, as to forget his name

;

in this respect, forgctfulness is the sceming^efFect

of contempt, as it arises out of neglect, which is

always contemptuous. , x.ist»'.>K;rT,nij;n -irni

From what has been said, it may be seen, that

the orator has a perfect digest of his duty in

this respect; first, to the end of managing the

mind of a judge with such address, as to work

him up to the crisis of anger; secondly, to blazon

out in the person of his adversary, those things

which are accustomed to create indignation; and

thirdly, to hold him up to the viev\ of bis judge,

as one of those persons against whom a judge's

irritation is commonly directed.

-laotno
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CHAP. III.

On iStveefncss of Dhpos'tfion.

As they are two diiferent things, to be angry

and to be appeased^ so are irritability and a

mildness of temper. Herein three points are to

be investigated r first, '* the state necessary to

a mildand peaceable disposition ;** secondly, "the

description of persons with whom one commonly

lives harmoniously ;" and thirdly, " tlie occa-

sions v/hen, and reasons why, anger is appaased.**"

Supposing then, that sweetness o-f temper is

" that state in which a person iinds himself upon

the cessation of anger," and that anger always

is excited towards those who are contemptuous ?

and that contempt is in its nature a voluntary act i

it may be concluded, that wc cannot be angry

with those who have not acted so, or who m
reality or appearance have acted so involuntarily.

It is equally certain, that we cannot be angry

with those, whose wishes lead them to act the re-

verse of whiit they might have done, or who

have done nothing in regard to us, which they

have not frequently done in their own ; for it is

not credible that any person would go the length-

of self-contempt.

Neither can we be angrv' with those, who, ac-

knowledging their offence, arc repentant ; for, as
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6oon as we believe them sufficiently punished by

their contrition, we are easily appeased. Tliis

may be observed in our conduct towards servants,

whom we continue to chastise as long as they

persist in belying ar>d contradicting us; whereas,

our anger ceases, the moment they acknowledge

that their punishtnent was just. The reason for

treating them in this manner, is, the impudence

and effrontery of denying that which one has

seen, or which is self-evident. Impudence is

invariably a species of contemptuous disdain, be-

cause it is only before persons whom we su-

premely contemn, and to whom we fail in re-

spect, that we exhibit an impudent demeanour.

Our anger cannot be of any duration against

those who make us submissions, listening to all

we have to say, without venturing to reply, be-

cause, in this case, they seemingly nvow their in-

feriority. The man who supposes himself inferior

to another, is apprehensive of giving him offence

;

and being so, he cannot possibly contemn him.

Wc may even collect from the conduct of the

dogs themselves, who never bite those wbo are

prostrate, that self-htamiliation excludes anger.

A man cannot be angry with a person who

liears what is said to him with serious attention,

as there is no reason to believe him capable of

contemptuous raillery.

We cannot either be angry with a person who

iias rendered us more important past obligations,

21 2
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iban present cause of being disobliged ; nor with

the, man who demands our pardon, or solicits

something as a boon : for the quality of a suppli-

ant is lowly and self-humiHating.;

_.We can neither lind occasion of anger against

those who never mock, injure, or despise others ;

or, if they do, provided they fasten not on men

of propriety, or such persons as ourselves.

The whole secret of appeasing anger is, to haye

recourse to whatever is opposite to its cause.

We are not inclined to be indignant at those

whom we fear, or highly respect ; for anger has

no power over the mind when it is influenced

by those, considerations. It is totally incorapa^

tible with fear.

. Our anger ceases, or at least is very trivial,

towards those who have offended us merely in

ibeir passion,—as they do not then seem to have

been influenced by contempt : for, contempt is

of a cold and steady nature, whereas, passion js

resentfully warm and turbulent ; therefore, both

could not exist together.

We cannot evince anger towards those who

arc abashed and respectful in our presence.

^
{It is an undoubted fact, that persons in a dis-

position contrary to the state which is requisite

for the. existence of anger, will, while that dis-

position lasts, be mild and peaceful. For in-

stance, those who amuse themselves in social

mirth, participate in games, or assist at the ce-
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lebratlon of festivals and days of rejoicing—tliose

who have been favoured 1)}' some extraordinary^

Fiicces's-—those who jtrc fuddled—in Ji word, all

those who have been tasting of certain pleasures,

which arc neither injurious nor offensive, or who
have a well founded occasion for favourable

hopes. ''-^^ '
""'

-" Those also will be inclined to mildness, whosd

anger will have time to dissipate itself, or who

x\*iU npt always enter into a passion upon the

very moment. Time is the greatest sedative of

passion.

Having obtained revenge a little before, will

strongly dispose us to soften our resentment,

howevef cOnsiderabtc.' ' Ih '

thisf' ' reSpect, Philo-

crates acted right, Vvheii a certain man demanded

of him, at a moment when the populace was

most' furious against him, " Why he did not

come forward in self-justification V—** It is

not yet time," replied Philocrates. ** And
(vhen do you think it will ?—" It will be time

enough," said he, " when I have witnessed

the proceedings against some one else." And
it so happened, that Philocrates was right, as

I have said ; the populace being generally

milder and more tractable when they have vented

tl^eft'wralh upon some object. Ergophilus had

experience of this truth : for, though the Athe-

nians were much more irritated against him than

against CaUistheneSy yet they acquitted him, be-'

N 3
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cause, the day before, they condemned Cal-

listhenes to death.

We have no occasion to be angry when wc

have convinced of their wrong, and set right, those

persons who have offended ns ; or if we under-

stand I hat they have suffered a much greater

evil than we could possibly inflict by taking our

revenge. The evil which has befallen them we
should look upon as our revenge.

Neither should we be angry, if we beHeve that

ive were in the wrong, and that we meritedly

suffer what we have. An act of justice should

not cause anger, for there is no reason or pre-

tence for complaining of unworthy treatment,

which essentially constitutes anger. Here it

may be remarked, that, before inflicting chas-

tisement, it is always necessary to premise some

reprimand or remonstrance upon the fault com-

mitted. Servants who are so chastised, more

easily comply, and more patiently endure.

Our anger will also cease against persons on

whom we would even wish to be revenged, pro-

vided that in punishing them they neither per-

ceive whence or why the punishment was in-

flicted: as anger, according to its definition,

lies entirely within the particular object. For

this reason, Homery with very great propriety,

represents Ulysses, while escaping from Po/v-

phemus^ addressing that giant in the following

language

:
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;* 'Ti»« Cycl/op thus, his frontal eye (WftuMHi -i ' ^
''•

The hero qqick bespoke

:

* If strangers, or the natives of thy isle,

* Would know the author of this cruel wile,

* Repeat Ulysses' name!—dost hear the sound?

* He who raz'd Ilium level with the ground !' "

Odyssey ix.

As If Ulysses thought that he could not be suffi-

ciently avenged of Polyphemus ^ it' he had not

given him to understand, not only why he had

been deprived of sight, but also the person who
had done it.

Neither can we be angry with those who would

be insensible to the evil we may inflict on them,

any more than with the dead ; regarding whom
this sentiment should obtain, that they have

passed the greatest of all extremities, and expe-

rienced their last misfortune, and that they are

no longer in a state for the sensibility of suffer-

ing, which is a condition that sweetens revenge,

and which is particularly aimed at by those whom
anger leads to vengeance. For this reason, the

poet, wishing to soften Achillesy who was

wreaking his vengeance upon the dead body of

Hector, says

:

" Ht stamps the clay-eold corse, now senseless of his rage."

Iliad xxiri^

In .order to appease the minds of our auditors,

N 4
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we may be assured that there is no necessity of

establishing any other places than those we have

already given.

CHAP. IV.

0/ Love and Hatred.

Herein we must first examine what is meant

by loving, and the definition of friendship.

Supposing then that to love, is, *' to desire'

/or another, and to wish that he may attain

whatever he believes will be to his advantage ;r

and this, not from self interested motives, not

the t'urtherance of our own pretensions, but merely

from our regard for the individual himself;" it

is also a necessary attribute of love,' " to use all

our endeavours to procure for the object all those'

advantages. And friendship is a reciprocity of

love between individuals."

This being presupposed ; as also, that one

true friend shoulc^ constaptly be well incliiied

towards another ; we may infer,

1st, " That he who testifies his joy at the hap-

piness, or his sorrow at the misfortune of another,

i.§ that man*s friend :" vyith this condition.
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howcrver, tliat self-interest is not concerned ia

these expressions, and that a pure regard for

the person alone shall influence them. All men
are commonly rejoiced upon the occurrence of

what they desire, or are depressed in the con-

trary case ; so that it might safely be said, that

joy and sadness infallibly guage the sentiments of

good or ill will which different persons bear

towards each other.

2dly, We may conclude, ** That those arc

mutual friends, with whom the same things, at

the present moment, are good or bad."

'f And, 3dly, " The same may be concluded

with respect to persons who have the same friends

or enemies.*' For, in these cases, necessity

unites them in willing and desiring the same

things on both sides * ; so that it is certain,

whoever wishes and desires for another the same

things which he desires for himself, is apparently

that man's friendi on«l / //

The Persons ivhotn we loije:
'

"'

'

la the first rank of those we may place such

persons as have done u$ any good, whether to

ourselves immediately, or those for whom we

feel , a concern and interest ; whether the service

* This sentiment we meet with in the Roman historian,

SaUuit : ** Nam idem vclle ac idem nolle, haec demum firma

amicitia est."

—

Translato'S, -M^ c3Vi.' >' r;;,' •A;
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they have rendered be a signal one, or whether

it be a simple obligation, distinguished only

for its courtesy and good grace ; whether

tfee occasion were critical, or the favour con-

ftsrred were a mere testimonial of affectionate

oonsideration towards us. And we not only

love those svho actually oblige us, but also those

whom we beiiere well incjined to do so..

Our affections will moreover be directed tOr,

trards the friends of our friends, and those who

eilhirr love or are loved by the same persons

as ourselves; towards those who have the same

enemies as ourselves; who hate, or arc hated, by

those with whom we stand in the same relation.

This is accounted for when wc consider that

what appears a good to them, is equally so to

Ui:;- therefore, we cannot avoid wishing them

good; which, as before observed, is a senti-

ment inseparable from friendship.

We also love those who voluntarily ;tssi>.t

with their money, or fear not to expose their

lives for others- Hence tlie highest honours are

paid to the liberal, the valiant, and the friends

of justice. Under this head we may account

all those who arc not burdensome to others,

such as persons who earn a toilsome livelihood,

and these may again be divided into the two par-

ticular classes oi Jabourers and artisans.

We also bear an affectionate attachment to

those whose lives are regulated by temperance

;
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for it is uncommon to find such people commit-

ting wroncr. For the same reason, we are at-

tachcd to those who live in a peaceable and in-

officious manner.

,,,Oiir attachment equally extends to those

whom we would wish to have made our friends,

especially if the same wish be entertained on

their side. Those are, generally speaking, such

as are distinguished by their virtues, or the re-

putation they have acquired ; whether they be

universally esteemed, or only so by the honour-

able part of mankind ; whether they be regarded

by those whom wc ourselves esteem, or by those

who profess an esteem for us.

We are also affectionately disposed towards

those with whom it is a pleasure to live or

converse ; such as persons of a bland and easy

disposition, not given to reprehension, nor over-

bearing or perverse in society ; for, such will not

be fond of quarrel or controversy,—'which things

are so far annoying, as they seeci to desire the

restraint of other people's will.

We should also account those persons amiable,

who conduct their raillery with address, or en-

dure that of others with good humour ; for, per-

sons of this description study two things which

are extremely pleasing in society.

We are likewise attached to those who dis-

play or eulogize the good qualities we possess,

if particularly there be any one among those
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qualities which we were apprehensive of not

really possessing.

We likewise form attachments to those whose

appearance is prepossessing, or who are well ac-

complished, and accustomed to do every thing

with an air of propriety : as also these who are

not fond of reproaching the faults cf others, or

of under-rating their good actions : for, such

people as do so are truly importunate and vexa-

tious in life.
^'

Our attachments are easily formed with per-

sons who are not rancorous nor captious, and

who are of a reconcilahle nature : for, it is to be

supposed that their habits would be as agreeable

to us as to others.

We should also love those who are not ad-

dicted to calumny, nor fond of liearing scandal,

or any thing else than good told of us or of

Others : for, there are none but persons of honour

who will adopt this maxim.

We equally love those who do not thwart us

in our anger, nor in our serious occupations.

With persons addicted to such habits, the love

of offensive contradiction is a ruling principle.

Our regard is also extended to those whose

demeanour and comportment towards us deir.on-

strate either their esteem of our merits, their

consideration of us as persons of honour and

probity, or the pleasure which they derive from

our society; and we are especially attached
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to them, if the inclination and esteem which they

manifest in our favour have originated in const-

deration of things wherein we principally desire

to be regarded as virtuous or agreeable.

We also love our equals, and those of the

same profession with ourselves; provided that,

in the latter case, those persons cannot injure

us ; or that their livelihood, and our own, arc

dependent upon separate branches of employ-

ment : otherwise, what //fW^^ * says of potters

will apply :

"P6trer with potter' never can agree."

We bestow our affection on those whose,desires

are the same as our own, provided that the object

of such desires be equally attainable to both :;. for,

otherwise, envy would be the result ; and we equal-

ly regard those with whom we Jive on so familiar

a /oij^ipg^, that vve apprehend nQtliiog from do-

ipg in their presence those, things which are not

shameful in themselves, but only so in vulgar

estimation ; with this proviso, that vye do not

so from any contempt. The same principle, will

attach us to those, in whose presence we should

be sorry to have done any thing which it w.ould

.be really shameful to do, as also to those with

whom we dispute for precedence, and suph as

we wish to emulate, but not to envy us: for,

those persons will at least render their friendship

desirable. ^

• Book i.
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We must likewise have an afTectlon for those

to whom we lend a helping h.uid in showing

what advantages they should pursue, provided

that, in so doing, there shall not accrue to out-

#»elves a loss or damage greater than the good

which we would procure for them.

Our affections arc inclined in like manner

towards those whose love of their friends is the

same in absence as in presence. Hence the

world particularly esteems those persons whose

affections are not entombed with the bodies of

their friends. And we likewise cherish those

who are so ardently attached by the ties of

friendship, as not to abandon a friend upon any

occasion. The most incomparable of all

worldly possessions is a perfect friend.

We also love those who are not dissemblers

:

such as persons who are candid enough not to

conceal any thing from a friend, even their very

imperfections : for, as was before observed, we
never feel ashamed to tell those things to our

friends, which are not censurable except in vul-

gar opinion.

Upon this head, and arguing by contraries,

we may establish the following maxim :

** That if it be true, that he who is ashamed

tb discover certain things to another. Cannot be

accounted his friend, it wiH follow, that he who
frankly discovers them, gives a proof of his af-

fection."
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Finall)', we are attached to all those who arc

not formidable to us, and those in whom we

can confide: for, those who make themselves

feared can never be loved.

Of the different Sorts of Friendship.

Tht most remarkable of these are society, fa*

ntiUarity^ poverty, alliance, and sueh-like. The

arcatlum of creating friendship lies " in obliging

and doing good," also " in doing so with that

good grace, which supersedes the necessity of

being requested," and " not boasting of it when

done.'* To oblige thus, stamps the conviction

of our disinterested consideration for the person

obliged.

The Difference between Hatred and Anger.

The contrary of friendship gives the kaoW'-

ledge of what is under&tood by enmity or hatred.

With regard to the causes of the latter, thejr

are three, y\z. anger, importunity, sind calumny.

There is, however, so wid€ a difference be**

twecn r,?!ger and hatred, that we never fall into-

the former passion except on account of such

things as are done to or regard us personally

;

whereas, we may entertain a hatred, though no-

thing has been done to affect us; as it is only

necessary for us to ho-ld an opinion of any man'»
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possessing a vicious propensity, in order to our

aversion of him. Anger, moreover, has this

distinctive quality, that its operation is confined

to certain objects ; for instance, to Callias or So-

crates : whereas, hatred goes farther, applying

itself generally, and to the nature of things ;

because there is no man who does not hate a

thief or a slanderer, even though he know him

nol. xAnger lias a remedy in time—hatred is

incurable, x\ngcr, again, is so far peculiar,

that it does not proceed to extremities, being

content within the sphere of those actions which

are simply annoying. It is not so with hatred :

the object of which is to do an absolute mischief,

and not a simple annoyance. The angry man's

design in revenging himself, is to make the other

feel him as the avenger ; but he who hates

another, cares not whether the object of his ha-

tred know him as such or not.

With respect to those tilings which are either

simply a7i?ioymgi or absolutely mischtevous^ it is

to be remarked, that the former are all sensible

in their nature ; whereas, the others are quite the

reverse, even those in the highest degree mischie-

vous not being felt. Folly and injustice, for in-

stance, which are, undoubtedly, the two greatest

evils which can befall a man, are by no means sen-

sible. In fact, in becoming wicked, people feel

no pain. Anger is also different from hatred in

this respect, that the latter is exempt from trouble
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and vexation, whereas the former is continually

in a state of both : for the choleric man always

feels something tormenting within him, which

is not the case with a man of hatred. Finally,

the choleric man differs from him who hates,

inasmuch as the former can be led away

by compassion whenever his adversary is as-

sailed by complicated evils; whereas the latter

is induced by no consideration nor occurrence,

to pity the object of his hatred. The reason

is, that the angry man merely intends to re-

taliate, and make his adversary feel that he

was mistaken in the object of his original at-

tack ; but he who hateS another, is satisfied with

nothing short of his total annihilation.

By means then of those topics which we have

given, it will be easy to show not only when and

where a real friendship ot enmity subsists ; but also

to unmask the false pretensions of those who aim

at being accounted friends; and even to make,

persons pass for either friends or foes, who, in
'

reality, are neither. In a word, whenever a

contest takes place between persons, with regard

to whom a doubt shall arise, whether what has

happened were done through anger or through

enmity, it is apparent what address is necessary

to be made use of in order to impress a judge

with whatever we wish him to believe.
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CHAP. V.

Of Fear and Confidence.

We have now to demonstrate those persons;

or things of which men stand in awe, and the

state in which the apprehensive must feel them-

fclves.

Let us suppose, ** that fear is a certain agi-

tation and disturbance of the mind created by

representing to our imaginations some evil which

will befall us, to the prejudice of our property

or the danger of our lives ; or some other consi-

derable affliction." It must not however be ima-

gined that all descriptions of evil indifferently

create fear ; for instance, people feel little ap-

prehension on the score of becoming depraved,

or blockheads. We generally apprehend those

things alone which are capable of producing a

considerable affliction or a total loss to us

:

and this more particularly, if the evil be not far

distant, but approximating, or on the point of

occurring. The great remoteness of any evil

weakens the apprehension entertained of it,

which is illustrated in the instance of death : for,

though mankind universally know that they

must die, yet because each man does not think
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it will happen so soon as it really turns out, he

gives himself no anxiety about it *.

According then to our definition of fear, the first

object of that passion we may conclude to be,

1. " Whatever appears sufficiently powerful

to destroy us, or at least to injure us in matters

whereby great affliction might be caused to us."

For this reason, every mark or denotation of

such evils being about to visit us, is formidable

:

for a sign shows the proximity of v/hat it denotes.

This is what properly is termed danger ; the dic-

tate of which is that of the near approach of

something to be feared. Among such signs we
may rank,

2. " The enmity and anger of those who arc

able to do us an injury."

In this case, we entertain no doubt of the will

accompanying the power; so that such persons

might be reckoned on as momentarily ready to

accomplish their evil designs.

3. ** Injustice, when armed with power and

executive authority ;" because a wicked man is

• I cannot here forbear quoting that finely drawn picture, by

which Dr. Young has illustrated this prevailing weakness;

*' Like damag'd clocks, whose hand and bell dissent.

Folly strikes «>, while nature points to /w^/w.—

What folly can be ranker? Like our shadows,

Pur wishes lengthen as our sun declines.'*

YouNC'j "Nigh Thought^

Translator.

O %
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SO, merely in consideration of his prepense incli-

nation to evil, and because he thinks of nothing

else.

4. " Offended merit, or distinguished cou-

rage, vyhenever persons of this description arrive

at the possession of credit, and- the power of

avenging themselves ;** for, it cannot be doubted,

but that whenever such persons have received

unworthy treatment, they make inward protes-

tations of revenge, in due time ; and now we
suppose them capable of putting such threats into

execution.

5. We may justly take alarm " at the ap-

prehension which those, who are enabled to in-

jure us, manifest before us,'* as being ever in

search of means to get rid of their apprehen-

sions, by ridding themselves of us.

As most men addict themselves more willingly

to evil than to good, and are so attached to self-

interest, as to do any thing for money ; besides

being degenerate and cowardly in all cases where

they believe any danger to exist ; we may come

to this inference,

6. " That to be at the mercy of another, is

a thing much to be feared ;"

7. And consequently, " that we should be

in considerable apprehension of those whom we

have associated v/ith us in some enormous crime,

or who have seen us commit it
;'"

for, we have no
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assurance that they will not discover us in the

end, or abandon us at a critical moment. ,

8. It may also be said, " that he who has

the power of doing a mischief, ought to be feared

by those who afford him facilities for it;" because

men in general, omit no opportunity of injury

when it offers.

9. We may, with equal reason, dread " both

those whom we have actually offended, or those

who only fancy themselves to be so;" because

they will be vigilantly awake to every opportu-

nity of revenge.

10. The same may be said " of those, who
having formerly injured us, have recently at-

tained to power;" because such people will be

continually apprehensive of our retaliation.

11. We may also entertain fears " of those

who are our competitors for an object which all

cannot attain together :" for, this supposes an

incessant warfare between the parties.

12. "All those who are .dreaded by persons

more powerful than ourselves, should be also

dreaded by us;" for, in this case, a greater faci-

lity of injury is held out to our prejudice, and

beyond the means of our resistance.

13. For the same reason, we should fear

" those who are feared by persons more powerful

than we are."

14. As also " those who have slain men pos^.

03
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sessed of more strength and address than our-

selves."

15. And in like manner, ** all those who have

attacked others more feeble than ourselves ;" for,

in this case, it is to be feared, that they will either

make an immediate attack apon us, or await the

return of their strength for that purpose. In fact,

we should be apprehensive of all those who are

formidable to us, whether on account of their

being offended with us, being our enemies, or

simply our adversaries. Without doubt, how-

ever, there is less occasion for being on one's

guard against those who are quick in passion, or

in the habit of instantly speaking their real

thoughts ; than of

i6. " Those who make no show of resentment,

but dissemble, and appear completely neutrali:5ed,

making use of the most malicious finesse ;" for,

as in this case it is impossible to falhora their

designs, and provided they have no immediately

convenient opportunity of injuring us, there can

be no ground for supposing that it is a postponed

revenge, and that the mischief they intend us is

very distant.

Among those things v^hich are beyond compa-

rison more to be feared than others, are the fol-

lowing :

17. ** That which having once failed to per-

form what it ought, cannot be restored to its

functions by any remedy ;" whether of itself th«
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the thing be impossible, or that It has lapsed from

our power to that of our enemy or adversary.

18. ** Those things which we cannot possibly

obtain, or at least where there is a difficulty of

obtaining the aid of any person.'*

19. ** Whatever, having happened, or being

on the point of happening to others, excites com-

passion in us."

Let us now explain the state of mind incidental

to persons affected by fear.

OJ Persons subject to Fear,

If fear keeps us alive to the expectation of suf-

fering some dangerous, or totally destructive evil,

we may easily conclude

;

1. " That the person, who does not think any

evil is to befall him, will not be affected by fear."

2. " That no one will apprehend any particular

evil, which he does not represent to himself he is

to suffer.'*

5. " He will not fear those of whom he has

no distrust or suspicion."

4. " That a man will always be unapprehen-

sive whenever he least expects the occurrence of

an evil.'*

From these negatives we may infer the two fol-

lowing affirmative conclusions

:

5. " That those will always be apprehensive,

who believe something disagreeable in general it

to befall them.'*

o 4
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6. " As will those who have to undergo some

particular thing, from certain persons, and pre-

cisely at a certain period."

Of Persons not subject to Fear,

1. We may first begin with " those who are

blessed with prosperous and elevated fortunes."

This it is which commonly renders such people

overbearing, audacious, and contemptuous. The

source of this disposition is afforded by their

wealth, strength, credit, extensive circle of

friends, or power.

2. We may take into the account, " those who

believe that they have endured all the shocks of

life, or who are not without hope of the future ;

such as criminals when under punishment." It can-

not be said ofsuch persons, that they entertain fears

in such a state ; for, fear has this peculiarity, that

it never abandons a person to extremities, but

Reaves him some slight hope of surmounting his

afflictions. In proof of this, if we closely inves-

tigate the nature and effects of fear, we shall

find that it always causes us to consult and me-

ditate on the means whereby we may avoid aq

imminent evil. Now, it is obvious that no one de-

liberates in any matter vyherein he has no hope.

Whenever, then, an orator shall be of opinion,

that his cause is likely to be benefited by the ex-

citement of fear in the n^inds of his hearers, hg
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must endeavour to impfess them with the belief,

•' that, situated as they are, they have reasonable

grounds to apprehend that some evil will befall

them, because it has happened to others much

more powerful, and better able to repel it than

they are." And he should, thereupon, represent

to them, ** that such and such individuals, their

equals, are so afflicted at the present moment, or

have been so heretofore ; that such misfortunes

were brought on them by men, of whom they had

not the least si3spicion, and of whom they were

far from entertaining any such opinion ; and still

further, that the circumstances and time were

those which they had least calculated upon.'*

Of Confidence,

Of this we shall speak in the same divisional

arrangement, as we did of the former. Confi-

dence, or assurance, may be defined to be ** a cer-

tain hope which is generated in the mind, by

imagining that those things upon which our pre*

servation depends, are near at hand : as well as

by supposing, that those things which may be

prejudicial to us, or cause us any apprehension^

either do not at all exist, or are distant as to oc«

currence."

We may lay down the five following consider-

^itions, as productive of self-confidence.

^,
** When we perceive that we are remote
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from all kinds of misfortune, and approximating

to whatever can give the mind assurance, and ba-

nish apprehension."

2. " When we see ourselves in a condition to

repair the faults we may have committed, or the

mishaps which may have befallen us."

3. " When we have the immediate resource of

succour, either considerable in its quantity or

quality, or in both together.'*

4. " When we are convinced of never having

offered to, or received an injury from any person."

5. " When we behold ourselves unrivalled by

any competition in regard to our pretensions

;

and provided we have rivals, that they eilher be

people of no repute ; if they be reputable, that

they are our friends, or linked to us by a reci-

procity of obligation ; or, if none of those cases

occur, that we are compensated for their absence,

by a number of persons interesting themselves on

our side, that our partisans are more powerful

than those of our competitors, or that we possess

both those advantages together.'*

Of the Self-confident.

In classing this description of persons, we shall

commence with, ' '

I. ** All those who are persuaded of their past

success in whatever they have undertaken, with-

out encountering any difficulties or damages.
,,
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2. " All, who on former occasions, being in-

volved in danger or trouble, have happily extri-

cated themselves; as we can only contemn, ot

be unapprehensive of danger, for two reasons:

either because we have not yet experienced

any, or that we believe ourselves to possess suf-

ficient skill or success, to retrieve ourselves in

case of necessity. This may be instanced in a

storm at sea, when those who are unacquainted

with the nature of it, fancy the danger not to be

so great as it is, and always believe that it will be

trivial in the issue ; while, in an equal degree,

those who are skilled in marine affairs, evince no

surprise, by reason of their experience.

3. We may include ** those who know that

similar dangers have not caused apprehensions in

their equals, in those whom they do not value,

or of whom they entertain an opinion inferior to

what they do of themselves." Our estimation is

always more in favour of self than others, for

three reasons : either on account of our already

possessing an advantage over the party himself,

his equals, or his superiors.

4. A perfect assurance is excited by the con-

viction, '* that we possess whatevet renders men
more dreaded than others, from a superiority of

advantage or lustre in those respects ; when our

possession is heightened by being more distin-

guished in point of excellence or quality, than

that of any other person :" such, for instance, as

being rich
; possessing a welUfortified country, of.
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a considerable number of men under our orders

;

being strong in friends; and, in case of warfare,

possessing either all, or the most necessary pre-

parations for it.

5. A man will be self-confident " when he is

conscious of never having injured another; when

he has injured only a few, or those whom he has

no reason to apprehend."

6. That man will be strongly fortified against

the threats or undertakings of the wicked, ** who
believes himself to be favoured and protected by

the gods ; and particularly if such an impression

be seconded by happy auguries, or oracular an-

swers." Upon the two last propositions, it is to be

observed, that there are two different circum-

stances equally productive of self-assurance. In

the first case, the anger by which we are hurried

away for the moment, will lead us to that feel-

ing; for this passion is replete with confidence,

as it is not incidental to ihe person who commits,

but to him who receives an injury. In the se-

cond place, we are well assured by the hope of

assistance from Heaven, as it is the current belief

that the gods take the injured under their protec-

tion, and, sooner or later, avenge themselves on

the unjust.

7. " Men are commonly much emboldened in

the case of their making the first aggression, if they

conceive that they are in no danger therefrom, that

no evil can arise to them from it, or that they

shall compass their design.'*
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CHAP. VI.

Of Shame ami Imj>u£lence.

We shall commence this head with (he sup-

position, that " shame is a certain disorder of

the mind, created by the seeming tendency of any

mishap to the prejudice of our reputation, whe-

ther such injury be only in expectance, or have

already occurred ;" and upon the contrary hypo-

thesis, that " impudence is a contempt of, and

indifFererice to, similar misfortunes." The first

conclusion to be deduced is,

*' That we must feel ashamed of all those evils

and disasters which have an apparent tendency to

our own dishonour, or that of persons with whom
we are connected, or for whom we feel an inte-

rest." Of this description are all the works and

actions which proceed from vice ; such as,

1

.

" Throwing away our arms, and betaking

ourselves to flight, instead oC giving battle in the

field:'* for, this is the effect of cowardice.

2. " Refusing to surrender a trust, or denying

the receipt of it
:'* for, this is an extreme act of

injustice.

3.
** Cohabitation with forbidden persons; and

even with those to whom the prohibition does not

extend, at certain times, and in certain places
;"
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for, this proceeds from intemperance, and demon-

strates the want of a restraint upon the passions.

4. ** The derival of profit from petty or disho-

nest sources, or from such things as seem incom-

petent to the return of a gain, such as the poor

and the dead :" hence the proverb, *• to find

something to lay hold of in a dead man.'* Such

a species of gain is, undoubtedly, shameful, and

unbecoming an honest man.

5. " Refusing pecuniary assistance, when our

ability is unquestioned, to a friend in distress, or

assisting him by halves."

6. " Desiring assistance from persons who arc

much worse off than ourselves."

7.
*' Asking a loan from another, when we

well know that he has been borrowing himself.*'

8. ** Requiring a new loan when we are con-

vinced that the lender is on the point of demand-

ing the return of what we already owe to him."

9. " Asking what is due to us, merely be-

cause we believe that it is the intention of our

debtor to ask a new loan."

10. " Praising any thing in such a manner, 35

that our encomiums convey the strong inclina-

tion we have to request it as a gift." And :

11. " Persevering in the request of any thing

as a gift, which has been already refused."

For, all such actions as those are strong testi-

monials of meanness and avarice.
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12. " Praising another in his presence.**

13. *' Bestowing excessive commendations on

the actions of any man when he has done any

thing meritorious."

14. ** Disguising an action, and wishing to

pass it as a good one."

15. " Counterfeiting even more affliction than

the person really troubled ;" for, such modes of

conduct are produced by flattery alone.

16. ** Not being capable of enduring the same

things, or undergoing the same fatigue, as persons

do, who are more aged than ourselves, more ac-

customed to delicate living, who are in a higher

sphere of life, or who are incomparably weaker

than we are ;" for, this is the eficct of a luxurious

effeminacy.

17. " Receiving a favour too frequently from

one person."

18. " Regretting the good we have done."

For^ those are principles peculiar to men of

iiarrow and degenerate minds.

19. " Praising one's self."

ao. " Promising more than we can perform."

21. " Assuming to ourselves the merit of a

thing which we have not done ;" because such

actions depict the man of arrogance and self-

sufficiency.

The catalogue may be extended with regard to

all the other defects or imperfections of a man,

which transgress the rules of decorum or honour.
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The deformities of shame will likewise be attend=»

ant upon the least signs of approaches or rela-

tions to those faults and vicious actions we have

enumerated.

An additional cause of shame will arise out of,

2 2. " Our seeing that we are wanting in those

honourable advantages, in which the rest of

mankind, or the greater part of our equals, or

those who resemble us, participate."

By equals or similars, I mean such persons as

are of the same nation, town, age, descent, &c.

with ourselves. Now, as an instance of shame

in this respect, it would surely be a matter of re-

proach for a man not to have studied so far, as is

compatible with his situation in life. The stain,

however, will be still greater, if the fault shall

exclusively attach to ourselves, as it is then the

effect of some vice ; and it will be so far more

censurable, as we shall have to blame ourselves

also for its consequences, either past, present, or

to come.

A man will evince shame at the present, past,

or prospective circumstance of his sufferance in

matters tending to censure or dishonour him.

This is the case with regard to the unworthy ser-

vices of the body, and all dishonest actions sub-

ject to reproach or disgrace : of lascivious and

incontinent actions there is positively not one,

whether of voluntary permission or otherwise,

which is not shameful and attended with infamy.
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As to others wherein force and compulsion are

used ; those only are shameful which are endured

in one's own person. The reason is obviously

this, that sufferance without revenge in such

cases, is a mark of degeneracy and cowardice

;

for, it will always be supposed, that if an incli-

nation to self-defence existed, the injury would

not have been sustained.—We now come to

Those Persons, before whom we are apt to manifest

Shame.

As shame is that peculiar feeling which causes

us to dread scandal in the loss of reputation, solely

from an apprehension of the scandal itself, not

of its consequences ; and as no man troubles him-

self merely on account of the opinion promul-

gated respecting him, except in relation to the

persons who entertain that opinion ; it will be a

necessary conclusion,

*' That we must always feel ashamed in the

presence of those upon whom we set a high es-

timation ; such as those with whom we are in

repute, whom we ourselves value, or by whom
we wish to be esteemed ; those whom we look

upon with emulation, or with whom we contest

rank ; in a word, all those whose judgments we

do not despise. For instance, we are abashed be-

fore persons distinguished for those advantages

which are honoured by the world, or possessing

those things, which, from necessity or passion,
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we eagerly desire ; as is the case with lovers

;

and we feel equal bashfulness before our equals,

and before men of prudence and real discernment,

such as the aged or the learned commonly are.

We are likewise apt to be confused in matters

which are open to the view of the entire world

;

whence the proverb, " That shame dwells in the

eyes." This is also the reason why we are more

ashamed in the presence of those who are inces-

santly conversant with us, for the observance of

all our actions, than we are in that ofother persons.

We also feel shame in the presence of per-

sons who are not liable to the same vices as our-

selves ; for, in this case, we can have no doubt,

that, as they have no room for censuring such

things in themselves, their sentiments are quite

opposite to ours. It will be the same with re-

gard to those who neither forgive, nor are lenient

towards the failings of others : for, if the com-

mon saying be true, " That a man never repre-

hends his neighbour for faults which he has him-

self committed," he will certainly reprove hira

for those which he has not.

In doing any thing, we arc inclined to conceal

ourselves from those who will divulge what they

know. Before persons of secrecy one feels no

shame of an action, by reason of its appearing to

the world that he has not so acted ; for, there is

no difference between appearing not to have

done a thing, and doing it before persons who
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will keep it a secret. In this place, we must ob-

serve, that there are two descriptions of persons

who publish and report to others whatever they

know. The first are those whom we have of-

fended, as they are constant spies upon our every

action ; the second are backbiters, who, if they

spontaneously make bad report of what is not

reprehensible, will, for stronger reasons, publish

that which is really worthy of reproof.

A man will equally incline to concealmen^t

from persons whose sole study is taken up in ob-

serving the imperfections of others ; such, for in-

stance, as buffoons and comic poets ; for of those

we may say, in some measure, that they are back-

biters who publish all they know.

We are usually bashful in the presence of those

who have never denied our request of any favour;

for in this case we view ourselves as sharing in

their esteem. It is for this reason that a man
feels ashamed of refusing another upon his first

request, as having never yet given room to en-

tertain a bad opinion of him.. The persons

whom we are ashamed of refusing, are, first,

" those who for some time have sought our ac-

quaintance, and testified a wish to become our

friends ;" for, then it seems that they know us

only by the strikingly good qualities which ap-

pear in us : and hereupon was founded the ele-

gant reply of Euripides to the people of Syracuse.

In the second place, we feel awkward in refusing

p a
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" those whom we for a long time have known,

and who cannot say that they have ever recog-

nised any thing ill in us."

Shame is equally attendant upon the least

token of those things which we have recited, as

upon the things themselves ; for instance : a

man will not only be ashamed of being caught

in bed with certain women, but even of being

suspected thereof. And a man will not only be

abashed on account of having been surprised in

some dishonest act, but also even in being found

speaking of, or meditating it. The same remark

will apply to persons ; as we should not only be

ashamed in presence of those persons whom we

have enumerated, but even of those who report

to them, such as their servants or their friends.

A person, however, does not feel ashamed before

those whose judgment or discrimination, in

matters requiring either, he holds of no account.

A man is not apt to blush for his actions before

children or fools ; nor to be ashamed of the

same things, equally before those with whom he

has an acquaintance of a long standing, and those

who are totally unknown to him. In presence of

our acquaintances we never feel ashamed of any

thing except what is truly censurable ; and with

regard to strangers, whatever shame we may

feel, is in matters dependent purely upon opi-

nion. We now come to
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The Persons liable to feel Shame.

And, first, in this class, we may account

*' those who will have to appear before persons

of that quality, which, according to our ob-

servation, reflects credit and respect among

men." Such also are those with whom wc

either are or wish to be on a reciprocal footing

of esteem ; or from whom we expect some fa-

vour, which we should never obtain, if wc did

not stand well in their regard and opinion of us.

This latter description of persons are again di-

visible into two kinds ; viz.

1. " Those who are present and ocular wit-

nesses of all our actions." Hence, Cydias, upon

the question of sending colonies to Samos, and

apportioning the possessions of its inhabitants,

designing to restrain the Jthenia?is by shame,

and to prevent their coming to any rash or in-

judicious determination upon the subject, be-

sought them, before they emigrated, to represent

to themselves all Greece assembled around them,

and that they would not only hear the judgment

which she would give, but would even see what

was comprised within it.

2. " Those who are so closely our neighbours,

that nothing which we do can escape their

observation.*' For this reason, persons who
have been in elevated fortunes, and have figured

in the world, when they come to decay, avoid

p 3
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by all possible means appearing before those

whom they before treated on terms of equality

and emulation : for, those whom we would emu-

late, and propose as our models, are persons whom
we must esteem. Those will also be subject to this

feeling in whose own persons^ those of their an-

cestors, or others nearly interested with them,

any action or thing is to be met which reflects

dishonour. la a word, we must feel the blush

of shame in matters so affecting persons in whose

honour we have la concern, and whose disgrace

would reflect upon ourselves : such as those

before remarked ; as well as our dependents and

connexions of every denomination ; those in the

habit of using our advice, or those whose masters

we have been.

Shame, in like manner, influences such as

contest rank with their equals : for, it is certain,

that persons of this description are, in many

cases, restrained from doing what they otherwise

would, or stimulated to perform what otherwise

^ they would not have done.

This feeling will also operate on persons, in

a stronger degree than on others, on whom
(something reproachful having happened in their

conduct) there is a necessity imposed of fre-

quently appearing before those who are ac-

quainted with it. This was the reason which

induced the poet Jniiphon, while he was led to

punishment by order of Dionjsius the Tyrant,
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to say to the persons who were to suffer with

him, when he perceived them concealing their

faces on going out of prison :
" What have you,

that yoQ would conceal ? Do you fear lest any

of the present multitude, whose eyes are fixed

on you, should come to-morrow to recognise

you ?'*

We need not go into equal detail upon the

subject of impudencey which can be estimated in

its various bearings by the contrary of what has

been said concerning shame.

CHAP. VII.

Of Benefits.

When we come to explain the nature of these

in their exact definition, we shall easily ascertain

the persons who oblige, the matters wherein

they do so, and the motives whereby they arc

actuated.

Let us suppose then that ** a benefit is that

thing by means of which we say, that a man
who possesses the power of obliging and doing

good, virtually does so towards another in need

of it, not from interested motives, nor the expect-

^ 4
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ation of gain, but merely on account of the

pleasure which he feels in obliging and doing

good towards that person." Here it is to be

observed, that a benefit is considerable in four

points of view: either with reference "to the

persons obliged," if they be in extreme neces-

sity ; to the ** matter conferred," if it be import-

ant or difficult of attainment ; to " the time," if

the obligation be rendered upon certain occa-

sions ; or, finally, " with reference to the person

obliging," if he be the first or only one who has

done a similar thing, or if his proportion in

contributing thereto, exceed that of any other

individual. By the word necessity, or want, we

are to understand all the cravings of the sensual

appetite; and principally those which are im-

patient and troublesome, if not possessing

what they require. Of this latter description

are, the desires of love, those attached to dis-

ease, or situations of peril : for, the man who is

in danger forms some wish in that state, as does

the person in any suffering. For this reason,

those who are pressed by extreme want, or

who are in exile, always look upon the most

trifling succour as a matter of great considera-

tion. We need no illustrative example of this

beyond the small mat which was given in the

Lyceum to him who so much needed it.

In order to render a true gratification, we

should really oblige in those matters which we
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have specified, if not in others either equal or

superior.

Now, since we know the occasions and things

when and wherein to obHge, and the state in

which the obHged party is, if we would im-

press the belief, that one person stands obliged

to another, we need only show, by recourse to

the foregoing means, " That such a person has

been afflicted in a certain way, or pressed by a

certain necessity, and that the party to whom he

is obliged afforded him a certain succour and

consolation in that state." It is equally feasible,

what may be urged, when we would depreciate

a person's kindness, and shake off any obliga-

tion to him : for, it would only be necessary

to remonstrate, " that his past or present acts

proceeded from mere interest;" they never,

therefore, according to the definition, could be

accounted benefits. We might equally remon-

strate, *' That what such a person has done,

is either from chance or constraint ; or, in

case that we have done the same thing for him

before, that it was merely his duty to do so." In

the latter of these cases, it matters not whether

the party be aware of our priority in action, be-

cause, take the matter as he will, it will always

appear as one consideration set against another,

as a loan for a return ; so that, properly speak-

ing, it cannot be termed a benefit. Another

manner of under-rating, or reducing to nothing,
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a person's kindness is, by entering into a caiego^

r'tcal research and examination of the circum-

stances attendant on it, which may be in ques-

^tion : as every obligation or benefit supposes a

thing to have been done, either of such a nature,

at such a time, or in such a place.

As to the signs and tokens merely, which may

lead to a belief that one man has no obligation

to another for what he has done, it is alone need-

ful to show, " that, upon occasions even of more

trivial import, he declined doing the party a fa-

vour, or that he has done the same thing for his

enemies, in quite as great, or even in a superior

consideration." By these means, it will be seen,

that what has been so done, was not from a re-

gard for the person, nor with the intent of obli-

ging him. In the same manner it is competent

to show, ** that whatever he has given, he has

given merely because it was of no value or use

to himself: for, there is no one who will not

grant that he can have no need of what is use-

less, or of no value.*'

So far for benefits and obligations.
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CHAP. VIII.

Of Compassion.

The same arrangement as to the cause, agent,

and necessary condition, with respect to this

passion, shall l)e followed as in the others pre-

ceding. We shall commence upon the suppo-

sition, that " compassion is a troubled emotion

which we feel with regard to any evil which

seemingly menaces a person with utter ruin, or at

least with considerable suffering, though he by

no means merits such an affliction ; upon this con-

dition, however, that the compassionate man

be so situated as to apprehend a similar visita-

tion upon himself, or some one of those with

whom he is connected, as being neither exempt,

nor far removed from its occurrence." The lat-

ter part of the definition is indispensable to the

capacity of feeling pity for another. This is

the reason why men, who are utterly ruined,

and hopelessly wretched, feel no compassion for

others, because they have a conviction that their

present state is the boundary of their suffering,

and therefore they apprehend no further misery.

In like manner v^'ith those who conceive that

they have attained to perfect happiness : for, such

people, far from being compassionate, are com-

monly injurious and overbearing ; and, in fact.
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because they believe that nothing is wanting to

them, they take reason to suppose that no mis-

fortune can befall them. It is no trivial blessing

to be possessed with this idea, as we have in

another place remarked.

With respect to those who believe that they

have reason to fear for themselves that misfor-

tune which they see others suffer, they are,

1. Persons who have already had experience

of, and escaped from, the same disaster.

2. Aged persons, as much on account of their

prudence, as of their worldly experience.

3. All persons of an extremely fearful dispo-

sition, or subject to infirmities.

4. The learned : for they are so far peculiar,

that they are more considerative than others, from

their knowledge of things intrinsically, as well

as by the help of reason.

5. All those who possess the relative ties of

father, mother, wife, child, &c. ; because, in

those cases,, we are nearly concerned on ac-

count of their liability to accidents similar to

those we have already merttioned.

We may except from the preceding class,

those who are addicted to the bold passions

which inspire courage, such as anger and con-

fidence, because such passions never reflect upon

the future.

z. We may except the haughty and overbear-
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ing : for, they never think of the misfortunes

which may befall them.

3. All those who hold a medium between the

two preceding extremes.

4. We may except all those who may hap-

pen to be greatly affrighted ; for, such a state

leaves no room for the entrance of pity, taking

full possession of the mind, and inspiring no

other sensations than its own. In fine, they

will be sensible to the emotions of pity, who
believe that there are good people to be found

in the world ; and he who entertains a contrary

sentiment, far from compassionating the afflic-

tions of others, imagines that all those whom
he perceives in suffering, have only their deserts.

That man will be equally compassionate, who
recollects that the misfortunes which he be-

holds, have already been the lot of himself, or

some of his friends ; or if he be persuaded that

they may possibly, at some future period, befall

either him or them.

Of Things which excite Compassion,

After the definition which has been already

given, no difficulty can arise in ascertaining the

nature of those things which elicit pity from the

human breast. They are as follow :

I. " Whatever carries corruption with it, or

menaces total annihilation."
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a. "Every considerable misery which maybe
attributed to fortune as its source."

Of the former description of things, are death

in its various forms, wounds, pains, and other

bpdily afflictions; old age, disease, and want

of nourishment. As to the evils which have

their origin in fortune, we may first set down,
** that of having few or no friends." Hence,

when persons are torn from the arms of those

whom they love, or with whom they have been

accustomed to live, it is a circumstance which

merits compassion.

2. We may take into the account, deformity,

debility, or mutilation of the limbs.

3. Certain remarkable occurrences: such, for

instance, as when it unhappily turns out for a

person, that, from the quarter whence he ex-

pected good, he has derived nothing but evil;

and this more than once. In the same manner,

our compassion must be awakened, when mis-

fortune acts in such despite towards a person,

that, though he has hopes of a good which will

l?e a sufficient set-ofF against the evil which

oppresses him ; yet it comes only when the

matter is brought to issue, and the evil is al-

ready endured. Such v/as the adventure of

Diopithes*j who was found dead at the very

* I do not well know who this Diofiithes is; whether he be

the Athenian general of whom Demosthenes speaks in his
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moment when the King of Persia's presents were

brought to him.

In fine, our pity will extend to all persons

who have never experienced a blessing in their

lives, or, if any have occurred, are incapable of

enjoying it.

Of Persons whom we compassmiate.

With regard to those who awaken our com-

miseration, we shall begin with " our familiars

and acquaintances ;" provided that they do not

affect us too nearly : for we should then con-

sider their misfortune as our own, and we should

be as sensible to it as themselves. It is told of

Jmasis *, that he did not shed a single tear when

he sq,w his son led to punishment, and that he

wept on beholding one of his friends begging

alms. In point of fact, the latter misfortune

was merely pitiable ; whereas the • former was

frightful and terrific for a father to behold.

third Philippic^ or the famous soothsayer mentioned by Jri'

ttophanes. It is certain, however, that the person alluded to,

having for a long time been extremely necessitous, died at

the critical moment when the Persian monarch sent him

wherewithal to live at ease.

This story is told by Herodotus. It is remarkable that

Ar'utitle should attribute to Amasu what happened to his son

Psamenitus\ he muit either, from \yant of recollection, have

mistaken the one for the other, or, probably, conft'sjed in

other authority than that of Herodotus.
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There is a wide interval between what creates

horror, and what excites pity : the former feeling

not only chases away the latter from the breast,

but even frequently gives rise to an emotion

quite the reverse.

We also compassionate those who are me-

naced with, or on the point of falling into,

some misfortune ; and equally those who are

similar in all respects to ourselves, such as per-

sons of the same age, humour, habit, quality,

or equal birth. In this latter case, we have good

reason to apprehend that their misfortunes may
be ours : for, it is a maxim, that whatever we

stand in apprehension of, lest it should befall

us, is that which excites compassion when it

has befallen others.

Those things alone excite compassion, which wc

see near at hand, or which seem to approach us.

On the contrary, a very distant disaster,—for

instance, one which has occurred a thousand

years ago, or which will not happen for ten

thousand years to come, whether we believe, in

the one case, that it will infallibly occur, or, in

the other, recollect that it has formerly happened,

—an evil of this kind, I say, will either affect

us very little or not at all. From this observa-

tion we may infer,

I. " That all persons whose gestures, voice,

or apparel, have been represented to us, or who

are perfectly held up to our view by imitation.
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will, without comparison, excite more pity than

others ; because, by the illusion, the misfortunes

of such persons are represented as quite near

:

it matters not whether in past or future occur-

rence."

2. *' That the misfortune which has happened

a short time ago, or which is on the eve of oc-

curring, is much more pitiable than others."

3.
*' The same observation will apply to every

token or action whereby it may be known that

such things have really befallen a person : for

example, the bloody garments of a man who has

been killed ; the complaints and language of a

person in extreme anguish ; and whatever ex-

pressions a person afflicted by pain or misfortune

may utter : such as the last words of a man at

the point of death. A man's miseries will be

particularly affecting, if it appear that he has

displayed great virtue, and manifested a perfect

constancy in the midst of his misfortunes. All

these circumstances giving a nearer view of the

thing, we entertain more compassion for the

time, as if it seemed that the person represented

in such a condition, had no other merit than

that of his misfortune; which being so depicted,

will strike our imagination as present to the eye.
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CHAP. IX.

Of Indignation.

This passion is the opposite of the foregoing

one, and may be defined to be, " that displea-

sure which a man feels when he perceives the

prosperity of an undeserving person." Indig-

nation supposes in its votaries a similitude of

jnind and manner; and, equally with pity, ori-

ginates in laudable principles, and good natural

dispositions r for, it is as much the part of a

worthy man to be indignant, and to grudge the

prosperity or honours of an undeserving indi-

vidual, as it would be to entertain commisera-

tion for those who are unmeritedly afflicted.

Whatever befalls a man, without merit or de-

merit on his part, of good or evil, is unjust and

provoking ; wherefore, we even attribute the

feeling of indignation to the gods. It is neces-

sary to forewarn the reader, that envy and in-

dignation should not by any means be sup-

posed as being equally the reverse of pity : for,

though envy as v^^cll as indignation is the effect

of an annoying and unpleasant regret, created

by our perception of another man's prosperity,

yet, in this respect, the former differs from the

latter, that it is not the unworthincss of the in-

dividual, but his equality or competition with
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the eiivious man, which causes the latter to feel

chagrined by that individual's prosperity. Envy

and indignation, however, have this, in common
to both, thai those who are afFccted by either,

are never annoyed by the happiness of any man,

on account of the prejudice or e\ril which it

might entail on themselves, but merely with

reference to the object of their aversion who is

so favoured. If the unpleasant feeling arose

wholly from the apprehension of a man's good

fortune turning to our disadvantage, then it would

be neither envy nor indignation, but pure fear.

Pity and indignation are so far similar, as

that a contrary passion will be the effect of

both : for it necessarily follows, that, ** whoever

feels afflicted by the misfortunes of a man who

merits the contrary, must feel a joy, or, at least,

feel no commiseration for the misfortunes of

those who have merited them.'* For instance,

a worthy man will not be dejected by the

punishment of a parricide or a murderer : such

retribution being that in which the whole com-

munity has reason to rejoice. In like man-

ner, he will not be afflicted in feeling, by wit-

nessing the prosperity and rewards of virtuous

merit; both cases being equally just: but the

latter must more especially contribute to the

joy and satisfaction of a good man, as it will

give him a well-founded reason to hope, " that

what has happened to his like, will happen to

Q z
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himself." The passions which arc opposite to

pity and indignation proceed from bad prin-

ciples and opposite dispositions. The person

who malignantly triumphs in the misfortune of

another is invariably an envious man ; and it is

necessarily a consequence, that whoever afflicts

himself on account of another man's happiness,

must feel rejoiced in its being reversed. Such

a passion is incompatible with pity, and pre-

vents the entrance of such a feeling into the

breast wherever both come in contact : for, they

are mutually repugnant, for the reasons already

stated. A continued state of indignation, equally

with envy, steels the heart against the admission

pf pity,

Objects which excite Lidignaiion,

Taking indignation to be that feeling which

we have just now explained, it will necessarily

follow,

** That all sorts of good fortune befalling

others, are not equally capable of attracting

indignation." For, no one is disposed to be

indignant at, or to take amiss, the happy lot of

a worthy man, whether he be distinguished for

valour, or any other good quality. If it were

otherwise, it would follow, by the rule of con-

traries, that the opposite vices would create

foromiseratjon, which is not the c^se. But wc
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are usually indignant that a man should possess

Wealth or power, who is unworthy of either

:

such things being the actual due and recompense

of worthy men. And indignation is equally ex-

cited by the unworthy possession of such ad-

vantages as nature or circumstance has conferred

on a man at his birth : such as beauty, nobility,

and such-like.

Persons against whom me entertain Indiptation,

As every thing which is of a long standing or

possession in a family, seems in a manner na-

tural to it, and, as it. were, the due of the pos-

sessor, we may conclude, " that, of several

possessing a good of the same quality,—those

who hold it for the shortest period, and yet

arrive, by its means, at places of higher distinc-

tion and trust, will draw down upon them con-

siderably more indignation than others :" be-

cause there will be much more food for vex-

atious remark, in the enrichment of upstarts,

than there would with respect to persons dis-

tinguished time immemorial for their ancestorial

possessions, regularly transmitted to them. We
may in like manner infer, that the same indig-

nation will be felt towards such as within a short

time have been exalted to situations of command,

the possession of power or of friends, who are

within a short period only, happy in their chiU

Q-3
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dren, &c. ; and more particularly if such ad-

vantages have proceeded from others within the

same short period." Mankind with more diffi-

culty endure the authority of upstarts, which is

created by their wealth, than they do that of

persons long noted for opulence. Similar feel-

ings obtain among men, with respect to the date

of other acquisitions newly obtained. Long
possession of a thing seems to confer a legiti-

mate, and, as it were, a peculiar right of pro-

perty : whereas, those who cannot plead it, pass

for usurpers. And, again, that which has never

changed its state is as it should be ; so that, it

is an incitement to our belief, that the possession

of short date is not the property of the pos-

sessor. Furthermore, it is to be remarked, that

all goods, generally speaking, and taking each

in particular, have not been made for all de-

scriptions of persons, nor for the first comer;

in which respect, a certain order and decency is

io be maintained ; for instance : a fine suit of

armour is not so fit for the lawyer as the sol-

dier; nor high connexions so compatible with

the suddenly rich, as with men of illustrious

rank and descent. We may make the following

inferential observations:

" That to see any thing befall an horwurable

or distinguished man, contrary to his merit or

the decorum due to his rank, must excite indig-

nation.'* As also.
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** To see an ignorant or unskilful man, pre-

suming to under-rate another who has more

ability, particularly if both be of the same pro-

fession, and that their contest originated in some

point regarding that profession.'* Hence, Homer

has said of Cehriones the Trojan,

. *' Though brave and daring in th' embattled field,

To stouter Ajsx' arm he soon «hould yield;

But Jove, indignant at th' unequal fight,

Incites the Trojan to a speedy flight."

Indignation must also be roused, " whenever

an inferior pretends to cope with, and refuses to

submit to his superior, in whatever matter it

might occur.'* For instance, if a mere musi-

cian were to attack a professional dispenser of

justice ; as the profession of the former is much
less considerable than the latter. Now to the

PersoTis subject to feel Indignation,

1. And, first, we shall rank " those, who being

endowed with qualities entitling them to some-

thing more elevated and considerable, are co-

alesced in circumstances, with persoRS not pos-

sessing equal merit." For, it is not just that

such persons should feel themselves held in" the

same consideration, and participators in the same

honours, with people wholly dissimilar, and far

inferior to them.

Q-4
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2. We may include " all honourable and

virtuous men," as possessing discrimination of

merit, and not being liable to permit injustice.

3. We may take into the account " the man
of high ambition, who canvasses some employ,

whereby he may acquire worldly credit ; if it

shall happen that such situation be obtained by

another utterly unworthy of it."

4. And also " such persons as believe

themselves deserving the possession of things

which they judge others utterly unworthy of."

In such matters, and against such unworthy per-

<jons, the former will be indignant.

This is the reason wherefore men of base and

servile souls, of disorderly life, and those who

are disaffected to honour, are unacquainted with

the feeling of indignation : for they see nothing

in themselves to induce the belief of their being

fit for any considerable station.

By what has been shown, it is not difHcult to

see at what person's afflictions, misfortunes, or

decayed hopes, we might laugh, or, at least,

for which we may feel no concern ; as the con-

traries of our preceding remarks will fully esta-

blish. If then our discourse be such, as to.

induce a judge's belief, that those who pretend

to the claim of pardon are not only unworthy

of it, but that even all they have put forward

establishes their desert of punishment, it will be

impossible for judgment to be tempered with

mercy or commiseration in their case.
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CHAP. X.

Of Envy.

Of the Persons who are envious.

As envy is nothing more than the chagrin and

displeasure which a man feels upon seeing his

equals apparently enjoy those goods and ad-

vantages which we have remarked ; and not

merely because he is interested in that feeling,

but only because he cannot endure that such

individuals should be in such a condition ; we
must conclude,

1. ** That those who really have, or who be-

lieve that they have, equals in the world, will be

for the most part envious." By eqiials I meaa

persons of similar birth, family, age, profession,

reputation, or property."

2. " Those who are near the attainment of all

which they can possess, are, in general, envious."

Hence it happens, that persons who embark

and succeed in great enterprises, are commonly

envious: because they imagine every thing to

be their due, and that nothing can be given to

others without doing them injury.

3. We may likewise hold those liable to bear

envy, who perceive themselves every where

treated with distinguished honour and respect
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for some commendable quality : particularly if

it be in consideration of their wisdom, or the

extreme prosperity of their fortune."

4. " The ambitious may be included, as being

subject to bear envy extremely beyond the unam-

bitious."

5. *' The same is to be observed of those who

affect to pass for sages ;" as this is the centre of

their ambition.

6. ** That man will be invariably subject to

the feeling of envy, with respect to the object

of which he is passionately desirous, and

whereby he might stamp a value upon himself.'*

:;''7. " Envy will be the never-failing attendant

of meanness and pusillanimity :" for, the mean

man sees every object through a microscope.

Of Things which attract Envy,

Upon this head we have given in our preceding

part a full detail ; for, in fact, whatever a man

wishes to have the glory of excelling in ; those

works, enterprises, or achievements, by which

he seeks to acquire esteem, and wherein his

ambition is centred ; his good fortune, or lucky

occurrences ;—all these are the food of envy.

But this passion is more remarkable in persons

when it applies to things which they ardently de-

sire, to which they lay a proprietary claim, or
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of which they have a little more or less than

other people.

Of Persons who are Objects of Envy,

In the first place, they are persons to whom
one nearly approximates, whether by the circum-

stances of time, place, age, reputation, and

such-like ; and hence the old proverb,

" What a parent says, an envious person says."

In the second place, a man envies those

with whom he disputes rank, as they fall under

the scope of the preceding observation, as be-

ing near to us. For instance : no man envies

another who has been dead a thousand years,

nor those who dwell in the remote parts of the

world : such as the Pillars of Hercules, &c. j nor

those who, in the opinion of other people, or

in our own, pass for our superiors or inferiors in

an extreme degree. And what has been said of

persons applies also to things, wherein either

others have a considerable advantage over us,

or we over them. Now, as a man never con-

tests rank but with a competitor or a rival, or

with persons who aim at and pursue the same

objects, it is clear that such people will be par-

ticularly envious one of the other. Hence

Hesiod's saying with regard to the j)oUers^ already

quoted. Those will be the objects of our envy
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also, who have obtained, without trouble, that

which cost us either considerable difficulty in its

attainment, or which we utterly failed in.

That man will, in like manner, excite our

envy, who has procured for himself certain ad-

vantages, or succeeded in certain things, and

which it will be shameful for us not to have

done equally, by reason of our proximity or

equality with respect to that individual, with

whom such matters will be thus held as peculiar;

for, as this thing creates vexation within us, so it

will infallibly excite our envy. A man likewise

bears envy towards another, if the latter possess

the same things as he does himself, or if he has

obtained them from a person with whom they

were more befitting as to condition of life, or

if the things so possessed by another, formerly

belonged to one's self; and hence the reason why

the old are envious of the young. Finally, those

will be envied who obtain at little cost what others

cannot obtain except at a considerable expense.

From what has been said, it may be clearly seen,

what things give satisfaction to the envious man^

in respect to the persons to whom that satisfaction

is evinced, and, finally, the condition of mind

induced by the operation of this passion ; for, if

the envious man is always afflicted, when the

contrary of what he wishes to befall another has

occurred, he must assuredly triumph when his

wishes are in accordance with what has hap-
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pened. With respect to this passion, the orator

will attempt the same influence upon the judge's

mind, as was«temarked upon the subject of the

.foregoing one.

CHAP. XI.

Of Emulation.

If it be true, " that emulation is a certain un-

pleasant feeling, induced by perceiving our

equals, or those to whom nature has not been so

liberal as to ourselves, obtain those advantages

which raise them into consideration, and which

we might equally have ; and this, not because wc

are anxious that they should possess no such

thing, but because we should be glad of possess-

ing it as well ;" upon this supposition I build

the following conclusion

:

" That emulation is an eqiiltable passion, and

is not to be met with in any but persons of worth

;

whereas envy is a malignant passion, engendered

by a depraved and evil disposition." The man
who is moved by emulation, thinks of nothing

but putting himself in a condition to arrive at

the same honours which his equals enjoy, with-
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out meditating their injury; whereas the envious

man's sole study and endeavour is to dispossess,

or create a loss of what he envies to the person

who is the object of his passion.

Of those Persons who are emulous.

Men who suppose themselves worthy of pos-

sessing advantages which they have not, will be

inclined to emulation ; for the possibility of his

acquiring them is supposed, as no man thinks

himself deserving of that which it is impossible

for him to have. Hence it happens that young

people, and persons possessed of magnanimity,

are very subject to this passion, as are all those

who are in the enjoyment of certain advantages

which should be the peculiar due of meritorious

and worthy men. Of this description are riches,

credit, command, &c. In cases, v^'herein the pos-

sessors believe themselves obliged to become ho-

nourable members of society, by reason of such

enjoyments being apparently due to no others,

emulation is excited for the possession of them.

The same might be said of those whom others

have adjudged worthy of possessing similar ad-

vantages. Finally, all those will evince emula-

tion, whose ancestors, parents, intimates, compa-

triots, or fellow-citizens, have been held in es-

teem for any thing they have done. For they

regard such circumstances as so much domestic
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property, and equally look upon themselves as

deserving it.

0/ Things which create Emulation,

If those advantages which confer worldly con-

sideration and honour, deserve the feeling of

emulation with respect to them, it is, in the

first place, necessary, " that all the virtues be

of this quality."

Secondly, " Whatever Is useful to others, or

puts us in a way of doing good, must inspire

emulation ;" for, the virtuous and the beneficent

are particularly honoured.

Finally, ** Emulation must be created with re-

spect to every advantage which is not confined in

its enjoyment to those to whom it belongs, but

even extends to their neighbours ;" for instance,

riches and also beauty, in a much superior degree

to health.

Persons who are Objects of Emulation.

These will be commonly such persons as have

equal or similar advantages to those which

we have remarked ; as valour, wisdom, high

rank, &c. ; he who possesses the last-mentioned

advantage, can render obligations to a great part

of the community. We may include in the list

of those whom men would emulate, great cap-

tains, celebrated orators, and such-like. A person
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feels also inclined to emulate that man whom the

greater part of the world would wish to resemble,

to be honoured with his acquaintance or his

friendship ; as also persons of distinguished es-

teem amongst men in general, or with ourselves

in particular ; those whose names have been ce-

lebrated in verse, or who are the ordinary theme

of panegyric. For the same reason that we feel

emulation with regard to such persons, we feel

contempt for such as possess qualities diametri-

cally opposite ; for in its nature contempt is the

opposite of emulation. Hence, it follows, that

whoever is so situated as either to emulate ano-

ther or be emulated by others, will treat with

contempt all those who possess vices, or qualities,

contrary to those excellent and distinguishing

advantages which inspire emulation. In fact,

we every day see people despised whom fortune

has loaded with her gifts, merely because there i^

nothing remarkable in them, of any consideration

beyond what fortune has bestowed.

So far as to the means which the persuasive

orator should employ in raising or appeasing the

storm of the passions.
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OF HUMAN MANNERS.

CHAP. XIL

The natural Disposition and Humour of the Young,

We now come to treat of personal dispositioti,

whether with regard to influencing passions of

contracted habits, with respect to age or fortune.

By the passions, I mean anger, concupiscence, and

such-like, of which we have just spoken ; and by

habits^ I mean those virtues and vices which we
have remarked in that place where we have

shown *' all those things to which each man in

particular, is determined, and which he does with

most will and inclination."

The different ages of life are three—^}'outh,

manhood, and old age. Under the terra o^for-

tune I comprehend birth, large possessions, au-

thority, &c with the opposites of each; in a

word, good and bad fortune.

Young people are commonly addicted to plea-

sure and sensualities, finding no difficulty, when the

satisfaction of their passions or inordinate concu-

piscence is in question. But of all the pleasures

which they seek, there is none to which they arc

more addicted than to sensual pleasures, which

R
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SO far subjugate their minds as to create excessive

enjoyments. Added to this, they are so extremely

fickle, as even to be tired of those things which

they have most ardently desired : the reason is,

that their wishes are, for the most part, rather

acute and pressing, than of real importance or

duration ; so that they perfectly resemble the

thirst of a peevish patient. Young persons are

likewise very subject to the passion of anger, in

which it is generally to be apprehended, if they

follow its horrid dictates, that their indulgence

will be boundless* Their easy subjection to this

passion arises from their eager attachment to ho-

nour, which prevents them from enduring the

least contempt. Wherever they apprehend being

in the least offended, they immediately manifest

their resentment. But not only are they enamoured

of honour, but still more passionately of triumph ;

fotf, youth is so far peculiar, that it revels in self-

excellence and superiority.

So far, persons in the youthful state of life are

praiseworthy, that they prefer honour or victory to

the enjoyment of wealth; and in fact, so little arc

they affected by pecuniary motives, that they al-

most disregard money, never having experienced

any peculiar necessity in that way, as may be seen

in the apothegm of F'tttacus against Amphiaraus.

Another good quality of young people is, that

they are not malicious, but frank and simple, in-
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asmuch as they have not had experience in the

wicked ways of life. They are also very credulous,

because they are unacquainted with deception.

Their hopes, in like manner, are built upon the

most airy foundations, as, by reason of their warnt

blood, nature produces the same eifect upon them,

as wine upon an intoxicated man; and also be-

cause, if they have been disappointed, they have

not the practical benefit of being frequently so. A
young person lives almost his entire tim6 in hope,

because, as hope regards what is to come, and

memory what has passed, when they look through

the medium of the one, they find an extended

prospect before them ; whereas their term of life

seems very short, if viewed through a recollec-

tion of the past. Hence they build all their

hopes and self-promises upon futurity, while they

hold the past as nought, and in as little recollec-

tion as if it were, in a manner, the commence-

ment of their existence. This is the source of the

numerous deceptions which are practised upon

youth, as it is easy to amuse them with illusive

hopes. Young people are also valiant-hearted—

a

quality to which they are excited, not only by

that anger to which they are subject, but also

by a facility of hoping and believing, that they

will be successful in every thing. For, on one

side, anger banishes fear; and on the other, hope

gives assurance to the mind, which is all that is

necessary for the possession of a bold spirit.

R 2
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Young persons are liable to the passion of-

shame ; for, as their ideas of honour and of what

is commendable, are bounded only by what they

have learned from ordinary education and habit,

their judgments are formed only upon that crite-

rion. The season of youth is also remarkable for

generosity and magnanimity, being as yet removed

from that humiliation which results from the mis-

fortunes of life, and the knowledge of necessity }

besides which, magnanimity consists in esteem-*

ing one's self capable of performing great things,

which is peculiar to those who believe that they

ought to hope fox every thing ; a peculiarity, a^

we have shown above, perfectly natural to youth.

Youth is generally commendable for preferring

honour to advantage ; which a young person does,

because he lives more after the dictates of cus-

tom, than those of reason : the latter has uti-

lity for its object; whereas virtue, upon which

custom is founded, takes what is honourable (o^

its scope. In youth, more than at any other

period, one cherishes friends and acquaintances

;

which arises fronx the peculiar sociality of this

season, as also from its rejecting the consider^

atlons of self-interest, which is by no means ^

standard with young persons in the choice of a

friend.

The faults to which young people are liable,

are, notwithstanding the precept of Chtlo, roucU

grosser than those of others ; for in every thing
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which they do there is an excess, as well in their

attachments as in their aversions. A young

person's presumption is so great, that he believes

he knows every thing, and there is nothing

which he will not assert as truth ; this is, con*

sequently, an excess. When young people of-

fend, it is always more with an intention of af-

fronting than of doing an injury. They are so

far to be pitied, that they entertain a better opi-

nion of the world than they ought, for, they iftia-

gine every other person as little depraved as them-

selves; so that when they see a man suffering,

they are commonly disposed to believe that he

does not deserve it. Finally, young people are

good-humoured, and fond of laughter; whence

it happens that they are also addicted to raillery,

which is nothing more than a certain pretty man-

ner of saying vexatious things without offend-

ing against decorum.

CHAP. xiir.

Of the Disposition of the Old,

As to old persons, and such as have lost their

wonted vigour, their manners are particularly

opposite to those of the young. For, having

R 3
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lived a long time, and having been frequently

deceived, as well as mistaken, in things wherein

they supposed they should better succeed than in

others ; in a word, since most things which they

do turn out disadvantageous, they are so diffi-

cult in confidence, that they find fault with every

thing.

The usual language of the old is, " I think,**

as though they knew nothing for certain; and,

" We must see," or, ** It may turn out well;"

because they are irresolute in every thing wherein

they are concerned. Through an apprehension

of involving themselves in false assurances, they

are cautious of more extended expressions. Old

people are also malignant, because they con-

stantly take things in bad part, and judge ill of

every thing. They are likewise suspicious, on

account of their great mistrust, and they are mis-

trustful, because they are experienced. What
they love they do not love to excess ; and for the

same reason, in conformity with the precept of

BiaSy whomsoever they hate, they do not much

detest ; as if the object of their hatred were one

day to become that of their affection, and vice

versa. Old people are likewise mean and dege-

nerate, on account of having been frequently

humbled and deba§ed by the calamities of life.

Their wishes do not extend to what is great or

superfluous, and are bounded by necessaries alone,

and such things as they cannot trespass in. They
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are also ilirberal and avaricious, because property

being a necessary of life, they know from expe-

rience, how difficult it is to procure, and how
easy to lose it. The old are, in like manner, so

timid, as to be apprehensive of every thing ; in

which respect their temperament is quite oppo-

site to that of youth, which is warm in the ex-

treme, while that of the aged is freezingly cold.

Old age may be called the usher of fear into the

world, as that passion is nothing more than a

chilled temperament.

Old people are strongly attached to life, parli-

cularly when they approach its close ; and this, be-

cause it is the nature of desire to incite towards

things which are absent, or not in our possession;

and it is matter of common observation, that the

more abridged or necessitous we are in any thing,

the more we covet its possession. They have also

this defect, that they incessantly complain, even

more than they have reason for, which denotes a

mean spirit. In whatever they do, they consult no-

thing so much as their interest ; and with respect

to honour, their peculiarity of self-love prevents

them from being much troubled concerning it.

Between what is honourable and what is useful,

this difference may be observed ; that the former

is an absolute good, whereas the latter is merely

a good to the individual agent.

Old people too are liable to a deficiency in shame,

for, as they commonly attend much more to pro-

R 4
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iitthan,to honour, they set little value upon

public opinion, provided their affairs thrive. It

is difficult to make them hope for any thing, on

account of their experience, for they know that

most things being bad, imagination of success

outstrips the reality : this comes in proof of their

timidity. They live more on memory than on

hope, because the remnant of their lives is in-

considerable, when compared with what has pass-

ed: this is the reason why old age is so loquacious;

for so great is the pleasure of their recollections,

that they never cease talking of whatever they

have formerly seen or done. With respect to their

anger, it is pointed and sharp, but never strong

;

and as to their other passions, one half has al-

ready forsaken them, and the remaining half is

debilitated.

The old are not to be considered as people

who desire, or trouble themselves about the

pleasures of life: but as attached to, and

wholly swallowed up in, their passion for gain.

Deceptive judgments are often formed with re-

spect to an aged person, with whom the insensi-

bility to which impotence has reduced him, passes

for a virtuous temperance. Old men invariably

become the devoted slaves of money, when they

lose those violent desires by which they were

oppressed in their youth. They diverge from

custom and the ordinary habits of acting, doing

aaothing except in conformity with their particu-
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lar maxims and modes of reasoning w^ich are

fettered by interest or utility ; whereas custom,

which predominates with youth, is not far from

virtue. When an old man offends, it is ra-

ther with the design of maliciously injuring ano-

ther, than of offering a bravado or an affront.

In one respect they are to be pitied, but on quite

a different ground from youth, for the latter al-

ways give way to the feeling of compassion, from

real humanity, and a good natural disposition

;

whereas the old never do so but through weak-

ness ; which prevails in them to such a degree, that

they never see another man's misfortune without

imagining themselves on the eve of experiencing

a similar one ; which, as before observed, is a

principal motive to compassion. Hence also their

continual complaints, ill-humour, and aversion

to mirth ; for, nothing is so contrary to a mirth-

ful and joyous disposition, as eternal crabbedness

and complaint.

Now, as old men are so constituted that they

listen to, and are persuaded by those who appear,

from what they say, to possess' similar disposi-

tions or sentiments with themselves, it is easy to

perceive what address must be employed in in-

fusing that characteristic into our discourse.

Of the Mamiers of a grown Man,

A man just arrived at perfect maturity, neither

confides too much in himself, which would be
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audacity, the vice of young persons ; nor does

he entertain that too great self-apprehension

which is peculiar to the old. His course is a nne-

dium between both, under the guidance of worldly

propriety. He will not indifferently believe all

descriptions of persons, nor will he mistrust the

whole world; but will rather examine every thing

virtually, and decide according to the truth. He
will not pique himself so much upon honour, as

to neglect his own interest, but will attend to

both in an equal degree. He has this good qua-

lity, that on the one side he will not incline to

avarice, nor on the other to extravagance, but

will do things with a propriety adapted to his

condition. He will be equally attentive in im-

posing restraints upon his anger and his desires ;

a moderation in which is so reasonable, that it

does not induce any deficiency in the duties of a

spirited man ; and his courage will be conducted

in such a manner, as to insure praise for its mo-

deration. Now those qualities are separate in

the two other stages of life; for, if the young man

be valiant, he is also more frequently debauched

and led astray by his passions : and if the old

man be temperate, he is faint-hearted and timid.

The man of mature vigour combines the good

qualities of youth and age, and corrects the ex-

cesses in the one, as he does the deficiencies in

the other ; so as to produce a mean of action

which will secure commendation. It may be
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observed, that full bodily vigour commences from

the age of thirty to thirty- five years. As to the

mind, it continues in force to the age of forty-

nine years, or thereabouts.

CHAP, XV.

Of the Disposition of Nobles,

We are now to speak of those advantages of

fortune tvhich give rise to a change in the dispo-

sitions of men; and shall commence with nobility.

This rank renders those who hold it in society

much more ambitious than other men ; for man-

kind are so constituted as to desire an augmenta-

tion of whatever they may already possess ; and

as nobility is a certain honour derived from an-

cestry, it is not to be wondered that nobles should

seek to be even greater than they are.

This rank possesses the bad quality of inclining

those who hold it, towards a contempt for others,

especially those who derive either title or office

from their fathers, or who are esteemed for si-

milar considerations. For, as the duration of

such distinctions in a house is more honourable

than if they were newly created, so they lead

the possessors to plume themselves the higher

upon them.
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There is a wide difference between a man who

is simply nohle, and one who has not degenerated

:

the former owes every thing to birth, and the

virtue of ancestry; but the latter is fer more

considerable of himself, in not having de-

viated from the virtuous path of his progenitors,

and in maintaining their lustre by his own per-

sonal excellencies. This latter character is not

very frequent among those who pique themselves

most upon their nobility ; in whom, for the most

part, there is nothing elevated or worthy of ho-

mage, to be remarked.

Great men in general are unfortunate \u not al-

ways giving to the world, successors who resemble

them, as it does not invariably happen that the best

lands produce the most excellent fruits. When a

lineage is good, it for some time commonly pro-

duces persons of rare and distinguished merit

;

after which it degenerates into a contrary produce.

Thus we see people of the most exalted minds,

and finest understandings, after a certain time

giving to the world a succession of either fools or

madmen, witness the children of Alcihiades and

those of the elder Dionysius of Syracuse ; the pos-

terity of Qmon, of Pericles, and of Socrates,
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CHAP. xvr.

Of the Disposition of the Rich,

These are, in the first place, insolent and haugh-

ty, on account of their great possessions, which

they consider as the boundary of their wishes,

and entitling thero to set up for extraordinary

consideration ; for, as riches seem to comprise

within them the price of all other things, they

suppose that there is nothing which their money

will not purchase.

The wealthy are attached to luxurious and de-

licate living, and are so insufferably vain as to

be ever talking of what they either have, or are

to have. They love delicacies on account of

the luxury in which they live, as well as to

show that they can indulge in whatever expen-

diture of maintenance they^ please. They arc

full of arrogance and ostentation, because they

are accustomed to attach themselves to those

things they love, and which are alone esteemed

by them ; for they suppose every one else to be

of the same disposition, with respect to an ardent

attachment for the same things. This in fact

they have some reason to believe, since there are

80 many people to be found who are every day

obliged to solicit the rich. Hence arose what

kas been said by Simonides with regard to the rich
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and the learned ; for when King Hiero's wife

asked of him, '* Which of the two he thought

most desirable, riches or learning ?" he replied,

** Riches ; because we every day see," said the

philosopher, '* none but learned men wailing in

the portals of the rich.'* That this description of

men are arrogant, is proved by tlitir commonly

imagining that no one is more worthy of praise

than themselves; because they possess that which

bestows the quality of being worthy to command
others.

In fine, to give a faithful portrait of a rich

man, figure to yourself a fool at his ease, with

all his wishes satisfied. The manners of those

who are newly enriched, are more subject to great

blemishes and general defects than are those of

persons who have long been wealthy. To say,

that a man is newly rich, is as if one were to

say that he knew not yet the use of his money.

It rarely happens that the rich man ofTends ma-

liciously ; he rather affronts from caprice, sen-

suality, or insolence ; for instance, he may or-

der one man to be soundly flogged, or he may

lie with another's wife.
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CHAP. XVII.

Of the Disposition of great Personages.

It is no difficult matter to develope the man-

ners which are peculiar accompaniments of power,

since they are partly the same as we have attri-

buted to riches, with this exception, that power

has other qualities much superior. Persons of

authority and high office are more attached to

honour, and display, in their manners, something

greater and more noble than the rich ; for, as

they know their capability of doing great things,

they form no designs which are not proportionate

to their power. We do not so frequently observe

the great men of a state living in that indolence

which characterizes the rich, as being obliged to

attend the discharge of their high functions, for

the support and preservation of their credit. Their

mode of copverse is not perplexing, but rather

inclined to familiarity; they act with a certain air,

which is more majestic than proud or haughty :

for they display modesty with a good grace, inso-

much as they know that they are elevated far

above other people. Their manner of acting is

nothing more than a certain gravity which befits

them personally, and borders not on affectation.

There must be, however, great caution observed
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in offending the great ; for, when they disoblige,

it is not in trifles, but in matters of importance.

Let us now see what is

The Disposilion of Persons in high Prosperity.

With respect to this happy state, wherein For-

tune, it seems, has taken pleasure to giv'e evfery

thing within her power, the manners which ao-

company it, are the same with those which we
have already remarked, particularly in regard to

nobility, riches, and power ; since these three ad-

vantages apparently comprise the most important

gifts of Fortune ; there being Jipthing more in her

power to add, if it be not a happy and flourish-

ing lineage, together with whatever seems to

embellish or content the body. People of this

condition are generally insatiable of glory ; and

extremely inconsiderate, like persons who trust

every thing to fortune. One good quality, how-

ever, they possess, which is, in some manner,

their attachment to, and reverence of, the gods,

which they consider to be their duty, on account

of the great blessings which they have received

from them, through the liberality of fortune.

So far for the manners by which the distinctions

of age and fortune arc characterized; of some

shades, such as the poor and the extremely mi-

serable, we have omitted to speak, because an ar-

gument on those points will be established by the

reverse of the observations which have been made.
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Otfier Places, and Proofs^ tvhich are common

to the THREE Kinds o/" Rhetoric*

CHAP, xviir.

A summary Recapitulation upon the Necessity of those

Places hitherto estahlished*

Every discourse which is delivered with a view

to persuasion, is of no other use, and has no

other end, than to incite the hearer to offer his

judgment upon the subject matter which is laid

down for it. For, any thing, with which we are well

acquainted, or which has passed our judgment,

has no need of being urged in persuasion, or

spoken of. This it is easy to prove, by each

of the three divisions of rhetoric, as well as by

fact. In deliberation, the hearer is not only a

judge in matters of importance, which are pub'

licly treated of, but even in every particular case

and instance; whether a person in his conver-

sation with another, persuades him to do a cer-

tain thing, or dissuades him in any respect, as is

the case with whoever remonstrates with or ex-

horts another to apply himself to some action.

It must not be imagined, that having merely

ta> do with an individual, will detract from
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Ills quality of judge ; since, in fact, every man

whom another persuades, is always the judge of

that which is the subject of persuasion.

The same observation applies to judiciary rhe-

toric, whether the subject be a defence against a

party personally, or whether it be the investigation

of something which has been invented, because in

the latter case it is not less necessary to establish

our own opinions well in refutation of contrary

reasoning, than it is in the former. Finally, this

remark is equally applicable to demoTistrathe rhe-

toric, and to discourses which are delivered, either

vipon the subject of eulogy or censure ; for,

though here the auditor has no interest in what

he listens to, merely for his gratification, the

nature of the discourse which he hears, is such,

that the orator seems to address him as he would

a judge. Respecting the hearer, we may how-

ever assert, that, properly speaking, no man is a

judge unless he who is acquainted with the civil

matters which are disputed, and on which he has

to decide: for, it is only in courts of justice, and

great deliberative assemblies, that things are

closely examined, and the truth is investigated.

In these two cases, and more particularly in deli'-

berative matters, it is highly important for the

orator to pass as a man of honour and pro-

priety; and since he could not accomplish this

without making his manners conform to those

ot the state wherein he speaks, for that reason.
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when speaking of deliberative rhetoric, I have

treated of those manners which are peculiar to,

and proper for each description of states ; so that

I do not hesitate as to the clearness of the method

or means which the speaker should employ in

impressing a favourable opinion of himself, and

adapting his manners to the auditory which he

addresses.

Besides, as each of the three kinds has a sepa-

rate end and object; and as particular /)A2^<?j' have

been given, wherein may be found all the pro-

positions and opinions which orators apply or

make use of in proof, whether of forensic plea,

eulogy, or matter deliberated; in fine, as what-

ever regards personal manners, and the ad-

dress of displaying them in one*s discourse, has

been fully explained ; nothing further remains

than to speak of the matter, and of the places

• which are common to all the kinds of rhetoric.

Place q/" Possibility".

With respect to the first place or topic which

concerns an inquiry into what is possible or other-

wise,' we may be assured that the orator will be

at a loss for proofs: some, for instance bar-

pleaders, having a continual necessity for show-

ing whether certain things have happened or been

done; others, as debaters, having to demon-

strate that a thing will be done, or will infallibly

happen.

8 2
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Place of More and Less.

With regard to the second f>lace, which in-

Gfuires into the magnitude or unimportance of any

thing, I take it for granted, that it is a matter

neither less common nor less necessary to each

kind of rhetoric than the foregoing. Every ora-

tor, whether his subject be persuasion or dissua-

sion, accusation or defence, encomium or cen-

sure, always uses amplification, sometimes in

making a thing appear greater, and at other

times less than it really is. After these matters

are explained, we will descant on enthym^ms in

common, and on examples^ that we may discharge

what we have promised, and complete the de-

sign, with which we first set out. As to the two

common placesf of which we have just spoken, am-

plification, it is to be observed, more necessarily

applies to demonstrative rhetoric, as has already

been shown. The place of possthilitj is divided

mto two parts, and embraces two divisions of

time, the past and the future.

The first part which furnishes proofs whether

a thing has passed or not, properly applies to the

judiciary rhetorician's province ; and the othcr,^

which assigns conjectures upo-n the future, and

goes to investigate whether a thing v/ill or will

not happen, is peculiarly useful, and appropriate

to the d^^liberative branch of the art.
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CHAP. XIX.

Places, tvherehy to know whether a Thing is possible

or impossible.

To prove the possibility of any thing, a person

may reason thus

:

1. " That of two contraries, if one be, or

can be done, the other will have an equal claim

to possibility." For instance, if a man has been

able to recover his health, he has been equally

enabled to lose it. Such is the nature of contra-

ries, that, even in their peculiar quality as such,

any subject which has the power of admitting

one will always be empowered to admit the other.

2. " That of two things which are similar, if

opc be possible, the other will be the same."

3. " If that which is more difficult can be

done, that which is more easy can also be

achieved.^*

4. " If a person can do a thing very well ox

very beautifully, he can equally do it in a simple

manner ;" for, it is easier to build a plain house,

than an elegant mansion.

5. " If the beginning of any thing can be

done, so can the end ;" because, what is perfectly

impossibly cannot ever have either existence or a

5 5
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beginning; for instance, if one would find for

the diameter of a square, a measure which should

be coramon to it with the sides of the same square,

he would seek what never has been nor ever will be.

6. " If the end of any thing can be accom-r

plished, so can the beginning ;" because nothing

in this world is done without beginning some-

where.

7. *' If one thing, which, in the order of being

or generation, is posterior to another, can be

done, so can that which is prior ;" for instance,

** If a man can have existence, so can a child ;'*

because we roust pass through the stage of in-

fancy, in order to arrive at that of manhood. And
reciprocally, " If a child can exist, so can a man;'^

for, infancy is the first means whereby we reach

the age of maturity.

8. " Whatever we naturally love, and desire

to .possess, is possible ;" for, in general, no one

cither loves or desires an impossibility.

_g. " Whatever serves as an object to any art

or science, can exist or be done."

10. " A thing may be done in regard to us, if

the persons possessing the address and power re-

quisite for doing it, be such, as we can force,

or at least engage to do so, by our persuasion.'*

In order to our being so circumstanced, we must

either have advantage over them in point of mind,

gr they must be our dependents or friends.

11, '^ If a thing can be done in its parts, it
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can also in its total, and vice versa." For, the

person who can make the upper leather, quar-

ter, and sole of a shoe, can make a pair of shoes;

and he who can make a pair of shoes, can make

the parts of it.

12. " If a kind of any thing can be done, so

can its species, and vice versa;'' for, if a man can

build a ship, he can build a *ialley, and he who

_
can build a galley, can build a ship.

13.'^* Of two things vvhic^i are relative, and

mutually regarding each otber, if one can be

done, so can the other j
' for instance, if the

double of any thing may be performed, so mayi^

the half, and vice versa.

14. " Whatever can be done without prepa-

ration or art, can, a fortiori ^ be done, when great

care and art have been expended upon it.'*

Hence Agatho has said, /

" From chance what numerous consequences -spring

!

iut art alone presides in every needful thing."

,15. *' If a thing can be done by persons either

far inferior, or who possess neither skill nor

judgment in comparison with others ; with much

stronger reason, will it be done by those who are

remarkable for the contrary qualities." It was in

this sense that /yo^/Y//^^ said, *' It would be very

strange if such a man as EutJiymus could learn

any thing, which he himself was not capable of

inventing."

* 4
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In order to prove impossibilities, we must

make use of positions the reverse of the fore-

going. We now come to those places whichjcacj

us

How to know whether a Thing has or has not heen

done.

In respect to the knowledge of past occurrences,

a man may thus reason :

1. ** That if a thing, which is not of such na-

tural facility as another, has been capable of being

done ; the one of greater facility will, without

doubt, be equally so."

2. ** If that whicl^ has been used to be

done only posterior to another, has been done

;

whatever is usually done prior to another, will

also be capable of accomplishment." For in-

stance, it is correct to say, that whoever has for-

gotten a thing which he knewj, h^s fprmerly

learned it.

3. " If a man has wished to do any thing,

and he has been able to do it, he has unques-

tionably done it ;'* for, there is no prevention to hi^

action, when the will and abilfty concur.

4. " The same nriay be said with respect to a

man who has wished to do a thing when nothing

external has prevented him."

5. '^ As also, if, being able io do it, he has

put himself in a passion upon that account'*
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6. *' And equally, if he has desired, and been

afterwards able to do it." For, most commonly,

men are borne to those things which they desire,

if they be enabled to attain them; the vicious

being led away by their passions, and the virtuous

by the pleasure and content which they derive

from doing good.

7.
** We may also advance, that a thing has

been done, if every proper disposition has been

made for that purpose, and any person has

been perfectly prepared to do it ;" for, there is

a probability that the man who makes prepara-

tions for doing a thing, will not recede from

his intention.

8. " We may make the same assertion re-

specting every thing else, if that, which, from

its nature, ought to precede it, or be a cause of

it, has been done." For example, if there has

been lightning, we may say there has been

thunder; and if a man has been compelled to

^o a thing, it has been assuredly done.

9. ^* By cpntraries, it may be asserted, that if

things, which ought not to be but posterior to,

pr as the usual consequences of others, have been

^one, that which is a precedent or a cause will

equally be so ;** for example : if there has been

thunder, it may be said that there has been light-

ning; and, if a man has done any thing, we
may assert, that he has not done it without
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having previously undergone some trouble, or

done his utmost in accomplishing it.

With respect to the quality of those proposi-

tions which I have adduced, some of them prove

by necessity, aud others merely by probability.

"The contraries of these last places will esta-,

blish proofs cf a thing not having been done.

Our next object is.

To know ivhen a Thing wiU happen.

Upon the subject of futurity, the conjectures

which may be drawn, are founded upon the

propositions which have been just recited.

1. *Mf a man has the will and ability to do

any thing, he will assuredly do it."
*

2. ** His action will be ef|ually certain, if he'

d^Shrtfit; and the motives which incite him be

anger, conjointly with his power or his interest."

3. •* We may calculate, that every thing on

the point of being done, or which is going for-

ward, will certainly be done ;" because, com-

monly, the things which are so conditioned, are'

done rather tlian those which are not so : as the

one has more the appearance of what will hap-

pen than the other.

4. " The same may be said of whatever has

not been used to be done, except in posterior

order, to certain things, if that which is usually
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prior, already exists." For instance : if the

weather be cloudy, it will most probably rain.

5. " If a thing, which never is done but be-

cause of another, be done, apparently, that for

which it is done, will be so in like manner."

For example : if the foundation of a house has

been laid, the house itself will not be a long

time in erecting. Let us now turn to

The common Place oj- More or Less.

As to what concerns the greatness or littleness

qi ^^ thing, aufHcient has been already said;

for, in the deliberative part, we have assigned

places whereby a judgment may be formed not

only of the importance of any good whatever,

but also of tljose which, in comparison, with

others, ought to be rejected as inferior, or pre-

ferred as superior. On this account, and as

each of the rhetorical divisions has for its end

some certain good ; for instance, either ut'iliiy^

justice^ or propriety \ it is clear that, whatever

subject is to be treated, and which requires the

use of amplification, no other positions need be

consulted than those already given. Whoever

\yould go beyond them, and pretend to outdo

what has been said upon greatness in general,

as well as whatever can render one good supe-

rior in advantage to another, would assume use-

Jess airs, and give himself unnecessary trooble.
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In common usage, it is much better to adhere

to one's subject, and be restrained by particulars^

than to run into general matter.

CHAP. XX.

Of Example.

We have hitherto spoken of those proofs

which are separately appropriate to each of the

rhetorical divisions ; let us now speak of such

as are common to the three together. Of these

general proofs there are two, enthymem and ex-

ample \ for, a sentence, which is but part of an

enthymem, cannot be ranked among the proofs.

And, first, we shall speak of example, which is

similar to induction : indeed, the latter is the

commencement of the former.

Example is of two kinds. The first is,

when a person alleges in proof, things which

have really happened ; the second is, wl>en we

have recourse to, Action ^r\d invention. Of
the latter there are again two species ; the

one called parable, and the other fable : such as

jEsoj>*s, and the Jfrican Fables, 1 shall give
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as nearly as possible an insight into the necessary

construction of a true example, by supposing,

that some one had to prove to the Greeks, " That

it would be their interest to oppose the designs

of the Persian King, and to prevent his be-

coming master of Egypt.'*

In the first place, he should state, "that Darius

entertained no views upon Greece until he had pre-

viously subjugated Egypt ; and, that, so soon as

the latter country was in his possession, he imme-

diately turned his arms against the Greeks.** He
might equally aver, " that X^r^^j attempted no en-

terprise against Greece, until he became master of

Egyp, which when he did, he marched a powerful

army into Greece {' and the orator should thus

conclude :
** So that, it cannot be doubted, that

if the Persian can once accomplish his design,

he will do as the two former monarchs did

;

and, for this reason, countrymen, ye should

not permit him to possess Egypt.**

Of Parable.

This is a manner of proving things very qomi*

monly used by Socrates. It may be instanced

thus : If a person had to show, <^ that the ma-

gistrates should not be appointed by lot," he

would say, *' It is the same as if a man en-

gaged in conducting a wrestling-match, instead

of choosing the most expert, should put the
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matter to the drawing of lots, and take the

first who came.'* Or he would say, " that it

was the same as if the master of a ship, stand-

ing in need of a pilot, and wishing to pro-

cure one, should make all his sailors cast lots for

the situation, instead of selecting from the crew

the most skilful and experienced mariner."

Of Fable.

Ofthis we may judge by a similar production

of Siesichorus against Phalaris, or of j^sop's for

the magistrate. The fable of Stesichorus is this :

The philosopher, perceiving that the Himerians

had not only elected Phalaris their general

with full powers, but that they were also pre-

, pared to give him body-guards, after having

.remonstrated with them on the fault which they

icommitted, spoke as follows

:

" The horse formerly had an entire meadow

to himself. A stag having one day entered

it, and trampled the hay, the former went in

quest of man, and proposed to him, if there

-were no other means, that both should unite

• in making- the stag repent of what he had

done. The man consented, provided the horse

would endure the bit, and permit him to mount

upon him, furnished with a bow and arrows.

Whh this the horse complied; and it happened,

that, instead of the stag being punished, the
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horse perceived himself in complete subjection,

and has ever since been forced to perform ser^

vices for man. Himfrians l" said Stesichorus,

** be careful that, in wishing to take vengeance

on your enemies, it does not happen to you as

it did to the horse. You have already taken the

bit, in having elected a general with full power;

but if to that you add body-guards, and permit

him io mount you, be assured that you have

seen the last day of your liberty, and that you

must acknowledge Phalaris as your master."

In like manner, ^sop^ being employed at Samos

upon the defence of one of the chief magistrates

in that island, whom the people were going to

condemn to death for extortion, made use of the

following fable :

** A fox, once, in crossing a river, fell into a

pit, whence not being able to extricate himself, he

remained there a considerable time in great suffer-

ing, on account of some troublesome flies which

had fastened on him, and were stinging him on

all sides. A hedgehog was passing that way, and

perceiving him in this condition, was much af-

fected, and asked of him whether he should drive

away the flies which incommoded him. The

fox thanked him for his kind intentions, but

requested him not to meddle with them. The

hedgehog, in amazement, wished to know the

reason. ' Because,* said the fox, * these flics are
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* already satiated, and are no longer annoying i<y

* me ; but if you drive them away, other hungry

* ones will succeed them, and suck up the little

* blood which I have left.* People of Samos,**

added JEsop, " what I have said of the fox may
this day be said of you. The man whom you wish

to condemn, guilty though he is, is at present so

situated that he can do you no further injury

;

because he is rich, and full of possessions ; but,

if you put him to death, others will come in

his place, who will be poor, and who, to enrich

themselves, will, by their robberies, exhaust

your entire treasury."

Use of the Fable and of Example,

The occasion wherein fables are more in point,

and employed with the <5reatest success, is in

popular addresses, and in debates, upon great

questions. They have this advantage over ex-

ample, that it is difficult to find in history cir-

cumstances perfectly relevant to what we would

wish to prove, whereas a fable is easily invented

;

and in order to this, nothing more is neces-

sary than to draw a parable, which any man
may do, who knows in what resemblance con-!

sists, a thing by no means difficult to the least

profkicnt in philosophy.

Ifxample, however, surpasses fable in this
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tespect, that its proofs^ which are founded upon

the truth of history^ and the decided allegation of

events, are of much greater effect in deUberation

and more appropriate to persuasive oratory. This

happens on account of the great resemblance be-

tween all occurrences, inasmuch as it may be

said, that the past is commonly a presage of the

future, and that nothing almost is done now-a-

days, which was not formerly done.

With respect to the use of examples, it is to

be observed, that if we have no enthymems but

merely exaniples in proof, we must use the latter

instead of the former, and give them a value as

if they were so many demonstrative and con-

vincing proofs. But if we have enthymems, ex-

amples must give way to their use, and only be

applied, as simple testimonies, in order to confirm

what has been previously established.

If an orator prefer Example to enthymem, he

incurs this misfortune, that his argument seems

to be an indication which he should studiously

avoid, inasmuch as induction is not appropriate

to, and can but rarely be employed in, rhetoric.

If example, however, be postponed to enthy-

mem, and be merely used as testimony, no in-

convenience will arise ; and it will be so far

useful as testimony is a description of proof uni-

versally admitted. Besides, if the preference

were given to examples, the orator would b^

obliged to collect a number of them ; whereas,

T
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if it be poetponed, a single one will suffice.

For, testimony is so far important, that, if it

proceed from a credible source, one single item is

of no mean authority.

CHAP. XXI.

Of Sentekces.

" A sentence," properly speaking, means " a

certain manner of saying things affirmatively, and

in form of truths ;" not in particulars, such as in

making known what kind of a man Iph'icrates is :

but generally; and also distinctively; for, it must

not be understood as extending to all descriptions

of subjects, as for instance, " that whatever is

straight is the opposite of what is crooked ;" but

merely to things which regard the actions of hu-

man life, and which men, in all their designs,

purpose either to follow or to avoid. Now, since

almost every enthymem is a kind of syllogism,

applicable to such matters, it follows, that all the

conclusions of enthymems, and all the propo-

sitions which serve as their foundation, the syllo-

gistic form being excluded, will be so many sen-

tences. For instance, if a person should say,

*' The man whom reason guides, and children bless,

Should square their learning by their happiness ;"

EuRiPiD, in Medea.
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This is, without donbt, a pure sentence; hut

if the reasOii be added, and if it be shown why
such a thing ought to be done, then the whole,

taken together, will be an enthymcra; for example,

" For, added to the indolence of life *,

Is worldly envy, and perpetual strife."

EuKiPiD. in Medea,

The same may be said of the following verse ;

" No man has ever known pure happiness."

EuRlPlD. in Hecuba,

And

" In his condition T call no man free.**—ii^/V.

In stopping at these affirmations, we make a

sentence, but in adding the sequel, we make an

entbymem. For example

:

** Each to his ruling passion's sway is sold,

The slave of fortune, or seductive gold."

There are nmny Vinds of sentences , of which, if

they accord with the definition we have given, it

follows that there are four ; since there are some

which a man could not aillegc without assigning

proofs or reasons, and others which* are alleged

»ng1y, without any addition.

* Perhaps Walter Scott borrowed the following distlclj in his

MarmioHy from the above passage of Euripides s

*• Thanks to St. Gothan, son of mine,

Save Gawin, never penn'd a line."

. T Z
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Every sentence which is paradoxical in its na-

ture, that is to say, which advances any doctrine

contrary to public opinion, and which a man may

revoke in doubt, must necessarily be assisted by

proofs and reasoning. As to those sentences

which are in conformity with the opinions of the

world, they stand perfectly secure upon simple

allegation. These latter are, however, different

in two respects, as to their dispensing with proofs,

either, first, because they advance things of which

the hearer was previously pefsuaded, or which he

knew before ; as if a man should say, " The
greatest advantage to be derived in life, arises out

of a propriety in self-conduct and the possession

of health ;'* for, there are few people to whom
this sentence will not immediately convey an aj)-

parent truism ; or, secondly, they need no proof,

because they arc so clear as to require the hearer's

attention alone while they are delivered, in order

to secure his concurrence ; for instance, the fol-

lowing : " The importance of love docs not con-

sist in its fervour, but in its duration." Those

sentences which cannot be alleged without a

reason, are also of different descriptions; as there

are some which form parts of cnthymems ; for in-

stance,

" The man whom reason guides, ice.**

There are others again, which, though they

make no part of an cnthymem, are equally as
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valid as one : this kind of sentence is the most to

be esteemed, because it contains in itself the

reason of what it advances ; for instance,

*^ Mortal/ prestrvc not zn immortal hatcV*

For, to say simply, that *' a man should not

always continue his anger,'* is a mere sentence,

whereas the antithesis between the word mortal and

its opposite, gives an augmentation to the sense,

and demonstrates wherefore the passion should

not be indulged to continuity. Here is a similar

assertion : " The man who is subject to death,

should not aspire to immortality, nor carry his

thoughts to things which are completely beyond

bis attainment."

Paradoxical sentences may be constructed,

either by prefixing the reason, and making use

of the allegation after it, in form of conclusion ;

or vice versa. For instance, the following or

its converse; ** As for my part, since I know
that we ought never to expose ourselves to

envy, or lead a slothful life ; for that reason I

maintain, that the sciences should be abandoned,

and that no one should meddle with them."

Sentences which are neither extraordinary nor

paradoxical, but which have the defect of not

being sufficiently clear, must equally be alleged

with the combination of reasons, in doing which,

a certain skill and adroitness of manner must be

pbserved. For this reason, I would recommend

T 3
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an imitation of the Lacedemonian manner of say-

ing things; or the use of covert and enigmatical

terms, nearly such as Steslchonis made use of, in

order to prevent the Locrians from injuring their

neighbours. The following was the manner of

his entreaty :
*' Gentlemen,*' said he, *' you

should neither act so abandoned a part, nor com-

mit an attack upon others; for fear that in the

end the grasshoppers may be forced to chirp oj\

the bare ground ^.''

The Use of Sentences,

It is not to be imagined that the whole world

are indiscriminately free to make use of those, as

they are solely pertinent to the aged, and even

to them only in matters wherein they are ac-

quainted, or wherein they are experienced. In

fact, nothing is so indecorous as to hear a young

man, or any person upon whom age has not

stamped its character of authority, delivering

himself in a sententious manner, or making ap-

plication of fables. For, it is equally silly as it

is impertinent to adduce svich things upon mat-

ters wherein a person is completely raw and in-

experienced. This may be particularly remarked

§ The meaning is this; for fear, that, if you enter into % war,

and be discomfited, your country should be so ravaged, that not

a blade of grass shall be left standing even for the cover of those

Lttle insects.
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in rustics, who of all others are the greatest ma-

nufacturers and retailers of sentences upon every

occasion. Secondly, we are to observe, with re-

spect to a sentence, that particular things should

never be delivered in general terms, except in

subjects of complaint, or in the exaggeration of

a orirae, where they must be used either at first, or

after the thing shall have been proved. Another

circumstance to be attended to respecting sentences

is, that the most trivial and common ones may be

used, provided they be of utility or application to

the subject. The very circumstance of their be-

ing common will ensure them a better reception,

as they will be taken for truths which are ap-

proved of by the world. For example, a cap-

tain, who should have to attack an enemy, with-

out having previously consulted auguries, or of-

fered sacrifices, might allege the following verse

which is so common :

" Defence of country is the best portent."

Homer's lUad^ xii.

Or, if another leader had to contend against

an enemy more powerful and more numerous

than his own party, in order to inspirit his sol-

diers he might assure them, that " The chance

of war is uncertain.** In the same manner, if a

man designed to slay the children of his enemies,

however innocent of wrong they may be, in order

to find a pretext for his cruelty, he might call in

T 4
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the aid of the following liflc, which has becomo

proverbial

;

- . " He is a fool

Who kills the father, and yet spares the child."

Besides these different sorts of sentences, there

are certain proverbs which are truly sententious,

anti which may be iised in that quality. As for

example, if a man should cite upon the occasion

of evil neighbours, the proverb of " Tlie Athe-

nian neighbourhood *.'

Not only may the most trivial and common
sentences be made use of, but it is also frequently

permissible to contradict them by alleging their

contraries. Care, however, must be taken not to

do this designedly, as it should never take place

except through passion ; or when a man would

wish to appear honourable by adducing sentir

ments superior to those of others. By proverbial

sentences, I mean such as the following :

^' Know thyself."—*^ Too much of nothing," &c,

Now, as an example of what may be said ir^

refutation of these, under the influence of passion,

a man in that state inight say, with respect to th^

former of the proverbs quoted, " That it is abr.

solutely false to believe in thp necessity of know-

ing qn^'s self; for if it were necessary, and that

* Because the Jthenians dispossessed the people of Santos o^

their island.
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such a person," pointing to a particular man,

*< were well known, he never would have had the

impudence to demand the conduct of that army

which he at present commands." Respecting the

impression of a good opinion of one*s self upon

others, and making a show of superior sentiments

to those which are common, an instance may bo

given in the following counter-assertion to what

generally obtains upon the head of friendship ;

" That it is necessary to love an object as if we
were one day to hate it." And it might be add-

ed, ** that for stronger reasons we should hate ia

such a manner as if we were one day to love.**

In these cases, however, great care must be taken

with regard to the expression, so as to make it

appear that what we say is heart- felt, and the ef-

fect of self-persuasion ; for, otherwise, we should

be obliged to cite reasons wherefore. For in-

stance, in this manner: " Yes, Sirs, I must con-

fess that a man should be open to the feeling of

love, not however in such wise, as is commonly

said, i. e. as if some day or other he were to hate

the object ; but rather, as if he were to love for

ever; for, an affection of any other kind, is trai-

torous and not real.'* Or, again, this might be

said :
" For my part, I cannot approve what is com*

monly said respecting friendship, that a man should

love as if he were one day to hat^ his friend \ for,

so far from this being necessary, I maintain on

ftc contrary, that one real friend should love
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another, with the same tenderness as if their

friendship were to subsist through eternity. The
second quoted proverb may be impugned thus :

** So far from its being certain that we ought to

overdo nothing, and that excess is in every thing

to be condemned, I contend, that no man can

entertain , too great a hatred of the wicked.'*

Of the Advantage derivedfrom Sentences,

If we consider a sentence well, it possesses two

advantages, which are by no means unimportant

in attaching value to a discourse. The first pror

ceeds from the foolish vanity of the hearer, who

is delighted, if the person who speaks of a thing

in general terms, makes show of entertaining the

same opinion with himself upon any matter

whereof he is persuaded. Another mode of ex-

planation will, however, not only render clearer

what has been just said, but will also lead to

the research and discovery of sentences.

Now, as we have made it appear, that, pro-

perly speaking, " a sentence is a sort of enun-

ciation or mode of expression which pronounces

upon things in absolute and general terms \*

as also, that nothing gives more pleasure to 4

hearer than when he perceives a speaker's gene*

ral opinion of things to coincide with his own

belief of their truth, as to particulars ; for in-

stance, if a man had bad neighbours, or disobe*
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dient children, he would willingly listen to ano-

ther who should say,

" That nothing is so troublesome as a bad

neighbourhood ;" or,

** That it is the most silly thing in the world

to beget children."

Hence, I say, it follows, that the true secret

whereby to find a store of sentences, lies in en-

deavouring to discover the sentiments of one's

auditors, and the particular opinions by which

they are prejudiced. When we have so done,

it will be necessary to reduce those particular

opinions into general maxims, alleging them

as if they were absolutely true. So far for one

of the advantages which a proper use of sen-

tences carries with it.

Another, and a much more important advan-

tage than the foregoing, is derived from sen-

tences, inasmuch as in any discourse they leave

behind them a certain impression with regard to

the manners of the speaker, and afford some clue

towards forming a judgment of what he is. This

impression is visible in every discourse, whenever

the orator puts forth his own influencing max-

ims, and makes known what actions in his life

he proposes in preference to others. Now, to de-

monstrate those things is peculiarly appropriate to

sentences. For, the sententious speaker does

nothing more than pronounce, in general terms,

upon subjects which relate to our choice in the
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conduct of life, either in proposing or rejecting.

Hence, if a man adduces such sentences as are

commendable and connected with virtuous max-

ims, they will confer on him the appearance of

a good man, and will impress a favourable opi-

nion concerning him.

CHAP. XXII.

0/ EarnYMEMS in general.

We shall now speak of the method whereby

these may be discovered, and afterwards lay down
those places whence they may be derived. Both

are matters of different import, and require to be

separately considered.

We have already shown that enthymem is a

species of syllogism, and how the syllogistic qua-

lity agrees with it, as also wherein it differs from

syllogisms of logic. An enthymem has this pe-

culiarity, that its proofs are never distantly de-

rived, and that its conclusion is formed without

necessarily expressing all its propositions, or say-

ing the entire of what could be said. The former

process it rejects by reason of the obscurity, tedi-

gusness, and the train of argument which attend

it ; and the second it dispenses with, because it is

gn unnecessary trouble to repeat what is self-^vi'*
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dent and universally known. This is ibe reason

why we commonly perceive persons of no study

or elaborate education, more persuasive in popu-

lar oratory, or, to make use of poetic terms, " com-

manding an avenue to the ear by the harmony of

their discourse," more than those who are infi-

nitely learned, and who have deeply studied.

The cause of this is, that the learned recur to

universals, and common-place ; whereas the

others adhere to their subject, and speak only

upon what they know. So that the true mode of

rhetorical confirmation consists not in alleging

all kinds of proofs, however probable they might

be, but simply such as are received and approved

of either by the judges before whom we speak, or

by those whom they esteem, whether we secure

the concurrence of all, or of a majority. It may
be furthermore observed respecting enthymems,

that their proof not only ought to be founded

upon certain and necessary propositions, but also

upon probability and that which is only com-

monly true. In order then to reason and argue

upon any matter, we must first know, as to the

subject, whatever it may be, wherein there is need

of employing the force of argument : it makes no

difi^erencc from what source such arguments be

derived ; for instance, from politics, or any other

source.

It is absolutely necessary, I say, to be ac-

quainted with every thing, or at least with
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most things relevant to such subjects ; for, if we
have no knowledge therein, we have no means

of proving any thing, or laying the basis of any

argument. For example, I ask, how is it possible

to convince the Athenians of the necessity for their

going to war or otherwise, if we be not truly ac-

quainted with the forces which they possess ; whe-

ther they be powerful by sea or land, or in both

respects together; the precise number of their

troops or vessels, the monies usually paid into

their treasury ; the extent of their alliances, the

nature and number of their enemies ; the wars in

which they themselves have heretofore engaged,

•in what manner they conducted them, the success

which they have had, &c. &c.

The same observation will apply, if our busi-

ness is to fraise the Athenians ; for, how could

we accomplish that object, if we were unac-

quainted with the occurrences of the day at Sa-

lamis or at Marathon ; what they did in favour of

the HeracUdes, and such-like distinguished ac-

tions. The eulogist does nothing more than put

forward whatever he £nds either really or appa-

rently praiseworthy in his subject. A similar me-

thod is employed by those whose subject is cen-

sure or invective ; except in matters perfectly of

an opposite nature. The principal object of the

invective orator is to see what can be found cen-

surable in his subject, whether it be so in truth,

©r is merely believed to be so. For example, if
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he were employed in speaking against the Alhe-

niam, he should reproach ihetn for injustice in

subjugating the remainder of the Greeks, parti*

cularly those of jEg'wa and Potidea, who per-

formed such wonders in assisting to repel the

common enemy. He should also bring forward

whatever else he might find to the reproach of

their character.

Is the subject accusation or defence, the same

course must be adopted ; for, an orator will never

undertake to accuse or defend a man, unless he

has previously made inquiry into whatever may

criminate or justify him. It matters not whether he

has to speak of the Athenians^ the Lacedemonians^

an individual man, a divinity, or of any other

subject ; the observation equally holds good : if,

in the instance of Achilles, it be his business to

counsel, to praise, to censure, to accuse, or to de-

fend that hero, he must employ no other means

than those which really, or at least apparently,

result from the personal consideration of Achilles,

If he would blame or praise that chief, he must

see what glorious or what censurable actions are

to be met with in his life : in defending or accus-

ing him, he must review his deeds of justice or

injustice: and, in counselling him upon any en-

terprise, he must reflect what his interests are, in

order to convince him that his undertaking is adr

vantageous, or otherwise. What is here said

of Achilles, may be understood of every other
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subject whaterer; for instance, of justice, which

is a virtue; for, if we would know, whether in

reality it be a good or ill, we must have recourse

to its peculiar qualities, or to the general nature

of good.

This being the case, and as from the practice

of all those whose business it is to prove a thing

by demonstration and argument, acquit them-

selves as they may> whether they do so with pre-

cision or in a feeble manner, for it is not always

in the orator's power to adopt what may seem to

him to be good, but that only which is to be met

in his subject ; as, I say, the foregoing method

is approved of, and pursued by every orator, and

is so clear of itself, that reason shows us the

impossibility of doing otherwise ; it follows, that,

to handle a subject well, it will be in the first place

necessary, as has been shown in our Topics^ to ex-

amine each part of our subject, and to make choice

of such proofs as are most appropriate thereto.

With respect to unforeseen cases, whero

the subject is extemporaneous, the orator should

proceed on the same line, as then there will be

no necessity of recurring to vague and indefinite

proofs, but merely of regarding whatever makes

in favour of his subject, and of comprehending

the greatest possible number of particulars. The
more circumstances of this description he has

provided, the more easy will it be for him to

-prove whatever he wishes ; and the more precise
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or approximating to the subject his allegations

may be, the more appropriate and less common
will be his proofs. By a common proof, I mean,

for instance, *' praising Achilles, as being a man
whom birth has elevated to the rank of a demi-

god ! or as having been of the number of those

heroes who were present at the siege of Troy ;"

because, in reality, such circumstances are com- .

mon to him with several others : so that whoever

would eulogize Achilles thus, would say nothing

more to his advantage than if be had only spoken

of Diomede. On the other hand, I call those

i\{\Y\g^ particular and appropriate proofs, which have

happened to no other than the individual person :

such as " having slain Hector, the most valiant of

the Trojans;* " havliig slain the renowned Cyc-

nus, who, by reason of being till then invulne-

rable, singly prevented the debarkation of (he en-

tire Grecian army;" " having entered very young

into that war,'* and ** having persevered to its

termination, though the individual were merely

a volunteer."

Here then we have given one of the places

whereby to consult upon the choice of enthy-

mems and arguments in general ; it is, however,

so highly important as to hold the first rank

among those which are included in the province

of topics.
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The Elements of Enthymems.

By element I mean the same thing as that

which is understood by the term ^lace. Of en-

thymems there are two kinds : the one, which

proves thai a thing is or is not ; the other, which

merely refutes. Both are as nearly different from

each other, as in Logic the argument called

elenchus is from the syllogism. The demonstra-

tive, or proving cnthymem, always founds its

consequences upon premises which have been

granted, and which pass as true. The refuting

cnthymem, on the contrary, infers every absurd

consequence, and solely assembles propositions

which are self-contradictory. With regard to

these elements or places of enthymem, it might

be said, " that it is a trite and exhausted subject

;

since we have already laid down whatever places

are necessary for almost every thing in each of

the divisions of the art : for, each has its sepa-

rate and select propositions. If any proof be

wanting in relation to the matter of either of the

three kinds, or any enthymem which it might

be necessary to employ, they will be found

under each separate head, as we have assigned

propositions in proof of a thing being good or

had, honourable or censurable, just or unjust ; and

not only so, but have likewise given places upon

manners, passions, and habits. It remains for
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US, then, to speak of all these places generally,

but in quite a different manner from what we
have hitherto done, it being our design, in pro-

portion as we examine them, to point out such

as are of service alone in refutation, and also

those which serve in proof. And not only this,

but also io make known whatever places there

are of false enthymems, that is, of such as merely

have the appearance and the name, because

they are even deficient in the syllogistic quality.

After we have shown this, we shall de&cant upon

solutions, and explain what is meant by object

and instancey together with the manner of using

them, in opposing any enthymem or gfrgumcnt

whatever.

CHAP. XXIII.

Places for Enthymems of Truth and Proof

One of the places proper for the establishment

of a thing by reasoning, and for providing an

enthymem of demonstration and proof, is the

argument hy contraries. Here we must observe

whether one contrary be not contained in its

opposite, that is to say, whether one does not

u 2
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necessarily flow from the other. If the reason-

ing by contraries take place, it will be a service-

able argument to him who proves; if it does not,

it will only be proper for the man who refutes.

For instance, it would be good reasoning to say,

*' that to command one*s passions, and to lead

a regular life, is a very advantageous thing : for,

there is nothing more noxious or injurious, than

being servilely attached to one's pleasures, or

being blindly led by one's passions." Or again,

as we read in the oration called the Messenian,

*' If it be true, that war is the cause of all those

evils and disasters which we see before our eyes ;

certainly, nothing but peace can re-establish

matters, and place things on their former level."

Or, as a poet has said,

" If no man *s justified in passion's flame

Tow'rds those who injure him against their will,

Forc'd by misfortune's law, and stern decree j

So from a kindness will constraint remove

The debit of our gratitude or love."

—

Anonymous.

And again, in another passage,

* If a discourse has ever so deceiv'd,

That, false though 't is,
—

*t is by the world believ'd

;

Upon the other hand it is agreed,

That truths for falsehoods often are decreed.'*

—

UiJ.

The second place is that which arises out of

what we call similar cases, or conjugate terms ;
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and here great care must be taken that whatever

shall be said of one single term, may be said of

all the rest ; whether in the negative or affirma-

tive. For instance, in showing *' that what is

just, is not always a good, nor a desirable thing,"

one should say, " that, whatever happens to us

justly, is advantageous; but it is not advanta-

geous to suffer death, even justly.'*

The third place is that of relatives; for, it may
he advanced, with regard to two persons, " that,

if an action has been just or glorious in the agent,

it is no less just or glorious in the man who has

suffered a similar thing." And this observation

will equally apply to " the person who has com-

manded any thing to be done, and to him who
executes that command." Updn this ground,

Diomedon the contractor, pretended to justify

himself and his partners, when the people one

day reproached him with his enormous posses-

sions, and called him tax-gatherer: "What,
gentlemen," said he, " if it be not shameful

for you to deal with us, and to sell us those

things which you do, why should it be reproach-

ful in us to deal with you, and purchase them ?"

Upon the same basis it might be said, " that if

it be just and glorious in one person to have re-

ceived a certain damage, it will be equally so for

the man who has inflicted it
;" and, reciprocally,

•* if it be glorious and just for the agent, it will be

u 2
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equally so for the person acted upon :"—in war, it

is equally glorious to wound or to be wounded.

This reasoning is not always, however, so true,

as that falsity is not sometimes found in it : for,

though no man can deny, '* that every person

who has been justly put to death, has suffered

justly," yet it might happen, that the individual

who caused him to be so, was extremely unjust

in so doing. For this reason, it will be right

to examine each thing separately, and to see on

the one side, " whether he who suffered death

has merited it," as, on the other, '* whether he

who caused it was justified in so doing ;" and

afterwards, to make the application as we shall

think proper, and as it may favour the cause.

It is certain, that circumstances, such as we have

instanced^ are not always self-accordant, as there

is nothing to prevent an occurrence now and

then taking place, similar to what is to be met

in (he Alcmeon of Theodectes; for, Mphes'ibaa,

wishing to persuade Ahmeon that he had acted

rightly in slaying his mother, alleged as a reason,

•* that she was a most depraved woman, that a

decree for her death had been already issued^'' and,

in fine, " that she was the object of the whole

world's hatred." To this, Alcmeon replied,

** that it was wrong to confound duties in such

a manner, and to make no distinction of per-

sons.** And when Alfhes'ibaa professed not to
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understand what he meant, unless he further

explained himself, he added,

** *T is true, a sentence did her death demand, ^
But yet no ordinance within the land K
Arm'd with th' avenging steel her sons right hand." J

Other examples upon this subject may be

found, such as what occurred in the judgment

pronounced upon Demosthenes *, and those who
killed Nicanor ; for, it having been decided that

it was a justifiable homicide, the whole world ever

after believed that the murdered man only met

with his deserts. The same thing may be seen

in the proceedings respecting a man who had

been slain in Thebes^ where an order was issued

requiring information to be given, if the de-^

ceased had merited his death? as wishing to make

known, that it is not unjust to deprive a man
of life who merits death.

The fourth place arises out of the argument

from more to less : for instance, as though a man
should reason thus : •* If it be true, that the

gods, enlightened as they are^ cannot know all

things, with less reason can it be supposed that

* I db not believe that the Demosthenes spoken of here, and

in other parts of this work, is that famous orator, whose elo-

quence is so much admired, and who was a cotemporary witli

Aristotle himself. I rather incline to think, that he was a dif-

ferent person, who held a considerable official station at Athrnsy

»nd even had the command of an army.

U 4
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man does." This, in fact, is the same argu-

ment, as if we were to say in general terms,

" that if a thing, which ought the rather to be

found in a certain subject, is not to be met with

there, it will be less met with elsewhere, where

it ought not so soon to be found." Another ex-

ample occurs in this, *' that whoever is bold

enough to beat his father, will make no great

hesitation in beating his other relations." The

following is an argument drawn /rowz less to more,

and flowing from the other more general rule,

" that if we meet with any thing in that place

where one ought least to find it, it will with

stronger reason be met where it ought to be most

found."

This sort of argument is two-sided : serving

both for and against ; and may be equally

applied to the proof of a thing being or not

being.

The Jifth place is that of parity ; when we

argue upon things which are equal amongst each

other, and wherein we shall not meet the dis-

tinctions of more or less. Hence a poet has said,

*' If thy sire* shall with reason his sorrows relate,

And lament two brave sons who have seal'd their last doom,

Oh! shall not the sage, sad CEneus*i fate,

Some tears of compassion, some pity create,

Whose son, the great glory and prop of the state,

Now sleeps in a premature tomb?"

' • f

* Aristotle here means to refer the reader to the story of
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In the following reasons we shall find similar

examples of this mode of arguing :

*' If Theseus cannot be censured for injustice

'in stealing away Helen, neither can Paris for

doing the same thing."

" If Castor and Pollux are not to be con*

demned for the rape of Leucippe's daughters,

neither can Paris for the rape of Helen^'*

** If Hector be commendable for having slain

Patroclus, so will Paris, for having slain Achilles^**

" If we do not find any thing worthy of blame

in other professions, why should we blame

that of philosophy ?"

*' If the general of an army suffers no loss

of reputation for having been sometimes beaten

in the field, no more can a sophister for having

been sometimes vanquished in argument." Or,

as has been heretofore said, in a full assembly

of the Athenian people, " If, gentlemen, there

be no individual among you, who is not bound

to use his utmost endeavours towards the main-

tenance of your glory and reputation ; so, with*-

out doubt, no state has a greater obligation to

maintain the interests of the whole Grecian com-

monwealth than you have.'*

.^^^—— —— M ..« 11 , I ^,» , l^,,MI^. I ^W M—>—i^

ThestiuSf father of uHitheOf who grieved excessively at the loss

of his two sons, To^teus and Plexlppus^ who were killed in

battle. Meleager is the son of CEneiis here alluded to, OwV,
in his Eighth Book of Metamorphoses, relates both these cir-

cumstances in full and elegant detail.
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The sixth place consists in having a regard to

time. This mode of arguing, Iphicrates makes

use of, in his oration against Harmodius, be-

fore the Athenians, " Gentlemen," said he,

<* if it be true, that the statue which I this day

require of you to erect in honour of me, be a

recompense so reasonable and just, as that you

would find no difficulty in granting it, even be-

fore I embarked in my enterprise—why, I say,

now that I make the request, having succeeded

in that enterprise, shall it be said that you re-

fused me ? If it be so, gentlemen, whenever

you expect a favour, I advise you not to make

a promise, if, having received a favour, you

make no account of abiding by your word, and

performing according to your promise."

Another example of this argument may be

met in Philip of Macedon^s reasoning upon the

request of a passage through the territories of

the Thehans to Attica. He thus addressed that

people :
'* If what the king requires of the

Thehan people be so just as to be possibly con-

ceded without hesitation,' should he ask it at a

time when they stand in need of his succour

against the Phocians, would it not be extraordi-

narily ridiculous, that the present excuse of a

refusal should be bottomed upon his neglecting

the demand at a former period when he confided

in their own good faith ?"

The seventh place consists in returning upon our
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adversary the same things which he has advanced

against us." The excellence of this argumen-

tative method may be seen in the Teucer.

Jphicrates also, upon being accused by Aristophon

of having betrayed, for a sum of money, the fleet

under his command, made use of this mode of

address: '* For," said he, " would you, Aris-

tophony have been guilty of such a treason ?"

The" other having answered in the negative, and

affirming that he was too much a man of honour

so to do,' Iphicrates replied, " What ! would

you, who are only Aristophon, not have acted so ?

and shall I, who am Iphicrates, be supposed ca-

pable of it ?" It must be, however, remarked,

that he who would use this argument must ne-

cessarily possess a reputation, and be assured

that the judge whom he addresses would have

no doubt, but that if an occasion for commit-

ting an act of injustice presented itself, the ad-

verse party would commit it soonest : in any

other case, the argument would appear ridicu-

lous : for instance, supposing Aristides to be

the accuser, and that what was said against

Aristophon should be said agamst him, as this

address is merely invented in order to prevent

credit being given to the prosecutor's assertions,

and is so far well-founded, because the accuser

always sets up for a greater appearance of pro-

bity than the accused. Now, the object of

the latter should be^ to take objections against
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the former, and, by such means, make known

that his probity is not equal to his credit. It is,

however, extremely impertinent to take objec-

tions in others against those very things which

we do ourselves, or would not hesitate to do, or

counsel others to do that which we ourselves

neither do nor wish to do.

The eighth place consists in arguing hy definition,

as an example of which we may give what was

said respecting Socrates*s demons in opposition

to those who accused him of impiety, and a dis-

belief in the gods. The philosopher using the

definition of the word demon, argued thus:

*' What you call demon is one of two things :

either a god in reality, or the work of a god

;

now, whoever admits such a thing to be the work

of a god, necessarily admits his behef in the

existence of gods." We may also adduce in

point, the reply made use of by Iphicrates to a

certain nobleman of the family of Harmodins, who

reproached him with the meanness of his birth

:

** My friend," said he, " that man is most truly

noble who is the most virtuous and honourable

man ; for, in fact, Harmodius, from whom you

boast your descent, and jiristogiton, originated

their nobility in their integrity. I should myself

have better reason to boast of being sprung from

Harmodius and Aristogiton than you have; be-

cause my actions are more allied than yours, , to

the actions of those distinguished men." A
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similar instance may be found in the oration en-

titled Alexander (i. e. Paris), wherein it is said, in

justification of that prince, ** that the s|rong

propensity which he manifested towards love,

arose not, as some imagine, from a brutal or

disordered passion ; because the whole world must

concede, that love is not irregular in a man who

bounds the satisfaction of his flame by the pos-

session of a single beauty.

Upon this basis also, is founded the answer

of Socratesy when he refused the invitation of

King Archelaus, who courted him by all kinds

of offers and salutations :
" Because,'* said the

philosopher, *' it is not less shameful for an

honourable man to be defenceless against kind-

ness than against injury, and not to render like

for like.'* In all the examples we have cited,

the definition of the matter whereon the reason-

ing takes place, is established previous to the

formation of a settled argument.

The niK^h place consists in putting forward the

different significations of any word, when there

happen to he many, as may be seen by reference to

our Topics under the head Orthos.

The tenth place arises out of the use of division

in argument ; for example : " It is certain that

whoever offers a wrong or injury to another, is

incited thereto by some one of three motives

:

cither this, that, or the other. As in thus assert-

ing : Now it is impossible that my client could do
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what is alleged, from either of the two first mo-
tives ; and as to the last, our very adversary does

not advance it."

The eleventh place is, when we make use of

inducnon\ as in the oration entitled Peparelhias,

in which the question is, whether one should

refer to the mother, in order to know the father

of a child. The orator maintains, by the follow-

ing induction, the usage in the affirmative being

universally practised and received. " For," said

he, *•' at Athens, when Manthias the orator as-

serted, that the child which was fathered upon

him, was not his ; immediate reference was made

to the mother's decision. The same thing oc-

curred at Thebes, when Ismenias and Stilho dis-

puted the rights of parentage over ThessaUcus ; for,

when DodoniSy the child's mother, declared Is-

vienias to be the father, the decision was made

absolute."

Another example may be found in Theodectts

oration, in defence of the law. " If nt be true,"

said the orator, " that people do not willingly

confide in a man's treatment of his own horses,

when it is known that he has been inattentive to

those of others ; and if no man is disposed to

intrust the guidance of his bark to a man who

has already run several aground ; in a word, if it

be so in all other matters, surely a person would

do wrong to intrust the care of his health with

men who served only to destroy that of others
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confiding in their skill." We may equally

instance Alcidanus's method of proving that

learned men are honoured and esteemed by the

whole world. ** For,'* said he, " the Parians

paid particular honours to the poet Archilochus,

though he defamed them. The Chians did the

same with respect to Homer, though he was not

a native of their isle. The Mitileneans honoured

Sappho, though but a woman : and the Lacede-

momans themselves, contemptuously as they

treated literature, were so struck with Chilo's

merit, that, in order to confer the highest honour

on him, they admitted him a member of their

senate. Italy has paid homage to Pythagoras i

and the people of Lampsacus, though Anaxagoras

was a stranger, not only erected a magnificent

monument to him after his death, but to this day

hold his memory in the highest veneration."

Another example of induction may be found in

the following proof, " that those states are happy

wherein philosophers rule." For upon this head

it is remarkable, " that the Athenian people

have never been more prosperous, nor has their

republic been more flourishing, than while go-

verned by the laws of Solon ; nor the Lacedemo-

niansy so long as they precisely observed the code

of Lycurgus. And that Thehes began only to be

happy, when philosophers obtained authority and

high functions in the state."

The tvcelfth place arises from the use of whathi^s
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heefi adjudged. For instance, in showing, '' either

that the same thing has already been adjudged,

something similar to it, or quite the contrary ; and

this particularly, if it be found that the whole

world at all times has judged so; if not the whole,

the greater part, or the more enlightened." Or

again, we may Instance it in showing, *' that the

thing is the same as has been already decided upon

by the judges whom we address, by those whose

sentiments they adopt in any thing, or whom they

would not venture to contradict. Of this latter

description are their sovereigns, and all others

with whom, from respectful propriety, they ab-

stain from appearing to disagree ; such as the

gods, fathers, masters, and so forth." Hereupon

AutocUs took his stand, in compelling Menexides

to appear upon his plea in the Areopagus, when

the latter wished to except against the jurisdic-

tion; « What ! gentlemen," said he, " if goddesses

(meaning the Eumenides or Furies) did not think it

unworthy of them to appear before this august tri-

bunal and submit to its judgments; what reasons,

I say, can induce Menexides not to comply with

the same thing ?'* Let us also attend to the reason-

ing of Sappho, when she pretended to prove that

death is an evil. " So true it is,*' said she, " that

the gods themselves (not one of whom has ever

wished to die) have thought it so." It is also in

point to adduce the reply which Aristippus one

day made to Plato, upon hearing him say some-
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thing, which, in his opinion, savoured of self-

sufficiency: " I allow what you have asserted,'* ob-

served he, " but our friend has never said so,*'

meaning thereby Socrates, who had been the mas-

ter of both, and whose system was totally remote

from arrogance or presumption. We may equally

quote the conduct of Hegesippus, who, having

gone to consult the oracle of Delphos, having

previously obtained a response from that of Olym-

pjis, demanded of uipollo, ** Whether it were

possible for him (Apollo) to be of a contrary

opinion to that of his father (Jupiter), respecting

the difficulty which he (Hegesippus) was going

to propose ?" as if he believed it would be inde-

cent in j4poUo and injurious to Jupiter, if the

former were to entertain opinions opposite to

those which had already been declared by the

latter, hocrates makes use of a similar proof re-

specting the character of Helen, whom he asserts

to have been notably virtuous. " Because," says

he, " Theseus gave that opinion of her." What
the orator has said to the advantage of Paris, is

from the same source of proof ;
" For,'* said he,

" he must have been an excellent man, when

three goddesses selected him as the umpire of

their dispute.'* What Isocrates has said of Eva*

goras, equally falls within the explanation of this

argument. " He must have been certainly an

honourable man, when Comn in the hour of his

disgrace, and the wreck of his fortunes, preferred

X
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repairing to his house, before that of any other

great man among his friends."

The thirteenth place ofproof\% derived from taking

a thing in its parts, as may be seen in my Topics, in

that part wherein I have inquired into the species

of motion attributable to the soul. I therein said,

," If the soul in itself be merely a simple motion,

i^ must of necessity be some one motion, or ano-

ther." We may find another example of this ar-

gument in the defence of Socrates, drawn up by

Theodectus, wherein he shows that great man not

to have been at all reproachable in matters of re-

ligion, and altar-worship : " For," said he,

" which of the temples has he ever profaned?

Or what god, among those who are honoured by

the commonwealth, has he ever refused to adore ?"

By reason of all things being so constructed

by nature, that they are invariably liable to con-

sequences of either good or evil, we find

that there is a fourteenth place, which considers

every thing in its sequel, showing that it is either

good or bad, by its ordinary accompaniment.

This place is of such important use, that it is

equally appropriate to the three kinds of rheto-

ric. For instance, because on one side science

has the misfortune of rendering its possessors

most commonly envied, and, on the other, has

the advantage of giving an insight into an in-

finity of wondrous things; and as, without it, it
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is impossible to attain to wisdom ; we may draw

the two following opposite conclusions:

1. " Then no man should be learned, or ad-

dicted to study, sin^e no man should give occa-

sion for his being envied." Or,

2. ** Then a man ought to study and endea-

vour to be learned, since wisdom is so necessary,

as that a man is miserable and contemptible with-

out it." This place forms almost the entire of

CaUppus's Rhetoric^ except that he includes some

particular matters of which we have hitherto

spoken, such as possihtUty and impossihiiityf &c.'*

The fifteenth place, which is pretty similar to

the foregoing, is, '* When of two opposite effects

flowing from the same thing, we must make use

of both in order to persuade a person to do, or

not to do, that same thing ;" and this equally on

both sides, in the same manner as we have re-

marked in the preceding place. Between this

and the former place, however, there is so far a

difference, that, in the foregoing one, things are

opposed as they are found, and in the latter it is

always necessary that whatever is opposed should

be so perfectly, and be quite contrary to its oppo-

site. As, for instance, when the priestess wished

to deter her son from the profession of oratory,

she made use of this reasoning : " Either you will

speak for justice or against it. If you speak for

it, mankind will injure you and hate you; and on

the other h^nd, if you advocate injustice, you\yiU

X 2
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make enemies of the gods, and draw down their

wrath upon you." Another person added, " For

this reason you should not ohey the wishes of

your mother; for, if you be the advocate of jus-

tice, you will be the friend of Heaven ; and if

you defend injustice, raan^iind will love and fa-

vour you." This mode of reasoning nearly ac-

cords with the meaning of the vulgar proverb,

** to buy oil and salt." It is also called,. " re-

versing the argument;" for instance, when it hap-

pens, as it does in what wc have quoted, that

two things being contraries, and equally followed

by good and evil ; the evil and the good are equally

opposed in contrariety to each other. As man-

kind in general dissemble so far, that the heart

most frequently belies the mouth, and that the

object of their public praise is not that of their

private encomium ; for instance, in society, they

assume the mask of propriety, and pretend to

have no esteem but for justice and honour-

able sentiments, while in their souls they are

self-interested and grovelling ; for this reason,

I say, it will be necessary to build a sixteenth

place of proof, and to show sometimes, that a

man's actions and sentiments do not correspond

with his professions. This is one of the most

powerful engines whereby to beat down extraor-

dinary sentiments, and throw ridicule upon the

man who would pass as being more virtuous or

perfect than others.
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Tlie seventeenih place consists in seeing, ify from

what has been said, other things should not profortion-

ately follow? Thus, Iphicrates, perceiving all pos-

sible violence used to compel his son, who was yet

a child, to perform the duties of a citizen, and bear

his part of the expenditure as well as others, merely

because he had arrived at manly stature, said:

" If you assert that great children must pass

for grown men ; you must equally declare, that

henceforward small men shall be considered as

children.'* Again, Theodestus, in his oration in

defence of the law, says, ** If, gentlemen, you have,

with reason, believed in the necessity ef reward-

ing the good services and fidelity of certain fo-

reigners, who were in your soldiery, as Strahax

and Charidemus, whom you have honoured with

the rank and privileges of citizenship; for this

reason, I adjure you to punish, or shamefully ex-

pel from your territories, all those who have failed

in their duties, or badly conducted themselves.**

The eighteenth place is, when the sg.nie effect

fiows from two different causeSy to show that there

is no difference in the nature of those causes. Hence

Xenophanes asserted, *' That there was no less

impiety in saying that the gods have a day of

birth, than to say that they will some day die

;

nnc?, let the assertion be taken as it may, it

assigns some period when there will be no gods.'*

In a word, whatever follows from one or other of

those twp causes, may be taken as one single and

X 3
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similar effect, as may be seen in the defence of

Socrates : *' My lords, the decision which you

will this day give, involves a matter of the high-

est importance, because the question is not sim-

ply relevant to the person, but to the profession

of Socratesy and absolutely is a question whether

it be of advantage to apply one's self to philoso-

phy." Hence al<^c a person might say, *' That

to give land and water, is to part with one*s li-

berty * ;" or, *' that to permit ourselves to be in-,

eluded in the articles of a common peace, is to re-

ceive the law from another, and do what he com-

mands." The use of either of these reasonings

should be in proportion to its fitness for our cause.

The nineteenih place is founded upon the whimsi'

cality of our choice, which causes us at one time to wish

for what we did not before, and vice versa. The
following enthymem will serve as an example

:

** Gentlemen, if, during the whole period of

our banishment, we have had arms in our hands>

bravely fighting for our restoration ; what ! when

we this day see ourselves restored, shall it be

said that we would be cowardly enough to pro-

duce a self-dereliction, and be the instruments of

our own banishment, through the fear of engag-

ing in combat V^ For, from this reasoning it

appears, that at one period the recited individuals

* This was the usual phraseology of the Persian king's de*-

niands of any people, when he required the sovereignties both

of land and sea.
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preferred to fight and nobly die, rather than re-

main in perpetual exile: and, on the contrarj',

that, at another period, they preferred a return to

exile, and submission to their enemies, before en-

countering the danger of battle.

The twentieth place is founded upon alleging,

that whatever merely might have been the cause of

a thing existing or being done^ though it equally

might not he so^ was, however, the real cause. As if,

for instance, a man had given a thing to another,

and thereupon we wished to maintain, " That

such a thing would not have been given to him,

but with the intention of afflicting him more by

depriving him of it." Hence a poet has said :

** Fortune no sooner wears the mask of friend,

With those who greatly through her means ascend,

Than, traitress-like, she whirls them from on high,

Consign'd to unregretted infamy."

Or as Jntipho in his Meleager says,

*' The daring youthful band inactive stood,

Nor felt *nbitious of the monster's blood;

With MclSager^s view their vows increase,

That his success might form the boast of Greece."

Theodectusy in his Ajax^ furnishes us with a si-

milar example, where he says :

** If Diomed sometimes selected Ulysses as his

comrade in an important enterprise, we are not

to imagine that it was because he preferred him

to others, nor in order to testify his esteem for

x 4
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him, but merely to do himself an honour, and to

have no rival who could share in his glory," It

might be that this was his true and only motive.

The twenty-first place, v^'hich is in great use

upon forensic questions, and matters of delibe-

ration, consists in paying attention to such things as

tend either to finish the confirmatioti of a person in

his design, or to divert himfrom it; and also to those

motives which are ordinarily the cause of our doing

or avoiding a thing : for, all these matters are of

such a quality, as that when they seem to favour

an enterprise, a person entertains no doubt but

that he should apply himself to it. For example,

in knowing " when such an undertaking is pos-

sibly or easily done : when a return of advantage

is made ta the agent or to his friends, or damage

and loss to his enemies : in fine, when there is a

great deal more to be gained than to be lost."

In fact, upon matters of persuasion, these are the

sole reasons which are alleged; as their contraries

are for dissuasion. In forensic subjects, what

serves for persuasion, will serve for accusation i

jind what serves for dissuasion, will equally an*

swer for defence. This place is the most remark-

able part of the art which has been transmitted

to us through the treatises of PamphilusB.nd. Calip-

pus. .

The twenty-second place exists when one brings in

proof such things as are seemingly true^ hui which
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are however incredible ; Vecause^ if they neither ac-

tually existed^ nor were in a state of doing so soon^

they would not be believed. Now this will cause

the greater credit to be given them, as one be-

lieves things only for two reasons—cither because

they are really or apparently probable. If, then,

the things of which we speak, incredible though

they be, and repugnant to probability, do not

cease to be believed, we must take it for granted

that it is merely because they are true, since, of

themselves, they are neither probable nor capable

of inducing persuasion. An example of this oc*

curred when Androcles Pithaus rose up against a

certain law; for, seeing that the people murmured

and took it ill when he said, ^' that of all the laws

which they enacted, there was not one which did

not need another to correct it ;'* he added, ** Thej

should not be surprised, for that the fish which

were taken from the very sea stood in need of

salt." Now, there is nothing so repugnant to

reason, or so little like probability, as that a fish,

which has been bred in the sea, should need salt:

and equally so to say, that olives want oil, as it is

difficult to believe, that what produces oil should

want it.

The twenty'third place, which is only appro»

priate to refutation, consists in paying attention t$

such things as are incompatible, and marked by con-

tradiction. For this purpose, it will be necessary
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to examine every circumstance, whether of time,

action, or words, and whether any (hhig talsifying

or contradictory be to be met therein. This may in

the first place be done with regard to the person

of our adversary. For example, " Gentlemen,

he has told you, that he loves you, and is inclined

for your good ; but I should like to know upon

what basis is founded the affection of a man, who,

in common with the thirty conspirators against

your liberties, has done every thing in his power

to enslave you." We may, in the second place,

recur to this in our own person, as; ''Gentle-

men, he has said that I am addicted to litigation

and chicanery ; however, he has not been able to

show that I have ever come into court, or that

through my means any person has been brought

to trial." Finally, this mode might be recurred

to, conjointly in our own person, or that of our

adversary. For instance, in this manner : " with

respect to him, gentlemen, he is known to the

world as a scoundrel, and a person who has

never lent any thing to any person ; whereas,

on the contrary, I have been so far obliging, that

many among you cannot deny, but that your es-

cape from the hands of the enemy was owing to

the money which I paid for your ransom.'*

The twenty-fourth place is, when any person shall

ceme to he suspected of a thing which the world will

scarcely believe, to exhibit the basis of so incredible

suspicion, and assign reasons for it, Sonae reasoi^
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must exist ; for, the suspicion cannot be formed of

itself without any foundation; for instance, a cer-

tain woman, overjoyed to behold her son, whom

she had not seen for a long time, embraced him so

amorously, and in such a manner, that the by-

standers, who knew not of the relation in which

they stood to each other, imagined it to be an

indecent exhibition of lewdness ; but no sooner

was the reason given than the calumny ceased.

Or, as may be found in the Jjax of Theodectiis,

when Ulysses gives a reason to Ajax^ why, although

the latter is really more valiant than the former,

he is nevertheless not supposed to be so.

The tvceniy -fifth ^lace consists in judging of an

effect hy its cause; as in saying, " that, if the cause

is^ the effect is ; and if the cause is not, the effect

is not.'* For all causes and effects never arise

one without the other ; and no effect absolutely

can be produced, without a cause to produce it.

For instance, Leodamas having to defend himself

against Thrasihulus, who reproached him in his

accusation, among other things, of being so infa-

mous, that his name might be read upon the

pillars of the citadel, if he had not taken care to

efface it, during the reign of the thirty tyrants :

^' This/' said Leodamas, " gentlemen, cannot be,

since the thirty tyrants would have confided more

in me than they did, if they perceived, by such an

inscription, the hatred which I should be obliged

to bear tosvards the people all my life.'*
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The iiventy-sixlh -place, upon matters of accusa-

tion, consists in seeing if any other thing would not

have been much better than that which is or has been

given f or if such a thing which has been done, had

not been better done in another manner ? For, there

would be room to assert that such things have ab-

solutely not been done ; as no one loves to do a

thing ill when he knows that he^can do. it better.

Here there is, however, a falsity ; since it fre-

quently happens, that a person does not perceive

how a thing may be done better, until after it is

done, and consequently he could not have known

it before he did the thing.

The tweniy-sevenlh place consists in our obserV'-

ing, upon any occasion when a person is prepared

to do a thing, whether what he is preparing to do

be not somewhat contrary to what he has done

before. For this reason, when the Eleates con-

sulted XenophaneSi whether, in their sacrifices to

Jjieucothea, they ought to bewail her ? the philoso-

pher replied, "If you believe that she is a god-

dess, there is na use in your wailings ; and i5

you consider her as a woman, there is no necessity?

jfor your offering her sacrifice."

The twenty-eighth place is, when a fault has

heertf committed, to turn it equally to (he pur-

poses of aecusatioTi or defence. Carcinus, in hi»

Medea, represents the accusers of that princess to

allege, in foundation of their charge, of her hav-

ing murdered her children, that no one knew what

Z
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became of them ; for, in fact, the fault which Me-

dea did commit, was, her having caused the de-

parture of her children without the knowledge

of any person. The princess is represented as

answering thus in her defence : " That she was

cruelly wronged in being accused of such an act

;

for, if she were to murder any one, it would have

been Jason rather than her own children; and

that, even if she were reduced to the extremity

of which she stood accused, it ought not to

form the principal ground of charge or convic-

tion against her, as she ought rather to be ar-

raigned for not having murdered the father, after

having dispatched the children." This place in

particular, and this description of enthymem, is

the only thing taught by Theodorus in his prin-

cipal work upon rhetoric.

The twenty-n'mth place is, when a ferson merely

confines himself to words, and makes use of their

derivation. Thus Sophocles, speaking of a cruel

woman named Sidero, says,

" Her name accorded with her heart of steeL"

The use of this place is frequently employed

in hymns, and other compositions which are

chanted in honour of the gods. Thus, Conon

also said of Thrasibulus^ " That his name well

befitted him, for, he was bold enough to follow the

counsels which were given him'"' Herodocus said

as much to Thrasymachus respecting his name.
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Upon seeing that he was uncommonly fond of dis-

pute ;
" You will never," ohscrvcd he, " be any

other than Thrasymachus^ so mightily addicted as

you are to quflrreUlng^'' He likewise made a

similar allusion to Polus's name, which implies

Co//, because he resembled that animal in his

manner of acting. An observation to the same

effect was made upon the name of DracOy the

lawgiver, on account of his code; it being said,

" That the laws which he had given, were not

those of a man, but of Ti fierce and cruel dragonj''

on account of their severity, and the difficulty of

observing them. Euripides, in like manner, has

this remark against Fenns, in his tragedy of He-

cuba : "Her name appropriately begins with the

word expressive of folly *."

Or as Chceremon observed, speaking of Fen-

theus's name, which seemed to forewarn him of a

disaster which should befall him, *' The name of

Pentheus and that of misfortune are combined."

So far for the places of enthymem either de-

monstrative and proving, or those of simple re-

futation. The latter, it is to be observed, should

be much more esteemed than the former, as they

have the advantage of summing up, and briefly

recapitulating things which are self-opposed or

contradictory. Contraries are so far peculiar,

that, when opposed one to another, there is no-

* Aphodis'ia^ which means ** the foam of the sea.'*
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thing so clear, or easy to be conceived by the

auditor. Of all arguments whether demonstra-

tive or refutative, those are incomparably the

most impressive, which afford a conjecture upon

the remaining part, if the commencement be once

developed. This should be the effect not of their

superficial tenour, or their common matter, but

of the orator*s art and address. The hearer al-

ways feels a lively joy within him, when he per-

ceives that he is so intelligent as to conceive

things even before they have been ended in the

narration. Next after these arguments, the best

are such as occasion the mind no delay, and

which are comprehended as soon as they are ex-

pressed.

CHAP. XXIV.

Places for false Enthymems, and such as do not

apparently prove.

As in logic there are some syllogisms which are

true, and others only so in appearance, so it is in

rhetoric with regard to enlhymems, among which,

some are found really good, and others merely so

in appearance. In fact, every enthymera is nothing
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more than a species of syllogism. Now,' with re-

gard to the places of those false, or apparent en-

thymems: the Jirsl consists in the diction being

so deceitful, ^hai the entire force is comprehended in

expressions. This place contains two parts : one (as

roay be likewise seen in Logic) is, where a man

insfantly comes to a conclusion without having made

any argument ; for instance, thus: *' Gentlemen, if

neither this nor that be the case, then this and the

other must necessarily be.'* In matter of enthy-

roems, a strong deception is created, by saying

things with a certain turn and opposition of man-

ner ; for, herein the enthymem most delights, and

is most in train towards producing its effect. This

sort of deception is pretty nearly what is understood

by logicians, under the term " figure of speech."

Great assistance, as well as an impression of be-

lief, may be given to this argument, by summing up

several heads or conclusions of other syllogisms

already made, and expressing them in the fol-

lowing manner ;
" He has saved some, avenged

others, and restored the Greeks to liberty." For

as each of these heads will already have been

proved, it may be imagined that in thus repeat-

ing them all at once, something new, which never

was before remarked, might be the result.

The secondpart of this captiousplace, is that which

conforms to ambiguity; as if a person, speaking

in favour of mice, should say, " That these little

animals must be very commendable, and possessed
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of something intrinsecally excellent, since the

Festival of Mysteries, so surpassingly important

and solemn, has been named from them : the

word mystery being derived of mjiSf which sig-

nifies a mouse.'* Or, if he had to eulogize a

Jogf he should put forward the circumstance of

a constellation being so named, as also the god

P//«, whom Pindar thus addresses in one of his

odes:

* O, happy thou ! whom the immortals name

The dog of the great goddess, &c.*'

Or, again, because the proverb says, ** It is a

shame r>either to have a dog nor a cat in the

house*;" to conclude, ** that nothing is more

honourable and worthy of esteem than a dog."

* These are not the exact words of Arhtotk^ whose terms

would not so well apply to what he meant to convey. I have

also omitted two examples which are founded upon double

meanings, for which there is no reciprocal expression in our

language. The first, in praise of Mercury^ is derived from

the two words, xoiv«»»K6j and xo<»o5; the former of which pro-

perly means a communicative man^ and the latter a man who is

commojiy or open to communicaiitn ; a term particularly appro>

priate to the god by reason of his functions :
*' Superis deorum

gratus et imis." The meaning then of this sophism is, ///«/

Mkrcury must possess communicative qualities /"ar beyond any

other deity^ since he is the wily one to 'whom the term of eulogy^ xo«y9f,

is applied. The other omitted example is founded upon the

different meanings of the word Xo'yo?, which sometimes signi-

fies a discourse^ and sometimes esteem. The meaning of the

example is, that the word Xi'yoj must denote something peculiarly

Y
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The second place is, to say and do a thing con-

jointly^ which should he distinguished and separately

mentioned^ or vice versa ; for, as people com-

jnonly confound those matters, anci as they all

pass but for one thing apparently, though there

may be many to be mentioned, for this reason,

the orator should apply the case upon occasion,

as best suits hjs subject. This is the entire

finesse of a sophism; such as maintaining that

there is a certain galley in the Pjrans, though

there is not, because the individual to whom we

gpeak knows, in particular, both what the Py-

raus is, and the galley in question. Another

reasoning of this quality may be instanced in

9, man's advancing, " that if a person should

know the letters of a difficult verse, he should

also understand the verse itself, which is only

composed of the said letters." Or, again, if a

man should maintain, " that because a double

dose of medicine would not be serviceable to a

patient, a single dose would not also ;" for, he

may add, *' that it is ridiculous to believe that

two things, which are separately good, can be*

come bad by a combination." What is said in

excellent : as, in speaking of great men, the Gre,eks do not $ay

of them that they merit large possessions, or great wealth, but

merely that they are a|io< ^.o^/a. Herein the word Xpyo^ cij^nges

Its usual signification, and the phrase m^ans, " persons wprihy

ef psteem."
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this manner, is merely appropriate to refutation ;

whereas, if the argument were used in another

manner, it would serve to prove; as, for in-

stance : " It is certainly not true that good is so

changeable in its nature, as that a thing possess-

ing that quality in its single capacity, can be

rendered two bad ones, by adding to it in double

proportion." This entire place is captious and

full of falsity. Of this description is the argu-

ment of Polycrates, when, in extolling the ac-

tions of Thrasybulus above those of others, who
were deliverers of Greece, he wished to show,

•* that for one tyrant whom others destroyed,

Thrasybulus expelled ihirty together." Thus, in

saying so, he assembled in one single man the

qualities of thirty. Theodectus, in his Orestes,

acts the contrary part, for he separates what

should be conjoined : " Is it not true,'* said he,

" that the woman who is guilty of her husband*s

murder, merits death ? Is it not again true,

that it is a son's duty to avenge his father's

death ? And is not all this to be met in the

action which has been committed ?*' I say, yes

;

but it may happen, that uniting both circum-

stances would render the action no longer a jus-

tifiable one. Such an argument is so far vicious,

that it may be referred to another sort of fal-

lacy which logicians call '* defect :" when a per-

son does not say that which ought to have been

said ; for in this case, it is not remarked by

y 2
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what person the action has been committed, nor,

whether it was the son who slew his own mother.

The thirdplace consists, when a person wants

to prove, or refute a thing, in simply exaggerating

its nature. For example : if a man should ac-

cuse another of committing a wicked action,

though he had not proved him to be the person,

he may instantly proceed to aggrandize the

crime. The means are, however, equally ad-

vantageous to the accused party, who, by him-

self, showing the enormity of the crinje, would

induce others to believe him incapable of it.

On the contrary, if the accuser appear earnest in

speaking of it, the guilt of the other party will not

be doubted. In all that I have said, there ap-

pears, however, to be no proof nor argument,

to show that the thing is so ; and herein con-

sists the deception which abuses the hearer's

belief.

The fourth place is, when^ as the reason of a

things its mere sign is adduced. Every enthymem of

this quality is captious and inconclusive. For

example : as if one should say, '* that amorous

persons are extremt ly useful to a republic, and

to a people who cherish liberty ; because the

love which Harmodius and Aristogiton bore to-

wards each other served to the destruction of

tyranny, and the defeat of Hipparchus" Or, as

if a person should assert, " that Dionysius the

Tyrant was a robber, because he was a wicked
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man.*' Such an argument, it is clear, would

conclude nothing ; for, it is not true that every

wicked man is a robber, although every robber

is a wicked man.

The fifth placexs "when the occurrence of acci-

dent is alleged as the cause of an effect ;'* for irt"

stance, what Polycrates has said in favour of rats

and mice :
" that the state was under particular

obligations to those little animals, because, in'

time of war, they had so far assisted in disarming

the enemy, that they gnawed their bow-stringS

asunder." Or, again, as if a man should con-

tend, " that the greatest honour which it is pos-

sible to pay a man, is to invite him to a festival;

because Achilles* anger against the Greeks arose

from his not being invited to rhe great festival

which they celebrated at TenedGS.** Now, this

was not the reason of Achilles* wrath, but the

contempt and affront which were evident in that

neglect. It is only on certain occasions, that

the non-invitation could be an absolute cause of

anger.

The sixth place consists in allegwg as the reason

Mnd cause of a thing, that zvhich is only a con-

sequence of it ; for instance, what has been

said in praise of Parisy ** that he must have

been a prince of magnanimity and high spirit

above the common stamp, because he despised

the court and the great, and chose a retired and

ascetic life upon Mount Ida ;'* for, as great-

Y 3
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minded persons commonly love solitude, Paris

seems to merit the praise of that virtue. The

same argument may be instanced, in saying,

" that such a man is an adulterer, because he

is a rake and a night-walker : as persons of this

propensity are addicted to that vice.'* Or again,

as if a person should say, " that beggars and

exiles are the happiest people in the world : beg-

gars, because they do nothing but sing and

dance in the temples ; and exiles, because they

are at liberty to roam where they please :'* for,

as those who appear happy in the eyes of the

world, find themselves at liberty to live and do

every thing as they think fit, for that reason

people imagine that they are happy ; but the

question is, to know how both descriptions are

so, which not being mentioned, the argument

may be classed under the head of " fallacy of

omission," which consists in saying only a part

of what is necessary.

The seventh place is when the cause of an effect

is attributed to a thing which is not so ; wholly, be-

cause the two things may have been done at the

same time, or one immediately after the other.

It is so common to confound matters of this na-

ture, and to take an after-consequence for what

has been 'a previous effect, particularly in state

policy, that people almost reason in no other

manner. Thus, Demades, in his accusation of

Demosthenes, asserted, " that his government
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and system Of policy had beert the cause of

every disaster which had since befallen the state,

because, immediately upon his assumption, a

war took place.'*

The eighth deceptive flace is that which has the

defect of not expressing when or how a thing has

keen done ; as if a man should assert, *' that Paris

was not blameable for the rape of Helena because

Helen had permission of her father to take aid

a husband him whom she should prefer." Now,

it is not true that this right of choice was granted

to her for ever, but merely for the time that she

should remain unmarried, as the authority of a

father over his daughter does not exceed that

extent. Again, we may instance this mode of

reasoning thus : " That to beat freemen, with-

out respecting theif condition, and treating them

only as slaves, is an intolerable insolence.'* I

say, yes, sometimes, but not always ; for in-

stance, when the person who is beaten has been

the first offender or aggressor.

Furthermore, as in scholastic disputes, and

upon matters wherein persons aim rather at

the victory than at truth, it commonly happens

that the syllogism is captious, and the reason-

ing false, by reason of the ninth place, which

consists in making no diff'erence between that

which is absolutely probable, and what is only

conditionally so, and in a certain manner ; for ex-

ample, in logic, one sometimes will contend,

Y 4
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** that whatever is not, really is ; for, at least

we may be assured, that such a thing is abso-

lutely that which is not^ And, as also, it is

frequently contended, " that one may know that

which cannot be known ;, because, at least, he

knows in feci and certainty that such a thing

cannot be absolutely known ;" so, I say, it

happens in rhetoric, with respect to the enthy-

mem ; for, conditional probability is not to be

universally understood. Agatho has well ob-

served :

" As chance in change doih constantly delight,

So probability, with equal right,

Hath many things which sin against its rules."

Jn fact, it cannot be denied that extraordinary

cflfects frequently happen contrary to all appear-

fnce. Probability, in this respect, may be con-

sidered as extending itself beyond its bounds, so

as to be met even in things which have not its

quality ; so that there is reason for contending,

*' that whatever is not of itself probable, does

not necessarily cease to be so." This, however,

cannot be the case absolutely, or in general cases,

but merely in cases of school dispute, where the

only thing sought for is an advantage over our

competitors. Even in this, however, by neg-

lecting to remark certain circumstances, fpr in-

stance, *' on what side,'* " with respect to

whom," " in what place," See. deception is in-
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duced, and the argument becomes captious. It

is the same with rhetoric, wherein a person

is often mistaken, by supposing, that what is

only conditionally probable, is absolutely and

unconditionally so. Of such importance did

this place appear to Corax, that it is the only

thing which he teaches in his book, and wherein

he makes the whole arcanum of rhetoric to con-

sist ; for, he reasons in the following manner

:

** Supposing one man to be accused of having

beaten another, which he cannot be suspected of

having done, either from his infirmity or bodily

debility, his defence is already made, as the sub-

ject of accusation appears by no means probable.

But if, on the contrary, suspicion should alight

upon him, by reason of his being stouter than

the man who is beaten, the same reason reverts,

as it may be said in his defence, that the accusa-

tion is absolutely injurious, and contrary to all

probability and truth ; because this man who
accuses could not doubt, that, being so strong,

the other could not fail to have drubbed him :

the thing speaking for itself with an air of pro-

bability." And not only did he maintain it in

such cases, but in every other ; for, he added,

** One of two things must be the case : either

that the accused is guilty, or that he is not ; so

that, however the matter be considered, the

thing will always appear probable." But, as I

have said, the diifcrence is, that one will be ab-^
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solutely and really probable, whereas the othei'

will be but conditionally, or in a certain manner

so. This deception may be properly termed,

•* giving the advantage to the weaker side," or

*• making a bad cause a good one." Thus if

was with just reason that Protagoras was not Wei!

inclined towards his profession, because nothing

was so false, or remote from truth, as the systeoi

which he taught; his entire doctrine being

founded upon a deceitful probability, and a

false appearance, which never enter into any

Other art besides rhetoric and sophistry.—So far

then for particular enthymems, both true and

false.

CHAP. XXV.

Of Solutions.

The solution of an argument aaay be made iri

two ways : either by reasoning against what had

been said, or by adducing an instance. With

respect to the opposition of argument to argument,

the same places which have been given for the

establishment and proof of an Opinion, will serve

to qpeak against, and destroy either. In fact,

every argument of rhetoric is founded upon pro-
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bability, which is of such a nature, that many

things opposite, and seemingly contrary to each

other, are to be found in it. With respect

to making ohjectiotis and bringing instances^ it may

be done in four ways, as has been shown in my
Topics ; for, every objection is drawn,

I. ** Either from the subject in question ;'*

3« " From one similar ;**

3. " From a contrary one ;" or,

4. ** From one already adjudged.'*

An objection of the first kind may be illus-

trated by the following argument on the subject

of love :
" that it is absolutely the finest of all.

the passions, and most peculiar to honourable

people." Two answers might be made to this :

the first in general terms : " that whatever de-

notes a necessity must be bad of itself." The

second in particulars :
" that if it be true that

love is a legitimate and honourable passion, it

would follow, that it was wrong to speak so re-

proachfully of the amours of Biblis and CaunuSy

so as that they passed into a proverb ; but that

it was not wrong, because there are infamous

and censurable amours."

An objection of the secorul kind might be elu-

cidated by the following reasoning : " That a

man is not absolutely honest who does not

contribute to the welfare of his friends." To
this il may be replied, ** that a wicked man is
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not in the habit of ill-treating or injuring hlf

friends/'

An objection of the third kind may be thus

instanced : " that every person wlio has been ill-

treated by another, never forgives him, but hates

him all his life." This may be opposed in the

following v^ray :
*' That people whom we have

most kindly treated, and who are under most

obligations to us, are not always those who show

the most gratitude, nor who continue- their af-

fections towards us the longest."

The /ottr/A ohjeciion is especially used when

those who have adjudged the thing are persons of

weight and reputation. It may be thus exem-

plified : " That we ought to pardon the faults

of a drunkard, because he transgresses unknow-

ingly." This objection would apply : " VVas

not Fitiacus a. great man, and praised for his

decisions ? Yet in the laws which he has be-

queathed, he is not so severe against any offenders

as those who fall into the commission of faults

from the habit of drunkenness."

So far for general objections to any argument.

In order to reply in particular^ we must bear in

mind, that there are only four things upon which

all enthymems are founded ; viz,

" Probability
;"

<* Example ;"

** A necessary Sign, or Tecraerion ;** and
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*' A simple Sign *."

Every cnthymera which bottoms its proof upon

what really happens, or seeras commonjy to hap-

pen, is what we term an enthymem derived from

probability.
^

The enthymem which is founded upon indue*

lion, IS that which alleges in proof one or several

things which are alike ; and this when going up*

wards to universals. Application is afterwards

made io par ticulars ; of this kind is the enthymem

drawn from example. The enthymem, which ia

proot, adduces a necessary effect, and such as

thii the existence of the thing cannot be denied,

is what we term one derived from a necessary sign.

Finally, when a person is contented with as-

signing for proof, things either very general, or

quite particular, whether they be true or not, it

is an enthymem founded upon a simple sign.

These premises being supposed, and as pro-

bability, from its nature, does not regard things

which always happen in the same way, but which

for the most part do so, it follows, that of all

the enthymems which we have just remarked,

there is not one which may not be solved by

bringing forward an instance. Such I confess

will not always be a true solution, as it will be

more so in appearance than reality; but it will,

not be useless, because, though a person may

* See the end of Chap. 11. Book I. page 35.
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not be able always to show, " that a thing is

not probable," which is the main solution for

ruining an argument ; nevertheless, he should

not cease attacking and weakening it. by show-

ing, ** that the proof is not convincing, and in-

cludes no necessity;'* for this reason, defence has

always the advantage of accusation, on account

of the falsity which glides into the reasoning, and

deceives the mind. Although, however, every

accuser founds his proof upon probability, and

whatever the difference may be, which is between

showing, ihai a thing is not frobahle^ or merely, that

it is not necessaryf yet probability is of such a cast,

that it always leaves room for some reply or ob-

jection : if it were not so, it would no longer be

probability, but necessity. Hence, it happens,

that the judge, who is not the most acquainted

with such matters, when he hears a reply made

thus to an argument, and perceives il to be con-

tended, ** that there is no necessity for giving

credit to what has been advanced," instantly

imagines to himself, either that the thing is ab-

solutely improbable, or, at least, that it exceeds

his power, and lies not within his judgment,

being deceived, as I have said, by the quality of

the reply. However, he would be wrong, in-

somuch as he would make known that he is ig-

norant of the extent of his jurisdiction, since

every judge has not only to decide upon matters

of absolute necessity, but also upon such as arc
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merely probable. So true is this, that it is com-

prised within the meaning of a person's " judg-

ing in conscience and equity ;" so that, in order

to solve an argument, it will not be sufficient to

show that the proof fails in conviction or neces-

sity, but also it must appear, that it is not ab-

solutely probable. This will be evident, if the

objection made be founded on matters which

happen more commonly, than the thing which is

alleged. Now, it invariably happens, that a

Teply is of this quality for two reasons : either on

account of time or of circumstances ; and if these

two conditiops meet together, nothing can be

stronger; as it is certain that the oftener a

thing happens in this manner, the more pro-

bable it will appear. As to simple signs^ and the

enthyraems to be derived from them, however

true they may be, they may be always solved, as

has been said in the commencement; for, so

far from their proving, there is not one ca-

pable of serving to infer the least consequence

:

this we have rendered evident in our Analytics.

The solution given to enthymems of example is

the same as is given to those of probability ; for,

if there be never so little urged against them, which

might make known that the thing does not always

occur in conformity with our adversary s assertion^

it will be quite sufficient ; as by these means it

will be clear that there is no necessity for giving

credit to it. This will be the case, even though
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the opposite party should show that the same

thing had happened in quite a different manner,

and more frequently than we said. If our ad-

versary's proof be such, that, without being able

to oppose any thing to him, he has made it ap-

pear not only " that the thing is as he said,"

but also *' that it has several times happened in

the same way ;" the reply to be made is, " either

that he does not speak of the same fact ; that

there are other circumstances to be remarked

;

or that some difference is to be found betwcert

one and the other of them.*'

With respect to the necessary sign, and the cn-

tbymems derived from it, -as there are no other

means of satisfying or solving them, but, as we

showed in the Analytics^ by simply denying

the consequence, the only method of reply con-

sists in showinii, '• that what is said is not true,

and that the thing is not absolutely to be found ;"

if the thing, however, be effectually true, and

there be no reason to doubt the necessity of the

consequence drawn from it, as being founded

upon an infallible and certain sign, it is an ar-

gument which defies reply, because it is as clear

as if we had used a demonstration.
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CHAP. XXVt.

Of Amplification.

'The address of aggrandizing or diminisliing

any thing beyond its reality, ought not to be con-

sidered as an element of enthymems. By ele-

ment I mean the same thing 2iS place \ for, both

serve as the basis of several enthymems, and are,

as it were, a habitation for them. Amplification,

then, consists in collecting together certain en-

thymems, in order to show that some particular ef-

fect is great or littiej important or trivial', in the

same manner as the goodness or hadness, justice or

injustice of a thing is proved ; for, the whole is

pure mattter of syllogisms and enthymems. Am-
plification cannot be considered as the place of

an cnthymem any more than such proofs as these

latter can. The same judgment will apply to

refutative enthymems ; for, they are of the same

species as those which prove. Whoever pretends

to refute or solve any argument, has but two
ways of accomplishing it ; the one is by proof

and the other by adducing an instance. He acts

upon the former method, when he shows the con-

trary of his adversary's assertion, as if the latter

were to say, " that such a thing has been done;'*

and the former should prove, " that it was not,'*

or vice versa : so that there is no dif^re*)ce be-

z
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tvveen both, as they equally serve the same ends ;

and each, upon its respective side, adduces cnthy-

mems, as well to show that a thing is, as that it

is not.

With respect to instance, the quality of en-

thymem does not accord with it ; for, as wc

have said in our Topics, to urge an instance is no-

thing more than to give such an opinion upon a

matter, as rhat, by such means, a person might

know, either that the consequence which has

been drawn is not sound, or that some false pro-

position has entered into the argument.

Thus I believe we have remarked, as far as

was necessary, upon the subject of examples, sen-

tences, enthymems, in fine, whatever belongs to

the manner of conceiving or considering a thing;

and this, not only with a view to our capability

of selecting all kinds of proofs and arguments,

but also to put us in a state of replying to, or

solving every thing, which may be alleged in op-

position to us. We next come to speak of the

only remaining thing to be considered, viz. the

order and disposition, or diction, necessary to be ob-

served in a discourse.
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BOOK IIL

CHAP. I.

SUMMARY RECAPITULATION.

In every discourse, three things are to be consi-

dered, of which, rhetoric must necessarily treat

;

viz.

1. *^ The place whence its proofs are to be

derived.'*

2. " What is to be observed in the matter of

elocution ;" and,

3. " How the several parts are to be arrang-

ed."

Upon the first requisite we have fully and fun-

damentally treated. The three sorts of proof

have not only been shown, but we have also de-

monstrated the reason why there cannot be more*

This latter reason arises additionally out of the

fact, that a judge is never persuaded to believe

what is said, but for some one of the three follow-

ing reasons :

** Either because he is moved or prejudiced by

some passion ;*'

** Because he has a good opinion of the

speaker
;" '

.
*

z 2
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** Or, because what has been asserted has been

proved."

We have also spoken of enthymems, and shown

where they are to be looked for; besides having

divided them into two species ; the one, specific

and particular to each kind ; and the other called

common place, and equally applicable to all the

kinds of rhetoric. Our object is now to consi-

der elocution ; for, it is not alone sufficient to know

what should be said, but it is also expedient to

speak with a certain grace and propriety, the

rather because it is an additional means of dis-

playing the speaker's manners, and impressing a

favourable opinion of him.

Of Action.

Brilliant eloquence depends chiefly upon the

three following points ; viz. things, words, and

action. With respect to the necessary order of

these, it has been hitherto observed, as we have

in the first place inquired, " What things are

capable of persuading ?" And we next examined

how these things should be well expressed, and

in what arrangement ?' The last point, which re-

lates to action, and is of high importance, remains

to be noticed. It was not until very lately that ac-

tion entered into theatrical representations, or

the recitations of heroic poems {Vu-^CAilol). Before

the present day, poets themselves represented

their own tragedies ; so that it is not now to be
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doubted, but tbat this is a brancti worthy of cul-

tivation in rhetoric, as well as in poetry. As to

the latter art, many have already blended action

with it, and among others, a person named Glau-

con of Teos in Ionia.

The whole secret of elocution depends upon

the voice, in knowing how to use it when ex-

pressing the several passions ; for instance, when

it is necessary to raise or lower it, or speak in the

ordinary and familiar manner ; as also with re-

spect to the various tones of sharp, b4ss, and

tenor, as well as number or measure, in order to

manage these tones properly in each j^articular

motion.

Whoever studies pronunciation, is in the

habit of observing three things ; the body, or

strength of the voice, its harmony, and its mea-

sure. So important is this consideration, that, of

all the orators who appear in public, those only

bear away the prize who are distinguished for fine

pronunciation, and a handsome manner of recit-

ing. This is not at all surprising; for, in the

same manner as the comedians in theatricals have

a considerable advantage over the poets, sb it is

with those who recite in public. It is the effect

of corruption in the age, and exists because rt'

publics only esteem that with which they are

pleased.

With respect to action^ it is a subject

which has never yet been reduced within the

compass of art ; and still further, it is not long

7^ 3
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since precspts were for the first time given upon

the head of elocution, which, to say the most of

it, is of no great importance, at least one to which

a person should not confine himself. However,

though rhetoric itself, if fairly considered, con-^

tains nothing solid, and lies wholly in opinion,

yet it should be attended to, not as a thing de-

serving our total occupation, but as of necessity,

in the nianner we have just seen. It would in-

deed be a desirable thing if a discourse were not

to be frittered away upon so many idle modes of

address as is commonly the case, since the only

method of pleasing we should seek therein, ought

to consist in avoiding excess in displeasing, or

the contrary ; for it is but matter of justice to

adhere to one's subject, and to labour strongly in

laying open the truth ; every thing else, with the

exception of proof, being useless. However, as I

have said, it is the misfortune of the present day,

that thos,e modes of address carry with them a

considerable effect, because every thing is per-

verted to the hearer's understanding. Some

exception may, nevertheless, be made in favour

of elpcution, as it is in some degree necessary

to the science in which it is of importance

o express one's self in a certain manner.

Scientific elocution does not however approach

the excess of rhetorical elocution. The entire

expression of the latter is mere fantasy, and has

only been invented to accommodate the hearer's

taste. So foreign is its language to that of sci-
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cnce, that it cannot be used in teaching geo-

metry.

Reverting to the subject of action, it is

certain that so soon as it shall be reduced within

the rules of art, it will produce the same effect

as theatrical representations do. And though it

is not every day seen, yet it cannot be doubted,

since there are already many authors to be met

with who have attempted it in some manner, as

Thrasimachus in his book upon the Means of ex-

citing Pity.

Action and elocution are so far different,

that the former borrows every thing from

nature and genius, and very little from art ;

whereas the latter borrows every thing from

art, and very little from genius. Hence the rea-

son why, at the present day, we see two classes of

successful orators, some carrying away the palm

of elocution, and others of action. Every discourse

which is committed to paper, has this peculiarity,

provided its diction be fkie, that there is much

more value attached to the expression than the

thought.

Of Elocution.

The first persons who gave themselves the trouble

of cultivating elocution, were the poets; for, order

and reason rendered it necessary that they should

commence it; since there is nothing so proper to

aid a poet's design, which is imitation, as words,

which we know are the living images of things

z 4
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Of all the parts which nature has bestowed upon

man, none is more adapted for the purposes of imi-

tation than the voice; whence it happens, that, in

consequence of elocution, we have seen other arts

appear, which are merely subservient to repre-

sentation, such as the comedian's art, and that

of reciting heroic verse, with some others.

Among all ihe poets of repute, thoseheldahigher

rank in estimation, whose expression was rich, or

whose versification was smooth ; as to the sense,

it was mere silliness. Hence, also, poetic diction

first crept into use among orators ; for instance,

the style of Gorgias ; and it was so far pleasing,

that, even to this day, the ignorant and the taste-

less imagine, that the man who uses it perforins

wonders. So far, however, from this being the

real and necessary case, prose has a diction quite

opposite to that of poetry. What has hap-

pened in this latter art not long ago, clearly justi-^

fies this assertion; as, among all the theatrical poets

pf the present day, not one makes use of the same

diction which was formerly in vogue. For, in the

first place, tetrameter verses have been altered

into iambics, because the latter are more nearly

allied to prose. In like manner, all those words

have been abandoned, which were out of the or-

dinary manner of speaking, thus omitting what

before served to embellish their diction, The

theatrical writers have been followed in this sys-

tem, by (he composers of hexameter verse. To

imitate the poets then ip this respect, would be
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ridiculous, as they have themselves forsaken that

manner. And it is clear, that we need not pre-

cisely descant upon every species of elocution,

but on that alone which is consistent with our

subject, and appropriate to oratory. In our

Poetics we have already spoken of poetic diction.

OF DICTION.

CHAP. II.

On fine ELOCUTioik

In consequence of the reflectioos we have in-

dulged in, let us suppose ** that the beauty of

elocution consists in its being self-intelligible and

clear;" for, every discourse which is not under-

stood, works no effect upon an auditory. Elo-

cution should neither be too lofty, nor too

humble, but adapted to the particular nature of

the subject. I allow that though the use of poetic

diction will restrain us from the meanness which

we censure, yet it will lead us into another excess,

arising from a mode of expression not at all

adapted to prose.

^ppopr'tate words contribute more than any

thing else to render a discourse clear and intelli-

gible ; what takes from its humility, and orna-

Ijjents it, is the use of those terms which wc
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have mentioned in our Poetics. It is certain that

an alteration, and in some manner a disguise of

words, gives a different appearance, and a majesty,

to diction. As we experience a certain feeling

upon beholding strangers, which we do not at the

eight of such as are familiar to our view, so it

is with diction. For this reason, then, it will be

requisite to give a little disguise to, and, as it were,

to clothe in a foreign dress, one's manner of

speaking ; because, whatever is foreign appears

admirable, and whatever is admirable confers plea-

sure and satisfaction. Versification possesses this

advantage completely, as many points are to be

met with in it productive of this effect, and which

are also well adapted thereto ; because the sub-

ject of verse, whether a person or thing, is incom-

parably more noble and lofty than that of prose,

wherein there are fewer occasions for introducing

these things. Now, in order to show that the

diction of a discourse should necessarily be pro-

portioned to the subject, we need only observe,

(hat even in poetry, lofty as it is, propriety does

not always permit it to be sustained by grandeur of

expression ; for, it would not be pertinent, in repre-

senting the language of a young boy, or of a ser-

vant, to employ the finest terms in the language
;

and the same with respect to inconsiderable things,.

It should be in the same manner with prose, wherein

this same fitness requires a thing to be done in a

higher degree at one time, and in a lesser at another;

one time to contract, and at another to extend, in
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proportion as the subject will permit ; but, in

such a manner, however, that the artifice shall be

concealed, and that, instead of appearing studied,

we seem to speak naturally. The one method is

proper for persuasion ; the other produces a con-

trary effect. In fact, when the hearer perceives a

studied manner, he holds himself on his guard,

for fear of being surprised, placing no less distrust

in a discourse of this nature than he would in adul-

terated wines. It might be said, that, between

both modes, there is as wide a difference as be-

tween Thtodorus^ that famous comedian, and his

cotemporaries, in point of voice ; for, his is so na-

tural, and yet deceptive, that it seems as if the

person whom he represented spoke rather than

the actor himself; whereas each of his fellow*

actors used a feigned and constrained voice. The

true method of deceiving thus, and yet conceal-

ing the artifice, consists in choosing such words

as are most in vogue, as Euripides, the first who

found out and discovered this secret to others,

has done.

\

0/" Metaphors.

As every discourse is composed of nothing but

nowis and verbsy and as there are so many kinds of

nouns as we have already remarked in our Poetics;

for this reason, the orator should avoid making use

of as seldom, and in as few places as he can, botb
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foreign words, i.e. borrowed from other languages,

as well as those of feigned or double meaning.

We shall shortly hereafter mention the occasions

when they may be used. The reason which for-

bids their general use is, that such words alter the

common manner of speaking, in too great a de-

gree, and disguise it beyond what is requisite.

This is not the case with words which are appro-

priate and m use, nor with metaphors^ which are

alone useful, and adapted to prose. There is in

fact no person, who, in familiar conversation,

will not employ metaphors, as well as words,

which are proper, and in use. Thus it may be

seen, that if a person knows how to make a right

use of those terms, he will not only convey into

his expression something striking and extraordi-

nary, but will likewise so cover the artifice, that

it will not seem to be a laboured thing, and it

will have the additional benefit of appearing clear

;

which are three conditions, in which consists the

most finished oratorical elocution.

Of all the words which enter into prose,

it may be observed, that equivocal words are

most in use ^i?mong sophists, because therein

they place ^11 their finesse, as being most

serviceable for the purposes of deceiving. As

to sjnqjtyms, they are more needed by the

poet. The two words " Walk," and " Go,"

mtproper and synonymous, because both are proper^

to express what they mean, and both mean the

same thing. We have, in our Poetics, sufficiently
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dilated upon equivocals and synonyms j as

also upon the different species of metaphor,

and the marvellous effects which it has in poetry

and prose. The orator will be at the more trouble

in looking for and discovering metaphors, because

in prose there are fewer assistants than in verse ;

and as metaphor has the peculiarity of being clear,

agreeable, and recommended by some charm of

novelty, so he must seek it of himself, and not

borrow it from another.

Whether we use epithets or metaphors, we

should equally avoid choosing such as are

not quite applicable to the subject. This

will be effected, if there be an analogy and a

just proportion in the sense ; otherwise the thing

would be in no manner pertinent or available, as

contraries never display nor make themselves

known more than when they are opposed. The

method of avoiding this fault lies in considering

the relation and reciprocity which things have to-

wards each other. For, as scarlet is more becom-

ing a young man, and any other colour suits an

old man best, so it is with every thing else. If

encomium be the subject, and we wish for

embellishment, then we must draw our metaphor

from whatever is to be found most lofty of the

same description with the subject-matter : and, if

we wish to impress a bad opinion of any person

or thing, we must draw the metaphor from the

worst and most contemptible sources : for in-

stance, provided there be two things, which are
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contrary, and comprised under the same kind, to

say of a man who beseeches another, " that he

hcgs,** and of the man who really begs, *' that he

beseeches ;" because, to do one or the other, is to

** ask,'* which is the common kind under which

both terms are classed. Thus, Iphicrates, one

day wishing to pay CaUias a grudge, called

him Metragyrliis, and not Dadouchm, which

latter was his true distinction and quality.

The former term implies the mendicant of a

brotherhood, or the plate-bearer ; and the latter,

the taper-bearer. To which CalUas replied,

•* That, from what the other said, it was very plain,

that he was not at all versed in the mysteries of

the goddesSj and that he never had the honour of

being admitted among the number of those who

were initiated ; for, if he had known these mattersj

he would not have called him Metragyrius, but

Dadouchus.^' Now, though both those names im-

ply two functions, which are peculiar to the cere-

monies used in honour of the mother of the gods,

nevertheless the difference is so great, that one is

an honourable, and the other a mean avocation.

The same thing may be observed with respect to

those who formed the court of Diotiysius the tyrant,

for they were called by the whole world Diony-

slocolacoiy i. e. " Flatterers of the tyrant :'* though

among each other they called themselves Cour-

tiers, Those two words are used metaphorically,

the former in an infamous sense, as reproaching
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with a shameful vice ; the latter, on the contrary,

is applied with a good construction. The same

method is resorted to by robbers ; for, in order

to cover with an honourable name, the profession

which they follow, they style themselves Adven-

turers and Children of Fortune. By these means,

it is apparent, that there is nothing which may not

be turned to a good or bad account; for, if a man
has committed a crime, it might be said, '* He
Jhas been guilty of a failing through misfortune."

' On the contrary, if another has only committed a

simple fault, by this address it may be construed

into a criminal outrage. Thus, in speaking of a

man who has merely pilfered, in order to render

his act more odious, we may make use of terms

implying a greater degree of violence, such as,

" he has plundered," " he has sacked," " he

has ravaged." An example is also to be found in

what Telephus says of the rowers in Euripides :

** That with their oars acting as kings upon the

sea, they commanded the waves to waft them

morequickly to MysiaJ' Herein the metaphor is not

good, because the words King and Command are

too lofty to be attributed to the mean occupation

of rowing. Such kinds of metaphors not being na-

tural, their art cannot be concealed. We may also

offend against the laws of metaphor in our choice

of words, when the syllables are so harsh as to re-

turn a disagreeable sound to the ear, as is remark-

able in the elegies of Dionysius the poet, who was
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surnamed " the man of brass*,'* and who called

poetry " the cry of Calliope,'' because the words

" poetry" and '^ cry," each signify a description

of voice. Now this metaphor is not only defec-

tive, because the word " cry" is harsh, but also

because its meaning has no relation whatever to

the sweetness of poetry.

With respect to metaphors, we must also

take care that they be not far-fetched, but

drawn from things which are approximate, and

of the same species, in order that, if we name

a thing, which has had no denomination before,

we may do it in such a manner as to cause no

doubt of its being appropriately so called, on ac-

count of the perfect relation between the name

and the thing : as, for instance, in the following

well-known enigma

—

" A wondrous feat perform'd by fire I've seen,

" Brass firmly glu'd upon a person's skin."/

For, as the manner of applying cupping-instru-

ments has no name, and to glue, and to apply such

things, are both the means of making one thing

adhere to another, he who composed the enigma

used the sNoiAglue, in order the better to expressthe

method in which cupping-instruments are applied.

n fine, w hoever would have good metaphors,

* He was thus surnamed, on account of the advice which

he gave the Athenians, namely, to use no other than brass

money.
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fhould have recourse to well-made enigmas ; and

as, in facf, the latter are composed of the former,

it follows that an enigma cannot be well made,

if the metaphors be not excellent also.

Metaphors must in like manner be drawn from

sources of propriety, and things which convey fine

ideas. As Lycimnms has correctly observed, a word

may be proper or improper, for two reasons : either

on account of its sound, with respect to the ear, or

by reason of its signification. Besides this, there is

a third motive of replying to a sophistical argu-

ment, which is commonly alleged in the proof of

a contrary. Br'tsso adduces the following as a rea-

son that there is no obscurity in words, and that a

person, in speaking, can say nothing improper;

" for let the expressions with which he may clothe

the idea, be what they will, still he must say the

same thing.'* Now, this reasoning is perfectly false,

because there are to be found some terms, which

are more proper than others for what is to be sig-

nified, and which are much more expressive and

more capable of delineating a thing to the eye.

Neither must it be imagined, that whatever term

signifies the same thing, conveys an equal mean-

ing, or interprets it in the same manner as ano-

ther ; so that if there were only this reason, it

would be sufficient to convince us that there are

some terms more proper and some more indecent

than others : for though two terms may signify a

proper and an improper thing both together, yet

A A
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they do not import either propriety or indecency

precisely : wherefore the distinctions of more and

less are to be remarked in them.

Metaphors must be selected in such a manner,

that neither indecorum nor unpleasantnest in word

or expression shall enter into their composition ;

neither must they be contradictory to our senses.

In order to show the necessity for choice of lan-

guage, we Iftay observe the vast difference as to

the propriety of the following modes of express-

ing the same idea :
** The rosy-fingered Aurora ;'*

** the scarlet-fingered Aurora ;" or, which k yet

worse, " the red- fingered Aurora."

Of Epithets.

Epithets or adjectives may be used as well as

metaphors, and be selected to the advantage or

disadvantage, the credit or the shame, of another

person. For example, if speaking of Orestes, on

one side it might be said, " He was a parricide,

and a wretch who slew his own mother j" while

it might be equally contended in his favour, " that

he was a son possessed of noble feelings, v/ho

avenged the blood and murder of his father." Or,

as Simonides acted, when Anaxilas, who won the

prize in the mule-races, requested of him to conv-

pose some verses on the occasion j for, when the

latter ofTered too small a recompense to the poet,

he pretended a disinclination to the subject; " ai?
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it was beneath him/' he said, " to eulogize such

creatures as half- asses." When ^naxilas, hcfW-

ever, promised a higher remuneration, he com-

posed these lines

:

" May your keepers in all places prove to you kind,

Ye daughters of horses, more fleet than the wind."

He could have called them " Daughters of

asses," if he wished. Diminutives are also of equal

effect in this art. By the term diminutive I meaa
whatever renders a thing in appearance, whethef

good or evil, less than it is in reality. Aristophanes

has employed these in his " Babylonians,'^ where

he makes use of mocking ; for, instead of naming

things in the aggregate, as they are used to be—
for instance, of the words " gold," " a robe,"

" an injury," " a malady," &c. he introduces

diminutives. Great care, however, must be

taken not to abuse the adoption of them ; for

which reason it will be right to keep within

bounds in their application.

CHAP. iir.

(y Frigid Elocution,

Four circumstances operate in rendering elocu-

tion cold and unimpressive. In the first place,

A A a
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double or compound words ; as, for instance, when

Lycofhron said, " the many- faced heavens,"

" the mountain-bearing earth," &c.* Or, as

GorgiaSj when he uses the terms " true -swearers,"

and " false-swearers.*' Jlcidamas also, in ex-

pressing the furious passion of a man against whom,

he inveighs, says, " his fire-lighted eyes;" and

also, in speaking of the sea, he calls it " the

azure-coloured deep." All such affected terras

and modes of speaking savour more of poetry than

of prose, on account of their two-fold construction.

The second reason why elocution appears cold,

is this, when the use of foreign words is resorted

to. Thus Lycophrortf intimating that Xerxes was

of immense stature, calls him Pelorion-f-, In

,
* I have not been able to find out two expressive compound

words in our language for r'-yovvjoi and vluixot^aro-:. The

former term Aristotle quotes from Lyco/ihron^ as attributed to a

certain river, which was difficult of access, and very narrow

;

the second is from Gorgias^ who applies the term to flatterers, a?

if he would call them skilful beggars,

-j- This word, though unknown to the Athenians^ was used

among the' people of Thessaly, I have omitted an example,

which Aristotle brings forward from the same Lycopkron, when

he calls Sciron the famous robber who was killed by Theseus,

c-'mii ayrif ; that is, ill our language, a man of perjiidous a?icl

evil habit. Aristotle further quotes as vicious examples from

Alcidamas, the expression aQv^jjix, which applies to poetry as

a simple diversion or relaxation of the mind ; the term aratrSaXJaj

by which he means a transgression', and the word Ti^ny^wv,

which represents a man so enraged as to be beside himself. We
have no words which can exactly express those terms to their

full extent.
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this respect Akidamas is particularly reprehen-

sible.

In the third place, diction will assume an air

of frigidity, on account of epithets being used

which either are too numerous, too high-sound-

ing, or ill-suited. In poetry, the introdtiction

of useless epithets is sometimes allowable, and

it is even permissible for a versifier to say,

" white milk ;" but in prose nothing is less per-

tinent than their application ; and if they be in-

serted in too great numbers, the defect is so visible,

that every one will consider it to be poetry. They

may, however, be sometimes used in prose, for

they tend much to ennoble the diction, but we

should be very reserved in using them to excess.

If a discourse be crowded with epithets, and be

in every other respect perfectly prepared, it must

yield to extemporaneous language, which is. not

so burdened. The latter may be said to be good,

but the former will be absolutely good for no-

thing. Hence every work of Alcidamas is cold

and disgusting ; for he has this gross defect, that

he uses epithets, not as a mere seasoning to pro-

voke the appetite, but as a viand wherewith to sa-

tiate ; so fond is he of their frequent adoption, of

selecting those which are long and high-sounding,

and of employing them unntctssarily. For in-

stance, not content with simply expressing the

word sweaty he adds the epithet of mois(. He
does not say ** the Isthmian games,** but, '* the

A A 3
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solemnity of the Isthmian games." To express

the word laws simply would not satisfy him; he

terms them *' the laws, the queens of states.'*

The word race he does not make use of without

addition, for he calls it ** that impetuous motion

of the soul which incites to running." Speaking

of the Muisum, he adds the words " of nature."

And he never uses the word chagrin, without say-

iog " the sad chagrin of mind." In place of stat-

ing that such an orator *' is a graceful speaker/*

dhe would say, " That man possesses a grace

which charms the world, diffusing pleasure and

joy throughout the minds of his hearers." If it

were necessary to say, " He concealed such a

thing under some branches," Alcidamas would

fldd, " of the forest trees." He would not say

** such a man covered his nakedness," but, ** the

shameful nakedness of his body." Speaking of

concupiscence, he incurs an aggravated censure for

the terms by which he expresses it, viz. the couti"

ter-rival of the scul ((xvTi[Jii[j^ov) ; this being at

once an useless epithet, and a double word, which

completely approximates to poetry *.

All those who ajject a poetic style, not only do

^hat is unseemly and unfit for prose, but also

* The same paucity of double words, which I before re-

marked iu our language, leads me to omit in the text another

\viC;io,us example of j^lddamas, viz. respecting the words sIeJ^ov,

&c. The meaning of the quotation is this^ " ap inundation pf

y.UIainy \sitbout bottom or bapfes.'^
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what appears cold and ridiculous. In saying

more than is requisite, they also become obscure ;

for it is a maxim, that when a thing is once clear,

all that may be afterwards added can only tend to

render it dark and intricate.

The occasion wherein double or compound

words may be used in prose, is, when we fail in

iimple and proper words to signify our meaning ;

3Salso when the composition of the word is natu-

ral ; as the word " pastime'* (^povorp/^c/y). We
must not, however, use too many, even of this

kind, as it would then appear a style of poetry,

not of prose. Double words are purely poeti«

cal, as may be seen from their great aptitude to,

and considerable embellishment of dithyrambic

poetry, the style of which is inflated and turbu-

lent. Foreign words are more suitable to the

epic poem, and the epopea ; for the latter is lofty

and majestic in its aim. Metaphor suits iambic

and theatrical poetry best.

The fourth circumstance to be remarked upon

coldness in meiaphors, is, when a person does not

know how to choose them. There are two sorts of

metaphor which are useless to any subject ; one,

on account of the ridiculous effect which it pro-

duces ; for which reason, it is frequently employed

in comic poetry : and the other, on account of its

gravity, enters into tragic composition. This

coldness also will be felt in metaphors, if they be

©bscuce, which they certainly will be, if far-

A A4
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sought, as in GorgiaSf who at one time calls cer-

tain things pale and wariy which at another time he

terms ruddy and high-coloured. In another place

also the same author says, " As you had only

sown to your shame, so the harvest which you

have reaped has been disgraceful to you ;" for all

this is too poetic.

Again, we find j^lcidamas daring to call philo-

sophy *' the fortress and bulwark of the laws ;'*

and the Odyssey he terms " the perfect mirror of

human life*.*' Every thing of this description is

improper for the ends of persuasion, for reasons

already stated. Gorgias's saying, on the occasion

of a flying swallow having dunged upon him,

would certainly have been very good in the

mouth of a serious poet; " In truth, Phih-

viela, thou hast not acted with propriety."

—

Had he addressed the object as a mere bird,

the saying would be of no value, since there

was nothing shameful in the action ; whereas the

contrary was the case, when he spoke as if to a

woman. This reprimand of the bird was very

ingenious, as it reverted merely to what it was

before the metamorphosis.

* It would seem that Aristotle had no great regard for this

AlciJamas^ whom he takes every occasion to put forward, where-

ever censure is to 3 tach. 1 h'lve omitted in the text, for the

same reason as before, the example which j^ristotle quotes of the

word aJQv^iM, which is now considered by him as a bad me-

taphor, having already obj-cted to it as a foreign word. In the

present sense, Alcidamas^ meaning and phrase is this, V >J»t find"

ing any thing like it in his poetry which could amuse."
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CHAP. IV.

Of Images.

An image, or comparison, is a metaphor, or,

at least, nearly one. Thus, when the poet, re-

presenting Achilles, says, *' He stalks like a lion,**

it is a simple image ; but, when he says of the

same hero, " This lion sprung forward," then it

is a metaphor. The lion being a strong and cou-

rageous animal, and Achilks being principally

distinguished for those two qualities, for this

reason, the poet, wishing to show the nature of

his valour, metaphorically calls him a lion.

Comparisons are not obnoxious, but are even

useful in prose; nevertheless, they should not

be too frequently used, on account of their

poetical characteristic. Every comparison should

have the same source with the metaphor, the dif-

ference between them being only that which we

have instanced.

I shall here give a series of examples, il-

lustrative of comparison : and first in Andro-

fiori's raillery against Idriaus ; for, he said,

" that he resembled a chained mastiff, who has

broken loose, and bites every one in his way; as

JdriauSj' he said, " since his imprisonment, is

become so morose, that he attacks the whole

world.''
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Theodamas compared Archidamus^ though he

was deeply versed in geometry, to Euxinus, who

knew nothing of it ; and this he did, in order

to show, " that both resembled each other so

much in villainy and deformity, as that they

might be mistaken one for the other." The man-

ner of making this comparison was so just, that

it could even be reversed, and it would then

stand true :
" that jirchidamus was a second

Eux'mus, with the difference of being learned in

geometry ; and that, in proportion, Eux'mus was

another Archidamus, save that he was no geo-

metrician."

PlatOy in his Republic, speaking of those who,

to gratify their vengeance, despoil the dead,

compares them with *' dogs who bite the stones,

without attempting any thing against the persons

who have thrown them." And, in another part,

upon the subject of a popular form of govern-

ment, he compares the people, in such a case,

to ** a pilot, of strong and robust constitution, but

who is hard of hearing." We cannot omit

what he says against versification, when he

compares the beauty of verse \o that clearness

of countenance which renders a face agreeable,

though of itself not handsome. " For," says

fee, ** no sooner has this clearness of complexion

vanished, than all traces of the same counte-

nante vanish also. So it is with verses, if you
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take away that number and ju^ness of propor-

tion, which render them agreeable as they are."

Pericles' comparison against the Samans in

equally remarkable. He said, " that they re*

sembled little children, who cry when they are

desired to eat, and yet take what is given them.'*

We may also note what he said against the Bvpt-

tiansy on account of their frequent disputes, and

internal contests : " that they were like tho$e

descriptions of the oak, which if knocked one

against the other, both will break in pieces."

Demosthenes, in time of war, perceiving that

the Athenians invariably rejected the good SKi-

vice which was given them, compared them with

** persons who cannot go to sea, or endure tha

agitation of a vessel, without feeling inclined 19

vomit."

Democrates, exposing the evil designs of th^

orators, in misleading the people, compare*

them to nurses, who, under the pretence of pre-

paring better the aliment which they have to giv§

their nurslings, suck it so completely, as that,

when they draw it from their mouths, nothing is

left but the spittle with which they have be-

smeared it. And, finally, Ant'vsthenes compared

.Cefhisodotus in prison, to incense ;
** for, as the

latter, while burning, gives a grateful odour, so

he, being every day in a state of decline, every

person felt rejoiced at it, as he was a man no-

torious for his depravity."
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Every one of these examples may be equally

employed, as an image or as a metaphor ; whence

it' follows, that whatever is well received as a

metaphor, will also as a comparison ; as the

latter is nothing more than the former, except

that it ought to be accompanied by some reason.

No metaphor which is founded upon analogy

can be good without observing these two con-

ditions : first, that it may be possible to reverse

it, and that the terms transposed on either side

will equally answer : secondly, it should be

founded upon things of the same nature and

kind. For instance, if it be true to say *, " that

old age is the winter of life," for the same rea-

son it may be said of winter, " that it is the old

age of the year.*' And if it can be said, " that

Bacchus's bowl is his buckler," by the same

analogy, Mars's buckler might be denominated

his bowl.

Such then are the usual component parts of

a discourse.

^ This hypothetic premise is added to explain the text.
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CHAP. V.

Of fure and correct Elocution.

The principal basis of elocution consists In

speaking one's native language with purity.

This depends on five things : Jirsty on being ac-

quainted with the appropriate disposition, and

natural arrangement, of conjunctions and jffarticks,

putting those which should precede, and those

which should follow, in their proper places.

For instance : although will require after It the

word nevertheless ; and hut if will require the

same disposition of the particle then. Respecting

those conjunctions, it is, however, to be ob-

served, that, in order to render them perfectly re-

spondent, they must be so disposed as not to

embarrass the mind, nor deprive it of the capacity

of remembering the first, when we come to the

second. To this end then, we should take care

that they be not too distant from each other ; and

whenever any are found, which necessarily fol-

low each other, we should not insert others, be-

tween any two, which may destroy their con-

nexion ; there are very few occasions where such

an insertion can well take place. It would be

incorrect to say, " But for my part, so soon as

he told me so ; for Clean arrived thereupon, who
conjured me and intreated that I would imme-
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diately come. I then set out, and went off with

them/'

In this example many conjunctions are inter-

posed before we come to what is looked for

;

and which should follow the first one : so that,

be the interposition never so little between the

latter part of the sentence and the first, the

matter would be completely obscured.

The second thing to be observed is an adhap-

rence to 'proper words, and to avoid circumhcu'

i'lon.

Thirdly, we must avoid ambiguity, and what-

ever can induce an equivocal appearance, un-

less we set out with the design of adopting it for

some particular end ; as they commonly do, who
have nothing to say, yet wish to make it be

thought that they say something. Persons of

this description never fail in using circumlocu-

tion and equivocal phraseology : among them

may be placed EmpedocJes,

Nothing is more appropriate io deception than

the use of circuitous words, when there are se-

veral ; as the same thing happens to the hearer,

which we see happen with most of those who
consult a soothsayer, and take for truth what-

ever is equivocal, or bears a double sense ; wit-

ness Crcesus, to whom the oracle said, " Crcesus

having passed Halys, must lose a great empire."

Not only do soothsayers make use of equivocal

finesse, but also of general terms ; to the end

4
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that, if they be mistaken, their fault will appcat

less considerable. If a man play at the game of

odd and even, he will certainly fail less in always

answering odd or even, than if he wer^- io at*-

tempt telling the precise number. So with pre-

dictions, there is much greater certainty in saying

generally, " that such a thing will happen," than

in marking the precise time when. For this

reason, soothsayers never confine themselves to

circumstances ; and, in none of their predictions,

do they assign when.

The fourih point to be observed towards pu-

rity of language, is what Protagoras teaches re-

specting the genders of nouns, which he divides

into masculine, feminine, and neuter. Herein

we must be very circumspect, so as to apply

each gender properly. For instance, in speak-

ing of a female, we should put every thing

which has a relation to her in the feminine

gender. Thus we should say, ** This woman
having arrived, she stopped some time to chat,

and then she went away," and not " h^ went

away ;'* as the word woman, to which the re-

ference is made, is of the feminine gender.

Fifthly, we should attend to the number ; whe-

ther one, two, or more persons be spoken of.

In a word, we should observe the construction

of the singular, dual, and plural numbers.

Thus, in speaking «f several, we should say.
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" No sooner did they return than they beat me,**

and not " he beat me.'*

Generally speaking, whatever is committed

to writing, ought to be easily read and easily

pronounced ; which is a matter dependent upon

these observations. Now, this cannot be the

case, if there be too many conjunctioi s, or if the

punctuation be difficult to make out, as in the

works of HeracUtus\ in reading which there is

no small intricacy in marking the punctuation,

because, very frequently, one cannot tell whe-

ther to refer to what goes before or after ; for in-

stance, the very commencement of his book,

where he thus speaks : " But of this divine rea-

son, which subsists always, men are incapable.'*

Now it is herein impossible to tell to what the

word always refers, or whether it be before or

after it that the comma should be placed.

Another very great fault in elocution, and

which indeed is a solecism, is, when, instead of

a word which ought equally to agree with two

others of a different meaning, we insert a word

which does not accord with both, or does so

only with one ; for instance ; it would be in-

congruous to make the word " see" equally

referable to sound and colour; for, it is not a

term which is common to both.

Upon the whole, what renders diction obscure

is, when we have several interpositions to make,

and the first meaning which has been commenced
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cannot be understood, if what is dependent

upon it be not put as a consequence, to wait

the insertion of the latter till all those interpo-

sitions have taken place: for example, there

would be a great deal of obscurity in the follow-

ing expression

:

" For my part, my determination was, as

soon as I should have told such and such things

to a certain person, and that I should have made

him comprehend that matters stood so, to retire

at the same moment, and betake myself to my
journey." It would be much clearer thus

:

" But for my part, I determined to set out on

my journey, as soon as I should have conversed

with such a person upon certain affairs, and

should have made him understand how matters

were.*'

CHAP. VI.

0/ the TURGID Styx.e, or Bombast.

What contributes to this, in the first place, is,

taking the definition, instead of the simple

word ; for instance, instead of the word ctrck,

if we were to say, ** a surface on all sides equally

distant from its centre." On the other hand, in

n B
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order to make the diction close and abridged, we
should use the simple word instead of the defi-

nition. This latter address may be used when-

ever a thing is neither becoming nor proper to

be said ; for, if the definition cannot be given

without expressing something indecent, the

simple word must be resorted to ; and, if the

latter be improper, we must go to the definition.

A second method whereby diction may be in+

flated, is by using metaphors and epithets ; taking

good care, however, that it savour not of poetry.

We may also accomplish this style by making

several of one individual thing; or, in other

words, using the plural instead of the singular

number, as the poets commonly do. For,

though there be but one sea -port in that district,

^ poet would not hesitate to say,

^^ In the pojts of Achaia'^

Or, in the same manner, of one single letter,

" These letters full of sorrow and complaint *.*'

Another secret whereby diction may be inr

flated, arises from the separation, by means of

an article wjiicl? is repeated, of two words which

* Riccoboni follows Lampr'idiui in the interpretation which he

gives to this line; I have, however, in compliance with the

' best translators, adhered to the manner in which Fictorius has

, gendered it.
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should be joined, and put one after the other

;

for instance : instead of saying all at once, " of

our servant,'* to repeat thus, *' of the servant

of our house.'*

In order to abridge, we must adopt the contrary

method. This style of diction may be equally

attained by the use of conjunctions; their omis-

sion will serve the purposes of abridgment ;

bearing in mind, however, that, in this case,

the matter does not appear loose and uncon-

nected. Making use of the conjunction, we

might say thus: ** After that 1 had arrived, and

that I had spoken to him." Omitting it, it

would run thus : " When I had arrived, I spoke

to him." The turgid style may also be attained,

by adopting Antimachus method : namely, in

speaking of a thing, to express some quality

which it has not ; as in his praises oiTeumessuSf a

small mountain of Boeotia :

*' A certain little mountain there you '11 find,

Which stands the shock, and blast of every wind *.'* ^

Things taken in this manner, may be carried

to an infinity. So far convenient is this, that it

equally serves for both sides of a question, and

may be employed upon bad as well as upon good

* The original is herein defective ; for, it does not give the

remaining part of this example, which is that necessary to

show the application of Aristotle's method,

B B 2
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subjects. Hence, in fact, the poets have invented

so many sorts of epithets and negative terms, as,

when mentioning a vocal concert, they call it

meJoSy achordoHj alyron ; which means a concert

wherein neither lutes, nor any other string instru-

tnents are used \ for this simply marks privation.

However, though negative terms lay down no-

thing of themselves, yet they are not the less to

be esteemed in metaphors founded upon analogy *.

* It becomes unavoidable to strike out from the text the ex-

ample which Aristotle adduces of those negative terms he has

rrientioned to be in such esteem, when they contain an analogical

metaphor. The example is this ; as if it were to be said of a

trumpet^ that it is to aXu^ov \».iKo%. In order to make this under-

stood, I presuppose the reader's acquaintance with proportion

and analogy. Laying down, then, on one side, the terms,

trumpet and its sound^ which has no proper name ; and on the

other, the term /»/«, which the Greeks call lyra, and that of its

harmony^ which is distinguished by the appellation of melos :- as

these terms are analogical, the same relation which will be be-

tween the soufiJ of the trumpet and the histrument itself; the

same there will be between the hite and its harmony called melos.

It consequently follows, that each of those terms may be reci-

procally transferred from one to the other; that is, it may be

permitted to attribute, metaphorically, to the trumpet, the name

melos^ as has been done by the poet cited by Aristotle. But,

as meloi expresses something too sweet to be said so absolutely,

vith respect to the trumpet ; the same poet, wishing to mode-

rate this boldness of phrase, and to temper his metaphor, has

made use of the word alyron., a negative term, in order to cor-

rect what >vould otherwise seem a license of phrase. Now,

this term of itself implies nothing positive, and only serves to
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CHAP. VII.

Of Diction appropriate to the Suhjeci»

In order to acquire this species of diction, three

things arc necessary :
*' that it be pathetic

;"

" make known the manners of the speaker;** and

** be proportioned to the matter which is treated

of."

The diction will be proportioned to the subject,

if the latter, being grand and noble, be not de-

based by a meanness of expression ; or if the sub-

ject, being low and common, is not assisted by

grave and majestic language ; and, finally, if a

word, being simple and of trivial signification, be

not bedizened with ornament, since that would

approach comedy. This has frequently been done

by CleophoHf who expresses things in such a man-

ner, that what he says is just as if a person

speaking of figs, should call them venerable.

Diction will he pathetic, if, upon the subject of

an oflfence, or an injury received, the discourse

appears to come from an impassioned man ; or

show, that when the word melos is attrihuted to the trumpet^ it is

not to be imagined that its harmony is so sweet or so delicate as

that of the hjte. Hence arises the freedom which Aristotle

remarks, as springing from analogy.

B B 3
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if, in mentioning an impiefy or an indecent ac-

tion, the speaker seemingly does so with aversion

and regret : or, again, if the subject be some good

and distinguished action, provided the orator tes-

tify his extreme joy and delight therein ; or,

when the matter is sorrowful and worthy of com-

passion, if the discourse itself be sad, and at-

tended with a certain humility ; and so with re-

gard to every other passion.

Diction also which is adapted to the subject,

tends not a little towards persuasion, because

the mind, being thus deceived, immediately en-

ters into this false reasoning, ** That what is said

is actually true ;" as all those who are affected

by the same passions never say things otherwise.

Hence it follows, that though there be nothing

but fiction in all which has been said, yet the

thing appears so true, that the assertion is not

doubted. To this may be added, the self-weak-

ness of the hearer, who cannot listen to what an

impassioned person says, without, at the same

time, experiencing and fcelingsomethingof his pas-

sion, even though what he says should be of little

consequence. Hence the reason why we perceive

so many people incessantly agitated and troubled

even by the violence of a storm, or of some other

noise.

Diction will be expressive of the speaker's

manners when he attaches himself to certain signs
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by which they may be known. It is to be ob-

served, that every description of persons, and every

habit, affects a certain cast of character in speak-

ing, which is always attendant on them. By de-

scription I mean to imply the difference of age^

sex, and tntion ; of the former, if the speaker be

a child, a grown or an old man ; of the second^

if the person be a man or woman ; of the latter,

whether the speaker be a Lacedemonian or a

Thessalian. By habit, I suppose whatever dis-

tinguishes every individvial, with regard to the

manner in which he lives. Every habit does not

cause a difference in men's lives, or a change in

their manners. If, then, a person knows how to

make a right choice of the particular and appro-

priate terms for each habit, the discourse will

certainly bear the character I have said, and will

make known the manners of the speaker. The
language of the peasantry and that of the literati

is widely different: in fact, if two persons of these

classes were to speak upon the same subject, they

would neither say the same things, nor make use

of the same manner.

Another particularly Impressive roocJe of ad-

dress, is that which, in the present day, is so com-

monly and even eagerly read in the works of those

who write upon questions turning on the re-

ception of some doubtful proposition : for in-

stance, when such persons say, ** Who is so ig-

B B 4
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norant as not to know that ? Is it not a thing

known to the whole world?" for, the reader who
is Self-opinionated, and would blush at avowing his

ignorance, immediately ranges himself under your

banner, so as to avoid being the only person who
seems ignorant of what he believes every one else

to know. In respect to the time when it will be

proper to use this, or not ; it is, in common with all

other descriptions of rhetorical address, entirely

a matter of judgment.

If any hyperbole or excess is discovered in

what has been said, the remedy is short, and is

commonly applied. In this case, the orator must

blame himself, and take the censure of his own

feeling, as by any other means he may make

himself believed. Another observation to be

made is, as to things which should be propor-

tioned, and Vvhich require some sort of uni-

formity, not to be quite so exact throughout in

them ; this is a method which considerably

contributes to deceive the hearer : for example,

if the words used be rough or harsh, to provide

that there shall not be remarked either in the

countenance, voice, or any part of our action,

any thing which we know to be conformable or

entirely corresponding with this harshness; for,

such an affectation would be immediately dis-

covered. But if, on the other hand, we take up

one and omit the other, then the artifice will be
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concealed, and yet we shall be sure to produce

the same effect. We must however be cautious,

how we fall into the extreme of coarseness ; for,

if any person were so injudicious as to pronounce

harshly that which should be smoothly pro-

nounced, or vice versa, undoubtedly there would

be nothing more depraved, nor less calculated

for persuasion.

In impassioned speaking, it is permissible to

make use of all sorts of terms, whether epithets,

compounds, even numerously, and also sometimes

foreign words. The reason is, that a man under

the influence of passion is easily pardoned for

having represented things greater than they are,

or, on account of some trifling offence received,

for having used extraordinary words, such as

Pelorion, a word foreign to Athens, or Ourano-

niekes, a double word, which means enormous,

terrific, or heaven-scaling. This license is also

permitted when the orator has made himself per-

fect master of his hearers* minds, and has, as it

were, transported them beside themselves, whe-

ther by the praises he may have lavished on them,

by the force of an invective, in the midst of his

passion, or in the gladness and agitation of an

affection which urges him forward.

For instance, what has been said by Isocrates

towards the end of his Panegyric; " Gentlemen,

in your opinion, where does glory or reputation
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consist ? &c.'* And in another place he says,

" Those who for the safety and honour of their

country, have voluntarily suffered, &c." In fact,

every person who indulges in the transports of

passion is accustomed to this mode of speaking,

and usually causes the hearer to participate in his

feelings. Hence, its peculiar proprict} for poetic

composition, which is, as it were, divine, and above

the ordinary standard. These modes of speaking

may either be seriously employed, or turned into

ironical raillery, which is the use made of them

by Gorgias, and by Plato in his Phcedra.

CHAP. VIIL

Of Number.

With respect to the form and turn of prosaic

diction, it need not be measured by exact num-

bers like verse; nor yet should they be wholly

neglected. The first case, besides giving the ap-

pearance of study, is apt io divert the attention,

as the number would in fact be the only thing

thought of, and the mind would be constantly

on the watch for the return of the same cadence,

«s may be observed in the conduct of boys who
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attend the manumission of a slave. So soon as

the herald has repeated, for any continuation,

the name of the freedman*s patron, for instance,

Cleon, the boys are so regularly attentive to the

return of that sound, that they anticipate the he-

rald.

In the second place, it would be vague and in-

definite to observe no number ; for, if prosaic

diction be not limited in some manner, there is

nothing so disagreeable, so confused, and so dif-

ficult of comprehension.

The number peculiar to prose, is that which is

called rythmuSf of which verses are a kind of

detached portions. Prose must not abound in

numbers, nor be too scrupulously confined to

them, as it would, in such a case, be rather de-

serving the name of poetry.

There are different kinds of numbers: first, the

heroic, which is sonorous and grand, and ought

to be harmonious : secondly, the iambic, which is

the measure of ordinary language ; heoce, in

common conversation, we frequently utter iambic

verses. This is not, however, by any means pro*

per for fine prose, on account of its humility.

Thirdly, the trochaus, which is only fit for the

dance ; this may be proved by the sportive and

frolicksome measure of tetrameter verses com-

posed of trochees. The fourth is i\icf>aan, which has

only been in use since the time of Trasymachus, and
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was, till lately, scarcely understood. It is a

Dumber which should immediately follow the two

jfirst of which we have spoken, because its pro-

portion * is as three to two ; whereas the heroic

^

which comprises the spondee and dactyl, is only

as one to one ; and the proportion of the iambus

and trochee, which are both of the same value, is

that of two to one. So that there can remain no

more than the proportion of two and a half;

which proportion is properly what we understand

by the term Paean. All other numbers should

* Here proportion means the relation to tinfie, observed in

each number. By time\s to be understood, the short syllable;

two of which are equivalent to a long one. Aristotle herein re-

marks three proportions of metre; first, that of the paean, which

is of three to two ; for, every paean is composed of one long and

three short syllables, which is the proportion denominated by

Cicero ratio sesqui/ilex^ or sesquialtera ; i. e. of two and a half..

The second is that of the /leroic number, which is simply as one

to one, and is by Cicero termed /tar aJ par, on account of there

being as much on one side as on the other ; whether the propor-

tion be really such as in the spondee, when the relation lies be-

tween one long syllable and another, or equivalently so, as in the

dactyl, where the proportion is between one long and two short

syllables. The third proportion, which is of two to one, is called

by Cice7o duplex, and is that which opposes a long to a short

syllable, as is the case in the iambus and trochee.

CiCER. Lib. de Orat. ad Brut.

With regard to what Aristotle says of the trochee being no-

thing more than a dancing measure, he applies to it the term

xo^Jax'xwTEgoy, which is derived from xo§J'a|, a word implying a

lascivious dance. Our language does not measure its prose by

any other standard than that of the ear.
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be rejected, and the pSfean be alone retained' in

prose, because it is the only number which is

least adapted to verse, and which cannot even

enter into poetry.

If a person would conceal the artifice and pre-

paration of his language, he should employ this

description of number. At the present day we

use only one sort of paean, and this at the com-

mencement of a period ; this is not, however, suf-

ficient, as the end should not resemble the be-

ginning of a period. There ought then to be

two sorts of pasan, and both opposite ; the first

to be always placed at the beginning of a period,

as is the present usage ; of this description the

first syllable should be long, and the three last

short ; as

/^ocKiymg ens hvv.iocv, &c.
u uw ixu uun

" Whether the name of Del'tan please thee best,

Or Lycian Phcebus pleases most thy ear."

XpvcTfoxouiSi Bjuxn nvoct liuoq^ &c.HO o>-«woo uou
" God of the golden hair, and son of Jove^

The second kind of paean, on the contrary,

should have the three first syllables short, and the

last long : thus,

MfTa 6z yocv vdoiTCA t cojcsocvov "^(pdvigs yvP.
s>vui-i «n« 1-^00 n o o tm

** The coming night o'crsbadow'd earth and sea."
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This is tlie kind which should be placed at the

end of a period ; for, as the short syllable is of

jtself imperfect, and ends too soon, it would give

a crippled air to the discourse ; so that, in order

lo be correct, we should cut the period by a long

syllable, which would leave no doubt as to its

termination ; and this, without observing punc-

tuation, ot the order which is kept in written lan-

guage, but merely the number and cadence.

CHAP. IX.

Elocution,

Diction must cither be unconfined and flowing

in one continued connexion, as the anahola, and

the long train to be met in dithyrambic poetry ;

or be limited within certain bounds like the an-

Ustrophe of the old poets. The first is ancient,

and may be even met with in Herodotus^ who thus

begins his History :
" This is an historical expo-

sition composed by Herodotus y a native of Thu-

rium-jf, &c." Formerly, no other kind of diction

f Demetrius asserts, that Herodotus was born in Halicarnassus t

Plutarch resolves the difficulty in his " Book of Exile," when

h» says, " He was really a native of Halicarnassus^ but quitted

that place with some other?, and took up his abode at Thurium.
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than this was used ; it is at present, however, ex-

ploded.

Continued diction is that which does not of itself

end, except the subject which it expresses, ends

also. Now, nothing can be more tedious aud

disagreeable than this, because all men, upon

every occasion, are desirous of seeing an end to

a thing. Hence, prize-racers, when they come

to a turning, and lose sight of the goal, seem

suddenly weak and breathless, which they were

not, as long as they had the winning-post in

view. The same will apply to continued diction.

Limited elocution, on the contrary, consists of

periods. By period, I mean that style of diction,

which in itself has a beginning and an end, an4

which may appear great to the sight, without,

causing any uneasiness to the mind. This is not

only pleasing, but ako easily understood. It is

pleasing, because the uneasiness, created by there

being no end, does not exist, and because, on

account of the finished sense, the hearer believes

that he carries vAh him something of what has

been said. It is easily understood, because it is

easily retained, for there is no period without

number ; and number, of all things, is that which

is best retained. This is the reason why a person

sooner recollects verse than prose, because the

numbers are precise, as being the standard of

measure. We should take good care that the

period terminate in sense as well as in number.
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and not act, as Euripides did, by suddenly and

improperly breaking in upon the sense, as in the

following line

:

** It is that Calydottj a country of Pelopomtsusy

Now, a case might occur, wherein, on account

of having so improperly cut the period, a mean-

ing may be drawn quite opposite to that of the

author ; as in the verse we have quoted, which

gives room to suppose that Calydon was a town of

PehponnesuSy whereas, in fact, it was situate in

Miolia,

Periods.

There are two kinds of those, the one composed

of numbersy and the other simple. The former

may be termed, " a sort of finished elocution

perfect in the sense, distinct in its parts, and easy

of pronunciation, even in a breath." And it is not

only easy of pronunciation, because it has parts, or

because it is divided as the vicious period of which

we have spoken, might equally be j but because

of its being taken entire and in its thorough

extent.

By number^ I mean one of the parts of a period.

A simple period is that which has but one member.

As to the precise measure of a period and its

numbers, they must neither be too short nor too

long ; for, the former case would be embarrassing

to the hearer, by stopping him at every step, as

he expects to go farther, and to find that length

which was first portrayed to him. If the con-
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trary happen, it will be the same as if a stone

which is thrown, meets, in its progress, something

against which it is broken. On the other hand,

if a period be too long, it is tedious and perplex-

ing; for it is here, as In a promenade, with com-

pany, when those who wish to walk, further quit

the rest, who permit them to proceed. So it is

with periods, when they are so long as to be taken

rather for an entire discourse, than a simple pe-

riod. Besides, nothing is more like those tedious

anaholas of which we have spoken. With respect

to persons who affect such length, the same rail-

lery may be applied as was used by Democr'ttus of

Chios against Melanippides, who, instead of anti-

strophes ^ composed those long atiabolas^ ox prolong-

ations of the dithyrambic poets. This raillery

was founded upon the two following sententious

lines of Hesiod

:

" He does himself ill, who does ill towards others

;

But every bad counsel is much worse for its author."

Democritus thus turned them to his purpose :

** He does himself ill,. who does ill towards others;

But a long prolongation is much worse for its author."

The same observations will apply to those who

make the members of a period too long ; and it

will be still worse to make them too short ; as

Ihey cannot, in such cases, be called periods, be-

c c
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cause they pass away so quickly, as to leave the

liearer no time for recollection.

The period composed of several members, is of

more than one kind : some are content with hav-

ing those members distinct in themselves and un-

opposed ; and others will have them opposite.

Of the former class, the following may serve as

an instance :

** I have often^ internally admired as well those

who have originated such grand and illustrious

assemblies, as those who have instituted such

celebrated games and bodily exercises."

The second claes arises from a contrary being

opposed to its contrary in both members; or

when the same thing is joined with two contra-

ries at once; as for instance: "They have equally

profited by one and the other; both by those who

have staid behind, and those who have followed

them : by the latter, because they have itiade

them acquire ihore properly than they had at

home; and by the former, because they have left

sufficient for an easy subsistence to themselves and

their families.** Herein is an opposition through-

out all the members, because the word stay is

contrary to the word follow, and sufficient is op-

posite to more. The following also may serve as

an example : " So that they have fully satisfied

all ; both those who only thought of hoarding

up, as well as those who wished to enjoy what

they possessed." There is an equal contrariety in
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these two members, between the words ** hoard*'

and *• enjoy." It may not be amiss to subjoin

the following scries of similar instances :
" It

frequently happens in such cases, that persons of

the best understanding are the most unfortunate

;

and that the stupid are successful." ** At first

they maintained themselves in their country, by

their valour, which is the glory of the brave, and

shortly after, they made themselves masters of the

sea." The following applies to the power of

Xerxes: " But what is surprising is, that he

sailed over land, and marched his troops with dry

feet over the sea, whilst his vessels covered the

entire Hellespont, and pierced through Mount

Athos^ " How is it to be reconciled, that people

whom nature has made citizens of the same place,

should be driven from it by the law ?" '* Some

have miserably perished, and others have been

saved but with shame." " Is it not shameful,

that, in particular, we should use the barbarians

as slaves? and that, in general, we see a great

number of our allies, Greeks like ourselves, made

the slaves of these barbarians ?" " They will

either have them living, or will not abandon

them except in death." Or finally, as was said

in full court against P'ttolaiis and Lycophron\

" When these persons were in- their own coun-

try, they sold you ; but since they have come ,to

live among us, they have sold themselves." All

c c 2
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these examples are illustrative of opposition be-

tween the members of a period.

This manner of elocution is so far agreeable,

that, though contraries are well known of them-

selves, yet they are better known when op-

posed to each other. In such a case what is

said has a kind of syllogistic appearance, and the

more so, because the elenchus which is the syllo-

gism used in refuting, places its entire forte in

collecting towards the consequence, those things

in which there is a contrariety or opposition. This

opposition may be properly styled antithesis.

Respecting any other method of forming pe-

riods, it wholly consists, either in composing the

period of equal members, which is called parisosis,

or in making the extremes of each member re-

semble each other in termination, which is called

paromcsosis. Xhe latter happens in two ways, for

this resemblance must either be in the beginning

of each member, or solely at the end. If it be

in the beginning, the entire words must be alike;

and if in the end, it will be sufficient that the

last syllables resemble each other; or that a noun

be put in divers cases, or the same word be re-

peated : as an example of this resemblance in

the commencement of the member, the follow-

ing saying applied to an avaricious epicure, will

serve

!
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•* The measure of the price took away the

pleasure of the taste *.'*

The resemblance in the end of periodical mem-
bers, sufficiently explains itself-|-. With respect

to the repetition of a noun in various cases, it is

as if we should say :

" Tlie most becoming occupations are not al-

ways the greatest occupations J.'*

The following is an example of the sanie word

repeated

:

** For your part, as long as this poor man

* The Greek is,

*''
'Aypov tkaioa kfyn iraf* aurS,"

" Agrum acccpit aegrum ab ipso."

*' He got bad latid from him/'

The second example, which I cannot render so as to nneet the

ear in the manner designed by the author, is taken from Homer \

^'j>(r,Tol lxi\oyro, &c. ** Placati donis, pacaiique ore fucrunt ;**

" They were not only appeased by words, but pleased by pre-

sents.*' This method of forming periods is peculiar to the

Greek and Latin.

f I have omitted two examples, because, thoogh they are

easily rendered in the manner requisite, yet it is not the genius

of our language to rhimc in prose. The first of these examples,

iflc «:*iaw», fic. conveys the following meaning : " It was not

believed that he was really the father, although it was supposed,

that, if it were not for him, the child would not have come into

the world." The second, fy w^^*^««f ^fovT/Vi, &c. " They had a

sufficient portion of chagrin, but very little hope."

X The Greek example, a^/oj 3'e raui'>«» x*^*'?» ^c. conveys

this sense; "You wish to pass for a man of skill, and desire

that great honours should be paid you, yet you are but a fool

and a scoundrel.'*

c c 5
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lived, you always spoke ill of him ; and now that

he is dead, you betake yourself to writing ill of

him." There is nothing to prevent a period con-

taining altogether, equality of members, antithe-

sis, and resemblance of termination. As to what

regards the commencement of every period, we

have precisely treated of it in our books apon

TJieodectes rhetoric.

It is to be observed, that there are false as well

as true antitheses, witness E^icharmus, when he

says

:

" At one time we were together,

*' And at one time I was with them.**

CHAP. X.

The Method of saying Things in a sprightly and

pleasing Manner*

To attain this address, there is need either of

genius or of long-tried practice. Rhetoric, how-

ever, teaches and affords the means to do it ap-

propriately. It being fundamentally supposed,

•* That io learn with facility, is a thing which na*-

turally pleases the whole world ;" as words have

been instituted to convey -some meaning; it fol-

lows that ihe description of words, which gives
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some new knowledge to the mind, and teaches

what it did not before know, must be particu-

larly pleasing. Hence I infer, that foreign words

cannot absolutely l)c considered in this quality,

as not being sufficiently known of themselves

;

neither can proper words, because they teach no-

thing new. Metaphor^ however, possesses the ad-

vantage of producing this effect.

If a man, speaking of old age, should meta-

phorically call it straw ; the latter word would

convey to our mind, something of which we were

ignorant, as it would make known to us two

things in their kind, and by the properties com-

mon to both. The words straw and oJd age are

both said of a thing, the flower of which has

passed away, and which no longer possesses its

former vigour or beauty. Poetic images and

comparisons are productive of fhis effect; because

a well-timed comparison possesses much grace

and sprightliness ; for, as was already observed,

every comparison is of itself a metaphor; the

only difference being some addition which gives

the former characteristic. This is the reason why
comparison is not so pleasing as metaphor, be-

cause it retards the attention longer, and has the

defect of never telling what a thing is, but what

it is like ; which is not the object of the mind's

research, nor that which we desire to know.

From what has been said, it follows, that no

one can make any show of those superficial en-

c c 4
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thyraeras which are known to the whole wfrld,

and which need no research, nor of those which,

when deHvered, are not understood. On the

contrary, he should take pleasure in such as with-

out any, or at least with' very little delay to the

mind, imprint their comprehension ; though it

were not a knowledge which we had before.

As t© what purely concerns the thought and

.meaning of enthymems, what we have said, is

the method of rendering them pleasing and es-

timable in a superior degree to others. The grace

of their expression depends upon three points

;

first, upon figure^ if they contain antithesis^ for

example :
" That which was a peace to all others,

those people regarded as the finest opportunity of

making war on them in particular." In this ex-

ample, the "^ordi peace is opposed to that o^ war.

In the second place, this grace may be met in

words, if metaphorically arranged, provided such

metaphor be neither too far sought, because it

would theil be difficult to be understood; nor too

common, as it would cease to affect. Finally, a

grace is observable when the diction is energetic,

and sets ihe thing before our eyes ; for whatever

is represented in action, is much better seen, and

affects much more than what is not acted.

In order to give spirit to what is said, three

things are requisite : metaphor, antithesis, and ener-

gy, otherwise painting. However, as there are

four sorts of metaphors, it will be proper to se-
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lect those which are analogical; as being the

finest, and in the greatest esteem. Of this qua-

lity is Pericles's metaphor : ** That the loss of so

many valiant youths in the last battle, was as

serious to the state as the retrenchment of spring

would be to the year :'* or, as Sepl'meus said in

favour of the Lacedemonians, in order to preserve

their city, " That such a wrong should not be

done as to deprive Greece of an eye." The

same spirit is to be observed in Cephisodotus^s re-

mark upon ChareSy whom he saw endeavouring

strenuously to render up an account of his admi-

nistration to the Athenians^ though the Olynthian

war yet continued: not being able to en-

dure such injustice, he spoke thus : " That it was

a fine time, situated as affairs were; and keeping

the people as if in a furnace J, to wish for an op-

portunity of making up that account :** or, as the

same orator said when he wished to incite the

Athenians to pass into Euhoea for the purpose of

forage, " That the decree of Miltiades must pro-

duce its effect." A similar metaphor is that of

Iphicrales, when the Athenians concluded a peace

X The beauty of the metaphor consists in this point, that .as

people, shut up in a furnace, give themselves little trouble about

any thing else than their means of escaping, so the people of

Athens^ embarrassed a$ they were by the Olynthian war, could

not f>ay the requisite attention to such an account, as they were

busied in devising means of extricating themselves from that

war.
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with the people of Epidaurusy and their allies ; he

said in a rage, " That they may pile up their

arms and think no more of war, since they had

deprived their army of provisions." The same

is to be seen in what Piihelaus called the famous

Athenian vessel named Paralos, " The club of the

people :" and of the metaphor by which the city

of Sestos is named the granary of the Pyraus,

This analogy is also to be met with in Pericles,

upon the occasion of his advising the destruction

of JEgina, which he called the " Eyesore of the

Pyraus \ ;" because it hindered its prospect. This

address is equally visible in the raillery of Po-

lyeuctes against a man named Speiisippus, who la-

boured under an apoplexy, and was fond of em-

broiling the state; '* That it was extraordinary,

a man like him could not be at rest, whom For-

tune had arrested by a disease worse than the

Pentesyringos -f-."
This latter and the apoplexy

X I have here omitted two examples: of thfr first it would be

lost time to speak, as it is a forlorn hope with everyone of those

who have preceded me in translating this work. The second is

contained in a verse of Anaxandrldas^ when he speaks of his

daughters as too old to think of marriage. The metaphor is

founded upon the word tTtpyf/xjpof, a term of analogy in this

place, which properly means a man "xho suffersjuJgment to jo by

default. The poet's meaning is this : " O my daughters ! who

hare let slip the fair day, when Hymen wished you to appear in

his court, in order to ordain your nuptials."

f This was a certain wooden instrument of punishment,

containing five^holes, through which the legs, arms, and head
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bad both the common quality of preventing bo-

dily motion. We may likewise advert to what

was said by Cephisodotus, when he called the Athe-

nian galleys, '* pretty painted mills ;" because,

among the Athenians^ criminals were sent for pu-

nishment to the galleys in the same manner as

individuals send their offending slaves to the mill*.

Or, again, as JEislon, speaking of the Athenian ar-

dour in taking up arms against Sicily y and of the

great number of men who embarked upon that

expedition

:

** That they had spread their city into Sicily .•**

This not only contains a metaphor, but paints tkc

subject to the eye.

It is the same with the following : " So that

Greece cried aloud.** As also with respect to what

Cephisodotus said to the Athenians on account of

their seditious assemblies ;
** They ought to take

of the criminal were so straitly confined, as to preclude thdr

motion.

* I have here passed over the expression used by Diogenes^

when he reproached the Athenians with drunkenness, calling their

taverns, Jttica Phiditia. The neatness of this metaphor con-

sists in nnderstandiiig the word Phiditia^ which means those so-

ber public Lacedemonian feasts which were of frequent institu-

tion. Hence, it is easy to see the analogy ; for, what the Phiditia

were to the Lacedemonians^ the taverns were to the Athenians \ the

difference is in the commendable sobriety and temperance of the

one, and the censurable excess and debauch of the othef.
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care, that each mecting-day should not be a day

of battle." hocrates said something nearly si-

milar of those who ran so eagerly to the public

assemblies.

In the funeral oration pronounced by Lysias is

the following fine passage, in point with our other

examples : " that Greece may with reason go and

weep prostrate over the tombs of those who

died on the field of Salamisj since her liberty was'

buried with the valour of those illustrious he-

roes.** If he had merely said, " that Greece

had cause to weep over their tombs, since her

valour was buried with so many valiant men,"

it would be a metaphor, and even a representa-

tion to the eye ; but in the former passage, by

opposing Viberiy to rjalourj an antithesis is pro-

duced, which heightens its grace and expres-

sion. We may also adduce what was once

said by fyhkrates : " Gentlemen, the discourse

which I undertake will open a road across

the great actions of Chares." The metaphor

is so much finer, as it is founded upon an ana-

logy ; besides that the word across represents the

thing as if it were seen. It would be the same

to say, " that, in order to get out of one danger,

we should call another to our aid." LycoUon^

in his defence of Chabriai^ made use of the fol-

lowing interrogation :
** What, gentlemen

!

will you pay no respect to this bronze statue,

which seems now to intercede in his favour, and
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demand his pardon at your hands ?" This, at

the time it was spoken, was a fine metaphor,

though, at another period, it would be good for

nothing; and it also blended picture with me-

taphor : in fact, Chabrias being in danger of

his life, the orator spiritedly feigned the request

of his statue, which was in the presence of the

assembly, to the foregoing effect ; thus giving

animation to a thing which was itself inanimate.

And again, when speaking of the same sta-

tue, and of some others, he said, *' that they

formed the true history of Athens^ wherein might

be found an account of whatever distinguished

act was performed in the state." We meet with

the following passage in Isocrates; " Those

people are every day studying, by every possible

method, to become more stupid and ignorant

than they were." The word study is here me-

taphorically applied ; for, otherwise, it is never

scd but in a good sense, and properly means,

the care which a person takes to increase the

advantages he possesses, and to become every

day more perfect. It is also a fine metaphor to

say, " that the understanding of man is a torch

which the Deity has lighted up within his soul,

in order to guide him through life ;" for, both

the thing itself, and that which it is compared

to, are made to enlighten. The following is

an equally ingenious passage: " By this peace,

gentlemen, we shall not put an end to the war.
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but procrastinate it." The two words, procras*

tinaie znd. peace^ as it is understood by Isocrates^

are both applied to the future. It is, in like

manner, a happy mode of expression to say,

*• that treaties of peace are trophies more glo-

rious to a state, than those which are gained in

war ; for, the latter are, in general, merely

founded upon some slight advantage, or trivial

success, in an engagement ; whereas, pacific

treaties disarm an enemy, and never can exist

without bringing war to a thorough termina-

tion.'* This metaphor is just ; for, a treaty of

peace on our side, and a trophy, are equally

marks of victory. Finally, it would be a good

metaphor to say, " that states undergo no trivial

punishment, in committing such acts as give

them a bad reputation." The word punishment

is by so much the more applicable, as it pro-

perly means a certain damage which is done

with justice.

Thus, have we shown, that the principal

grace of diction consists in metaphors of ana-

logy, and pictural representation.
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CHAP. XL

Of Energy and Picture in Speaking.

Wc now come to what is necessary, in order

to represent things by language, as if they really

appeared before our eyes. Every expression, in

the first place, which marks the action, will pos«

sess this quality together with that of energy.

Thus, to say simply of a good man " that he is a

firm square^ and an immovable cuhe, which al-

ways rests upon the same base," is certainly me-

taphorical, since the two marked expressions

make known a theory which is perfect in its con-

dition ; however, there is nothing in such phrase-

ology which is energetic, or marks the action.

These qualities may be instanced thus : " No^ a

roan of my age, and broken down as I am, but a

man in the vigour and flower of his age." Or,

again, if we should say of a man, " He is a true

horse let loose." Or, as Euripides says,

" The Greeks^ without delay, now darted forth."

Iphig. in Aul,

For the word dart both marks the action apd

constitutes a metaphor.

In several places. Homer, by the help of meta-*

phor, gives life to things inanimate. And in fact.
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to give action to a thing not possessing it, is pe-

culiarly graceful, and always held in esteem, as in

the following lines, where Homer represents that

troublesome stone which Sisyphus could not roll

forward without its again recoiling

:

" Though to the summit it has now attain*d,

And the poor wretch his every nerve has strain'd,

The stubborn rock rolls back, defeating what he gain'd."

Odyss, II.

, The same poet, speaking of an arrow which

had been discharged, says,

*' Forth flew the arrow from the sounding bow.*'

Iliad 13.

And again, of the same instrument,

" Impatient to arrive, and strike its aim." Ibid.

As also,

"While the fix'd lances bristling from the ground,

Seem'd breathing blood and carnage all around."

Ibid. II.

In another passage are the following lines :

" The hostile dart which thirsted for his blood,

Transpierc'd his side with fury, as he stood." Iliad 1 5.

As the poet, in all these examples, has spoken

of things as if they were really animated; so it
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seems as If they acted of themselves, or tended ta

some action. The word siuhhorn, which is ap-

plied to the stone, and the epithet of thirstyt

applied to the dart, as well as all the other epi-

thets, imply so many actions which proceed from

things having life. The poet, with his peculiar

skill, knew how to use them metaphorically, in

an appropriate manner, on account of the analogy

which is to be found therein ; for it may with

truth be said, that what the stone does with re-

gard to Sisyphus, the stubborn man does with re-

gard to the person whom he thwarts. The same

poet does not fail to do the same thing in his finest

comparisons, which are drawn from inanimate!

objeets ; as thus :

" The winding billows, white with foaiA, and hoarse,

Recede, and flow again, impetuous in their course."

Iliad ti.

Homer is peculiar in animating and giving ac-

tion to whatever he describes, and with reason j

for, as poetry is purely imitative, so there rs nothing

more proper for representing a perfect imitation

than action.

In order that a metaphor be good, as we have

already observed, it should be drawn from things

which approximate, provided they be not too well

known, but almost in the same manner as in phi^

losophy, when seeking for some resemblance*

D J>
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It appertains solely to persons possessing a

depth of mind to seek a resemblance in remote

things: as for instance, when Archytiis main-

tained, " That there was no difference between an

arbiter and an altar, because both served as an

asylum to the distressed." Or again, as if we

should say, ** that a ship at anchor and a pot-

hanger are the same as to use ; because one is

made to hold by an upper direction, and the other

by a lower one." Or if, in speaking of cities, it

should be said, " that they may be equalled.'*

This is indeed finding a resemblance in remote

things, by so transposing the word equal, and mak-

ing it pass from the consideration of surface to

that of power and authority. Upon the whole,

the greater neniber of appropriate and spirited

expressions depend upon metaphor, as, well as

upon a certain skilful mode ofdeception, whereby

the mind is surprised into the act of taking one

thing for another ; because, by this deception, it ac-

knowledges to have learned something more evi-

dently, as it seems that it was quite the contrary of

what it at firstimagined: for example, if the mind

were thus to soliloquize : " Really it must be thus

understood, and I have been mistaken in consider-

ing it otherwise.** Those apothegms will be the

most graceful which cause things to be understood

quite contrary to their literal signification : such as

the following observation of Slesiclwrus, to the Z<o-

crianSj in order to deter them from entering upon a

4
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war: " Ifyou resolve upon it, the grasshoppers will

soon chirp upon the bare ground." Well-formed

enigmas are also very pleasing, for similar reasons ;

for, besides their conveying the knowledge of a

thing, which we were not before acquainted with,

they are also metaphorical. There is in like man-

ner a gracefulness in the method which Theodorus

teaches, viz. that oi saying novel things. This is

the case, when what a person says is surprising,

and as it unfolds itself, when it turns out contrary

to expectation, as may be seen in ridicule, if a

word be altered never so little. All kinds of

raillery, founded upon any allusion, produce a

similar eiFect ; for, it is deceptive even in verse ;

because what is said there, is nothing less than the

hearer first thought or imagined would be said,

as in the following line :

*' In his ranks were mules, obedleot to the spur *.'*

A person would not expect to hear of such a

description of mules, but rather, perhaps, would

imagine, that the words conveyed the meaning of

some kind of shoe or sandal. If we express things

thus, they should be instantly understood, or they

are of no avail.

Graceful allusion consists not in saying what is

* The original Greek words convey citb.er the meaning of the

word satiJalf or mules luho obey the hepls.

D D 2
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apparently expressed, but what the word, upon

which the allusion is founded, means.

We shall instance this in what was once said in

raillery by Theodorus, to a certain instrumental

musician named Nicon: "^p«TTc/ o-s." It would at

first seem that we should literally interpret it,

" He troubles himself." Herein, however, is the

deception ; for quite a contrary meaning is at-

tached to it. The expression pleased those who

understood it, namely, because this musician was

the son of a Thracian woman, who was a slave. It

is the same with this allusion, BaAf? auroy ITfpo-ai*.

The application of an allusion should be just in

both its meanings.

Equivocal words are also graceful. Thus with

respect to the word Apx,>?, which signifies command

as well as beginningj it has been said,

" AQrivocioig tyjv trig QuKocca-rig «px'?*'> /^^ «*pX'?>'
^'''^^

TUiV yMKOQ'^f' &c.

** The command or empire of the sea was not

the origin or beginning of all those misfortunes

which befell the Athenians, as is pretended, be-

cause they succeeded in their maritime enter-

prises." Again, as Isocrates has employed the

word against the Lacedemonians, when he said,

** K^yjiv 7V] IIoKsif apr^viv sivat ruy mcxmv,"

* The meaning of this is not to be found in any translator of,

or commentator upon, the work. We know that the word Utfo-at

is derived of TrtpQw, to ravage or destroy, and that the allusion h
probably addressed to a man of the Persian country.
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** That their dominion or command in the state

was the origin of all their misfortunes.'* In both

cases, the thing which was unexpected, was that

which was meant to be expressed, and which af-

terwards turned out true. Had those equivocal

terms been used only with one signification, no

art nor finesse would be necessary ; for instance,

in saying " the command of the sea is a com-

mand,'* &c. The proper use of equivocals, and

also of metaphors, is what constitutes their beauty.

The following are other examples, of a different

cast : for, instead of playing upon an equivocal

term, it is denied that there is any equivocation in

the word. Thus, with regard to a backbiter, it

has been said,

*• Though he has been called mule, yet he is not too route *."

And again, " the man who is named Anaschetos,

is nothing less than ^^//rfj^^^/oj," which term implies

the idea of insupportable. In such cases, in order

that a thing be gracefully expressed, the same

word must be repeated twice, ^s in the example

adduced, as well as in the following:

" If you would be a soldier, you must live as a soldier.

•' To be a soldier does not always make a man more a soldier.

•* If you are a stranger in a house, you need not live so much

like a stranger.

" If you be a stranger within, you will not, on that account,

be treated the more as a stranger."

* I have added this example, as well as the next but one, in

order to facilitate the meaning of those which y^r/V/o/Zf adduces.

D D3
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The same term, which is repeated in those cases,

contains more than one meaning. We meet with

this grace of expression in the so much commended

observation of Anaxandridas^ " that it is a fine

thing to die, before we have done any thing which

merits death." This is the same as saying in other

words, " that it is just to die, provided it be not

just that we should die :" or, " that a man is

worthy of dying who is not worthy of death

;

i. e. who has done nothing which merits

death." All this is one turn and one mode of ex-

pression. But wliat accomplishes the grace of

diction, is brevity, and the opposition of its parts,

because it is better understood through the latter,

and easier through the former.

Of fine sentiments we must observe, that they

should be adapted to the person of whom we

speak, and be also happily expressed, at least if

we wish that such sentiments should pass as true,

and not as common and airy remarks.

These two conditions are not always to be found

together,forone sometimes exists without the other.

If a man should simply say, " that it is just the

lime to die when a man has committed no evil," the

sentiment, without doubt, would be line, and even

the same as that which we before advanced ; but

then it would not be gracefully expressed. To

say, " that a maid of quality should not ally her-

self, but with a man of her own rank," would be a

good precept of advice ; but then an expression
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of this kind would neither affect nor please as

we intended. If, however, the expression be fine,

and the sentiment adapted to the person, then

there is a thorough grace in what is said. For

instance, " that it is never more just to die than

when it is not just that wc should die.'*

In order to show that a man can never take too

much pains in his elocution, I shall observe, that

the more it partakes, in addition to those latter

qualities, of the different ornaments we have

heretofore laid down, the more graceful it will be :

for instance, if its expressions be metaphorical

and analogical, if it contains antithesis, and equa-

lity of members, and if the sense be energetic

and full of action.

It cannot be doubted, but that images or <:ozw-

parisons are highly graceful, as in some manner

we have shown, that they rank among the most

perfect and excellent metaphors, because they

are founded, like the analytical metaphor, upon

two things of equal relation. Wc know that

every metaphor has not an analogy, and that

there are some simple ones. For instance : if

we were to say, " that Mars\ buckler is his

bowl," or, ** that a bow is an unstrung harp,"

the expression is not simple, but includes a

double meaning, which is the object of compa-

rison. On the contrary, to say, " that a bow is

a harp," or, " that a buckler is a bowl,'* would

D D 4
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be to express a simple metaphor, and such as

will never be met in good comparisons. Some-

times, however, comparisons of another kind are

piade ; for instance :
*' that a flute-player is like

an ape, on account of the gathered-up posture

of both *." If a comparison be intended to be

well made, it should be metaphorical ; for, it

is a fair comparison to say, " that Mars's buckler

is his bowl ;" or, ^^ that the rubbish of a house

js its torn garment ;" or, as was said of Niceralus,

" that he was Philoctetes bitten by Pratys'\'»*

This latter comparison Thrasymachus made use

of, when he saw Niceratus with his hair quite

disordered, and his person entirely in dishabille,

because Praiys had borne away the prize for

poetic recitation from him.

Our comparisons must be just ; for, of such

consequence is this, that nothing renders a poet

more ridiculous than such a defect, however

skilful he may be in other respects. An instance

of this defect may be thus shown :

* His legs are as crool^ed as parsley
;"

* There is another example in the text which 1 have not

found it easy to explain to my own satisfaction ; it is this :

that a blear-eyed man resembles (as some will have the read,

ing), ?iux''*'4'£xa^o/*v'y, i. e. a dropping candle; or (as others

jnaintain), \vku vl^axaSojuJw, i. e, a wet wolf."

f This metaphor is founded upon the adventure of P/iUk-

fftts being bittea by a serpent.
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Or,

** Like Philammon and Corycus * together,

When under the same yoke they kick'd so well.'*

These, it is true, are comparisons, but then

they contain nothing metaphorical.

Proverbs are also metaphors ; but metaphors

of such a nature, as that they pass from one

species to another ; as if a person, for instance,

in the hope of profiting by it, should convey

to his house a thing, which afterwards proved

very injurious to him, and this observation were

made

:

•* It is CarpatTim with its hare.**

For then the proverb is metaphorical ; as the ad-

venture of that man would resemble what hap-

pened to the people of CarpathuSf when they

wished to have hares in their island.

There is no doubt, that hyperboles, when fine,

are metaphorical ; for instance : what was ex-

pressed on the occasion of seeing a man whose

face was entirely studded with pimples: ** You

* It is supposed that these were two noted wrestlers. With

respect to Corycus^ however, Riccoboni adduces an explanation

taken from Mercurialis' Second Book De Art. Gymnast, where

it is shown that corycus was a kind of ball, which, in academies,

was used to be fastened to a plank with a cord, for the exercise

of the youths.
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would have sworn, if you saw it, that it \Vas a

basket-full of mulberries." What constitutes the

resemblance is, that all pimples which appear

on the face are red : in the above observation,

however, there is something excessive. An hy-

perbole may be made a comparison by simply

.adding the necessary particles, "just so,'* "in
the same manner," &c. There are many com-

parisons so made ; the difference between thera

and hyperbole only lying in the character and

manner of expression ; for instance : " Like

Thilammon, &c." If we change the character

of this, we make it a comparison ; such as, ** If

you had seen hiir:, you would have sworn that

you saw Fh'ilammon wrestling with Corycus,'*

The other line, " His legs, &c." is a compa-

rison ; but if expressed in the following manner,

it is a pure hyperbole :
*•' For my part, I did not

think he had the real legs of a human being,

but that they were of parsley, expressly made

for him, so crooked were they." Upon the

whole, however, hyperboles, be they never so

good, are puerile, because the diction proceeds

to excess; wherefore, in Homer, we find them

principally in the mouths of people who are en-

raged. For example

;

* Not though he counted out his golden store,

Beyond th' unnamber'd sands upon the shore.*'—Ili ad ix.
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And in another place,

" Your monarch's son-in-law I ne'er shall prove,

E'en though the bride outshone the Qyccn of Lovej

And equall'd Pallas in her mental charms."

if' confess that in Athens this figure is in great

demand, and is in common use amongst orators

;

but, however, it is not adapted to all kinds of

persons : for, nothing is so unseemly in the

mouth of an old man as hyperbole.

CHAP. XII.

The two Kinds 0/ Elocution.

To every kind of discourse there is an appro-

priate diction; for, a great difference subsists

between language, which is composed only to

be simply read, and that which is made for re-

citation : also a considerable difference between

the pleader's style, and that of an harangue ad-

dressed to the people, or to a numerous assem-

bly. These two distinctions of writing and

speaking, are what we are now to inquire into.

The elocution which regards action, consists

in speaking one's language purely. The other
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consists In providing against any constraint, im-

posed by a lack of expression, when we have

any thing which we would send into public; this

is a difficulty in which bad writers are frequently

involvc^^. The style of diction intended to be

read, must be very precise- The other, which is

merely intended for recitation, attends to action

alone ; of which latter kind, there are two sorts

:

one which studies the display of manner, and

the other which is pathetic. HedCe comedians

are particularly eager after those works wherein

either of these two characteristics is illustrated

;

and the poets, on their part, select such come^

dians as give an effect to their productions by the

success of their representation, and manner of

acting.

The other style, which applies to permanent

writings, bestows a reputation upon those poets

who are distinguished in it : such as Cheremon,

This poet is as precise in his diction, as the most

scrupulous of our prose authors. Lycimn'ms,

of all the dithyrambic poets, is the first with

regard to this quality. The great difference of

both styles will appear if we compare them to-

gether ; for, if we recite any of those discourses

which read so well, nothing will appear so dry

or barren ; and nothing is more flat than lan-

guage which receives its ornament from being

well recited, if we take it to our closet and read

it. Language of this latter description is fitted
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for action alone ; so that, if it be separated from

this, it loses its effect, aiid appears ridiculous.

This may particularly be remarked in the asyn*

thetortf which means language or diction, where-

in conjunctions are not used : this cannot rea-

sonably be suffered upon paper, any more than

a frequent repetition of the same thing. No-

thing, however, is more applicable to action ;

wherefore, every orator makes use of it. In a

repetition of the same thing, we must take care

to vary and alter the terms as often as we do the

manner of speaking ; as nothing is so strong an

auxiliary of action ; for instance

:

" It is he, gentlemen, who has robbed you

;

it is be who has deceived you ; it is he, in fine,

who has done every thing in his power to be-

tray and deliver you over to your enemies." For

other instances of such repetition, we need only

recollect what we have seen Philemon the comedian

do in A7iaxandridas% piece entitled " Geronto-

mania, or the Old Fools," when Rhadamanihus

and PaJamedes appear upon the stage ; or, again,

in the prologue to the piece called " The De-

votees ;" where the word / is so often repeated.

He who should not animate this by action, would

be guilty of as much awkwardness, as if he car*

Tied a heaniy according to the old proverb. The

same thing is to be understood of conjunctions :

for instance : " I arrived upon the spot, I ad*

dressed himj I besought him, &c^*' This should
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not be pronounced altogether in the same tone,

as if it were the same thing.

If we omit conjunctions, it will appear as if

we said many things at once. In fact, as it is

the province of a conjunction to make but one

thing of many, if we omit it, the contrary will

happen; that is, of one thing we shall make

several. Not to use conjunctions is a species of

amplification, as may be thus instanced :
** I

went to him, I made him understand the mat-

ter, I besought him ;" far these seem to be se-

veral actions done at one time. Again, in the

following example : "But, gentlemen, what-

ever I can say to him, whatever I may remon-

strate with him upon, it seems that he holds in

no account." Homer had certainly this in view

when he speaks of Nireus in the following man-

ner :

** Nirevsy a native of the Samian isle."

" Nireusy ^glaia's son.''

" Nireus^ beauty's self."

—

Iliad xxii,

A great deal cannot be said of a person unless

he be frequently named ; and if we say little of

him, yet mention his name frequently, we

shall seem to have said a great deal concerning

him. Homer, who was thoroughly versed in the

effect of this deception, has, in the foregoing

instance, managed so well, that the only time

he mentions Nireus, renders the latter remark-
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able, and preserve! him in the recollection,

though, throughout the remainder of the poem,

we hear nothing further of him.

Each of the three rhetorical divisions has its

appropriate style of diction. The style adapted

to deliberative rhetoric, closely resembles those

shaded paintings, which are seen to more ad-

vantage at a distance, the coarser and more con-

fused they are. Precision in this style is not

only unnecessary but culpable.

The diction of judiciary rhetoric ought to be

more exact and more laboured; and this in a

greater degree, when we appeal only to one

judge, than if we were to do so to several ; for,

in this case, rhetoric being straitened, its modes

of address are of very little use : as it is easy

to observe whether what is said be appli-

cable to the cause, or not. Besides, in judiciary

rhetoric, matters are taken up calmly, and with-

out heat; which is the reason why judgments of

this kind are much more refined and juridical

than others.

Thus, then, it is evident, that every kind of

diction is not adapted to every kind of discourse

;

there being one adapted for action, and another

for the purpose of being read. Hence the reasoa

why orators who excel in one, do not in the other.

It is principally when there is need of extensive

action, that the diction should be less precise,

particularly upon occasions of addressing a mul-*
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titude, when the voice must be pitched to art

extraordinary key of elevation.

The diction of demonstrative rhetoric being

principally made in order to be read, is the most

exact and proper to appear upon paper ; and,

next to this, as to the same qualities, is the dic-

tion of judiciary rhetoric. It would be super-

fluous to add, as some people will have it,

another item to the division we have made ; viz,

** that the diction ought to be pleasing and mag-

Bificent." We might as well say, *' that it

should be sober^ liberal, or partaking of those

other virtues which regard the manners of men.'*

In fact, supposing that it should be pleasing, there

will be nothing wanting of what we have stated

to be necessary, in order to render it perfect, if

the definition which we have given of its true

perfection has been well established ; otherwise,

where would be the use of asserting that it ought

to be clear, should contain nothing superfluous,

and ought to be adapted and proportioned to its

subject ? If there are too many words, the

thing will not be clear, any more than if there

are too few. Mediocrity should be the line

whereon to move towards correctness in these

particulars. What we have said in another

place is perfectly sufficient to produce the agree-

able method in question; for instance, if we

know how to make an appropriate and becoming

combination of what is commonly used, witb
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what is strange or foreign j as also, if number

be a quality to be found therein, together with

a requisite decency, and the presence of those

characteristics which are suited to the speaker.

So far for elocution, as applying in the se-

veral ways we have laid down. We now come to

THE PARTS OF A DISCOURSE.

CHAP. XIII.

Every discourse, if properly considered, has

only two parts: viz. the proposition, and proof

of the subject-matter. They are also termed

the question and the demonstration j and, though

I am perfectly aware that the present division

is far otherwise, yet, I am convinced, that to

assert the existence of any more parts is ridiculous.

For, in the first place, narration never takes

place except in judiciary rhetoric, it being im-

possible that it should enter into the construc-

tion of a deliberative or demonstrative dis-

course. The same may be observed of that other

part, which, those who insist upon a more

complicated division, consider as necessary

;

namely, the mode qf answering and refuting an

adversary's reasonings, « also the peroratioa

I s
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upon the subject of panefgyric. I must, how-

ever, confess, that exordium sometimes takes

place in the dehberative part of the art, as well

as an opposition between one*s own reasons,

and those of the adversary; and I will further

concede the presence of recapitulation ; but this

never happens unless there be a pre-formed dis-

putation of the matter; for, even upon deli-

berative occasions, it is not a novel thing to

perceive frequent disputes and mutual recrimi-

nations between different parties. These dis-

putes are not necessarily created by delibera-

tion : in fact, they are only to be now and then

met with. Neither is peroration, with respect

to judiciary rhetoric, by any means necessary

to the pleader upon all occasions. It may,

for instance, be dispensed with, if the discourse

be very trivial, and the subject of such a nature,

that it can be easily retained.

The practice of recapitulation has been solely

introduced for the purpose of refreshing the

memory, and giving a summary view of what

has been said in detail. Absolutely speaking,

then, the division of a discourse into its essen-

tial parts, is as I have said. The others which

may be added, cannot make them amount to

more than four in the whole, viz. exordium, pro-

position, proof, and peroration.

The reply to an adversary is embodied in the

proof, and cannot form a distinct part any more
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than the allegations which are made upon com-

paring his own reasoning with that of his oppo-

nent, because this latter method of speaking is

a mere amplification of what has been already

said, and he who uses it does so merely in order

to establish his proof more strongly. This is

not the case with exordium, or peroration,

which have each their separate functions ; the

first being instituted in order to prepare the

judge for what is to be said, and the latter in

order to confirm his recollection.

Those who make any farther division in respect

to the parts of a discourse, resemble the followers

of TheodoruSy who, not content with admitting

narration as a branch of division, attach two other

parts, connected by the circumstances of position,

namely, prae-narration and post-narration. They,

in like manner, pretend, that refuiation should

have another part growing out of it, by way of

enhancing it. It is, however, mere emptiness

and trifling to impose new names, without prov-

ing that there are new species, or alleging essen-

tial differences, neither of which have been esta-

blished.

Lycimnius, in his rhetorical treatise, speaking

of proof, divides it into a number of the most

absurd and frivolous parts, to which he assigns

different names, calling one irruption^ another

digression, others branches, &c.

££ a
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CHAP. XIV.

Of Exordium.

This is the commencement of a discourse, re-

sembling what, in poetry, is called prologue^ and

in instrumental music prelude, or overture. It

is, as it were, the opening of an avenue, in

order to proceed forward upon our destination.

Nothing bears a stronger resemblance to the

exordiums which are used in demonstrative rhe-

toric, than the prelude of those who play the

flute in concert ; for, if Ihey are acquainted

with any one piece of music better than another,

they do not fail to use it as a prelude, and to

pass insensibly from it to the piece with which

they open their concert. So, in demonstration,

the opening matter will be always well received,

provided the speaker possesses sufficient address

to pass thence to his subject, and introduce it

seasonably. This is the constant practice ; in

example of which I may cite the exordium of

Isocrates' panegyric upon Helen. What he says

against sophistry is not common to his subject,

which is an encomium upon Helen ; yet, by this

deviation from it, he derived the advantage of

avoiding uniformity, and diversified his lan-

guage.

The exordium of demonstrative rhetoric may
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be indifferently founded, either upon invective ox

encomium. Upon the latter, as in Gorgias's ora-

tion, entitled the '* Olympic :'* " Persons of this

description, gentlemen, are worthy of admiration,

and undoubtedly merit a very particular eulogy."

Herein his praise was addressed to the founders of

such celebrated assemblies and public gamcs» On
the other hand, Isocrates^ in his Panegyric, blames

those same founders for having proposed prizes

for mere skill in bodily exercises, and having neg-

lected men distinguished for strong mental qua-

lifications.

Some commence their panegyrics, as if they

were giving advice—for instance, the following :

" As there is nothing more just, and to which

we are more obliged, than to honour great

and virtuous men, for this reason I at present

undertake to eulogize ^ristides.** Or in this :

** The persons whom we are bound to praise

cannot be either those who are depraved, or such

as are universally eulogized by the world ; bi t

those who, having been men of honour, through-

out their whole lives, are not recognised as such,

and whose virtues dwell in obscurity, as mayi^e

instanced in Paris, the son of Priam." This is,

properly speaking, advice upon the subject of

praising a person. In demonstration, also, one

might imitate the forensic method of using things

which concern the hearer, as in forewarning him

that the matter is incredible, difficult, or too com-

E £ 3
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mon, so as to excuse it, as Charilus does in the

commencement of his poem :

" But now, as others have review'd the whole."

The exordiums of demonstrative rhetoric arc

derived, then, from five sources : fraise, or cen-

sure ; persuasion, or dissuasion ; and, finally, the

hearer s concerns. In all cases we should take

care, that what is preliminarily said, be either quite

applicable to, or quite remote from, the subject.

The exordiums of judiciary rhetoric produce the

same effect as theatrical prologues or prefaces to

epic poetry : for, in lyric or dithyrambic poetry,

the commencement resembles the exordium of

demonstrative rhetoric, as in the following ex-

ample :

'For thee, Bacchus, alone, for thy gifts, for thy prey*.'*

Now, in the drama and epopea, the exordium

always acts as a beacon, to show that those things

which are to be said, have been, in order that

the hearer may anticipate the knowledge of

the action, and may be removed from suspense ;

for, there is nothing so importunate as a vague

and indefinite discourse, which leads the mind out

of its proper path. Now, a commencement or

exordium serves as a clue, which is held by

• The original is herein lost to us, as to the continuation of

the example.
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the hearer. In order to guide him through the

dangers of intricacy. Hence Horner^ in all his

poems, and particularly in the Iliad, says,

" O Muse, relate to me Achilles" ire, &c.'*

Another poct'thus commences,

** Another favour, Muse, I pray, rehearse.

The mighty wrath with jealous feelings mixM,

Which arm'd all Asia against Europe's sons."

The tragic poets observe the same thing in their

pieces ; and though they do not always, in the

commencement, like Eurifides, yet they intro-

duce it in some part of their prologue. For ex-

ample, in So^hochs CEdipus,

" Polybius was my sire, &c.'*

Comedy is equally observant of this manner of

introduction. Evidently, then, the most necessary

and peculiar function of exordium consists in

making the hearer acquainted with the subject of

every discourse, as well as the end which the

speaker has in view.

If a matter be brief, or sufficiently clear of It-

self, there Is no need of an exordium. As to

other matters, which are merely an occasional

remedy or aid to the exordiums of judiciary

rhetoric, and which are also common to every

part of a discourse, they are derived circumstan^

E E 4
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tially, either from the speaker, the hearer, the

Subject, or the opposite party. They arise from a

consideration of the speaker or his adversary,

when they serve to justify one crime, or to con-

vert it into another. The manner of doing this

is, however, different in those persons ; for, the

defendant should, in the very first instance, say

what may serve in his justification. Whereas

the accuser should reserve himself for the end,

and not employ his invective, except in the pero-

rations. This is evidently reasonable, because the

accused, in order to re-establish his reputation,

and insinuate himself into the mind of his judge,

should endeavour to remove every embarrassment

in his way ; so that he must immediately attempt a

self-vindication of the crime alleged against him.

Now, the accuser's time is quite different, in order

to give the judge a stronger and more impressive

recollection of the invective which he has uttered.

The matters which regard the hearer, that is,

to say, the judge, consist, on one side, in gaining

his good-u ill, and, on the other, in whetting his

resentment against our adversary ; sometimes in

calling his attention to, and sometimes in divert-

ing it from, the subject. It is frequently injurious

to the pleader that the judge should be marked in

his attention ; and hence there are so many advo-

cates, whose sole endeavour is to provoke the

judge's laughter by something of an amusing na-

ture. As to rendering the hearer tractable an4
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ready to accredit what has been said, we must

also endeavour that he shall stand well in his own
opinion, by complimenting him with the appear-

ance of an honourable man.

An advocate, who acts thus, will be very com-

placently attended to. The hearer's attention

will be enforced by the promise of saying import-

ant things ; things \?hich particularly concern

him, which are marvellous, or replete with plea-

santry. To this end we should first advertise our

intention of addressing such things to him. If,

on the contrary, we wish him not to be attentive,

it is only necessary to caution him that the mat-

ter does not deserve a hearing ; that it does not

concern him, or that it is particularly tedious.

Now all this is inapplicable to the object itself;

for, this is supposing that the judge, who listens,

is not as he should be, but inclined to lend an

ear to whatever is said. If this were not the case,

all exordium, except that which the subject ren-

ders necessary, would be useless ; and even in

this case of necessity, it should be summary, that

the discourse may not appear lame, or like a body

without a head.

Those persons are much mistaken, who sup-

pose that the address of exciting the hearer*s at-

tention, principally appertains to the exordium.

So far from this being the case, it equally pervades

every other part of a discourse, as the speaker is

at liberty to make use of it upon every occasion.
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where it seems requisite. Indeed it is a fact, that

the hearer generally evinces more symptoms of

tedium and inattention in every other part than

the commencement ; so that it is ridiculous to in-

sist upon the necessity of labouring to gain atten-

tion at a period when the hearer is, from motives

of curiosity, most inclined to bestow it. When-
ever an appropriate occasion for exciting attention

presents itself, the following method may be re-

Sorted to with advantage :

" Gentlemen, I have to intreat your attention

to a subject which is not so closely connected

with my interests as with your own." Or: ** I

beg you will lend me your attention ; for, never

in the course of your lives have you heard of a

thing so strange or so wonderful as that which I

am about to relate." This is the method understood

by FrodicuSf when he relates, that, if his hearers

sU'pt, he had nothing to do, in order to awaken

them, but to introduce somewhat of that curious

question, the solution of which he was not in the

habit of teaching for less than fifty drachmae. It

is not difficult then to concede that exordium has

been made with a view to the hearer alone, con-

sidered as such ; for, whatever is contained in it is

simply confined either to impressing a bad opi-

nion of one's adversary, and rendering him odious,

or to making the judges see that the guilt of the

accused is not established, and that he conse-
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quently has nothing to fear from their judgment.

Hence Sophocles^ in his Antigone^ says,

*' Sire, I shall tell you, but not with what care," &c.

And Euripidesj in his Iphigema,

" What need of preface or of long preamble ?"

The other persons who commonly use exor-

diums, are such as either really, or in their own
belief, have a bad cause ; for the best thing they

can do is, rather to confine themselves to speak-

ing of any thing than the subject before them.

Hence, servants who have been guilty ofany mis-

dtmeanor, never make a direct answer to the

questions which are put to them, but take a cir-

cuitous method of accounting, and enter into long

preambles, which have no visible tendency.

We have already discussed the means of ac-

quiring a hearer's good- will and favourable opi-

nion. There is nothing, however, so judicious as

what Homer puts into the mouth of his herq^

Ulysses, when the latter invokes Minerva

4

*' Grant, goddess, that in the PhaactatCi mind

I may or favour or compassion find."

For this reason, in speaking before judges, two

things must be attended to, the excitement of

their pity, or the attainment of their affection.

The address which should be used in exordiums
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of the demonstrative kind, consists in inducing

the hearer to believe that he participates in the

praise which is bestowed upon others, whether he

be, at the time, either affected in something relat-

ing to himself, his family, or his profession.

Hence, what Socrates says as represented by Vlato^

is very true, " That nothing is so easy as to

praise the Alhmians, when speaking to Athenians ;

and nothing more difficult than to do the same

if the Lacedemonians be the auditory."

As deliberative rhetoric has no exordiums of its

own, it borrows them from the judiciary branch

of the art. In deliberation, the hearer needs no

exordium to acquaint him with the subject ; so

that, if exordium is to be used by the speaker, it

must be either in his own consideration, or that of

the persons who oppose his assertions, or, because

things are not apt to be taken in the light he

should wish, whether less or greater than they

really are ; so that, when this is the case, he must

come to the issue of accusation or defence, the

aggravation or diminution of matters. In this di-

vision of rhetoric, exordium may also be employed

as an ornament or improvement to the discourse,

for fear that, if it be without any, and the subject

be too soon entered into, the speaker may appear

precipitate. This is pretty nearly the fault com-

mitted by GorgiaSy in his panegyric upon the

Elians, wherein, without any preparation of their

minds, he suddenly exclaims, " O Elisf happy

city," &c.
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CHAP. XV.

Means 0/ Defence against Accusation.

1. One mode of clearing a person from the

charge imputed consists in a recurrence to such

things as obliterate the bad opinion which is en-

tertained of them, no matter whetlier that opinion

be created by the invectives of an adversary, or

whether it proceed from any other quarter. The
precept is general, and allows no restriction.

2. The second method consists in making the

same reply as upon contested subjects, when a fact

is not well established : for instance, by asserting

** that what is advanced is not true :" ** that the

thing injures no one:" " that the plaintiff has no

interest in it :" " that the evil is not so great as

is represented :" " that there is either very little

or no injustice in it
:'' " that in what has been

done there was nothing shameful nor dishonour-

able :" and, finally, ** that it is so unimportant, as

not to be worthy the trouble of speaking on."

These are the ordinary allegations in disputes.

Thus Iphicrates, in defending himself against

Nausicratesj agreed with him, that what he said

was true, and that he had done him wrong ; but,

at the same time, he contended that he had only

done what he ought to do. A reply of another

kind may be made, by showing that there has
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been some sort of compensation, as in saying,

" that the thing was truly injurious, but, as aset-off,

that it was also glorious : or, if it has been trouble-

some, it has been attended with gain," &c.

3. A third method towards obtaining an ac-

quittal of having done wrong, consists in alleging,

*' that it was done without reflection ;'* " that it

happened through misfortune ;'* or, " that it was

the effect of necessity." In this manner Sophocles

answered the man, who accused him of having

feigned a shivering before the tribunal : " If I do

tremble, it is not in order to inspire my judges

with compassion, nor to appear old, as is falsely

asserted ; but because the snows of fourscore

winters have constrained me to do so, by freezing

the current of ray blood," We may also reply in

form of a satisfaction, by disguising the intention

with which the thing has been done : as for in-

stance, " Gentlemen, his intention was not to

offend, but to do such a thing.'* Or again, ** Cer-

tainly, gentlemen, you will find that I have not

done any of those things, wherewith the prose-

cutor charges me : it is indeed true, that such

matters have injured him, but I have not been the

cause of their doing so ; nor did I act with any

such intention. If I even entertained a thought

of it, I should deserve not to be looked on by any

one, and should hold myself to be the most aban-

doned of men."

4. The fourth method consists in seeing whether
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the accuser himself be not implicated in the crime

with which he charges another ; whether he were

an accomplice, or formerly committed the same

thing himself; and if not in his own person, whe-

ther we can trace those qualities in any of his con-

nexions.

5. The fifth method of defence consists in at-

tending to the manner in which the accusation is

conceived, and whether it does not, at the same

time, afford room to accuse other persons whom

the prosecutor asserts to be free from guilt on that

score. For instance, if a person were accused of

adultery, because he was fond of gay apparel, and

of genteel address, he may object to his prosecutor,

** That if what he asserts be true, it must follow

that such and such people, who are not accused,

must be adulterers also."

6. A sixth mode of vindication is in seeing

whether the accuser has not hitherto made a pro-

fessional business of similar prosecutions ; whe-

ther he himself has not laboured under the accu-

sations of others ; or, in fine, whether, without ac-

cusation, persons suspected on other occasions, of

a similar crime, have been afterwards found inno-

cent.

7. The seventh mode consists in repelling ca-

lumny by calumny, and accusing the accuser, in

order to prevent his being credited ; for, it would

be absurd to believe the assertions of a man who
appears unworthy of credit.
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8. The eighth mode consists in seeing whether

the matter in question has not beea already de-

cided. Euripides adopted ttiis method against

Hy^ienon, who, under the pretence of an action of

Anndosis *, followed up a criminal charge of im-

piety against him, for having inculcated perjury,

in one of his pieces.

The accusation was founded on the following

line,

*' I swore in word, but not in thought.

"

In HiPPOCORONATO.

Euripides' justification was comprised in the

following reply :
" That Hygtenon was full

of law chicanery, and that he designed, by

this prosecution, to injure the gentlemen who

were appointed stewards of the Bacchanalian

games, by thus bringing into court matters upon

which it had previously passed its judgment : that

he, Euripides^ not only knew how to account for

the charge in their assembly, but that he was also

willing to do it in case the prosecutor should lay

his action before them.'*

9. The ninth method consists in dropping the

subject, and rebutting the calumny, by showing,

in general terms, what it is, and how dangerous

to be listened to : as also, that it deranges the

order of judgments, and that it is never resorted

to, but when the cause is incapable of bearing the

person out.

* See J?«^<*fKj's Commentaries.
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10. Another mode, which is equally useful in

accusation and defence, consists in having recourse

to certain marks or appearances. This mode may
be found in the Teucer. For, when Ulysses wishes

to show that this prince is unworthy of confidence,

he alleges nothing further in proof than " that

he was nearly allied in blood to Priam, as being

the son of Hesione, that monarch's sister." On
the otherside, Teucer ^ inrebutting those suspicions,

employed the following apparent reasons : " First,

because he was the son of Telamon, Priam s most

inveterate enemy : and secondly, that it may be

recollected in how many instances he had given

proofs of his fidelity ; and above all, that, when

sent as one of the spies to Troy, he did not be-

tray the secret with which he had been intrusted."

11. The eleventh mode, which is merely ap'

propriate to accusation, consists in praising, at the

outset, some trivial circumstance in the person of

the accused ; and afterwards going, at great

length, into invective against him : as also, if

there should be any greatly commendable quality,

to dwell very lightly on it, and in the fewest pos-

sible words. This object may also be accom-

plished in a different manner, viz. by adducing a

series of good acts, which the accused may have

done, but which do not apply to the subject ; and

immediately after, to cite some considerable qua-

lity, which will be very important to and bear

strongly on the case. These are the most subtle,

F F
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and at the same time the most malicious modes of

address to be found in all rhetoric ; for, by artfully-

mixing the good with the evil, it will be extremely

easy to make use even of a person's commendable

qualities to his prejudice.

• 12. As the same action may arise out of dif-

ferent motives, and have a relation to several ends,

there is a twelfth mode of address equally service-

able to the prosecutor and defendant ; but with

this difference, that, as the former should always

speak ill of his adversary, so he will interpret every

thing coming from him, in a bad sense. Now,
on the contrary, the defendant will come io be

taken in good part, and will interpret as favour-

ably as possible, whatever of his words or actions

are made the subject of a charge against him. For

instance, if the question were to turn upon the

choice which Diomed made of Ulysses^ as a com-

panion in a certain enterprise, the person speak-

ing on behalf of Ulysses, should say, " that Dio-

med selected him, because he was perfectly con-

vinced of his valour, and was assured of his being

one of the greatest captains of that day." Now,.^

on the contrary, he who would dispute that,

choice, taking the worst side of the matter, should

urge, " that, so far from Diomed entertaining such

an opinion of Ulysses, he only preferred him to

others, on account of his inferiority to those vvho

offered themselves, and was consequently glad
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that, on so Important an occasion, he was freed

from all apprehensions of a rival participating ki

his glory.

CHAP. XVli

0/" Narration, and the Mode of using U in each

Kifid of Khetokic, .^

This never occurs through one continuation, in

demonstrative rhetoric, being only to be found

by starts and portions. For, as praise is founded

upon those acts which a person has done, we

should dwell on, and take them into consider-

ation successively. Every panegyric is composed

of two parts; one is independent of the orator's

artifice, and comprises human actions, because it

cannot be said that the orator is the cause, in any

manner, of such actions as he praises : while the

other solely depends upon his address, and bor-

rows every thing from art. This latter part con-

sists in showing, either " that such a particular

action has been done, provided it is difficult of

belief;" or, "that it is such as is represented,"

or " considerably beyond the extent asserted ;"

or, finally, " that it comprises all those qualities

together."

F F 2
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It is not necessary to go through a narration

altogether at one time, for two reasons: first,

because it is a matter of embarrassment, and of

difficult retention, particularly when we come to

sum up in proof: " By these actions, gen-

tlemen, you may discover how prudent he was ;

by those, how valiant ; and by those others, how
attached to justice," &c. The second reason is,

that a discourse, so conditioned, would appear

simple ; whereas, in another manner, it would be

diversified, and have tlie advantage of a greater

body.

Between known actions and those of a different

case, there is this difference, that, with respect to

the former, it is alone sufficient to refresh the mc-

iDory of them ; and hence, with regard to several

persons whom we may have to praise, wc have

nothing 'more to do than to avoid special men-

tion of their lives or actions. For instance, in

praising Achilks, as the whole world is acquainted

with his acnicvements, wc need only adduce his

actions in g'oss, without entering into a recital of

them. It would not be the same with respect to

Critias, all whose actions should be particularized,

as he is very little known *•

* Something his crept into the text, immediately after this,

which is evidently remote from the methodical style ofour author,

who QC\tr repeats verbatim any of his former remarks. The addi-

tion concerns the address of an orator upon panegyric, which is

totally irrelevant to the particular subject of narration, and is,

besides, already contained in the 9th Chapter of the rst Book.
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In regard to the length of narration, some

people are ridiculous enough to say, " that it ought

of necessity to be short." Now, in my opinion,

the same answer might be made to thoFC as w?is

once made by a certain man to his pastry-cook,

when the latter, before kneading the paste, came

to ask whether he should make it hard or soft.

" What," said the master, " is it then a t ing

impossible to make good pastry ?'* It is the same

in the present case ; for a person should not dwell

too long upon a narration, any more than upon

an exordium or a proof. For doing a thing we'l,

jn such cases, does not precisely arise from the

duration or abridgment of matter, but in observ-

ing a medium. Now this medium, as it afFer's

the accuser, consists " cither in omitting nothing

which may throw a light upon the subject, or in

making use of things which will impress an opi-

nion that what is asserted 1 as bren really done :"

or, " in showing that his adversary has hurt him,

or done him an injustice in such a case :" and,

finally, ** in exaggerating the evil to the extent of

OUT wishes.** The defendant shouM eujploy the

same method, with the exception of usin^ the con-

trary assertions. What the orator "should princi-

pally propose to him, and in narration, is, while

speaking, to aim at things which mifrht make it

appear that he or his client is an honourable miin.

the adverse party corrupt and depraved* For

instance,

PP3
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" I have, gentlemen, done all in my power to

compel him to what was just and consistent with

his duty, incessantly remonstrating with him, that

he ought not thus to abandon his offspring. But

the sole answer which he made on this head was,

that whatever part he had adopted, he should find

it sufficient to have other children."

This is the reply, which, according to Herodo'

tusy the Egyptians made to their king upon quit-

ting Egypty when they disclaimed obedience to

him. It should likewise be our study to say such

things as may be pleasing to our judges.

In matters of narration, the defendant should be

more brief than the accuser ; for, as it is the latter

who lays down the fact, the former has nothing

more to do than to dispute it, either by denying it

absolutely, asserting that the thing has not been

prejudicial, that there was no injustice in doing it,

or that it was not so great an evil as is represented.

If the fact be allowed, the defendant caa only

plead its not being unjust, &c. : for it would be

irrelevant to dwell upon what was agreed upon.

A defendant, in his narration of a fact, should

take care not to say any thing which excites com-

passion, or may irritate a judge. An instance of

this may be found in Ulysses* recital of his adven-

tures to AlchiQuSf which he did in detail, for the

express purpose of moving that monarch's pity;

Ijut which same narration he reduced into the com-

pass of thirty lines, when addressing it to Penelope^
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in his own exculpation. This may aiso be in-

stanced in the poem o( PJiail/us, entitlc'd the Circle,

as also in the prologue to Euripides' tragedy of

JE^eas. Narrative should also convey an impres-

sion of the speaker's manners. This will happen,

if we are acquainted with the efl'ect which they

have commonly produced. One of these effects,

and which instantly makes known the manners

of a person, upon hearing him speak, is, when,

from his language, an opinion may be formed of the

choice which he makes in regulating the conduct

of his life. According as this choice diflers, which

may be known by the different ends which each

lays down for himself, the manners also vary and

differ. A mathematical discoverer does not pos-

sess this characteristic, as the choice of which I

speak is not to be found in it ; for we cannot see

by that, what is the object or end which the ma-

thematician prt)poses to himself in life.

In all the discourses of Socrates, this choice. i>

remarkably prominent, as the philosopher con-

stantly speaks of the object which each man, in

this life, should keep in view. A knowledge of

the speaker's manners may be also obtained, if he

simply remarks those things which show the cha-

racter, and are the results oi each roan's habits.

For instance, ** While he was thus speaking, he

did not cease walking in continuation of his route."

Such a peculiarity in any person shows a certain

coarseness and rusticity of manner. We might

F F 4
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equally accomplish this object, if the speaker says

a thing, not as proceeding from the reason which

dictates its necessity, because it is useful, as all the

orders of the present day do, but, as proceedmg

from inclination and self-choice ; as thus ;
" For

xny part, gentlemen, it is all that I desired ; and I

dare to say, that, though there were nothing

else for me to hope, I should not omit doing it."

One part merely lets us know a man who reasons

upon what he does, and looks to his own interests

;

whereas the other Is peculiar to a good man,

who acts from virtuous principles. If what the

speaker, in such cases, says, seems contrary to ap-

pearance, and difficult of belief, a reason must be

assigned for it. Sophocles furnishes us with an in-

stance of this in his Anl'tgone\ for this princess,

whom he supposes to have a tender affection for

her brother, wishing to show that he ought to be

dearer to her than her husband or her children,

adds this reason, that though the latter may all

die, }^ctshe may have others in both relations.

** But a« my parents slumber in their tomb,

Jof hopes of other brothers there*s no room."

Ifa reason for this should be asked, it would be

alone necessary to say, '* I really know very well,

that what I advance is extraordinary, and may

S€emii^^i'c<^ible; but I am so constituted, and it is

my natural disposition." But it will be again

QQore necessary to say, ** that one cannot willingly
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believe how a person can do any thing of himself,

and especially of such a nature, without looking

for some advantage to be derived from it.*' It

will also be proper to attend to the pathetic in nar-

ration, remarking the consequences of a passion,

which the judges know, and which are either pe-

culiar to ourselves, or to the adverse party ; for

Instance

:

** He left me, casting first his «ye< askance."

Or, as JBschines represents Cratylus, ** whistling

and clapping his hands." Upon such circum-

stances, the judge may be led to persuasion, as

he always draws, from those signs which are

known to him, consequences and conjectures in

respect to what he does not know. Homer is full

of similar examples ; for instance

:

*' She hid her weeping visage with her hands."

For, those who weep, commonly apply their

hands to the eyes. We should, besides, make it

our constant endeavour to give such an impression

of ourselves or our clients, that it shall not be

lost sight of by the judges. A great deal of

skill is requisite to do this, without the artifice

being perceptible. That it is no easy matter we

may know, if we look to the bearers of news;

for, from the beginning, by their countenance
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alone, we are in no doubt of what the intelligence

is.

In any discourse, narration requires no fixed

place i as it may be differently situated : this may
be instanced in the impropriety, very frequently,

of commencing with narration. Deliberative

rhetoric has scarcely any thing to do with narra-

tion ; for, as its subject is future, there can be

little to relate, except of past occurrences, which

might inspire a better resolution with respect to

things proposed to be done at a distant period.

It matters not whether such recurrence to the

past be employed in adducing examples which are

commendable and worthy of being followed, or

shameful, and to be avoided. Indeed, in this

case, the orator transgresses his limits, neither

performing the functions of advice, nor of deli-

beration. If the fact narrated be strange and in-

credible, we should promise to bring instant proofs

of it, or offer the judge to abide by his reference

and decision. Thus, in Carcimts's (Edipus, Jocasta

incessantly promises him who was in quest of her

son, to make him immediately appear. CEnion

does the same thing in Sophocks.
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CHAP. xvir.

Of Proof.

Tliis should be demonstrative, and founded

npon the foroe of argument. And, as there are

but four heads upon which matters are usually-

contested, the man who proves, must necessarily

keep in view nothing, except what relates to the

question, and constitutes its difference, in order

to bring his proofs io bear. For instance,

at bar, if the question be on matter of fact,

and it is advanced, *' that the thing has not been

done ;" we should insist upon showing io the

judges, " that it has not been really done." It is

the same with respect to the other heads, when

we have to prove *' that we have done no wrong;*'

** that the injury is less than is asserted ;" or,

** that we have only acted in conformity with oat

duty."

What is here said negafiveJy in application to

defence, may also be understood affirmatively h\

matters of accusation ; for instance, in showing

*' that a thing has been done;" '* that it has been

prejudicial, &c.'* The question of fact is the

only one of the four which we have mentioned,

wherein it is necessary that one of the parties

roust be malicious, and of bad faith ; for, if a

person contends wrongly in §uch a case, igno-
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ranee Is not the cause, as may be seen in a con-

tested point of right, of justice, or its contrary.

As nothing is so decisive in a cause as this same

question, we should particularly dwell upon it,

which is not permissible in other cases of dispute.

In demonstrative rhetoric, amp'iftcation is used

instead of proof; and it is simply shown, that

certain acts have been useful to the state, and

glorious to those who achieved them. As in pa-

negyric the subject is pr'^sumed to be true ; for

this reason, one rarely goes to proof, unless the

thing be difficult of belief, or another has ob-

tained the credit of it.

As for deliberative rhetoric, all its contested

subjects tend towards the following assertions

:

" That what is advanced as in a necessary state

of occurrence, will not take plpce;" ** that it

would be unjust i**
" that it would return no advan-

tage;" or, "that the advantage would be trifling.'*

In this branch of the art, we should take care to re-

mark, whether our adversary alleges any thing false

in matters not within his subject; for, if once he

can be convicted of falsity in such a case, it will

be a ground for disbelieving all he has said. In ge-

neral, with regard to proofs, examples are of great

utility in deliberative rhetoric, and more effectual

in that, than in any other part. The enthymetA

js more peculiar to the proofs of judiciary rheto-

ric. The reason is, because in deliberation the

subject regards the future, so that we must neces*
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sarily recur to history for our proofs, and show,

by examples of the past, thai what is said has

alwa}s been done in the same manner. Now,

judiciary rhetoric stands in need of enthymems,

because there the subject is matter of fact, and the

question is to know, *• whether a thing has or

has not been done?" This is of far greater cer-

tainty than the former subject, and lies more in

demonstration ; for, the past time is of such a

nature, that it carries with it a certain necessity,

it being impossible that what has been done, has

not existed.

If wc use enthymems rightly, we must not col-

lect them all into one series, but intermix them

throughout the discourse. In any other case they

would be injurious. We must also avoid bring-

ing forward too many of them. Hence, Homer

introduces Menelaus as having appropriately said

as follows, in praise of the youn^ Ptsistralus :

** Since then, dear youth, you skilfully have told

What would not shame the learned or the old.*'

Odys. /. iv.

For, he praises Nestor^s son as having said so

much as, not siich things as a judicious man would,

in order to show, that even in saying nothing

except what is good, a man may transgress by

being excessive. Neither should enthymems be

brought forward upon every occasion ; for, if so,

wc shall incur th? same fault with certain philo-
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sophers of the present day, who amuse themselves

in proving things which are much better known,

and more probable than the matters which they

bring in as proofs.

If our object be to affect any passion, we should

avoid all kind of argument, as it would either ob*

struct or neutralize the effect of that passion ; for,

two motions are not compatible at the same time, as

they either destroy or weaken each other. The
same observation applies to manners, when we

would impress a favourable opinion of ourselves

;

for, argument having nothing in common with

them, cannot make known whether you are a

good or a bad man.

Sentences may be equally used In narration, and

in proof, because they point out the manners of the

person who employs them; for instance, " I have

not neglected giving him what he required of

me, though I was wel^ aware that it is not safe

to place confidence in all descriptions of people."

If we wish for an admixture of passion in order

to express ourselves pathetically, we may add :

*' However, gentlemen, I do not repent, what-

ever the injury may be which it has done me;

,

for, in fact, if the profit of it rests with him, I

have at least the satisfaction of having done an

honest man's duty.'*

We must not be surprised that the matter of

deliberative is more difficult of discussion than

that of judiciary rhetoric; since, in the former.
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the subject relates to futurity, which we know to

be shrouded in gloom ; whereas, the latter simply

applies to the past, which is so easy to be known,

that the science of divination is principally built

upon it, and this even with, relation to what has

been said by Epmonides of Crete. This person

frankly confessed, that, in the predictions which

he made, he never looked into the future, but

the past ; it was indeed true, that he did so in

matters which were a little concealed from the

knowledge of the greater part of mankind.

Judiciary rhetoric has this advantage, that the

law serves as its basis. Now, whoever has a

foundation and a principle will meet with no dif-

ficulty in arguing, nor in finding such proofs as

he requires. Besides, such a license is not allow-

able in deliberative as in judiciary rhetoric,

wherein, at one time, it is permissible to turn the

discourse against the adverse party, at another tc

speak to one's own advantage, and at anothee

to excite the judge's passions. Now, this is

rarely the case in deliberation, in fact, much less

than in any other description of rhetoric. Such

liberties cannot be taken except the orator fails in

a sufficiency of matter, as is now practised by

the distinguished orators of Athens, particularly

hocrates \ for, he never enters upon a subject

of deliberation, without inveighing against, or ac-

cusing some body ; at one time the Lacedemonians',

for instance, as in his Panegyric ; and at another.
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some individual, such as Charesy for example, in

his oration in favour of the allies.

The digressions of demonstrative rhetoric ought

to be frequent, for all panegyric is fond of en-

larging itself by foreign praise. In this respect

Isocrates is never deficient, for he has always some

one to praise contrary to the hearer's expectation.

This is also what was meant by the boast of

Gorgiasi namely, " that whatever might be the

subject of his discourse, he was certain of not

dwelling on it too briefly for want of matter.**

In fact, if he had to speak of Achilles j he imme-

diately praises Peleus, then j/Eacus^ and afterwards

proceeds to Jupiter. He doest he same things

speaking of valour, or ofany other subject, by the

same successive introduction of matter.

If a man has good arguments and proofs, in

order to intermix them, he should at one time

aspire to the appearance of being an honourable

man, and at another should return to his argu-

ment. If, however, he be defective in these, he

must hold by the quality of a good man, and

thereby give weight to his discourse, because it

beseems a good man more to show an appearance

of such a quality than to produce the most finished

discourse.

Of Refutation.

.Of all enthymcms, those which serve to re*

fute, are, beyond comparison, superior to those
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which serve in proof. The reason of this is, that

whatever refutes, presses more with the force of

reasoning, as there is nothing better known than,

contraries are, when opposed to each other.

Whatever serves as a reply to our adversary, does

not form a distinct species, but enters into the

body of proof.

Refutation never takes place without bringing

an objection, or opposing argument to argument.

In matters of proof, whether of deliberation or

bar-pleading, the first speaker should state his

reasons from the very outset, and afterwards

meet the objections which may be urged against

him, by giving each its solution, and attempting

to show that they are all vain and unfounded.

If what is urged against us be embarrassing and

tedious in the discussion, on a( ^ ount of liaving

several adversaries, then we must anticipate the

reply, as was done by CulUirates in the assembly

of Messhui ; for, he first destroyed what was

urged against him, and afterwards laid down his

own reasons. The last speaker must always

set out with refuting, by solutions and contrary

arguments, particularly if he sees that what the

preceding speaker said was well received, and

made an impression.

In the same manner as the mind cannot endure

a person who passes as infamous, and has beei^

already accused of some crime, so it is with a

discourse, when the adverse party has made hi§

6 O
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reasoning palatable, and his assertions fo be be-

lieved. In such cases then, we should endeavour

to obtain a place in the hearer's mind, for the re-

ception of what we say. This will happen if we

remove the first impressions by which it has been

pre-occupied ; and which shut out the entrance

of those reasons which we wish to adduce. To
this end we should combat either the entire of

what has been said by the party, the principal

matter, and that which is affecting, or most easily

refuted ; and afterwards allege our own reasons,

which we should endeavour to render as probable

as we can. Hence it has been said :

*' Of the goddesses, first, I take up the defence;

For, Juno I honour ."

This is an example taken from the Troades of

EuripideSf when Hecuha^ in the house of M«?W^«j,

replies to Helens reasoning ; for, she begins, by

what is weakest, to refute her opponent's obser-

rations. So far for proof.

As there are certain things which one cannot

say without being laid open to envy, with-

out fatigue, or without being put in the way

of contradiction ; as also, as one cannot say

a thing of another without hazarding some

blame, and incurring the epithet of impertinent

;

on such occasions it will be of use to introduce

some one, who should act, in this respect, for us,

as IsQcrates has done, in the oration he sent io
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Philip, and also in another, entitled " The Re-

muneration" (Av7/W/f). Again, ArchihchiSt

speaking ill of Lycamhus' daughter, introduces her

father, as saying thus :

" It is nought but what I should expect.

And nothing but what one might swear."

This author also docs the same thing in ano-

ther place, under the name of a certain artisan

called Caron. The piece begins thus

:

** I have neither the wealth nor possessions of Gjges."

Sophocles in like manner uses it, where he re-

presents CEmofi pleading in behalf of Antigone^

with her father ; he puts several things into his

mouth, as if others had said them and not him-

self.

The last observation to be made respecting

proof, is, the necessity of disguising one's argu-

ments so as that, of an enthymem, we might some-

times make a sentence. For example, it would

be a pure sentence to say :

" No good polilician ought to delay making a

peace, when he has obtained an advantage over

his enemies, because it is only the manner of as-

suring his conquests, and- making much better

conditions for himself." In an argumentative

form, it might thus be expressed:^

** If the true period for concluding peace with

an enemy, is when the conditions should be mos^.
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useful, and most glorious to the state, it undoubt-

edly is the time when we have an advantage over

him, and when he is constrained to receive what

we wish to impose.'*

CHAP. XVIII.

Of Interrogation.

The true period for making use of this, is when,

of two things, one of which is admitted by our

adversary, you cannot put a question respecting

the other, without an absurdity following from

the answer. Thus it was used by Pericles, when

he questioned Lampon upon what passed at the

mysteries of Ceres, who is also called the " Sa-

lutary Goddess." The latter having replied,

*^ That it was not a thing to be revealed to the

whole world, and, if he would know it, that he

must be initiated;" Pt^r/^/^j again asked, "whe-

ther he himself knew what passed there ?" and

the other replying in the affirmative, Pericles add-

ed, " And how could you, who are as little

initiated as I am, know it?"

Secondly, interrogation may be used, when, of

two propositions, one is clear, and the other of
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such a quality as to leave no room for doubting

the adverse party's contradiction of it if question-

ed. We must, however, observe the precaution

of laying aside that which is self-clear, question-

ing only upon the other, and passing straight

forward to the conclusion, as Socrates did in his

apology or defence, when Melitus contended,

** That he was an impious wretch who did not

believe in the gods.'* "What!" s^^\d Socrates^

** do I not at least acknowledge that there is some

spiritual nature superior to man, and that there

exists some particular demon?" Melitus being

obliged to grant this, because Socrates had fre-

quently made known that he had a certain demon

or good genius, who took charge of his conduct,

and forewarned him of what was necessary for

him to do ; Socrates immediately put this ques-

tion : " Is it not necessary that such spiritual

essences, and such demons, be either the off-

spring of the gods, or something divine ?" This

also his opponent conceded. Socrates then passed

on to this conclusion ;
" What say you, Melitus?

Can you imagine there are persons who believe in

the existence of children of the gods, and yet con-

ceive that there are no gods ?" It will be also of

use to employ interrogation, when, in reply to the

adverse party, one can show either that he con-

tradicts what he before asserted, or that he ad-

vances a thing which is incredible, and repug-

nant to common sense. Interrogation vvili also
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strongly apply when the opposite party, not bc«

ing able to answer our question fully, will make

a captious and sophistical answer ; for instance,

if he should answer thus :
" Without doubt

there is some foundation for what you say, and

yet it is not true. In part the thing is, and in

part it is not. In one sense, it may be main-

tained, but not in another.'* Such a reply would

very much prejudice a judge. Except on thosQ

four occasions, interrogation is perfectly useless.

We should not put several interrogatories in

one continued series, on account of the consi-

deration which it is necessary to pay to the

hearer's incapacity ; and hence the necessity of

an argumentative summary, in preference to a

detail. As to the manner of arnvjering an inter"

rogatory, if that which is put to us be captious,

or includes a double meaning, we must make

use of distinction, not so briefly, however, as

not to be understood. But if the interrogatory

which is put, compel us to utter things in ap-

pearance contradictory, the remedy lies in ap-

plying a solution of the question at the same

time with its answer, before the opposite party

has sufficient leisure to follow up his interroga-

tories, or to draw any conclusion to our disad-

vantage. The only difficulty in doing so will

consist in our foreseeing the reason we should

adduce. This entire matter, as well as what

concerris solutions, has been already fully eni-
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braced in our Topics ; but if the interrogator draw

any conclusion from our answer, which he em-

bodies in form of another question put to us,

we have only to comply with his demand : at

the same time assigning the reason wherefore;

as Sophocles did in regard to Pisander, when the

latter questioned him thus:

" Whether it had not been his opinion, in

concurrence with some others, that a change

should take place in the government of his state,

and that the four hundred should be restored to

power ?" Sophocles granted this. " Well then,"

added P'lsauder, " did you not know that such

an opinion was wrong ?"—" I confess it," re-

plied Sophocles. ** So then," said the other,

" you acknowledge that you knew you were

doing wrong ?"—" Yes," answered Sophocles ;

" but I did not see any thing better which could

be done at the time." Another example oc-

curs, in the case of the Lacedemonian who ren-

dered an account of his administration as one of

Ihe magistrates called Ephori; for being forced

to answer upon a certain decree, to which he

had given his assent, and on account of which

his fellow -magistrates had been put to death,

the following question was asked him: "If he

did not think their punishment was merited ?"

He answered in the affirmative. ** Did he not

coincide with those men as to the passing of that

decree, and had it not his consent :" This he
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allowed to be true. ** Well then, did he not

believe that justice equally demanded his death ?"

—** By no means," he replied ;
" for his fellows

acted from bribery and corrupt motives, whereas,

he had given his fair and uninfluenced judgment

upon the matter." Hence, it is clear, that a

question ought not to be put after a conclusion

has been drawn ; as, also, that a conclusion

ought not to be altered into a form of interro-

gatory, unless we place great dependence upon

the thing's certainty, and there remains suffi-

cient truth to produce conviction in the mind

of the person questioned.

X Of Ridicule.

This may be of use in contested subjects ; for,

as Gorgias has well observed, " it is sometimes

advantageous to turn the serious reasoning of

an adversary into jest, and his jest into earnest.*'

In our Poetics we have amply spoken of ridicule,

and its several species, and have also shown,

that there is a certain kind of raillery which is

befitting a man of propriety, as well as another

kind which is unworthy of him. To that part

of my work I shall refer the reader for matter

applicable to this subject. There is this differ-

ence between irony and luffoonery, that the

former savours somewhat of propriety, as the
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man of raillery applies ridicule only for bis own
ends, or diversion, whereas the jester and buffoon

employ it to excite laughter in others.

CHAP. XIX.

Of Peroration.

For the composition of this, there are four re-

quisites :

1. That we ourselves should stand well in the

mind of the judge, while we produce a contrary

disposition towards our adversary.

2. To strengthen or weaken the reasoning

alleged on either side.

3. To excite the feeling of some passion in

the judge. And,

4. To awaken his recollection of what has

been said.

After showing the truth of our own assertions,

or the falsity of our adversary's, there is nothing

more natural than to triumph ourselves, and in-

sult our adversary; in a word, to make use of

the artisan's phrase, to give, our work a finish-

ing touch.

In order to operate a favourable^ opinion of

HH
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ourselves in the judges' mind, we should either

endeavour to attain their consideration of us as

persons absolutely good, or so only with respect

to them, and vice versa, of our adversary. For

this purpose, 1 refer to the places proper for in-

ducing the appearance of virtue or its contrary,

which we have heretofore laid down. Next after

this consideration, and pre-supposing that the

case is proved, it is natural to enlarge the im-

portance of one's own reasons, and to vilify

those of the adverse party. This could not,

however, be done, if the matter were not pre-

viously clear, as bodies cannot increase in growth

if they have not previous existence. We have,

also, assigned an express place for the attain-

ment of this object.

Having demonstrated the truth and important

quality of our assertions to the judge, the next

thin* to be aimed at is the excitement of some

passion in his breast, such as pity, indignation,

anger, hatred, envy, emulation, &c. ; for which,

in like manner, we have assigned appropriate

places.

The only remaining object is recapitulation, and

a summary of our reasoning, for the purpose of

refreshing the memory. This may be done upon

the principles which some teach with respect to

exordium, though the latter differs in its local

situation. Those persons urge the necessity of

a frimary recapitulation, in order that the judge
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may be better acquainted with the subject which

they enforce by frequent repetition ; but, I say,

that the orator is obliged to make an exposition of

the fact at first, merely that the judge should not

be ignorant of the subject, nor of the matter

upon which he is to decide. Now, recapitula-

tion is alone necessary to aid 'the judge's recol-

lection, and to give hira, in brief, a view of

what was said in long detail.. 'Up

A recapitulation may be thus commenced :
" I

believe that hitherto I have fulfilled my pi'omise;

and it now only remains for me to show, that I

have said certain things for certain reason^.''

Another method might also be adopted, namely,

the comparison of pur own assertions with those

of our adversary. This may be done ip two

ways ; either by taking and setting in opposition

to each other all things which were said for and

against, or by a recital of the whole without op-

position ; thus :
** Such and such things have

been asserted on this head by the adverse party ;

now, I have made such an assertion for a certain

reason."

Irony might also be introduced into this

method; for instance: *' Jt certainly cannot be

denied that the adverse party has thoroughly

proved his allegation, when he has adduced such

matters in support of his reasoning; for my part,

I have said such things as I have in a simple

manner." Or, " I request to know what the
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opposite party would do, if he had shown such

and such a thing, instead of what he has brought

forward ?" Or again, in form of interrogatory :

** Now, what is there which I have not made

appear, and what proofs can be added to those

I have already given ?" Or, in speaking of

our adversary, '*'In all that he has said, what

has he proved ?" These are the modes of recapitu-

lation ; but we must finally observe, that it will

be necessary to avoid conjunctions, in order that

the judge may perceive that the discourse is not

to be of long continuation ; as for example : " I

have assigned my reasons, you have hedl-d them,

you are acquainted with the subject, it is for you

now to pronounce your judgmciit and decision

thereon."

THE END.

Printed by S. GosNEtt, Little Queen Street, London.
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